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Message from the Chairman
Sri Lanka Press Institute

THE COLOMBO DECLARATION ON MEDIA working journalists and future recruits to the profes- 
FREEDOM AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY was a sion. 
landmark event in the contemporary history of the 
Press of Sri Lanka. However, more needs to be done, such as the intro

duction of a Freedom to Information Act and a
By 1998 the mainstream print media had come under Contempt of Court Act, the ensuring of the safety and 
siege with several Editors and some Publishers of security of journalists to practise their profession, to 
national newspapers being indicted on criminal make Journalism a profession by itself before the 
defamation charges which carried prison sentences. ideals contained in the Colombo Declaration are fully

realized.
These Editors and Publishers had been charged with
defaming the then incumbent President, Her 10 years later, in 2008, the Sri Lanka Press Institute 
Excellency President Chandrika Bandaranaike and its four constituent partners adopted a proposal by 
Kumaratunga. It was a period when the Justice The Editors' Guild of Sri Lanka to review and revise 
Ministry and the Attorney General's department work- the 1998 Colombo Declaration, 
ing in tandem, implemented the Government's agen
da of media suppression through the legal process.
Several cases of extrajudicial acts against media per
sonnel and media institutions were also recorded dur-

Consequently an international symposium was held in 
Colombo from 20th to 23rd October 2008, supported 
and assisted by UNESCO.

This publication contains the valuable contributions 
made at the symposium and the revised 2008 
Colombo Declaration on Media Freedom and Social 
Responsibility that was agreed and adopted by the sig
natories to the original document.

I am sure you will find the contents and the issues dis
cussed here of great interest.

On behalf of the Sri Lanka Press Institute I wish to 
extend our appreciation and gratitude to UNESCO for 

Arising from the Colombo Declaration of 1998, sev- SUpp0rting the symposium and for co-sponsoring this 
eral positive aspects could be recorded including the publicatioilj thank Mr. Azzam Ameen and his
unanimous repeal by Parliament of the Laws relating team for their untiring efforts to launch this publica-
to Criminal Defamation, as well as the establishment 
of the Sri Lanka Press Institute, now the country's pre
mier media related institution. With it came the Press 
Complaints Commission of Sri Lanka, the self regula
tory mechanism for the print media and the Sri Lanka 
College of Journalism, the training institution for May 3, 2009

ing that time.

The 1998 Colombo Declaration on Media Freedom 
and Social Responsibility is a story of the media pro
fessionals who challenged that agenda. The events of 
1998 brought about and forged hitherto unseen media 
unity in the country. Unity that gave rise to the 
Colombo Declaration, and the several resolutions 
adopted by the Declaration was the basis for the call 
for reforms.

tion today, UNESCO's World Press Freedom Day.

Kumar Nadesan
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Mr. Ranga Kalansooriya, Director General, Sri Association, the country’s largest union of journalists 
Lanka Press Institute: created by an Act of Parliament, became the fourth

signatory to the Colombo Declaration. The direct out
come of this document was the establishment of three 
key institutions, the Sri Lanka Press Institute, the Sri 
Lanka College of Journalism and the Press 
Complaints Commission of Sri Lanka. Further, this 
was also a demonstration of the unity among the 
media institutions.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the Chairman of today’s pro
ceedings is Mr. Kumar Nadesan, Chairman of the Sri 
Lanka Press Institute. May I invite him to take the 
Chair and also invite him to make his welcome 
speech.

The Sri Lanka Press Institute established in 2004 is 
now the umbrella organization that brings together, 
and provides the platform for the media industry to 
interact. It has, as another of its objectives, the goal 
of establishing links with fraternal international 
organizations around the world. As we all know, we 
in the media believe that we are infallible, that we are 
always correct. Therefore you will agree that for the 
industry to accept self-regulation was a major 
achievement, no small feat indeed. The Press 
Complaints Commission was established in 2003, and 
as a result, the Sri Lanka Press Council is now non
functional. In its place we have a self-regulatory 
mechanism that is free, fair and fast with all disputes 
being heard by an independent council. There is also 
a code of practice formulated by The Editors’ Guild 
which is reviewed and revised every two years by a 
national expert committee. The third institution, the 
Sri Lanka College of Journalism set up in 2004 is per
haps the institution that can do'the most to change the 
industry and have the greatest impact on the future of 
this country. Fulfilling a long need for professional 
training the college now offers a one-year diploma 
course for entry level journalists in all three lan
guages, covering print, television and radio. Every 
year an average of 60 students graduate from that col
lege and 98 per cent of them have found employment 
in the media sector. The college also offers a series of 
mid-career courses for practising journalists and an 
extensive training programme for provincial journal
ists. We hope to introduce a degree level course with
in the next few years.

Mr. Kumar Nadesan:

Thank you, Ranga. Distinguished guests, thank you 
for braving the weather. Hon. Ranil Wickremesinghe,
Leader of the Opposition, Hon. Ministers, Members 
of Parliament, Your Excellencies, Mr. Aniruddha 
Bahai, our Chief Keynote Speaker today, overseas 
delegates, colleagues in the media and ladies and gen
tlemen. As the Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
the Sri Lanka Press Institute, it is my privilege and 
honour to welcome you this evening to the inaugura
tion of the International Symposium being held to 
mark the lO^1 anniversary of the Colombo 
Declaration on Media Freedom and Social 
Responsibility. The theme of this symposium is 
“Success and Challenges 10 Years Later”.

The Colombo Declaration of 1998 was a watershed 
event in the long and colourful history of the country’s 
media. It was at that conference 10 years ago that four 
main media organizations in Sri Lanka came to a con
sensus on the roadmap to achieve greater freedom for 
the media. It was also significant that the key stake
holders agreed on the need for the media to practise its 
profession with responsibility and accountability. At y0U can see^ we jjave taken major strides in pro- 
the conclusion of that conference, 3 organizations — fessionalizing the media in order to promote excel- 
the Free Media Movement, The Editors Guild of Sri ience jn journalism. On the other hand, I must admit, 
Lanka and the Newspaper Society of Sri Lanka signed jjttle progress has been made in the arena of reform- 
the Colombo Declaration. Last year, the fourth organ- jng jaws that restrict media freedom. However, we 
ization, the Sri Lanka Working Journalists have reason to celebrate in that the controversial
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defamation laws were abolished in 2002. There 
remain though other reforms including the Freedom of 
Information Act and the Contempt of Court Act on the 
back burner. Sri Lanka is a democracy and no democ
racy can thrive without journalistic excellence. That is 
our ultimate mission, excellence in journalism.

We as journalists and media professionals must be 
able to create an intelligent, knowledgeable and dis
cerning citizenry. We have invited leaders of political 
parties in Parliament to join us today so that we may 
stress on the importance of this subject, and empha
size on the need to re-focus on these issues that ham
per media freedom, and indeed democracy. I thank dedicated to promoting free flow of ideas by word and 
you for your presence and we also seek your coopera- image. In Sri Lanka’s efforts in this area of media 
tion and help to ensure the safety and security of our development and the defence of freedom of press, 
journalists and media institutions. We, as an industry, over the past decade, there are strong indications of 
are ready to engage with Parliament and the the unwavering commitment to the development of 
Government to discuss how we may further expand on free, independent and pluralistic media, 
the freedom of expression that all citizens have the UNESCO, media development assistance is an indis- 
right to enjoy in a democratic country.

As stated in UNESCO’s constitution, UNESCO is

For

pensable component of development strategies and of 
the conceptual development in the field of communi- 

Finally I must thank the donor community for the catjon Thjs position was reinforced by the partici-
unstinted support they have always extended to us as pants to the media development and poverty eradica- 
well as the stakeholders in the industry who have been don meeting organized on the occasion of the World
appreciative of our efforts to achieve professionalism Press Freedom Day in Colombo from the 1st to 3rd
and excellence in journalism. I would also like to May, 2006 and in the document also entitled the
thank all past and present directors of the three boards Co|ombo Declaration. I invite you to consult this
for their contribution to our success. Once again dis
tinguished guests, welcome to the inaugural sessions 
of the international symposium on the ‘Success and 
Challenges 10 Years Later’ of the 1998 Colombo 
Declaration.

document because I think it is a good framework for 
the proposals that have been made within the context 
of this meeting.

Why are we here today? First of all we are here 
today as a facilitator and to that end we have provided 
the services of a recognized specialist in constitution
al law as well as media laws and regulatory frame
work, and to serve as a resource person for the dura
tion of this conference - that is Mr. Lawrence Liang, 
who is present in this conference and we hope that he 
will be a resource person for questions that might 

Good evening, representatives of the Government of come up during this meeting. UNESCO has also 
Sri Lanka, Leader of the Opposition of Sri Lanka, and facilitated the presence of Ms. Nandini Sahai who has 
Members of the Sri Lanka Press Institute, representa- been at the forefront of the introduction of the Right of 
tives of the international organizations and non-gov- Information Act in India and whose recognized 
emmental organizations who have come to this meet-

Let me announce the next speaker, Mr. Alanso Azna. 
He is the Consultant, Communication and Information 
of UNESCO in New Delhi, and has flown here today 
from Delhi to speak to us. Mr. Azna, please.

Mr. Alanso Azna:

knowledge in this field will be of great help to the 
ing, Members of the Parliament, ladies and gentlemen, debate and resolutions undertaken in this conference. 
I am going to ask for your patience because as 
UNESCO representative I have to be very clear and let 
there be no doubt in what our mandate is and why we 
are here.

This contribution from UNESCO is done with the sole 
purpose of encouraging a process of dialogue and 
reflection and understanding, which hopefully, will
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result in the revival of the Colombo Declaration on and impact and repercussions that communication
Media Freedom and Social Responsibilities being pre- information have on the population as well as on deci-
sented at this meeting in harmony with the spirit of sion-makers. However, it is also an opportunity for
Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human them to examine and understand every point of view
Rights as well as with the International Covenant on even if not in agreement to try to find a common
Civil and Political Rights signed and ratified by the threshold that would facilitate incorporation of these
Government of Sri Lanka. Keeping in mind the freedoms into the Constitution. It is evident that nei-
above mandate, it should be clear for all participants ther the government nor the independent media and
in this conference, that UNESCO will encourage an media professionals can allow themselves to be in
agreement based on the principle of Article 19 of the mutual conflict since injustice and weakening of
Universal Declaration that proclaims the right to free- national institutions are often the result of such a state
dom of expression which includes freedom to seek, of affairs and would continue to block the path to true
receive and impart information and ideas through any democracy, 
media regardless of the frontier.

We, therefore, hope that an agreement will be reached, 
The importance of freedom of expression has been and UNESCO will be there to support this process of 
recognized and therefore adopted and incorporated enhancement of the fundamental freedoms of expres- 
into national legislation in most of our member-states, sion and information together with our UN sister 
Considering that the freedom of expression and free- agencies and specialized non-governmental organiza- 
dom of the media are part of the inalienable right of tions, Article 19, the International Federation of 
the human family, and constitute an obligation for Journalists, IMS and others, and I therefore wish you 
members of the international community, it is obvious every success in your deliberations and overall con- 
that the Colombo Declaration of Media Freedom and sensus in the adoption of the document that will 
Social Responsibility is a basis for dialogue and pro- enhance freedom of expression and freedom of the 
posal. Following a strong democracy in many coun- press as well as freedom of information. Thank you 
tries in South Asia and beyond, it could also be a gold- very much, 
en opportunity to consider the reinforcement of the 
democratic process by the introduction of a Freedom 
of Information Act as the basis of a true participatory 
democracy. It is, however, true that the laws and reg
ulations are relative and subject to interpretation from The next speaker is a well known and highly respect- 
different points of view and according to the responsi- ed investigative journalist from India. Mr. Aniruddha 
bility of each of the stakeholders in society. This is Bahai, is one of the reporters who broke the story on 
particularly evident as far as the different branches of ‘match fixing’ in international cricket. He also 
the government are concerned, but the mandate each exposed the ‘cash for questions’ issue that showed 
one of them has, has a different perspective and it is how some Indian Parliamentarians took money to 
also the case for the different actors in civil society, raise questions in the Legislature. This resulted in the 
For this reason it is of extreme importance and could expulsion of 12 Lok Sabha MPs. Mr. Bahai is also the 
be of great achievement if representatives of the three co-founder and former CEO ofTehelka.com, the news 
branches of the government and the different actors of website famous for ‘Operation West End’, which 
civil society present here today come to an agreement uncovered widespread corruption in defence procure- 
on the proposal in front of them. We believe that each ment in India. At present, he is Editor-in-Chief in 
of them have an opportunity to clearly explain the Cobra Post.com, an Indian news and views website 
point of view, their proposals as well as the reserva- and TV production house which produces several 
tions on the working document and that this process investigative shows for different channels in India.

Mr. Bahai has worked for India Today, Down to Earth, 
Financial Express and Outlook, and is the author of an 
internationally acclaimed book ‘Bunker 13’. May I 

This is particularly a difficult task for the importance jnvjte Mr> Bahai to make his presentation.

Chairman:

Thank you, Mr. Azna for your good wishes.

could find a point of convergence and a consensus 
document could be adopted.
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hue and cry, and a kind of inquiry set up by the Indian 
Cricket Board which led to a CBI inquiry, and ulti
mately the expulsion of three or four Indian players 
from the Indian cricketing fraternity. Subsequently 
we did a little more, so-called, ‘dangerous story’, 
where nobody expected a small website to go ahead 
and do something of a guerrilla kind of story. It was 
basically exposure of the whole defence procurement 
process in India. The story, revealed the various flaws 
in the system and how we as complete outsiders could 
infiltrate the system and basically get orders for a non
existing product and the story was called ‘Operation 
West End’. It led to the resignation of the then 
Defence Minister of India, George Fernandes - it led 
to the resignation of the then BJP President, Mr. 
Bangaru Laxman. It led to the court martialling of sev
eral army officers, and a lot of defence middle men 
have been arrested so far and cases are still going on. 
But that was just condensing the whole thing in a very 
short manner. What we basically did was, we posed as 
defence manufacturers and kind of inserted ourselves 
into the whole gravy train, so to speak, and went to 
defence middle men, politicians, army officials and 
finally got this order issued for night vision thermal 
images which is basically night vision equipment used 
by defence persons, and these were non-existent ther
mal images. We made fancy photographs of them, 
made fancy technical capabilities which included 
parts, I mean anything available in the market, and 
they fell for it. We inserted ourselves into the system 
where they procured and indented, and told us to come 
in for trial and examination of this product from which 
point we could not have proceeded any further.

Mr. Aniruddha Bahai:

Respected Mr. Nadesan, the Hon. Leader of the 
Opposition, Mr. Ranil Wickremesinghe, Mr. Alanso 
Azna, overseas delegates, Sri Lankan media col
leagues and also members of the diplomatic corps in 
Colombo. I must confess at the outset, that I am not 
quite used to speaking at gatherings having 
Excellencies and sharing the dais with the Leader of 
Opposition for often I find myself in a very adversar
ial position with them in India, and it is quite an 
unusual kind of experience for me.

The topic I am going to speak on is basically about my 
experiences as an investigative journalist in India, and 
especially the journey over the last 6-7 years that I 
have had and how it relates, and how it kind of inter
weaves with the different principles that were men
tioned earlier about media excellence, about freedom 
of expression, about authority and about speaking the 
truth with authority etc. In some ways my story would 
reflect the condition of the Indian subcontinent and 
especially the region that we live in, and especially 
being neighbours, I think a lot can be drawn from our 
own lessons especially with more than a billion people 
living next door in India and their own experiences 
about freedom of expression and the way media is 
kind of growing there.

We have done investigative stories and then we 
became news ourselves. Parliament stopped function
ing for nearly a month. There had never been a boy
cott of Parliament by the Opposition for more than a 
month, and this story took centre stage, and it also put 
us on the spotlight of the then NDA-led government. 
We were messengers, but the manner in which the 
authorities came after us in a lot of ways specify the 
problems that journalists in the Indian subcontinent 
face. We had bogus cases, prosecution slapped on us, 
which was quite similar to the way - I remember talk-

We started a media organization called Tehelka in the 
year 2000 - me and another partner of mine, Tarun 
Tejpal. The media organization became notorious for 
doing a lot of investigative stories of all kinds. One of 
the unusual things it did was to do a lot of undercover 
exposures and the first one amongst them was - as in§ t0 the Sri Lankan journalists pre-2002, and lot of 
mentioned by Mr. Nadesan, match fixing in interna- them were expressing lot of consternation about crim- 
tional cricket especially Indian cricket. It led to a big 'na* defamation that existed here at the time. The law

has been subsequently repealed in Sri Lanka in 2002,

-1
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but I imagine the fear psychosis that existed pre-2002, 
but with us it was more- a case of one of our journal
ists who was put behind on a poaching kind of case. 
He was only poaching a wildlife story. They charged 
him for a poaching act. They put an Official Secrets 
Act case against us. They accused us of quoting min
utes from the Home Ministry where we basically said 
that certain North East militants were being funded by 
Dutch NGOs so they slapped the Official Secrets Act 
case against us, which is still going on. They slapped 
the Judicial Commission on us which, instead of 
exposing and inquiring into the facts, they were large
ly occupied with examining how we did the story, and 
why did it, and who was behind it. Basically, they 
were questioning our motives.

It is the easiest thing to thrash an investigative story 
by questioning the motives of the journalists who did 
it and it is nothing alien to journalism. It happens in 
Europe, it happens in America increasingly now. It’s 
very disturbing. It happens in the subcontinent where 
facts are never questioned. Nobody ever questioned 
the videos that we had. Nobody had a question on the 
facts, or the different documents that we produced, but 
they would question, “is the Pakistani ISI behind 
you?”

I have spent one day in a week in a different court in 
India. My bed-time reading is affidavits. It took a per
sonal toll on my whole life and the team of my other 
members of the investigative unit. But that was one 
story. Then we went on - I started another organiza
tion called Cobra Post and in 2005 the whole thing 
emerged very accidentally. Mr. Nadesan talked about 
how we did a story about nearly a dozen members of 
the Indian Parliament taking bribes to ask questions in 
the Indian Parliament. It is a Parliamentarian’s right 
to ask questions. It is the original right to information, 
because before the Right to Information Act was 
passed in India, a Member of Parliament asking a 
question in Parliament was the only way to get the 
Executive to part with information, and so it was, and 
still is, a very beautiful tool to access information 
from the Executive which they always unwilling to 
part with. Here were these Members of Parliament 
using their authority to ask questions for which they 
have been bribed by convicts and they were also 
promising to intervene in basically lobbying for dif
ferent corporate sectors, and for the first time, I mean

at least I am proud to say, that there was an accounta
bility shown by the Indian political system, and 
Parliament itself. After several inquiries they had no 
other option but to expel these MPs. It was the first 
time that the Indian political class looked upon itself 
and acted on the issue of corruption.

We pick up stories which are of great public interest. 
Nobody has ever criticized us for picking up a story 
which is not of public interest, or of saying that a story 
that we did was not in the public interest. In a devel
oping economy like ours, especially where more than 
a billion people are there, I fundamentally believe, as 
a citizen and as a journalist, that the resources have to 
go in the right direction. I think that is true for all 
developing economies; that it is true for all our neigh
bours; it is true for Sri Lanka. We have meagre 
resources and if they don’t go in the right direction, 
the speed of our development is held back, the whole 
process of nation-building, the whole process of get
ting your literacy rates up, your poverty down, your 
education numbers up, your health figures up; these 
are all dependent upon resources and resources are at 
a premium especially in this region where corruption 
is so endemic that we always find ourselves at the bot
tom of the wrong end in any study whether it is about 
nations or individual cities and so for us, and a big fra
ternity of us in India, it is a big thing to come out with 
exposures, to come out with stories that lead to some 
impact because we are of a generation we don’t 
believe in just doing a job and going home. We want 
to see it impact; we want to see whether our story will 
lead to this transformation process of the Indian state, 
and so on and so forth.

To even imagine how a system, or a powerful State, 
could go after a journalist, you have to face it, to real
ly believe it. You see, prosecution is one thing, it is a 
battle of attrition between the state and the journalist, 
and it still goes on with many media institutions in 
India, not just us. They locked up our investors. Our 
investors did not get bail. I am out on bail in about 7- 
8 cases. So I am speaking to you as a journalist whose 
liberty is at stake in various different legal proceed
ings in various Indian courts, and who faces that on a 
monthly basis. The kind of stories that we have done, 
whether it is on trafficking of babies, whether it is on 
the mafia, whether it is on Naxalites, whether it is of 
godmen converting black money into white, whether
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ruption you have done. So for me that was the kind 
of depth that a simple story could have had an impact 
on the common people especially because for the first 
time, we gave them visual images of corruption in 
actual progress, and that made a big impact on the 
Indian psyche.

there is a forensic lab scientist willing to doctor foren
sic, ballistic reports of suicide squads making bombs 
in Kashmir—1 mean we have really travelled the edge 
in lots of topics that we have chosen and as a result, 
our stories face nearly 20 prosecutions in different 
Indian courts which are happening and continue to 
happen where we as journalists are witnesses.

So during the whole process of 6-7 years, I think, 
investigative journalism has gained more acceptance 
in India. It is not as if it did not exist earlier. It was 
very healthy earlier. So we have perhaps taken it, 
maybe half a step forward and now there is a whole 
clash because mainstream media with this commercial 
interest, is kind of unable to push forward investiga
tive journalism in the manner that a lot of our journal
ists would like it to be pushed and so it is meandering 
on the way, but we are in the process of setting up dif
ferent platforms for journalists that we take it on a 
kind of non-profit basis.

To round off, I will show a video of about 5/6 minute 
of the stories that we have done which would give you 
a better flavour of the way it has impacted throughout 
the Indian media and also other walks of life. But 
before we start the video there is one thing that must 
be said about journalists. I think as a journalist a lot 
of youngsters come to us for advice seeing we had 
been in the profession for 20 years or more, and they 
ask us, and I always advise them, ‘don’t come to jour
nalism if money is the kind of objective you have, 
because you will never make as much money as you 
can make in the corporate world; but you will get a lot 
of goodwill as we have got’.

I will just end this talk of mine before the video is 
played with the compliments and the goodwill that we 
used to receive from various Indians. There is this 
beautiful story after we did the Operation West End. I 
got an e-mail from a friend in Bangalore, a city in 
Southern India. She said that she was walking the 
streets of Bangalore and there was a labourer-woman 
who was on the roadside and there were two women 
labourers discussing what Tehelka was - because 
Tehelka had become a synonym for anti-corruption 
issues, and one woman was explaining to the other in 
Kamatic language, which is a regional language in 
South India, that the Tehelka is this big electronic 
machine that they had discovered in Delhi and if you 
stand in front of it, it will tell you the amount of cor-

(Video played)

That is the kind of work that we have done, and that 
we continue to do. Thank you very much, and best 
wishes to the Sri Lankan Press Institute for the pro
ceedings of the next 3 days. Thank you.

Chairman:

Thank you, Mr. Bahai, 
courage and your professionalism, and dedication to 
this task of investigative journalism. It is fortunate 
that you don’t have, as we do, the ‘White Van’ syn
drome in Delhi otherwise you might not have joined 
us here.

We have to admire your

May I now invite Mr. Ranga Kalansooriya to read His 
Excellency, the President’s message to this confer
ence.

Mr. Ranga Kalansooriva (reads His Excellency the 
President’s message):;
“I am pleased to send this message to the Symposium 
being held in Colombo on the 101*1 anniversary of 
Colombo Declaration on Media Freedom and Social 
Responsibility in Sri Lanka. It is opportune that a sub
ject such as media freedom which is a pillar of demo
cratic society be studied in depth in the context of the 
prevailing social, political and economic conditions in 
Sri Lanka and other developing countries. My 
Government has a strong commitment to media free-
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dom and appreciates the role of media and its respon
sibilities towards society and the nation. We see in a 
democratic society, that a free and fair, robust media 
is an important aspect of good governance. I welcome 
the foreign delegates to the symposium and wish it all 
success in its efforts to improve the performance and 
the responsibilities of the media”.

(Sgd; Maliinda Rajapaksa, President of Sri Lanka)

Chairman:

Commission as well as the College of Journalism. 
These were but some of the measures we took in that 
period. We drafted a Freedom of Information bill 
which unfortunately did not see the light of day since 
we lost the elections, and that was the end of it. We 
appointed a committee, a Select Committee of 
Parliament to go into the matter of Contempt of Court. 
There is much more to be done. But unfortunately, 
instead of completing the task, what we face here is 
undoing what has been done. Mr. Bahai said that he 
is here on bail, his liberty is at risk, and he has been 
charged in numerous courts. In the Sri Lankan con
text you are a lucky person. If a journalist is arrested, 
he knows the law under which he is arrested. He is 
remanded and bailed out. He is a very fortunate per
son. The culture of the white van has fortunately not 
come to that part of the South Asian subcontinent. 
But these are the issues that you face today, abduction 
of journalists, killing of journalists, sealing of news
papers, burning of presses, withdrawing the licences 
of media stations, there are numerous pressures that 
come in which have in fact undone most of the meas
ures which were taken in the first few years. To be 
alive is fortunate and that is what many journalists 
have to face.

May I now invite the Hon. Leader of the Opposition, 
Mr. Ranil Wickremesinghe to address us:

This has to be looked at in the background of the 
restriction of the democratic space in the last two 
years. The breakdown of institutions, a Parliament in 
which Ministers fail to turn up to give answers to 
questions, when the Committee of Public Enterprises 
and Public Accounts Committee have been made non 
operational - no longer functional. These are com
mittees which are now headed by members of the 
government, with instructions on what should be 
done. The Constitutional Council, an independent 
body which is responsible for nominating members of 
the Independent Commissions, the Police 
Commission, the Public Service Commission, the 
Election Commission and to approve nominations of 
Judges, the Attorney General, the IGP among others, 
has not been appointed. So we function without a 
Constitutional Council, where the normal institutions 
no longer function, and you have certain Members of 
Parliament who are certainly above the law. Mr. 
Bahai, even if you find them - some of those 
Members with money in their pockets, there is noth
ing you can do. You will be lucky if you escape with 
your life. So this is the fate of the media and our soci-

Hon. Ranil Wickremesinghe
fMP-United National Party, Leader of the
Opposition, Parliament of Sri LankaJ:

Chairman and members of the Sri Lanka Press 
Institute, Members of Parliament, distinguished 
guests and friends, we are marking the 101*1 anniver
sary of the Colombo Declaration with the remnants of 
media freedom, because this can be called as far as 
many of us remember, the most repressive period of 
the media. Some do compare it to the early ’70s, but 
this much I must say, no one lost their lives, no one 
was abducted. That is the difference.

The Colombo Declaration was the roadmap by the 
media organizations on how to establish media free
dom in Sri Lanka and how to enrich it. Well, we did 
travel down that road, and I must say I had the oppor
tunity of working with you all in repealing the laws 
relating to criminal defamation, repealing certain sec
tions of the Sri Lanka Press Council Act, in helping to 
establish and to help in setting up the Sri Lanka Press 
Institute and its associate bodies, the Press Complaints
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When the Colombo Declaration was made it was dur
ing a period when we had acts of terrorism, you had 
fighting going on in the North. But nevertheless, we 
all felt that media freedom should be further strength
ened in this country. Now are we to reopen this argu
ment long after? We have gone through this in the 
’80s, in the ’90s and all of a sudden you find this new 
argument. It is not a new argument at all, you use the 
measures, you use what has been some of the laws that 
have been enacted in other parts of the world to say 
that there should be restrictions on fundamental rights. 
But here, unfortunately there had been no laws that 
have been passed. If that is so, the laws could be chal
lenged. It is a psychology of fear through abductions, 
through killings and other form of pressure that is 
brought in. It is not what is written, but what you 
should not write. For instance, we are asked when we 
speak don’t refer to this, nor to the President in this 
manner, don’t refer to the Secretary of Defence in this 
manner. Newspapers and the electronic media cer
tainly have to, do engage in a certain amount of cen
sorship, but this is beyond the norm. This is the hard 
fact in Sri Lanka - that none of these measures have 
been brought in by laws like in the United States 
where you debated the right to hold people, the right 
to tap telephones. It could be challenged in courts. 
Challenges that were made in the High Courts and the 
House of Lords in the UK, and other parts of the 
world, challenges that were made in the European 
Courts.

ety in general in the last two years.

I thought I would refer to some of the issues that have 
arisen. I don’t want to take too long a time because we 
have been covering this ground over and over again. 
Firstly, the theory that has come up, the proposition 
that since we are fighting terrorism, restrictions on 
democratic rights are necessary. One of the issues that 
societies have faced in the last 5-6 years is: what are 
the legal restrictions that should be imposed as inter
national terrorism spread. When you had Al-Qaeda 
and other organizations - breakaway groups of terror
ist organizations, what are the restrictions that had to 
be placed on them? Should we have those restric
tions? The laws that were passed by the United States 
Congress subsequent to the Sept. 11 attack were mod
ified by the Supreme Court of the United States. This 
has been the case in most societies in the western 
world which passed these laws that the courts found 
were too restrictive. Public opinion swung back in 
favour of removing these restrictions. So this is one of 
the issues that society as a whole is faced with. 
Terrorism, the media and democratic society. But 
what are the restrictions that you can impose? It has 
to be limited because the cardinal difference between 
a democratic society and a terrorist movement is 
democracy itself. The belief in certain fundamental 
values of rights which every human being should 
enjoy, which every citizen at least should enjoy. It is a 
sort of a balance which all our societies have made 
between the concept of majoritarian rule and the rights 
of the citizen to create that space. UK is very fortu
nate that this balance is contained not in a written doc
ument but through convention. But in all other parts of 
the world, these provisions are entered into the 
Constitution and into subsequent laws. So this is an 
issue which has certainly surfaced in the last few years 
but which seem to be resolved now more in favour of 
the fundamental liberties of the citizen. These are 
laws that were passed in the western world to face the 
threats that came up after September ll1*1, 2001. The 
problem we face is different. None of us here want to 
see terrorism succeed. None of us want to see this 
country divided, but we have had this issue with us for 
the last 3 decades. It goes back even beyond 1983 and 
we, like in England, passed many other laws, the 
Prevention of Terrorism Act, the laws that proscribed 
the LTTE, and many other legislation.

The second issue is in regard to what is officially 
called war reporting. Part of it is corruption. Since the 
Press and Members of Parliament in Opposition 
exposed corruption in the purchase of dated MIG 27s, 
it has become an issue of national security, that we 
should not expose any form of corruption currently in 
the Ministry of Defence. But you can take action 
against anyone who has been found guilty of corrup
tion through any Commission of Inquiry earlier. So 
there is double standards because the Defence 
Secretary must chair the tender boards of contracts 
beyond a certain amount. So corruption is one issue. 
The other is, reporting of the actual conflict. 
Corruption has always been reported on armed forces 
tenders from 1984 onwards. It is nothing new and 
there have been no setbacks anywhere in Sri Lanka 
due to the exposure of corruption. There may have 
been setbacks due to the substandard armaments and
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the ammunitions that were purchased, but certainly 
not due to exposure of corruptions. Secondly, the 
actual reporting itself. Certainly operations should 
not be reported before they take place, but analysing 
operations after they take place is a normal activity in 
all parts of the world. You are having one of the major 
conflicts going on. If you look at the number of troops 
that we have deployed on the government side it 
would be equal to what the French had in Dien Bien. 
If you add up the total number of casualties given in 
the media for this year, it is less than the total number 
that has been given by the Prime Minister in 
Parliament for every month during the Emergency 
Debate. The numbers given in the media are less than 
the number reported to Parliament by the Prime 
Minister. This shows the amount of pressure that is 
being placed in regard to war reporting. Defence ana
lysts are not sure whether they should write what they 
are aware of or whether they should keep quiet. 
Unfortunately this itself has led to a loss of a large 
number of lives due to weak leadership in some areas. 
It is natural that conflicts are discussed after it takes 
place. The best example is Iraq, where the US strate
gy was taken apart and President Bush changed his 
strategy to the advantage of the US Government. This 
is being discussed daily in the newspapers in UK 
where one of the Generals in Afghanistan has said that 
you require a political solution and he goes on and 
says so to the BBC. This is a part of the media right 
to assess of what is happening, to evaluate. But is this 
held back because of national security or for political 
purposes, to protect the reputation of those who claim 
that they are conducting a successful operation? This 
is the issue that comes in. Thirdly, what are the steps 
that you have to take and what is the challenge that 
you face in the lO1*1 anniversary of the Colombo 
Declaration. How do you re-establish media free
dom? It is also a part of the struggle to consolidate 
democracy. But the struggle for media freedom has to 
be led by the media itself, not from outside. The situ
ation in Sri Lanka is not unknown to the rest of the 
world. But it is necessary to mobilize a lot of support 
both externally just as much as it is needed to mobi
lize more support internally. But that has to be done 
by the media. Are you all prepared to do it?

The Colombo Declaration was the outcome of the 
media getting together. There are those who feel that 
it is far better to collaborate with the government in its

measures of repressing the media, of blacking out 
news rather than to stick to the ideals of media free
dom. Now this is an internal issue that has to be 
resolved. But it is also necessary for everyone to get 
together. If you don’t get together what is remaining 
of media freedom will also disappear and that is the 
challenge that you have to face. Because if you all get 
together and lead this effort to re-establish media free
dom and to expand it, you are going to succeed, and 
you will get the support that is required both internal
ly and externally. But on the other hand to give in to 
pressures and to be divided in a sense, finally helps 
the government to roll up the roadmap of media free
dom. So all I have to say is to read out to you the last 
paragraph of the Colombo Declaration signed by the 4 
media organizations;

“We reiterate our commitment for future cooperation 
and unity in our efforts to promote the freedom of 
expression in general and media freedom in particular. 
We therefore call upon media organizations to over
come differences of opinion and divergence in style in 
order to work together to actualize this common 
vision.”

If you do that now you can go ahead and meet that 
challenge successfully. Thank you.

Chairman:

Thank you. It is going to be very difficult to comment 
on Mr. Wickremesinghe’s speech except to thank him 
for the insight he has given us on his views.

Hon. Ranil Wickremesinghe:

If you do that, you will be taken away in a white van.

Chairman:

We had several speakers scheduled to speak after him. 
I mean some of them were General Secretary of the 
United Peoples’ Freedom Alliance, Hon. Susil 
Premajayantha, Leader of the Sri Lanka Muslim 
Congress, Hon. Rauff Hakeem, National Organizer, 
Ceylon Workers Congress, Mr. Yogarajan, and the 
Leader of the EPDP, Hon. Douglas Devananda. 
Unfortunately, they are not here with us right now, so 
I would like to invite the one who is with us, 
Propaganda Secretary' of the JVP, the Hon. Vijitha 
Herath to please come to the podium and make a few
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remarks on this conference.

Mr. Ranga Kalansooriya:
Hon. Vijitha Herath (MP, Janatha Vimukthi 
Peramuna): Thank you, Chairman. Let me propose the vote of 

thanks on behalf of the board of directors of the Sri 
Hon. Chairman, Hon. Leader of the Opposition and Lanka Press Institute and the other organizing institu
te other members of the head-table, ladies and gen- tions.
tlemen, guests from other countries, l would like to UNESCO and our other partners like IPI, CPJ and 
take this opportunity to thank the board of directors of IMS and also the numerous delegates who came from 
the Sri Lanka Press Institute for inviting me to address

First we have to recognize the help from

all over the world to participate in our sessions and a 
you at this inaugural session. I am representing the special thanks to all political party leaders, especially 
Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna on behalf of comrade t0 the Leader of the Opposition, Hon. Ranil 
Somawansa Amarasinghe and comrade Tilvin Silva as Wickremesinghe and also to His Excellency the 
they are away from Colombo to attend pre-arranged President who shared his thoughts through a message, 
meetings. Comrades Somawansa Amarasinghe and j extend our thanks to all media institutions, the pub- 
Tilvin Silva both requested me to convey their greet- Ushers, editors, journalists and also to the activists, 
ings to your organization. including the Free Media Movement. We hope you 

will join us during the next 3 days at the Sri Lanka 
Press Institute headquarters during the deliberations 
and before I conclude, let me invite you for the cock
tail which is being held at the Banquet Hall. Food and 
drinks are no more allowed to be served in this area.

We are well aware that the freedom of press is under 
threat at present. Journalists have been attacked, 
harassed and abducted. As you know the JVP does not 
agree with you always, but we believe that ideas must 
be defeated by ideas. Not otherwise. That is why we 
stood by you in the past when you had difficult times 
under Mahinda Rajapaksa’s regime during the recent 
past. I assure you that the JVP stands by you at pres
ent, and we will continue to stand by you in the future. (CONCLUSION OF THE OPENING CEREMO- 
I wish you every success on behalf of the JVP. Thank j^y) 
you very much.

So we have to arrange the cocktail at the Banquet Hall. 
Hope you will join us. Thank you very much and 
good night.

!

Chairman:

Thank you, Hon. Vijitha Herath for your wishes and 
for your support and commitment to our professional 
work. May I now request Mr. Ranga Kalansooriya, 
Director General of Sri Lanka Press Institute to make 
the closing remarks.

i
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Chairman - Mr. Kumar Nadcsan:

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. j
Sorry for the delay in commencing®/ 
the proceedings. I

Thank you all for coming in this terrible weather. We 
did not invite it. It is rather a gloomy morning but we 
are going to brighten it up here. Thank you for coming 
because with this weather, roads are flooded, but we 
are all here. Some of you missed last night’s presen
tation. 1 am sure it was the weather again. Mr. Bahai 
made a wonderful presentation about corruption and 
investigation in India and perhaps the SLPI can do a 
re-take of this at some time during the next 3 days. 
However, we are getting late, and I think we will get 
straight to the point.

The Colombo Declaration has been a watershed in the 
history of the media ancf several things have happened 
over the last few years, the most important of which 
was the abolition of the criminal defamation law and 
the establishment of the Sri Lanka Press Institute 
besides the Press Complaints Commission and the Sri 
Lanka College of Journalism being formulated and set 
up. Today these institutions are functioning very well 
and we have with us the Chairman of the Complaint 
Commission's Dispute Resolution Council, Mr. Sam 
Wijesinha also present here today. I would now 
request Mr. Sinha Ratnatunga, President of The 
Editors’ Guild to give a background on what the 
Colombo Declaration was about so that we can then 
get our teeth into the meat, so to say. Mr. Ratnatunga 
please.

Mr. Sinha Ratnatunga:

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, may I on behalf 
of The Editors* Guild of Sri Lanka, a co-host of the 
10th anniversary of the Colombo Declaration on 
Media Freedom and Social Responsibility, welcome 
all of you to the first working session of this 4-day 
symposium which has been aptly titled ‘Successes and 
Challenges’. This session has been earmarked as one 
where we will reflect on the 10 years since that his
toric occasion in April of 1988 when the country’s 4 
main media associations, representing the publishers, 
the editors, the working journalists and the media 
activists joined hands for the first time ever, in focus
ing on the need for media law reforms in Sri Lanka.

Those of us who were present at that 1998 conference 
vividly recall the prevailing climate at that time. 5 
editors and 2 publishers had been indicted with crimi
nal defamation charges. The government of the day 
was on a crusade against independent newspapers 
using the laws of criminal defamation as an instrument 
to browbeat them into submission. Indeed it was iron
ic to say the least, for here was a government that had 
been swept into office promising press freedom only 
months earlier now engaged in serial indictments 
against editors and publishers. There was no Editors’ 
Guild at the time when the government’s campaign 
began. Editors would, and could, hit back only 
through their columns and defend themselves in courts 
through their lawyers. There was no organized resist
ance to the might of the Government.

The organized resistance came around the end of 1997 
when a group of individual journalists from these 
media organizations together with some lawyers and 
well-wishers arranged a dinner at the Holiday Inn 
Hotel to discuss the subject of criminal defamation. 
There was no proper banner under which the loosely 
knit group was to announce themselves. So they 
called themselves the ‘Friends of the Media’. There 
were judges, lawyers, Members of Parliament and 
good friends of the media present at what was a thor
oughly pleasant evening of food, drink and intellectu
al discourse. The event was nevertheless a huge suc
cess. That function was the launching pad for a big
ger event that was to follow.

The real thing, so to say, came after some careful 
planning in April 1988, when we were able to come up 
with an international conference on a wider range of 
issues. It was to encompass media law reforms in 
toto. By this time an Editors’ Guild had been formed, 
a Newspaper Society had been formed and together 
with the Free Media Movement we were able to get
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the support of the Commonwealth Press Union, the 
World Association of Newspapers, the International 
Press Institute, the Committee to Protect Journalists, 
the Media Institute of Southern Africa, and in Sri 
Lanka, the Centre for Policy Alternatives to organize 
this event. I must on this occasion record the wise 
counsel we received at the time by one of the stalwarts 
of the Indian media of that era, Mr. Cushrow Irani, 
Editor-in-Chief and Managing Director of the 
Statesman. It was he who suggested to us to come up 
with a Colombo Declaration so that we could focus 
ourselves on a systematic campaign.

Things began to happen thereafter. The lobbying 
campaigns continued especially for the repeal of crim
inal defamation. The newfound solidarity in the 
media saw the birth of the Sri Lanka Press Institute 
within 3 years of the Colombo Declaration. The very 

'next year in 2002, we had the good fortune of a new 
media-friendly government in office, and a govern
ment that for once did not go back on its promises for 
media freedom. That new government appointed a 
Prime Ministerial committee to go into media law 
reforms with the Secretary to the Prime Minister no 
less as Chairman and representatives from the 
Newspaper Society, The Editors' Guild and the Free 
Media Movement on board. Parliament subsequently 
unanimously repealed the laws of criminal defama
tion. In 2003, Parliament appointed an All Party 
Select Committee to study the need to have a 
Contempt of Court law under the chairmanship of the 
one-time Foreign Minister Hon. Lakshman 
Kadirgamar, an Opposition MP at the time.

A Freedom of Information Act was drafted. It was a 
collective exercise in which the media also played a 
role. This draft law then received Cabinet approval 
and was about to be submitted to Parliament for dis
cussion and approval, when the sudden dissolution of 
that Parliament in April 2004 put paid to both, a 
Contempt of Court Act and the Freedom of 
Information Act. Meanwhile, the Sri Lanka Press 
Institute had launched the Press Complaints 
Commission of Sri Lanka, a voluntary self-regulatory 
mechanism that would accept complaints against pub
lications in the newspapers and provide for a free, fair 
and fast remedy to aggrieved parties. We have now a 
Code of Professional Practice drafted by the Editors 
themselves. The Sri Lanka College of Journalism was

established to provide a one-year diploma course to 
school leavers and to have mid-career courses which 
have now been extended to the electronic media.

During these 10 years, I dare say, not least due to the 
visibility of the campaigns launched by the 
Newspaper Society, The Editors' Guild, the Free 
Media Movement and the Sri Lanka Working 
Journalists Association, media studies is now part of 
the curriculum of the Education Ministry and signifi
cantly, the Press Complaints Commission, and self
regulation is part and parcel of these studies.

We now need to re-energize our demands for some of 
the outstanding matters that we have pledged to cam
paign for, essentially a Freedom of Information Act 
which has now been upgraded worldwide as a Right 
to Information Act. We need a Contempt of Court law 
to know the parameters by which journalists can 
report on court proceedings and have their sources 
protected. Old laws have surfaced in new packages - 
I refer to Emergency Regulations. There are laws of 
the jungle practised in the concrete jungles of 
Colombo and the towns in the North and East where 
our colleagues are mostly at risk for reporting on the 
on-going conflict. We need to discuss how best to bal
ance our role in the dissemination of news and yet not 
demoralize our troops who are giving their life and 
limbs for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of 
Sri Lanka.

This is why the Sri Lanka Press Institute and its con
stituent partners have thought it an appropriate 
moment to revisit the Colombo Declaration of 1998 
and bring forth a revised Colombo Declaration of 
2008. This exercise is not to be misunderstood. There 
is no hidden agenda in this endeavour other than for it 
to lead towards a bipartisan approach devoid of poli
tics, so that we may have a free and responsible media 
in Sri Lanka.

If I may be permitted to single out Ms. Lindsay Ross 
of the Commonwealth Press Union, who is here with 
us on the podium - she has been a steadfast supporter 
in all our trials and tribulations. She has been a strong 
ally, a comrade-in-arms. When the contemporary his
tory of media freedom in Sri Lanka comes to be writ
ten, I am sure she will find a notable place therein.

May I on behalf of The Editors' Guild also express our
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profound gratitude to all those members of the legal 
fraternity and other professionals, those in civil socie
ty, and all others who have backed our cause to pro
mote the ideals of a liberal democracy through a free 
and responsible press in Sri Lanka so that we may 
have a nation of informed citizens. We are now in the 
Information Age, the age of massive strides in tech
nology and news gathering and the dissemination of 
information, and there is no reason why the people of 
Sri Lanka should be left out of it. Thank you.

The Chairman:

they get into government they always start to explore 
ways that they can control us. Even in the UK, my col
leagues constantly fight a rearguard action to ensure 
our freedom. The threats we experience may not be as 
brutal or sinister as those you face daily, but they are 
equally ominous.

This level of antipathy is inevitable because the press 
- if it is doing its job properly - should be a constant 
thorn in the sides of those in power, analysing and crit
icising and ensuring that the public is informed of both 
sides of any story, providing a forum for debate on 
issues of national importance. Freedom of opinion and 
expression is a fundamental right that is enshrined in 
the Constitutions of most countries and this, in reality, 
is also press freedom.

The press should - and does - hold government and 
industry to account. After all, if governments and big 
business had their way, much of what occurs in the so- 
called "corridors of power" would never get into the 
public domain, particularly if it highlights corruption 
or incompetence at a high level. This, by the way, is 
why the few governments left today who still have the 
luxury of a state-owned press never willingly give 
them up - even if they claim they will do so when in 
opposition!

It is particularly important that during times of war or 
civil unrest, the public is fully informed of issues of 
national security that will affect them. Also newspa
pers must be allowed to reflect the diversity of public 
opinion particularly during wars. In the UK today, we 
are fighting wars in both Afghanistan and Iraq and 
there have been some scathing critiques of the 
Government and its policies in the newspapers. Of 
course the Government has responded, condemning 

It is an extraordinary reflection that it is 10 years since the dissenting newspapers - frequently and bitterly - 
we sat in the BMICH to witness the Colombo but ultimately if we are a genuine democracy as they 
Declaration and in some respect you have made some claim, they have to respect - if not accept - that every- 
extraordinary steps forward here but candidly it also one has the right to freedom of opinion. So, inevitably 
had been a pretty awful 10 years in many areas. So, we make enemies amongst those in power, 
revisiting that day 10 years ago, have we moved for-

Well, yes - and no. But this is not through However, the levels to which this enmity has been and
is taken in Sri Lanka is worse than in almost any

__________________________________________ _ Commonwealth country apart from pariah states such
What we have to remenjber, of course, is that - with as Zimbabwe, a dictatorship cpndemned by all. This 
one or two notable exceptions - politicians do not like country of yours is now one of the most dangerous - 
the press - except when they are in opposition. Once in the world - in which to practise journalism. Over

Thank you Mr. Ratnatunga, you have given us a very 
wide ranging backgrounder on the Colombo 
Declaration of 199S. I am sure there will be questions, 
but perhaps, you can hold this off until the end of the 
sessions. Next I have the pleasure of asking Miss 
Lindsay Ross, Executive Director of the 
Commonwealth Press Union who, as was mentioned 
earlier, is a long term friend of the Press in Sri Lanka. 
She is going to comment on the Colombo Declaration. 
Miss Ross, may I invite you to deliver your presenta
tion.

Ms. Lindsay Ross:

ward?
want of trying.

'
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70 violations were monitored in the first 6 months of 
this year alone.

In Sri Lanka much that is done against the press is 
done in the name of national security, but actually the 
more disturbing threats are those that are perpetrated 
in the shadows - the constant threat of censorship, the 
labelling of critical journalists as traitors, the intimi
dation and the bullying. This is dangerous and deeply 
repugnant and does little to enhance Sri Lanka's pro
file on the international stage or in the eyes of its for
mer supporters.

But enough of the failures. Let us look instead at the 
positive achievements during these ten years; and 
there have been many.

Certainly, the most impressive was the original 
Colombo Declaration which, by bringing all interest
ed parties together, paved the way for the abolition of 
criminal defamation and the founding of the Sri Lanka 
Press Complaints Commission which subsequently 
gave rise to your own journalism college and, of 
course, the Sri Lanka Press Institute.

Sri Lanka was the second country in the 
Commonwealth to repeal criminal defamation in 2002 
- the first being Ghana earlier that same year. There 
have been none since, including the UK.

Self-regulation of the press still has a long way to go 
in many Commonwealth countries, too. Whether 
through lack of motivation in the press itself or 
through lack of willingness by governments to give up 
the statutory bodies they have created, Sri Lanka is 
one of the few emerging countries that have success
fully pursued this route.

Equally most countries have still a long journey to 
make in terms of journalism training. For many years 
it has been the lot of the emerging world to have to 
accept the training they are offered by the major donor 
countries. This has led, in my opinion, to a worrying 
state of affairs where we are in danger of teaching 
issues, not skills. I have become increasingly uneasy 
about the unremitting pressure by funding agencies to 
push us into a development agenda. If the aspiration 
is a responsible, effective press, then what should be 
taught are journalism standards and ethics. You need a 
well trained and responsible press to start with.

But what of the next ten years? Well, we cannot be 
complacent. Although many advances have been 
made, the struggle for an independent press cannot 
stop. There are still threats out there. Contempt is 
becoming a serious issue in many Commonwealth 
countries. As criminal defamation recedes as the ulti
mate threat to journalists, it is worrying to see con
tempt being used as an alternate means of silencing 
the press. This is an extremely contentious area and 
one that requires close scrutiny in the future.

Sadly, much else remains to be done. The use by those 
in power, of laws designed to protect them from 
scrutiny, and methods of control and coercion, exist in 
almost all countries in the Commonwealth, the legacy 
of member states' colonial pasts.

Public order and security laws, internal security and 
Official Secrets Acts, powers of detention without 
trial for up to two years, newspaper licensing, 
newsprint control, criminal and seditious defamation 
offences, crimes of insulting Parliament, the Prime 
Minister or the President: were all devised by colonial 
rulers as a means of direct repression of a subject peo
ple, and often they have been renewed or tightened 
since. That they still exist is unfortunate. That they are 
still widely deployed by the leaders of long-independ
ent states could be construed as being in breach of the 
Harare Declaration's support for individual liberty 
under the impartial rule of law.

There is still a great struggle ahead but you have made 
some impressive first steps. To achieve the desired 
end, it is imperative that all parties commit to the 
SLPI and use this institution as a mouthpiece for your 
concerns and successes. A joint voice has far more 
power than a lone voice crying in the wilderness. All 
newspaper groups MUST support the institute both 
morally and financially and show the same commit
ment - albeit it on a smaller scale - that your 
Scandinavian funders have. Equally, all journalists 
should support the institute as a concept if not through 
financial means.

Remember, if the press does not regulate itself, then 
the government WILL step in and this threat is always 
hovering in the background here as in many other 
countries. If the press is not responsible for its own 
standards and ethics then other parties will strive to
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impose theirs on us.

We are not here to be loved. If you want to be loved, 
don't go into journalism; become a doctor or a nurse or 
a teacher. The press is called the Fourth Estate for a 
reason - we are here to act as guardians of democracy 
and defenders of public interest. If we can achieve 
even a small part of that then we are doing our job.

Thank you.

Chairman:
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Thank you Ms. Ross. You have given us an insight 
into what you feel about the press in Sri Lanka and 
also suggested what we can do. Thank you. The next 
speaker we have is Mr. Sanath Balasuriya. He is the 
President of the Sri Lanka Working Journalists 
Association, another association of journalists and 
formed by an Act of Parliament, and it is my pleasure 
to invite Mr. Balasuriya to comment on the Colombo 
Declaration.
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eocjscoda gdOd ©0©s 8©caa0s. d casQdca ca^da 
d©»® 3©ca<{^ gQ ©®add das o^da© a© gdOd 
a^oas a© ®<f©d 92s>d a@Q ®® 3cada 
©desa a©(^. ®© a^® ©<JaQ®, ®® aj©a, Scad©d 
gOsa® ©i©g© ®0d©d ©as©® gasaaca 0©d 
©c^cad a^a g8 ©aso®-€S gda© ddaad adas©a 
<5>da0sq Scaa da, d©a® adasda, g0®0d©od 
g8 gad g^dad ad©asd a®8 ®® 8ad®d ©00s 
©ia ©038 0©3®d 3©©a 08ad 33©© gca© ® 
a©g2^ adda gd©d ©0d©d 3caa da8 ®©d 

g©aa d0s3a Sasaa g3as6 oaa. d 0©d ©cjcad gqaa. 
a^3 das ogSa ase©d ©®sa ad® gda gi8 
gasg 3©es g8 ^da0s. ©a© gdcfcs ©0a©asQ 
ca®ad 3© aOd ©iac* daa© ©®sa 0©d add©ad 
gid ©08g 3©es 8ada 0^8 add0cad 3®0a©s. d 
das Sasaa g3as8 oaad 3aa da go© Thank you Mr. Balasuriya. He has mentioned valu- 
gaB0©»8. gia© ®© <5©d ado© ©0^® 2^© abie suggestions of propagating the Colombo 
S<fQ©a©> Sea® (DiOg, SSO <5aO ot3g®. Declaration of making the public aware of what it is
e©B>® s*Sa* (J03 t5o3 oaeS, ^8® az<3 ®<sci all about. He has told us that there needs to be perhaps 
8^Q ©02550s. d 0@d ©i©g giS@0(3s 8@ad©d 
Sasaa g3as8 oaad aid des8. dsds ®s©b 
®©da ©80s ®sOb 0QO od 38®d, 8©s3a Saotaa

©0s©©s® 82588.

The Chairman:

a culture of journalism, a responsibility and accounta
bility based on the Code of Practice that has been pub
lished by The Editors’ Guild and he spoke about busi-
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ness ethics. I think some of the other sessions that fol- No, honestly not. I cannot recall at any point. The
British press don’t actually go for self-censorship. I 
am honestly not aware of any of them being sum
moned or practising self-censorship. I think, actually 
the British press has a lot to be proud of. I think they 
have actually done a good job in getting the message 
across to the public. Whether the public agrees is not 
the point. Patriotism? This is a very tricky, one. I do 
not quite understand the concept of patriotism in the 
sense that it is normally used. Maybe because I am a

low this will address those issues.

The Chairman:

Now, I would like to open the floor for questions and 
if there are any questions, perhaps you would like to 
address them to panelists or generally.

Audience:

I will start with the war on terror as was mentioned in Scott, maybe because we were scattered. I have a big 
Ms. Lindsay Ross’ speech. During the early days of difficulty in what is done in the name of patriotism. I
the war, I understand that British newspapers were really do. I think it is a convenient excuse often for
summoned to the MoD and were asked to exercise the things that were done. I do not like winding up of 
self-censorship. Even a progressive newspaper like patriotic feeling into jingoism. We saw that in the UK 
The Guardian obliged and they did not carry pictures during the Falklands war and I found it very uncom-
of destruction or the civilian deaths for a few months fortable. I think patriotism can be used as a very Con
or at least for a few weeks of the early days. They did venient excuse for creating an atmosphere in which

media freedom can suffer quite badly. I think, a lot of 
r governments today practise what we all come to call 

politics of fear. I think it is very hard for press free-* 
dom, media freedom to exist in an atmosphere where 
patriotism is often used as an excuse to incite hatred 
theoretically and I find that very hard to actually con-

not carry the pictures of children being wounded, 
burnt by the American bombs or the British bombs for 
some time until such time, that the websites published 
those pictures and then The Guardian felt that they 
were losing out to the web. Then they changed their
policy. That is one thing. What I want to say is, even 
in Sri Lanka, not many newspapers publish photo
graphs of civilian casualties. The Editor also spoke of Chairman: 
exercising media freedom without endangering the 
lives of troops while protecting the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of the country. My question is, is 
patriotism or whatever shade of it, along with other 
draconian laws which you all spoke about, a hin- I am also very curious about whether there is any kind 
drance to the free exercise of media freedom?

tend with.

Thank you.

Audience:

of embedded journalists with the Sri Lankan Army 
when they are on their operations in the North and the 
East and also whether any Sri Lankan journalists haveMs. Ross:
found enough contact with the LTTE to take their side 
of the story and be embedded with them. I am just 
curious if it exists.

Thank you. It is really a profound thing to start with. 
First of all, I was not aware of any summoning of
newspapers by the MoD or anything else in the UK.
It was a kind of mutual understanding, not really a Mr. Ratnatunga: 
summoning. I don’t recall that, to be candid. It may
be that you are confusing the incident concerning Well, yes. There is a kind of embedded journalist - it 
news of Prince Harry serving in Afghanistan. is a little different though, here. The armed forces 

might take a journalist on a particular trip and bring 
him back. So, you could call him an embedded jour
nalist, if you like. You are taken by the Army to where 
the Army wants you to be taken and you are brought 
back. That is it. You are not kept there for a long peri
od of time. On your second question, about the LTTE

Audience:

That was subsequently, I’m referring to the early days 
in 2003.

Ms. Ross:
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I
- We had links with the LTTE long years ago. Their Audience: 
propaganda arm was very efficient and they used to be 
in touch with us and the media was able to go into 
areas that they controlled with their permission. They 
used to take you and sometimes leave you alone, keep developments are taking place? Will it kind of change

the perspective of what we want to include for the 
2008 Declaration? For instance, on new media et 
cetera.

We are looking at reviving the Colombo Declaration 
in the context of 2008. What are the ways in which the

an eye on you, but allow you to go and meet people. 
But all that has crumbled. Their propaganda arm is 
not working the way it used to. They are not dealing 
with the Colombo based media. Therefore, we have 
almost severed links with them. We do have a tele- Mr. Ratnatunga:

phone chat with their political arm if you like, but not New Media is one of the sessions we have, and we 
so much with their military people. It is on and off will see what comes out of it. Certainly it will have to 
contact and not a regular contact. have a place in the revised document. In fact, the 

Code of Practice that we have revised, has included 
this extra clause that the Code will extend to all ourAudience:

internet editions as well. So, I think something should 
come out of the session and we will have something..

Basically, your conflict reports are physically not from 
the war zone, but from the military side. Journalists 
are not really present there.

Mr. Ratnatunga:

They are not present, that’s by and large true. But 
their reports are also not handouts entirely because the 
journalists have their own sources within the forces 
and the defence establishment, and even negative sto
ries do come out in the media. It is about how much 
you can write and how much you are willing to write, 
that is the larger issue.

Chairman:

Audience:

Lindsay, you touched on donor agendas. Would you 
mind expanding little bit and also I am interested in 
the numbers of young people participating in media 
activism and the sort of thing that you were talking 
about today.

Ms. Ross:

It is very curious - the younger generation, in that, I 
think a lot of them. As I said this is not at all only lim
ited to Sri Lanka. This is the phenomenon I tend to 
observe all over the world. I think, one of the prob
lems is, in a sense, while the work is being done by the 
original activists, to a degree you create an environ-

Thank you. We have a question, yes, Mr. Gunasekara.

Audience:
ment in which youngsters are relatively free, and they 

I just want to add a little answer to that question about take that for granted in the sense that it is there. But 
journalists who might have been embedded with the 
LTTE. It is quite right in saying that the LTTE had a 
very efficient propaganda arm which is now on its last 
legs, I think. At the same time, there have been jour
nalists and there are journalists who are accused of 
being embedded with the LTTE and who are now in I think the thing which the next generation need to do 
detention.

the fact remains that if that activism, if you will, is 
allowed to die, then gradually all the freedoms that we 
fought for would be eroded once again and we would 
be back at square one again.

is to be constantly aware of the issues that are there 
and be aware of getting involved. It is very depress
ing actually because I was talking to some colleagues 
in the UK not long ago and even in something like the 
NUJ (the National Union of Journalists in the UK), 
they are not getting the level of engagement and dia
logue that was there before. I have a feeling that may 
be with the internet we should be able to have a better

The Chairman:

Thank you. I would like the participants to please 
restrict themselves to the Colombo Declaration 
because there are several other workshops which will 
address many of these issues that you are raising.

run
r /, - "

i
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dialogue, and we could go forward. I do worry constructive exercises that you all are undertaking, 
because I see a lot of the things we believe so strong
ly slowly being eroded and nobody is complaining The second one which is a little unusual is, my

friends, an exercise which I tried when I was a judge 
of the Bombay High Court and with considerable 
amount of success. I do not know how many of you 
know that I started life as a journalist and then unfor-

about it. It is really rather sad.

Chairman:

Thank you. Clearly, like democracy, press freedom 
cannot be taken for granted. We have to work for it. tunately drifted into the legal profession. I always 
I would like to ask Mr. Sanath Balasuriya to comment regretted the latter part of it. There is a bit of a con- 
on this from a Sri Lankan perspective. flict that arose between our then Chief Justice and the

media. He was a very intolerant person and he used 
to always tell me that these journalists are the peopleMr. Sanath Balasuriya:

@© c£g92s5 ci25)®30)5c30 €$25), who try and twist what you have said and they always
£©83® 25){925)© sx5*-es d25)®DO)5©©?25)e 83§)©S want to get you into trouble, so on and so forth. These
c®9®caJco ©gzs)2s> <§©c325)03. 803(33 ®® 9z5)25)03. 025)25) are the usual charges. When there was a bit of a head-
25)®Q ©© d25)®30)5 380253* 2sk5®co25) 8®©25) <;*3 long confrontation, I was instrumental in resolving it.
$J88c3, £®8d© 253*8253© ©©3®8)3® JJ88®8 ©qc325) Q0O But what I suggested to the journalistic fraternity at
O25)*©0(33 8®C325)03 d25)@3015 8(325) 025) 00C&30C3255® the Press Club was that they should invite the High 

®30)s. 0z5)©2S)30 ®© $88(3 83(58)3 Court judges periodically, perhaps once a month or
©*©0©25) (3©3($3 253*25) 025) 03(50 *3Z5)*C338) 25)(525)25) ©25)®25) once in three months for a little, not a seminar, but a 

social interactive session. That is when we talk to 
each other freely and ask them, please be frank with 
regard to what you think of us and may we also put 
across those little areas which we feel should be con
sidered by you.

25) ©Og65® 025) 0*25)25)25). €*©25)25) 0*25) ©25)25) ®®
925)25)©25) ®© 025) 00 ©8)3^ ^025)30025253* 8®©25)03 
C3©88 ©25)©25)2^0 ©8)3^ 000025) 025)25) d25)®30)S0 
025)25). <2.q02OC5-«Sc32S) 83*000. 3g 325&5)tfd3(3C3 QQ 000 
08)925)© 83(58)3 0©83® 0*g§©25)0 025)25) g00253*. 33*©*8 
0*000 8©025)®25) 83*® 88©8® (5025) 00825)
d25)®3035 C3o825)a8c32Sf 0825) 25)®Q ®© eg8253* 025) (?0 
©25)30 0^O0(J 83*0 0*©8325) 02S) 8<5-SSc3 ©025$®25).
(383025$ d25)®3035 C3o82S)a8c325)0 0lg©-€S3253* ©g)0
0®25)25) 8®o8. 0©83® 253*8 §©-05325)* 0*00025) ©0Q.
©@25)25) ®© 0®9 ©q025) @® 925)25)®25) 0 8(325)*®253*
083025)* C3o82S)a8c325$ ©030253*9® 25)®Q c?g8253* 025)
©25)025)2^0 §-S525$ 03(5 ©025$25)25)*©25)\ 0®<5&3®C325)*©
da,®oQs Sazn to graoSra*® ©StDoorf perhaps this is one of the exercises through which one 
SSQoaocfecto SSStoocJ oiSDcO r?=8 could §et a fair amount of- 1 won>t say indoctrination
<g>8 09g0©253* 025) 083 d25)§O25)*0©d d(^Q2S)Q O© 88 
00025)0 ®O3g(5*025) 025)25) 83*000.

The exercise worked out very well my friends. 
Unfortunately, after I left the Bombay High Court this 
practice died out. But during the period of time that 
we tried it, it worked out very well because one of the 
crucial areas which you got to remember is that, par
ticularly the higher judiciary, has its own notions and

- but a fair amount of persuasion across to the higher 
judiciary because in the ultimate analysis, as you 
know, if there is a total showdown which goes to the 
courts, then you do require a fair amount of sympathy 
and understanding from the judiciary. Maybe this is a

Audience:

There are two small practical suggestions which per
haps would accelerate the process of what we are all scenario on which you should give some thought and 
trying to achieve. The first of them is that the legal think of what should be done, 
profession to which I belong, I think is invariably 
divided with regard to its opinions etc. But in every 
country you do find a set of very dedicated lawyers 
and perhaps the journalistic fraternity here should
involve them very actively with regard to the many Thank you Justice Saldanha.

Thank you.

Chairman:

:: mm
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There is an announcement. We will wind up now and 
tea is served downstairs. So here is a chance for you to 
interact with our panelists and between yourselves. I 
would like to thank you for a good session. 1 think we 
had a good and fruitful session. Thank you for your 
participation and please join me in thanking the pan
elists, Mr. Ratnatunga, Ms. Ross and Mr. Balasuriya.

(CONCLUSION OF SESSION 1)

*
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Chairman- Mr. Lakshman Gunasekara: Mr. Robert Shaw:

The subject is nothing new. As far as media goes, it is Mr. Sunanda has pushed himself down the list, 
a perennial issue because the media is always explor- However, I gladly take over. I suppose first of all I 
ing the frontiers and the boundaries in its entrepre- should introduce myself briefly. I do not know many 
neurship to expand markets and to expand productive of you. My name is Robert Shaw. You can see it from

this little name board in front of me. I worked most ofty and finally expand profit.
my life as a freelance journalist and currently I am 

Secondly, as the dominant driver of social communi- working for International Media Support which is a 
cation in society, media also is exploring the norms Danish organization based in Copenhagen. As a brief 
and the faculties of understanding the perception of explanation about what International Media Support, 
society and there too boundaries are explored, meth- or known by its letters IMS stands for, IMS was essen- 
ods are tested. So, what is right and what is wrong is tially set up about 7 years ago, in 2001 following the 
always under discussion and debate. That is, I think, tragic events of Rwanda and Yugoslavia with a major 
part of the essence of this structure of social commu- focus on development of media in conflict zones. It 
nication in society. In Sri Lanka, of course this debate also oversees work as well with two other pro- 
is not merely intellectual, but quite physically brutal, grammes which is media and democracy and media 
Given the brutal conditions we have in society today, and dialogue, but its biggest focus is on media and 
a society beset with war and the attempts to resolve conflict, and clearly as in many parts of the world, this 
conflicts through violent means, and naturally the country, Sri Lanka is a major challenge for journalism.

In many ways we act as a facilitator in trying to bring 
the international media community together. In the 
best of times it has been difficult for these organiza
tions to come together, and to try and support local 
media. What IMS is trying to do over the last, partic
ularly, 4 or 5 years is to bring more and more of that 
international media community together. In the case 
of Sri Lanka, some of you know that there have been 
two previous international missions to Sri Lanka in 
2006 and 2007 with another mission in 2008 taking 
place at the end of this week moving into next week.

mass media has suffered brutally.

I wish to, actually, begin this session with this remark 
as a commemoration of the journalists who have com
mitted their lives, including personal colleagues of 
mine and the other panelists here as well, who have 
committed their lives and their freedom and who are
still committing their freedom, sacrificing their free
dom on behalf of the freedom of the larger media com
munity. With this short remark, may I now invite - 
since Sunanda has requested that he be sent down the 
list, may I invite Mr. Robert Shaw of the International 
Media Support organization to make his presentation. Looking at the specific case of Sri Lanka, what we try

to do, as we have tried to do in several other countries

I

;

2
Thank you. such as Mexico and Columbia, is also to put a huge 

emphasis on the need to have a strong interplay 
between international and national work. This is not a
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sense of international media coming and telling peo
ple what to do, and this is not a case of coming in 
quickly and leaving people behind. This is looked at 
as a long term commitment and as a support commit
ment to expertise that is already on the ground, but 
needs support because of the conflict situation that Sri 
Lanka is undergoing.

Since the 20^ Century, war and terrorism globally has 
taken on very particular characteristics in specific 
relations to how media functions, and how press free
dom can evolve or not evolve. In many countries 
across the world, we have seen governments use leg
islation in the name of national security, in the name 
of war and terrorism to curb the media, to restrict the 
media, to implement elements of censorship across 
the media, and here in Sri Lanka, we see it time and 
time again.

The other thing we have seen in many countries 
across the world in terms of press freedom in conflict 
zones is the element of journalists becoming casual
ties in Iraq and other places. I can remember one spe
cific example of a colleague of mine in Nepal, in his 
mid-20s. The whole political scenario started to 
change in the last two to three years in Nepal and he 
and another young journalist were covering the activ
ities by the Maoists in a particular area of that country 
and were captured by Maoists. They were kept there 
for several months and tortured repeatedly. And on 
being released they were actually retaken by the 
Government who then wanted to interview them. 
Now you can imagine, for anybody particularly two 
young journalists in their 20s going through troubles 
and torture by an outlawed group and then by the gov
ernment. Look at what the government is doing in 
countries like Columbia, how journalists are working 
in certain areas like in Nepal and you see many simi
larities to what is happening in Sri Lanka as well. Our 
organization is interested developing a sense of soli
darity amongst journalists especially in the North and 
East at a time of war and terrorism, at a time when the 
journalists are being killed month after month. We 
need to find some sense of solidarity and a group base 
to start and try to change that. A sense of where there 
is violence with impunity in Sri Lanka and where 
police forces and the government start to take action.

Now, from an international point of view, what we

want to do is to see international mechanisms, inter
national agreements that the government has signed 
with international and inter-governmental organiza
tions such as the UN actually starting to have some 
sense of effect in the country and then through our
selves and groups like ourselves such as the 
International Media Support and many others try to 
find ways to support the media here in a country that 
is ravaged by conflicts and deaths and killings. We 
need to find a sense of solidarity, need to find a sense 
of coming together. So we would be looking at the 
moment, as I mentioned, at the international mission 
which is actually coming beginning of this weekend. 
The goal of this mission is to try and maintain a sense 
of international pressure on the government to carry 
out its responsibilities and particularly implement the 
Colombo Declaration, and different elements within 
the Colombo Declaration that have not yet been 
passed, to push through this charter, so that it becomes 
a leading document. We wish to look at different 
ways that editors and journalists throughout the coun
try, and different media institutions can liaise back 
and forth with international media and find support 
and to develop, and move along in ways that they 
need.

I will not go into further detail at the moment. I think 
the two colleagues here will be able to add more on 
the local press freedom front. But again, I reiterate the 
fact that the media community and the journalists as a 
whole have to be able work freely and have to be able 
not to be looking around the comer constantly at 
somebody who is going to kill them. We are working 
in difficult parts of the country and being constantly 
attacked by the LTTE or in a very, very tragic regret
table sense, even been under attack by the people who 
are elected. So, here is a call to the Sri Lankan 
Government and the media community to unite. It is 
not something that is going to happen tomorrow or in 
the next number of weeks or months but hopefully 
over the course of a certain amount of time. As we see 
in the case of, for example, my own country Northern 
Ireland, there is the possibility to end the killings and 
there is a major role within our process for you as 
journalists, who I know have been on many occasions, 
harassed, intimidated, beaten and tortured in tiying to 
do your job in this country, but that is the way out and 
there is a way forward. We will as much as we can, 
try and support you in this process. i
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Chairman:

Thank you, Mr. Robert Shaw. In terms of the theme 
of the seminar, Mr. Shaw has outlined the internation
al dimension of the task before us as a global media 
community of which Sri Lanka is a part. To maintain 
this institution of the. media, which is a pillar of 
democracy in this little country, at a time when it is 
under trouble to survive, he has emphasized the role of 
the international media as well as the international
civil society organizations upholding media freedoms 
to support the media community of professionals as 
well as the media industry in Sri Lanka. I hope that 
the attention of this gathering will focus on the nitty- press. They want news and views to be published to 
gritty of that task for the future. He mentioned about boost the government and not to publish anything that 
a third mission which is shortly to come. We need to would be favourable to the ‘other side’. In other 
see how we can build on these missions, and on this words, the people must be satisfied with government 
mission, to make maximum use of the international press releases. Is it justifiable? The people have the 
solidarity that is being used. Thank you, Mr. Shaw. right to know what is really happening anywhere and 

also the right to express their views freely. It is the 
duty of the press to inform and give room for the 

we have two very strong people here with a lot of expression in recognition of the fundamental rights of 
experience. First I invite Mr. Saravanapavan, the the people. In the present situation, right thinking 
Managing Director of Uthayan and Sudar Oli people are more concerned about the erosion of press 
Publications Group, notorious to some, but famous to freedom and freedom of expression than even escalat- 
others. I have known him myself personally for many 
years. I think he is a very brave example of the jour
nalism in the North. He is working in printing and 
publishing in the heart of the war zone in Jaffna and he 
is, of course, at the moment surviving, outside the war 
zone. But he has a very long experience of, in a very 
practical way, of how to survive in a war zone, not

If we now turn to the local dimension of this problem,

ing prices and high cost of living. It is true that there 
is no official censorship or banning, of newspapers 
now, but the effects of these two stringent measures 
are achieved in a subtle way through various devices 
by the authorities. Even steps are taken to cripple cer
tain newspapers to force them to close down due to 
lack of resources. Therefore, it is evident that real 

merely as a human, but also as a journalist and a media press freedom does not exist here in practice, 
industrialist, a successful media industrialist. He has
played the market very well which is a part of the As far as media workers are concerned, especially the 
challenge of mass media practitioners and also sur- journalists, they are threatened, harassed, abducted, 
vived the environment of war. Now, I invite Mr arrested, tortured and in many cases killed. Among the 
Saravanapavan to make his presentation. newspapers, the Tamil language newspapers are the 

most affected and among the Tamil newspapers, the 
torments of those published in Jaffna are such that no 
words can explain it. Far more Tamil journalists from 
the North and the East are killed than those from other

Mr. E. Saravanapavan:

Freedom and freedom of expression are at stake in Sri 
Lanka. This tragic situation has arisen in Sri Lanka 
because some of those in power who should as act as 
custodians and mentors, nurture and develop a vibrant 
free press have turned murderers of press freedom and 
freedom of expression to achieve their goals. Their 
interference in news publication and the imposition of 
their will are the primary cause for the ruin of the free

parts of the country. The hardest hit Tamil newspapers 
are Uthayan newspaper published in Jaffna and Sudar 
Oli published in Colombo. The most suffering jour
nalists and the highest number of journalists killed are 
Uthayan journalists. As Managing Director of 
Uthayan and Sudar Oli, and as one who suffers 
myself, I feel it would be helpful if I give an accurate

:
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and authentic picture of what is happening to the 
North, and to the newspapers and journalists of these 
newspapers. This will serve as a base to ascertain the 
magnitude of the free press.

The Sudar Oli Editor was under strict surveillance for 
a long time and he had to surmount the White Van 
menace also. On the 24^ of July, 2006, distribution 
of all the Tamil newspapers in the Eastern districts of 
Batticaloa and Ampara was stopped by unruly forces 
opposed to democracy, press freedom, peace and tran
quillity. This was done, of course, with the blessings 
of those in power.

On the 71*1 of September, 2006, armed men threatened 
the security guard on duty at Uthayan and made 
forced entry into the Uthayan office and handed over 
a statement to a journalist and demanded that it should 
be published in the next day’s issue. If it was not car
ried out, he said, showing his pistol, “the pistol will 
answer you”.

Oh the 23r(* of September, 2006 at about 4.30 p.m. 
during curfew hours, the officer commanding the 
security forces sent some of his men to bring the 
Uthayan Editor before him. As the Editor was not 
available, they took a journalist to the commander. 
The commander told the journalist that no news 
should be published in Uthayan against the 
Government and the security forces. If this is not 
adhered to, the newspaper office will be sealed and 
the publication will automatically cease. He told the 
journalist that the newspaper office will be visited at 
night for seven days from the next day, i.e. the 241*1 
September to monitor news publications. The com
mittee will make alterations in news items wherever 
necessary. The commander cautioned the journalist 
that what happened here should not be divulged to 
anyone. They should not go to the web, especially the 
TamilNet; it is merely our advice to you and nothing 
else, the commander added. In short, the army com
mander expected Uthayan journalists to tow the gov
ernment line or face closure of paper. He went to the 
extent of imposing an unofficial censorship.

It is an accepted fact that there is no press freedom and 
safety for media workers today. The question is how 
to remedy the situation and ensure the safety of jour
nalists from threat, harassment, abduction, arrest and

elimination in some cases. Protests by activists and 
the international community are not enough. The 
journalists themselves should adopt some other strat
egy to protect themselves. Inaccurate reporting 
should be stopped and the quality of journalism 
improved. It is very important that the journalists 
should develop the practice of having dialogue with 
the government and it should be kept open always. 
Under the present scenario, everyone is seen as.a 
threat to national security. Therefore, it is important 
to create a necessary environment to report what actu
ally happens.

There is the impression created that journalists are at 
fault and that they themselves are responsible for their 
present plight. That is totally wrong. Most of them are 
doing their duty properly. It is true that national secu
rity should also be the concern of journalists and 
newspapers, but in the name of national security, they 
cannot ignore or abdicate their duties. If they do so, 
the journalist will no more be a journalist and the 
newspaper ceases to be a newspaper. 
International Press Freedom Mission to Sri Lanka 
says, “Jaffna’s media is in grip of terror and urges the 
government to seriously and openly investigate the 
murder of media workers in Jaffna above all by creat
ing a specialized task force. Pay special attention to 
the safety of media workers in the areas of fighting in 
particular by training the military to respect the 
Geneva Convention, and provisions regarding the 
protection of civilians. Allow a UN mission to come 
to Sri Lanka to protect human rights. Put a stop to 
public disparagement of media and journalists by 
Government Ministers and others especially in the 
current context. These verbal attacks and threats could 
endanger the lives of the journalists targeted. Amend 
the emergency laws and the laws that do not meet 
international standards on free expression. The 
Mission calls on all sides in the fighting to end all 
threats to and harassment of media workers in as 
much as they violate United Nations Security Council 
Resolution 1738 on the protection of journalists in 
armed conflicts. Put a stop to practices that restrict 
editorial freedom.”

Now, with all these, I just want to clarify from the 
SLPI one thing today. At this juncture, I would say for 
journalists or the publishers, we totally depend on the 
SLPI. They can represent us - it is a very strong body

The
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consisting of all the newspapers, print and electronic 
media - on the freedom of speech, expression etc. It is 
very sad that the government, those who are supposed 
to be the guardians of the people of Sri Lanka, they 
never responded to yesterday’s call by the SLP1 to 
come for the opening ceremony, to recognise them, to 
respect them and give speeches that are useful for the 
journalists. And there were people from abroad. I was 
wondering, are they really recognizing the SLPI first 
and foremost. Except for the Leader of the Opposition. 
He is the Leader of the Opposition and he made a very 
serious comment: “First you unite and then you will 
be successful”, he said. It is true. It was when the 
Chairman, Kumar Nadesan announced in the Hall the 
names of the Hon. Minister Susil Premajayantha, Hon. 
Minister Douglas Devananda, Hon. Member of 
Parliament Rauff Hakeem and Mr. Yogarajan, a 
Deputy Minister I suppose, that I knew that they had 
been invited. The worst part that I observed was when 
Mr. Yogarajan who was well aware that he was invit
ed to make a speech, told me that he has another meet
ing. When he is already invited and when he is given 
a time, I do not know what sort of excuse was that. 
They might have been frightened at what the Indian 
journalist Mr. Bahai said about media freedom, cor
ruption etc. They would have had to put the cap on 
their heads. That is probably why they avoided the 
opening ceremony. I think, if not for the Indian jour
nalist we would have had to listen to them, and we are 
all used to what they say. [Laughter]. Yes.

Now this meeting will be over and on the next month 
Mr. Ranga Kalansooriya will call me for another 
meeting. I will come here. We will come here. What 
can they do here? The SLPI cannot do anything here. 
Even Mr. Ranga Kalansooriya, I know what his plight 
is. We have come to this same table before, and sat 
here. You all must understand. This is for the infor
mation of the people those who have come from 
abroad. All the publishers sat here for the first time in 
the history of the Sri Lanka media and there was an 
offer of Rs. 5 million for any information on those 
who attacked an official of the SLPI. I had to leave the 
country the next week for my work and I heard things 
went wrong here. When I was trying to get at Mr. 
Ranga Kalansooriya, he was absconding. So I think, 
you all must bear in mind, you all are journalists, some 
of you brought the President to power through the 
print and electronic media, they are insulting you all.

As the Leader of the Opposition said, at least for some 
cause, all the newspapers, irrespective of the lan
guage, must get together.

I do not know about the other countries, but in Sri 
Lanka we look into the business first and then the 
journalism. You all have to accept it. There is no 
paper that says, “Journalism first, then the business.” 
India is different. Their freelance journalists write and 
they criticize. But see what happened to The Hindu. 
Now, Ram, N. Ram - Editor of The Hindu, is a good 
journalist. He wrote what is right and his papers were 
burnt. I hope I will not have to abscond myself. What 
happened in Jaffna to my press and everything? 
Everybody knows. Everybody knew. Not a single 
case was filed. Look at this. I do not know how many 
of you all know, how many journalists from 2000 have 
been killed? The first to start these killings was the 
UNP regime. Richard de Zoysa was killed. That has 
become a culture in Sri Lanka. Everybody, CPU, IMS 
-I have been to IMS twice in Denmark, even about 
three months back. Everybody listened to us. I have 
been to France, to UNESCO. I met the Director- 
General. Everybody listened. Reporters without 
Borders very patiently listened to me. What can they 
do? Amnesty International - I went and asked from 
Amnesty International -1 had a cup of tea and I came 
out of the place. I go all the way to London and this 
is the result. It does not mean -1 don’t say do not trust 
the international community. They are giving us the 
support. If not for them, by now, all would have been 
different.

What I want to say is, the SLPI has to play a vital role 
in bringing the entire print and electronic media 
together to achieve the objectives and targets. One 
thing I can say is that journalists and the public are 
monitoring the SLPI for their effectiveness. The print 
and electronic media should give their fullest support 
to the SLPI to function very effectively. That is the 
only institution through which we should function. As 
the Leader of the Opposition said yesterday, publish
ers and journalists of all print and electronic media 
should have a common view together to work towards 
press freedom and it can be done under the leadership 
of the SLPI.

=;

Finally, what I really feel is, whatever said and done, 
press freedom and freedom of expression cannot be
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retrieved and the safety of the journalists ensured 
unless the government willingly comes forward to 
work sincerely in this direction.

Chairman:

I need not describe you the harsh realities described 
first hand by Mr. Saravanapavan. This tells you the 
sheer brutality of the conditions under which Sri 
Lankan mass media works today. Most importantly, 
what we have to listen from him is the challenge he 
has presented to us to further our efforts, our endeav
ours to alleviate the immense difficulties which espe- to go into details of what has happened, but this is just 
daily the Northern and Eastern media community are a snapshot of what has happened, 
faced with. (Presentation with slideshow.)
The Press Institute has the challenge of unifying, 

especially the press, the print media with the electron
ic media. Right now, the Press Institute represents 
largely the print media. So, that is a challenge we 
have to face and has been articulated by Mr 
Saravanapavan.

Here you can see that Mr. Gurubaran was abducted, 
Tissanayagam is still in prison for more than six 
months, Iqbal Athas came under severe censorship 
and Sampath Lakmal was killed. So we have had all 
these things such as killings, abductions and impris
onment of a journalist. 15 journalists were impris- 

The final speaker I am sure will go into the history and oned, 15 of them were killed and so many of them 
the concrete details of the local struggle for media abducted. A number of editors were threatened. All 
freedom. Mr. Saravanapanvan actually has the expe- these happened, 
rience of the sufferings of the media and I think, Mr.
Sunanda Deshapriya, one-time Editor of “Yukthiya” 
newspaper - Yukthiya means justice - it was the fore
most newspaper in Sinhala language articulating the 
need for ethnic equality in the country. He made it a
successful mass circulation newspaper which chal- Some people ask whether there is any use in your 
lenged the other established mass circulation dailies doing picketing, poster campaigns, lobbying cam- 
and weeklies. Today, he has a long record of being 
one of the founders of the Free Media Movement. I

In the next slide, you see the campaigns as well. We 
do the campaigns. We have had during the last two 
years the biggest ever campaigns for press freedom in 
Sri Lanka. We have done everything.

paigns, petition campaigns etc. They ask whether 
anything can be done and whether anything has hap- 

am proud to have been a co-founder with him pened. We have always asked, what would have been 
although I am no longer directly involved and he is the situation today in Sri Lanka if all these campaigns 
today the living symbol in my view of the struggle of djd not take piace and we would not have any space to 
mass media for freedom and for sheer survival in Sri discuss media freedom here today, if in the last two 

years we were not able to mobilize people, trade 
unions, civil society, women’s organizations and the 
journalist community to fight for everything, every 
suppression, every murder, every abduction, every 

Thank you, Mr. Chairperson. I am going to make my disappearance. The media community protested 
presentation showing some visuals because the FMM, against all these. That is why I strongly think that if 
the Free Media Movement itself is a visual. We never we did not do that, today we would have a situation 
had an office, we never had any structure for a long like Burma or some other country where there is no 
time and we survived in virtual, I mean virtually we Press freedom at all. So, campaigning in the manner 
did not have an office for a long time. I am not going as stated above has given us space. Today if you look

Lanka. Now, I invite Mr. Sunanda Deshapriya to 
make his presentation.

Mr. Sunanda Deshapriya:

1
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at the Sunday newspapers, you will see that there is sibility of editors and owners. It is not Government
still a vibrant kind of media freedom, as very critical censorship. That is what I really like to discuss,
articles appear, especially in the Tamil press and in Legally we have achieved some progress. But other- 
some English press. So, I think campaigning has had wise, there is no editorial freedom in Sri Lanka at all. 
an effect. We cannot say that nothing has happened. We have to discuss these things also. We have to dis- 
We cannot say that the SLPI or five media organiza- cuss about press freedom - editorial freedom, accura-
tions have not done anything. If we did not do what cy, balance, and fairness. That is the basis of the
we did in the last two years, no one would have been Colombo Declaration because of the social responsi- 
here discussing press freedom in Sri Lanka. That is bility aspect. The rights of working journalists have 
my opinion and understanding. never been an issue discussed in the media communi

ty here. You know, in Sri Lanka, there are journalists 
who get just US Dollars 50 a month. Sir Lanka is the 

pressing media. By 2007, we have been able to mobi- worst paid coimtry in South Asia for journalists. In 
lize trade unions and others. The Government slowly Nepal, which is a poorer country than Sri Lanka, jour- 
stopped the killings. The killings by the Government nalists are better paid. In Pakistan they are better paid, 
have come to an end by 2007. This year (2008) we

It is not only the Government in Sri Lanka that is sup-

In Bangladesh they are better paid. We have the low
est paid journalist community in Sri Lanka. This mat- 

most probably by the LTTE. According to reliable ter js never raised in this discourse of media freedom, 
information, the television journalist in Jaffna was
killed by the LTTE. The other journalist died when Then, let me come to the subject of advertising ethics, 
they killed Janaka Perera, Rtd. General of the Sri We had a discussion here at the SLPI, a very good dis- 
Lanka Army and Opposition politician. It is most cussion about someone called Sakvithi Ranasinghe 
probably by the LTTE again. Radhika Devakumara who duped the people for Rs. 100 million with a bogus 
was shot at most probably by the Karuna or Pillayan investment agency. Ariyananda Dombagahawatta, the 
faction, LTTE breakaway groups. There are paramil- Editor of the best-selling Sinhala newspaper came 
itary organizations, the LTTE and everyone is respon- here and said in front of 60 people, “You think, I am 
sible for the situation we are in today here in Sri an Editor. But I am not an Editor.” He said “I get 
Lanka, not only the Government. In Colombo, you space marked for my articles only after the advertising 
can say that there is no press freedom, but what about departments have done their work.” He said, “I do not 
Kilinochchi, the LTTE’s power-base. There is no know what is going to be the advertisement that has 
press freedom at all. There is no right to dissent at all been marked there.” He said that once he had an arti- 
in Sri Lanka. The LTTE is a dictatorial organization cle on Buddhism and under that was an advertisement 
which does not allow any press freedom in their areas, for condoms. He said that he does not have any con

trol on these matters. This is the biggest selling news
paper. Then there is another Editor, Sundara 

But what I would like to discuss really is not those Nihathamani de Mei, who said. “Do you think I 
issues that we have been raising again and again. We

had two journalists killed. Both of them were killed,

So everyone is responsible for this situation.

am
the Editor? I am not controlling my newspaper as the 
Editor.”will be campaigning for those issues such as press 

freedom, safety of journalists and everything. These 
were the issues that were discussed originally that 
resulted in the Colombo Declaration. As Sinha

You know the commercial process. We 
know there are two real pressures the world over 
today. One is commercialization. The other one is
political pressure. These two pressures are a reality in 

Ramatunga said, some progress was made with the Sri Lanka putting so much pressure and we do not dis.
Right to Information Bill. Criminal defamation is no cuss those jssues very much You will not believe this 
more and some progress was made with regard to a actually. xhis is what ^ advertising officer said at a 
Contempt of Court law. The Press Council is practi- meeting He saidj ..j get ^ 0 5 milIion for an adver- 
cally no more. We have self-regulation and censor
ship is not imposed. For the last two and a half years, 
this Government did not impose any censorship laws, 
but we have huge self-censorship. That is the respon-

':
3 tisement for the company. I do not mind what will 

happen to the people.” He said that in those same 
words. I could not believe it. I was sitting there. I 
started shouting. I said, “This is violence. You are

i
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doing violence. This is terrorism.” He said, “I do not going to face. This is a real challenge. If you want to
mind it.” He said, “I have been given a target by my walk into a newsroom, you will not fight for press
owner. I have to fulfil that.” That is what he said. So freedom in this country. If you go and have a frank
that is what is happening. Where is the press free- discussion in any newsroom in this country, electron-
dom? We go and shout at the Fort Railway Station ic, print or radio, you will not fight for press freedom
and journalists are being killed and journalists are once you know what they are discussing. So this the
kidnapped because we are fighting for these rights, real challenge. There is no news from democracy. No
For what? Where is accuracy, balance and fairness? discussion. No discussion on Sunday morning in any
If you read the Tamil media, the Government has newspaper to see what you are going to discuss and
killed most of the people. If you read the Sinhala the journalists do not have any right to say, “I want to
media, it is the LTTE. If you go to Sinhala media, the write this investigative story. I am going to publish
Government has not killed anyone. If you go to the this. I have the right to get this published.” You can-
Tamil media, the LTTE has not killed a single. This is not say that here in this country,
what people read in this country. We discuss about 
press freedom. That is what we always ask ourselves 
because we have been fighting. Everyone in this 
country knows that we have been fighting. We fight 
for press freedom. We fight for owners’ right to run 
their newspapers. We go and stand and put our neck 
out. But when we read the newspapers what do we 
read? Look at this. This was in Sinhala. It is after the 
tsunami. This is a lead story of a newspaper. It says:
“2,100 prisoners died in LTTE prisons.” They have 
the exact number. They have said again, “More than 
1,600 black Tigers and 1,400 sea Tigers died.”
According to this, it is 5,100 Tiger (LTTE) rebels died 
in the tsunami. I can give more examples like this. So 
many examples like this. “Prabhakaran died and the 
coffin for Prabhakaran worth Rs 7 million was sent by 
the Norwegian Embassy”. This is according to a lead 
story of a newspaper. These are the things that we 
publish.

In some newspapers we write about strikes and about 
unions. What about journalists’ unions? No private 
media in this country allow unions in their organiza
tions. That is the truth. Twenty journalists were 
expelled from one newspaper in 1988 just because 
they tried to establish a union. No one can go and say 
that I need more than US Dollars 50 a month, which 
is Rs. 5,000. No journalist has that right in this coun
try. With all these difficulties only the state media has 
formed unions. Who wants to stay when they get only 
US Dollars 150 for a month, (Rs 15,000) after 15 
years in journalism? How can we get real profession
al good quality journalists who can be public service 
journalists if we do not pay them well? There is a lack 
of strong professional organizations. I think, to have 
a kind of proactive agenda, we need to have a holistic 
approach. Not only legal reforms, we really need a 
new kind of culture. As Sanath Balasuriya said, the 
Colombo Declaration has not done enough to raise the

Look at the elections. There was nothing against the awareness among the people about the need for a pub- 
Govemment in the state media during the last two lie service media in this country. There are no corn- 
elections. Nothing against it. Non-state media, usu
ally pro-business support the UNP. That is true. Most FM station is opened. There are hundreds of names of
biased newspapers come from the private sector. FM stations. You cannot tune your radio. For every
They are very pro-business and very pro-UNP. They frequency, there is a new station nowadays. But ask
compete with the state media. Some private sector for a community station. No chance. We have not
media do not give any credibility to the Government, campaigned for any community station in this
It is all anti, anti, anti... So people ask us, “What is try. No public service media. We have not cam-
this press freedom? Is it owners’ freedom or editors’ paigned for that,
freedom? What are you fighting for on the streets?”
What are we fighting for?

munity radio stations in this country. Every month, an

icoun-

Then, there is editorial freedom. No editor has a 
budget for investigative journalism. As far as I know, 

How many newspapers does one have to read in this no editor knows that he has Rs. 3 million a year to
country if you want to get an idea of what is happen- spend on investigative journalism. If you have edito-
ing in this country? This is the challenge the SLPI is rial freedom, the editor knows how much of a budget |

wm
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he can spend for articles he is going to get. No one is India who are so very well off in the level of organi- 
spending two weeks to write a story here. It is all tele- zation and professional structuring as a media profes- 
phone journalism. What is happening here? No one sion. I think that is one of the core issues which l 
is investing money into any investigative journalism think the Sri Lanka media community, both its profes- 
because editors do not have money and editors do not sionals as well as its industrial proprietors need to face 
have editorial freedom. We need a Working and I think they have a lot to learn from the experience 
Journalists Act. We do not have a culture of media of the international community of mass media. The 
criticism. There is no criticism coming from academ- lack of budget, for example for investigative joumal- 
ics. No Pointer institutes. No Columbia journalism, ism is increasingly a problem faced in the advanced 
Nothing like that. No magazine. No articles. Even mass media in the advanced countries, in the rich 
once a year, you do not get a real article to read which countries because of the impact of the internet jour- 
is looking at journalism critically from a journalism nalism where budgets are not an issue and large scale 
and from an academic point of view. We really need presses. The print media can no longer- they have to 
that if you want to improve press freedom as piece- economize - for them investigative journalism is an 
meal interventions are not going to work. expensive luxury today. That is industry.

1 always go by this slogan of IFSJ. You know, there To minimize what I am saying, that is the problem,
can be no press freedom if journalists exist in condi- that is the challenge, I think the media community
tions of corruption, poverty and fear. Unfortunately, here both in terms of the proprietors as well as the
we have all three. We have corruption. We have journalists have to grapple with and there is a lot to
poverty. We have fear. So, we have to fight all these learn from the experience of the advanced mass media
things under the SLPI, under the five media organiza- and I think, India is the best example in the region of
tions. There may be more initiatives. It is much bet- advanced mass media. I think we need to have more
ter. More initiatives are better and we have to fight for dialogue both as proprietors as well as the profession

als and more learning experience from the people we 
can learn from. I think it is about time really that the 
proprietors in Sri Lanka take that on in a more-1 am 
not pointing fingers, I am talking for the need for a 
strategic approach for the media industry to think as 

Now I know why I was asked to chair this session. I industry. The industry has an absolute right to survive 
think Sunanda as usual touched on some very core Jn the market. How do you survive in the market? 
hard issues pertaining to the bases of problems we How do you negotiate with labour? That has to be 
face today. He comes from sheer personal experience, done. I think that is the challenge here. I think, 
I know that myself as a person who has been at the Sunanda was right and I applaud him for being bold 
heart of efforts to mobilize both the journalist com

all these if we really want press freedom.

Chairman:

Thank you.

,5

enough to come in here and use this forum to do that 
munity and also to mobilize the industry. I think, one because that is the crux, as one of the key issues for 
very important point that has come out here, and ^ solidarity of the media community in the larger 
something which I think, this is the most appropriate 
forum to discuss - that is the need for a more frank

terms of survival.

exchange between industry and labour in the media Now, I will open this for discussion. We have about 
scene in Sri Lanka. I am putting it very clearly like 20 minutes or more for discussion, 
that. Industry and Labour. When Sunanda talks of 
journalists’ pay, we are talking about trade unionism 
here.

Audience:

I am not sure whether you can answer this. Can the
than USI can of course talk of my personal experience. I, of private media actually afford to pay more 

course, ended up as an Editor starting as a cub- Dollars 50 a month to these journalists? I mean, is the 
reporter. I did not even get a letter of appointment. I media industry flourishing here in Sri Lanka? 
have continually felt very envious of my colleagues in
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for two years, they go to other organizations than 
work for us. I have a problem. 1 have been training a 
lot of Tamil journalists, those who are working all 
over the place. It costs a lot. No senior journalist, 
with the present situation, wants to work for the Tamil 
newspapers.

Mr. Deshapriya:

I do not actually know how the industry is making 
money. You know, you cannot get anything done 
from US Dollars 50. That is the basic. If you are paid 
US Dollars 50 and there is a saying among the provin
cial journalists in this country that they earn not by 
writing, but by not writing. If they do not write issues, 
they get paid by the people because there are some 
provincial journalists whose salaries have not been 
paid for six months. It takes six months for them to 
get their money. They get Rs. 2,000 a month and for 
six months it is not paid and there is a saying, “We 
earn not by writing, but by not writing”. That is what 
happens when you pay US Dollars 50. You know cor
ruption takes place and corruption is a huge issue 
among our community. If we are frank among our
selves, we know how much corruption takes place 
among ourselves.

Mr. Saravanapavan:

Can I answer this also please. I am talking of the 
Tamil language papers. Most of the reporters, other 
than the staff reporters and the provincial reporters are 
not permanent reporters. They are working for some 
other institutions. Most of the reporters write to dif
ferent organizations. For example, if you take a 
reporter from Vavuniya, he is a reporter for various 
news organisations. Everyone should understand that 
we are catering to 30 per cent of the population. We 
are having the same machine whether it is Virakesari, 
Thinakural or ourselves. The same machine in Tamil 
Nadu, prints 500,000 papers, while we print not even 
50,000 papers per day. So you must understand the 
overheads etc. When you consider the advertising 
budgets, the advertising agents allocate just one or 
two for the Tamil newspapers. There are also various 
other overheads and apart from that, if you take the 
newspaper industry in Sri Lanka, most of the newspa
pers are a side business for their big business, except 
I must tell you, for me right along, newspapers has 
been my main business for 25 years. But for most of 
them, it is a side business. They are supporting the 
newspapers with their main company.

In regard to quality of journalists, we do not have 
proper institutions to train them. Our journalists are 
trained by our own senior staff. Once they get trained

Chairman:

Before Mr. Kumar Nadesan who is a media proprietor 
intervenes, may I soften my tone? I think, actually 
while Sunanda has sort of sharply raised this issue of 
the industry and labour dynamic, I think the Press 
Institute is the first excellent example of a dialogue. It 
is not a dialogue you find in other industrial sectors 
actually between proprietors and professionals. In 
that sense, the media community is in a new explo
rative area. So, we have an extremely positive sign 
and development here. So, it is a matter of then using 
this as a constructive forum.

Mr. Nadesan:

Now you have the chance. I am from the private 
media. I run a Tamil newspaper. We have our own 
problems. We have our own situations. Newsprint 
prices have gone up. Other costs have been going up 
and it is very, very difficult with a very small market 
unlike the millions what India might print in one of 
their presses. We print very small quantities. So it has 
been a very difficult time actually to keep even 
employment of the people who are working in the 
newspaper. We are looking at SLPI. This why I said, 
what Lakshman said was correct. The SLPI is the 
only hope where we could get together and provide 
excellence in journalism because we do not want peo
ple who cannot get other jobs coming into journalism. 
This must also be a dedication and skill.

There are certain skills that you need in journalism. 
My friend, Mr. Liang was talking about the internet 
earlier today. Not many of the journalists still use 
computers. But today we have software. I know my 
company has software and some of the other compa
nies have software where the editors can totally can 
see the entire spread of the paper. They are the ones 
who pass the paper because we have had clashes 
where religious articles appear and then this alcohol 
advert appears underneath or something else, maybe 
condoms, sold beside. To prevent this, we have the
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points that colleagues and the panel have mentioned, 
our campaigns, and through strengthening of the 
unions and the strengthening of the Sri Lanka Press 
Institute, we have started to see some changes. Liang 
also mentioned some possible changes inside static
ness within the Colombo Declaration over the last 10 
years - there have been some changes, but I think, 
some of that, not all is down to international support, 
but some of that has been due to international support. 
It is the facilitator, let us say, and it has worked in cer
tain countries and has promoted things. I think there 
is some sense of a possible approach there.

entire screen. The bigger newspapers have this. 

Audience:

This is a question for Robert really. We heard from 
one of the speakers about the frustrations about insuf
ficient pressure being brought about. Are there any 
case studies of where international pressure has sig
nificantly improved the situation in a country which 
has similar challenges to those here?

Mr. Shaw:

First of all, my colleague was mentioning a very seri
ous thing. This is not the first time I heard criticism Chairman: 
about this. Now first of all, the reality is, that you Just a minute. There are several hands raised. But 

may I remind all participants that mobile phones 
should be either switched off or put on silent mode or 
on vibration. Thank you.

Audience:

can’t just put things down in very simple terms. Let us 
say a political sort of situation that clearly exists in Sri 
Lanka, which is not something that even an interna
tional community can address in five seconds. They 
should be fully addressed. Obviously, the role of gov- 
mment and the role of society in the country are 
mportant. Having said that, at the same time, I think I would like to take over the three comments that were 

.here are, in spite of difficulties, certain countries made and start with the last question. The interna- 
where strong advances have been made - one that I tional pressure can change things. If we take the 
mentioned earlier on was the case of Columbia which, Colombo Declaration we will see that there are con-
granted the political situation there remains quite dif- siderable changes in the media panorama and the 
ficult, there have been, let us say, I am not saying that media environment. In Africa where curiously free- 
these are exactly translatable to Sri Lanka, but there dom of expression and freedom of the press have 
have been advances made in Columbia that were not grown considerably, it is not perfect, but it has 
possible before. I think one of them was very strong changed and the international pressure did work in 
international support for, as Sunanda mentioned, the that situation, 
development of media unions or federation of unions 
within Colombia that had started to at least to play a 
role in a sense of a defence mechanism. Let us say 
throughout the country for journalists to feel that they 
can support themselves as a first stage and for editors 
and owners also to start to come on board. One of the

The other point I want to make is with respect to 
think that listening to the presentersadvocacy.

whom I congratulate because it is a very enlightening 
presentation on the situation here, I must admit that I 
was pretty surprised to see little advocacy carried out 
before this meeting. We were hoping to have the 
major stakeholders in the media environment sitting 
together and discussing their own proposals. They 
might not be in agreement. They might be in opposi
tion on many points. But I think that without that dia- 

It is quite likely that the government itself through that logue, there is no understanding whatsoever. I think 
mechanism in the Ministry of Interior has actually fed that each 
information through paramilitary groups within would not pass the message. I think, the Hon. Justice 
Columbia and tracked down the journalists in the safe Saldanha mentioned before that you have to go 
houses and killed them. So it is not necessarily a fool- towards those who are hampering freedom of expres- 
proof system, but there are mechanisms of where the sion and freedom of press because they are in a pow- 
govemment is coming on board. I think, a number of erful position and if there is no negotiation and there

biggest problems throughout Latin America and in 
Columbia is this issue of family ownership of media 
which is concentrated and also as Sunanda mentioned, 
creates huge problems of salaries for journalists.

of you working in isolation situationsone

:
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is no clear positioning of different stakeholders there Chairman! 
would never be an understanding. I think that if there 
is some follow-up to be done to this meeting, it is pre
cisely to bring all those stakeholders and put questions 
on the tables. And take their own proposals, their own 
points of view because I am sure that there are many 
misunderstandings that have been created. There is an democracy that we have and we have a free press. But 
environment of distrust and rivalry.

Thank you.

Audience:

Are there any more questions to the panel?

Audience:

I come from India where I think it is the most vibrant

even there, the issue of how free is the press is con
stantly taken up by the press itself and I think there is 
no bigger enemies for the press than the press itself. 
We are talking about Sri Lanka; that political and 
commercial interests override a lot of others and the

A question to Mr. Sunanda. same thing happens in India. It is much more. In fact,
over here I would salute the press because you are 
working under such extreme conditions and you are 

on political and legal censorship which is, of course, still writing about these issues whereas in India we do
much easier to build a consensus around. But both not have these kinds of issues largely. But there are
you and Mr. Saravanapavan have raised some on the pockets of course. The press does not even take up 
questions of the structural limitations on free speech, issues which concern the common man. There is a
I am curious about whether there has been any attempt vast difference. The media in India has succeeded in
to move the judiciary on questions of the, you know, making two countries as one. India and there is 
one could describe it as the infrastructure of speech Bharath. Urban media, and there is regional rural
because some of the questions that you raised, includ- media. They are totally diverse. One is not even con

nected to the other. The urban media does not think 
that there is a rural India. 90 per cent of the popula
tion lives in the villages and the urban media does not 
touch upon that. So, I think these issues are similar all 
over the place and the saddest part is, I also worked in 
a Press Institute in India and the ironical part about is 
that the Press Institute does not exist any more in 
India. It is closed down. Why? Because the media 
industry does not support us.

The Colombo Declaration of 1998 focuses in essence

ing what Mr. Nadesan raised about the cost of
newsprint, the question of the conditions of working 
journalists etc, at least, in the Indian context have 
been actually cases which have been argued; that the 
exercise of freedom of speech and expression is not 
just contingent on the political scenario, but equally 
on political economy questions and an indirect viola
tion of speech arises, for example, from structural or 
infrastructure questions. I am curious about whether 
there has been any move in the last 10 years on these 40 years ago, 14 newspaper groups came together to 
questions and if not, what are the reasons which we create the Press Institute of India. Gradually, over the 
can bring it in the 2008 version of the Declaration as last 40 years, one by one all the big newspaper hous

es started getting out of that institute. As a result, it 
closed down just six months ago - there were just two 
trustees who were left and we had to close down. I

it were?

Audience:
mean, what could be more ironical that in a democra
cy and in a free press - we close down an institute 
which was actually working on issues like this. That 
is all. Thank you.

What I want to know is, have you succeeded in con
veying to the Sri Lankan citizens the need for a free 
press because I often find that when we ourselves are
in an adversarial position in the Union of India or 
Indian Broadcasting Ministry, we sometimes feel a Audience: 
sense that we have not been able to really convey to
the citizenry at large, the benefit of a free press. Have This question is directly to Mr. Sunanda. I feel, the 
you been able to convey that to them? media in Sri Lanka is at least partly responsible for the

deterioration of media freedom in Sri Lanka. Can you
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our President made a visit to India, to Bangalore. I 
was expecting the Indian journalists to put some kind 
of pressure on the President. I thought that they will 
ask a question from our President, regarding the media 
situation in Sri Lanka. But sadly, nobody asked a 
question. It is the working journalists who often meet 
the politicians especially when they visit other coun
tries. But unfortunately, we do not ask that type of 
questions. People like IMS should do a lot on educat-

please comment on that?

Mr. Sunanda Deshapriya:

I will take all the questions together. 

Audience:

This is another question to Sunanda, and also a com
ment. I think we had a window of opportunity recent
ly at the end of June when Mr. Namal Perera, the ingthe working journalists.
Training Manager of the SLPI and of course, Mr.
Mahinda from the British High Commission were 
beaten up brutally just outside here when they were 
going back home from work. I think, the FMM and 
the group of five media organisations launched a 
protest campaign and it really worked. You guys got 
the largest number of people on the street together 
with the telegram campaign that you did in the 
provinces. It had ordinary people going to the post 
offices and sending a telegram to the Government say
ing, "look, you have got to investigate into these 
cases", and all that and you got the Media Minister to 
form a committee to look into the beating up and 
abduction of journalists. That momentum was there.
But what happened, I mean, there was no follow-up.
Why didn’t the media, after the formation of a 
Committee to look into the beatings and abductions I also was wondering why Sunanda has shown that the
pursue the matter further? You know, now we are LTTE killings are not shown in the Tamil newspapers,
down the track of four months after Namal's beating. We do not even say that there are killings by the
We still have not got a clue about what happened. Government. We say unidentified gunmen or uniden-
There has not been any indication of who has been tified groups. We have never quoted anywhere in our 
responsible for that and why is the media not pushing newspapers pointblank to say that it is Government.

We know who and who are doing the job. Our news 
carries, if you take our paper, we very clearly state, 
“unidentified” because the Government says, it is by 
so and so and the public from the area says, it is by so 
and so. We do not get into that controversy. I saw the 

My question is, international media pressure is largely statistics. We say, “white van abduction”. We say, 
coming from the media fraternity. But only one half “They were with uniforms”. We do not know who the 
of the media fraternity; that is the media activists, not persons with uniform were. But we know who 
from the actual working journalists. We do not do abducts by white van - these abductions are done by 
much activism. I am asking this question in the back- the intelligence units of the Army along with paramil- 
drop of an incident. All of you know some time back, itary groups. The EPDP had done the most killings we 
a few months back, we were traumatized as you know, know. Now, I have given evidence - on 
one of my best friends, Keith Noyahr was kidnapped Freedom Day, 3rc* of May, 2006 - Sunanda and others 
and beaten up by goons and another friend of mine walked out from the BMICH. At that day these 
Tissanayagam is languishing in jail probably on groups got into our premises and killed. I mean, they 
trumped-up charges. Against this backdrop, you know shot at people and we identified them. We told the

Audience:

I just want to say that I was glad that Sunanda brought 
up the issue of threats and attacks on journalists by the 
LTTE because I get the feeling that often media rights 
groups tend to be less vociferous about these issues 
and the focus has been on the state and transgressions 
by the state. There may be reasons for that. What is 
the reason for the LTTE’s threats and attacks on jour
nalists to get less attention? I was wondering whether 
may be Mr. Saravanapavan could comment on what 
this does, and how it affects the climate in which jour
nalists work in the North?

Mr. Saravanapavan:

for it?

Thank you.

Audience:

Press
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ASP who was investigating from the CID. We told 
them the name and everything. Unfortunately, when I 
followed up the matter, he said, “My hands are tied. I 
cannot go beyond that.” So, there I noticed Sunanda 
was mentioning about Karuna, LTTE, but he did not 
mention anything about the EPDP. But here my 
record has how many people were from them who 
were involved those days. This is the problem we 
have. We must be very open. Now, yesterday 
Ministers did not turn up. None of the journalists crit
icized about it. When they talk on the platform, you 
all are giving big spaces on what they are going to do, 
about their manifesto and everything. But they never 
respect us. Up to now, there is no condemnation 
either by the Director General of this SLPI or the 
Chairman or any of these people, except me. So, as 
you said, we ourselves are digging our own ground. 
Then, how can you expect press freedom? You talk 
like me. You asked me a good question. I am answer
ing you because you asked that question. So, that is 
what happens.

Now, somebody was asking about whether we are 
responsible for all this. Yes, we are responsible. I 
must tell you the facts. We are responsible to a certain 
extent to what we are publishing in our paper. I must 
say, I have given a very free hand to my Editor and of 
course I must say when you are in Rome, you have got 
to behave like the Romans do, because we do not have 
any civil society looking after the North and we are 
under Army rule, not the GA. The Brigadier is in 
charge under the Gazette. We have to listen to them 
and do the job. But the other part of the country is not 
like that. At least, we are exposing. If you take our 
paper, we are very clearly telling everything for and 
against whatever the UNP says and whatever the 
SLFP says. Everything is published there. We do not 
go by that. For example, I will tell you that an English 
paper Editor was called by the Secretary, Defence and 
she was threatened. Since that day that particular 
English paper which even today I read, is biased. 
Only one side of the news is given. Recently you 
would have seen civilians were killed in Kilinochchi, 
a mother and a daughter. BBC carried it. All the three 
Tamil newspapers carried it with photographs and all, 
but none of the English or Sinhala papers published 
this, because there is a direction from the Government 
that only they have to publish whatever the 
Government releases. There is no balance in it. I

must say it is actually biased. It would have been 
more appropriate if the Free Media had commented 
on it.

Mr. Deshapriya:

I do not have answers to all these questions. Once, 
President Kumaratunga told me, “You only ask ques
tions. I have to find the answers”. I had to tell her 
that, that is my job to ask questions. So I raise ques
tions, but I do not have answers sometimes.

With regard to the judiciary, we had really some good 
intervention from the judiciary from 1998 and in 2000 
when the Supreme Court was far more independent. 
On the Broadcasting Authority Bill, we went to court. 
We got a very good judgment. We actually blocked 
all Government’s attempts to control television sta
tions telecasting in Sri Lanka. But the thing is that 
judgment was never implemented. You know, there 
have been very good judicial interventions, judgments 
on the free press in Sri Lanka, but they have never 
been implemented. In the last two times when we 
went to court, on censorship etc, the Supreme Court 
held that the Government has the right to censor news.

Then, recently the Federation of Media Employees’ 
Trade Unions went to the Supreme Court asking an 
order from the Government to implement the 1972 
Act under which Lake House was nationalized. 
According to the Act, it should have been broad 
based. You know, 80 per cent of the shares should be 
sold to the public and there is a mechanism spelt out 
that it will work as public service media. But that has 
never happened in the last 35 years. So, we went to 
court and we supported that. But the Supreme Court 
said, “Why do trade unions want the Government to 
implement that Act?” That is what this said. Our judi
ciary has become very politically biased, but we 
should still keep trying. I agree with you that we 
should try all avenues and the judiciary may be one 
avenue from which we can probably can get more 
legal reform, the RTI and things like that. Probably 
the judiciary may come up with positive judgments, 
but we will never know. Our political authority, the 
Executive Presidency does not really care about those 
judgments. We can go to the judiciary, but at this 
political juncture, I am not sure whether we can get 
any practical results through them, but we should try.
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With regard to media freedom I have been critical. 
Why I was critical is that everyone knows that we 
have been fighting the Government all along. Two 
years ago, the Government was having the Press 
Freedom Dinner with the Minister. We then got the 
news that three media personnel of Uthayan newspa
per were killed. I actually forcibly grabbed the micro
phone and made a speech. We walked out. We came 
under heavy pressure, heavy criticism from the 
Government for doing that. Every time we have stood 
for press freedom and rights of the journalists and 
everyone. That is why I thought I have a kind of right 
to raise these issues that we have discussed about jour
nalists’ rights. We work as five media organizations. 
We have been working under Free Media Movement, 
Working Journalists Association, Tamil Media 
Association and Muslim Media Association and the 
Federation of Media Employees Trade Unions.

Another question raised was on foreign intervention 
issue. I always say there are two ways forward. One 
is, working together so there is solidarity among jour
nalists in this country. Second is actually internation
al pressure.

Then the British High Commissioner visited the Daily 
Mirror Editor when she was threatened by Defence 
Secretary Gotabhaya Rajapaksa. He visited the office 
when Lasantha Wickrematunga of Sunday Leader was 
about to be arrested. The American Ambassador visit
ed his office officially as well. These things helped 
very much and some high ranking officials have raised 
the issues again and again with the Government. 
These two steps have kept us going and actually we 
survived. Some of us were almost killed by the. 
Government. We survived because of these two recent 
campaigns.

-
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Thank you.

Chairman:
*• liia We need to conclude this session now - we have gone 

well into our lunch break already. May I thank the 
panel for this lively discussion and all of you for the 
issues you have raised on a very critical aspect of 
Media Freedom and Social Responsibility in Sri 
Lanka.

!
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Chairman- Mr. Jayatilleke de Silva: ^

Welcome ladies and gentlemen. First, I \ 
would like to invite Mr. Tim Toumlin, 
Director of the UK Press Complaints 
Commission to make his presentation.
Mr. Tim Toumlin:

vate lives to be published in newspapers for whatever 
reason.

• *.« And state regulation would be the opposite extreme: 
politicians writing the rules about what you can read; 
the free flow of information interrupted by a govern
ment body, which would undoubtedly stifle legitimate 
scrutiny and interfere with freedom of expression.

While some journalists may prefer the former, they 
would be more likely to end up with the latter if they 
overlook the importance of taking responsibility for 
themselves - for instance, by signing up to Codes of 
Practice agreed by the industry itself.

So - although it often does not seem that way to some 
in the media - effective self-regulation is a valuable 
part of maintaining their own freedom of expression. 
It is, in fact, a manifestation of freedom of expression.

i •**',

l- ——■—

It is a pleasure to be invited to mark the lO^1 anniver
sary of the Colombo Declaration: a document which 
wisely sets out the importance of freedom of expres
sion and freedom of information. Ten years on and 
there are still too many stories around the world of 
people struggling to uphold both of these fundamental 
freedoms. But there are reasons to be optimistic about 
the future of self-regulation, both in the UK and else
where. My remarks today outline my view that self- 
regulation is a form of corporate responsibility on the 
part of the press that is indispensable in the age of dig
ital journalism, and in the interests both of the press In my experience, politicians will always look for an 
itself and the public. excuse to try to control the press, through direct or 

indirect means. It has taken us the best part of 20 
years in the UK to convince the main political parties 
and officials that self-regulation can work. I am 
pleased to say that statutory regulation of the press is 
no longer the policy of any of the three main political 
parties. The current British Prime Minister said only 
last year in his speech on Liberty at the University of 
Westminster;

m :: '•i
•1NX

“A free press is the hallmark of our democracy... there 
is no case for statutory regulation of the press... self- 

It can seem like a thankless task to people like me who regulation of the press should be maintained and ... it 
run Press Complaints Commissions or Press Councils: is for the publishers themselves to demonstrate by 
journalists tend to see the ‘regulation’ part of self-reg- their decisions that they can sustain and bolster public
ulation and think there is too much interference, and in confidence in the way information is gathered and 
any case hate to be criticised; while politicians see the used”
‘seir part and think ‘self-interest’. Resistance comes 
from both quarters. And yet, from my own dealings with them, I would 

guess that the private instinct of many politicians 
But I don’t think it is too grand to suggest that it is would still be to try to regulate the free flow of infor- 
essential and in the public interest for this balancing mation. The reason is simple - understandable, even: 
act to be carried out effectively. Because the altema- they do not like to lack control over what can be said 
tive is either no regulation of editorial content, or reg- about them. And the press says some pretty rude 
ulation by the state. No regulation would guarantee things - not always accurate either, 
complete freedom of expression, with no right to indi
vidual privacy. Healthy for democracy, perhaps, but But precisely because this regulating instinct is latent 
pretty brutal for most people with no claim to celebri- among the powerful, it sometimes despairs me when 
ty or power who could expect any aspect of their pri- Press presents them with an open goal. It took too
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ever. It also means that news outlets are competing 
for readers’ time like never before. These looking for 
information are spoiled for choice: there are, as ever, 
newspapers, magazines, TV and radio. But when 
these media now have websites offering a combina
tion of text, still pictures, video, and sound — and 
international English-language journalism, special 
interest blogs and non-commercial outlets also com
pete for our attention - there is more consumer choice 
than ever before. Or, from a publisher’s point of view, 
more competition.

One of the ways in which publishers can distinguish 
their products from others is by showing that their 
information is reliable, and can be trusted. In the UK, 
the extent to which people can trust the media has 
been one of the biggest debates over the last 18 
months. Perhaps not surprisingly, our own research 
shows very strong public backing for Codes of 
Practice. In the context of digital media:

78% of people said they would be more likely to trust 
information on websites covered by a Code of 
Practice rather than unregulated websites (bizarrely, 
6% would be less likely to trust it);

89% thought that it was either ‘very important’ or 
‘fairly important’ for newspaper and magazine web
sites to be covered by an agreed Code covering accu
racy and privacy;

and a further 89% thought that there should be clear 
guidelines about the sort of private information that 
could be published by commercial media online.

This public appetite for agreed guidelines is not 
matched by a desire for the state to have a role in the 
regulation of journalists. All our other research sug
gests that the public sees the importance of journalists 
and editors themselves playing some part in policing 
their own standards. This is essential to the concept of 
an industry taking responsibility for its own actions.

But self-regulation is a collaborative exercise. Yes, it 
needs the buy-in of the industry, the acquiescence of 
the political establishment, and the rigour of the com
plaints handling body. But it needs a further, crucial, 
ingredient in order to be effective: the involvement of 
the public. For self-regulation genuinely to maintain 
or raise standards, the public must use the system to

long for editors to realise that their co-operation with 
the PCC in the swift investigation and resolution of 
complaints was an essential hallmark of an efficient 
and effective system of self-regulation - and that 
without such a system there would be increasing 
demands for statutory control, which some politicians 
would find hard to resist.

Even now, some editors are reluctant to follow our 
best practice guidance and publicise our existence to 
readers in adverts, or policy statements on the editori
al page. They worry that this will encourage people to 
complain who otherwise would not have done so - 
and fear for the resource implications for the PCC. 
What they forget is that people with a legitimate 
grievance will complain anyway - to the paper direct
ly, to their Member of Parliament, or through the 
courts.

Indeed, it has been proven (by a study by The 
Guardian newspaper) that taking part in self-regulato
ry mechanisms actually reduces legal costs for papers 
by about a third. For this reason alone newspapers 
should be publicising that they subscribe to system 
that will provide free, low-risk redress. But they 
should also do so because it is the right thing to do in 
terms of their responsibility to their readers.

There is a further reason why I think editors, journal
ists and publishers should all be committed to self
regulation in their own interests. In simple terms, it 
enhances the credibility of their product. Perhaps in 
the past - when the high costs of publishing limited 
the number of titles, and the relationship between an 
editor and a reader was entirely linear - editors were 
not too concerned about what the customers thought. 
A former Managing Editor of The Times in London 
told me that their policy on reader complaints in the 
1980s was to read letters very carefully, remark to 
their colleagues on how interesting they were, and 
then file them in the waste paper bin.

Now such an approach would be unthinkable. Not 
just because the culture of customer relations has 
changed, and people are more demanding. But also 
because it would make no business sense. The revo
lution in publishing cannot be ignored. Digitalisation 
and globalisation of media, accelerating the world 
over, means that there is more consumer choice than
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complain and be patient while the process takes effect. ©@S? gOozn 00© 85® ©^238 ©o©8 ©@©
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We have worked hard to achieve this in the UK, and
not without setbacks. After over 12 years working for 
the PCC I am more convinced than ever that self-reg
ulation is the right answer to the problem of how to 
balance freedom of expression on the one hand with 
the rights of the individual on the other. It is not just 
philosophically right that the press should take respon
sibility for itself - and be seen to do so - rather than 
the government interfering with how people may com
municate with one another by writing rules for jour
nalists. It is now the only practical way that editorial 
standards can be maintained in the digital age, when 
anyone can be a publisher of information and news is d 03®8® 80)325) g?©0©8 Editorial Board OaO 08 
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This is why I think self-regulation can have a bright 
future - providing the key ingredients are there. And 
I would like to congratulate you and the staff of the 
PCCSL for all you have done over the last ten years in 
pursuing the aims of the Colombo Declaration.

Chairman:

Thank you.
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NRK till 4 years ago. Then I began to lecture at the 
Faculty of Journalism in Oslo University College 
where my field is news and ethics. As a free and 
democratic country we in Norway have a free and 
independent press. The State and the government 
shall not decide what the press shall publish or do. 
That is what self-regulation is about, and a situation 
like that is the aim of any self-regulation system.

How does our self-regulation system work in 
Norway? What are the ethical problems for the jour
nalists and the media, how do we keep a system of 
self-regulation? That is what I am focusing on.

I wish to say that all the Scandinavian countries have 
a system of self-regulation, Sweden, Finland, 
Denmark, Norway and there are very small differ
ences between them. The Norwegian PCC was estab
lished in 1937 long before the Second World War. It 
is run by the Norwegian Press Association which is an 
umbrella organization for all the Norwegian media, 
that is for the journalists union, that is for the editors, 
and that is for the industry. All of them, within this 
umbrella and this umbrella organization then proceed 
to appoint the PCC. This PCC can be seen as a kind of 
unwritten contract between the press and society. The 
role of the press is to supervise and further ethical and 
professional standards of the press in Norway. The 
tools the PCC have is the code of ethics. Yes, and you 
will see that the code of ethics (shows slide) I have put 
here, is our code of ethics for journalists, for editors 
and for the industry. It is the code of ethics for all of 
them. We don't have a special code for journalists and 
a special code for editors. We are all responsible to 
follow the same code of ethics, and that is the impor
tant tool that the PCC has, that is to look into the code 
of ethics and make the decision. The PCC Secretariat 
prepares the case and checks a lot of formalities. TV

23®g02S? O025?03©(9253 (325303

Chairman:

May I now call upon Ms. Audgunn Oltedal from Oslo 
to speak to us.

Ms. Audgunn Oltedal:

Thank you for inviting me. I was a journalist with
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hope will come up. The self-regulation system has to 
listen to the public (not clear)

Interruption:

(Not clear)

In the case of Norway you said that in some cases the 
PCC issues stay orders, court orders. I would like to 
know, what happens to those cases. Thank you.

is also part of our PCC system and they have special 
kind of entertainment that is different from the print 
press. But all in all, the PCC takes journalism to be a 
very wide scope both investigative journalism and 
what we would call entertainment and I think that is 
the strength of the system that it has this broad out
look.

1 want to go back a little. This is very important. All 
media is behind the PCC, which means also the state 
media. All of them. I used to work with NRK until 
1994 and NRK had their own code of ethics, but in 
1994 they wanted to join the nationwide PCC and now 
NRK has decided not to have their own house codes. 
They have only the press code of ethics. Other media 
houses in Norway do not have their own code of ethics 
and the code that everyone uses is what you have got 
here on the screen. That is the one that has authority. 
The PCC consists of 4 members from the media, 3 
members from the public society and that was the 
principal point for the press organizations that the 
press should have the majority. There are 4 from the 
press and 3 from the public. All of them are appoint
ed by the press. Last year they held 165 complaints, 
that 75 cases were breach of the code. The penalty that 
the PCC has is that all the media has to stand in front 
telling all the people, "Oh I am sorry, I was breaking 
the code,” that is a kind of punishment. The journalist 
feels ashamed after coming before the PCC and the 
PCC says, "Oh, you must not, you made this report 
against the code and you must not do that."

We had this in the front page (shows slide). A mil
lionaire in a restaurant went amok and he was fight
ing. He was very young. This is what the photograph 
showed. He took his case to the PCC. The PCC 
upheld his complaint and the reason was that the jour
nalist had only used anonymous sources. The journal
ist argued that this was not an important case, and 
therefore that it was in order to use anonymous 
sources. It was not investigative journalism. This mil
lionaire was a celebrity in a way. He thereafter went to 
the courts, and the newspapers had to pay 35,000 dol
lars and the editor had to pay over 3,000 dollars.

To sum up, the PCC in Norway is only one part of 
maintaining a free and independent press. The self- 
regulation system includes a committee that works for 
actual information and the editors and organizations 
together with the press organizations are very eager to 
fight for new laws that secure press freedom. We hope 
a new law will come up in Norway to secure editorial 
freedom against advertising owners. That is what we

Ms. Oltedal:

The fact is that in Norway if a case is sent to court, the 
PCC does not take it up. For example, if it goes to 
court first it would not have been a case for the PCC 
to take up. But, when the PCC has finished with a 
case the client is free to do what he wants to do. So if 
he is not satisfied with the penalty or he just wants 
something more, of course, that would undermine the 
self-regulation system. But it has not been a problem 
till now. There are some cases that do go to courts.

Mr. Toumlin:

It is the same in UK. Just to elaborate on that, but 
interestingly there is a trend, I think it is quite worry
ing where the court system is trying to capture our 
work, really. The interaction between the court and the 
self-regulatory code is very tight now. It is almost 
indistinguishable in some respect. There is nothing 
we could do about it, unfortunately. In terms of access 
to justice, the government does have a controversial 
piece of legislation called conditional pay arrange
ment which are then -we come across it but it basical
ly means that lawyers will work on behalf of the indi
viduals free and if they win, then the person who 
loses, if it is a newspaper or a government body has to 
pay not less than the fee, in fact they have to pay the 
cost or double. What this means in terms of freedom 
of expression cases is actually that newspapers claim 
it has a chilling effect because the cost is prohibitive
ly high, they say that they are just not going to do this 
type of stories and they settle it mutually because if 
they continue with the trial the cost can be millions of 
pounds for one case. In the Naomi Campbell case 
which was about the model, the cost to the Daily 
Mirror was 3.5 million pounds which is actually out
rageous.

Audience:

My question is directed at Uvindu. First, I just want 
to know, he talked about the Sri Lanka media giving

;
■
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only 1 per cent coverage for women. Generally some fighting, you know when you are reporting a fight
newspapers, especially my newspaper policy is that ©253*25325? ©;2g qa ©O25?0steal <?©25)03®25l
we do not discriminate between women and men. So,
when we specify a specific page for women it means Audience
that there is somebody- like you know they are part of
humanity, they are something else, so they need to be When you say refugees we don't say women refugees 
represented in a different page. So because of that dis- and men refugees, 
criminatory type of approach, we just gave up that
approach long time ago, giving a women’s page. So Mr. Kurululasuriya:- 
your statistics and your graphics, the graph showed 1 
per cent. Does it include fashion pages also which are 
meant for women or is it only pages that contain arti
cles about women?

©@©©@8, war 025) ©stew® 05® ©O25?025)03. ©;2g e»c3 
©025*025) 33o32S? §©025)03 ©25*. ©;2g C?C3 ©O25?025*©25* 
^<©25*253, 02533® 25);®C? 0®2S?, ©(5000 25);® 0©25? 0@©@ 
©025*025)03. 000 ©0253*0253 ©0253 33c325? §@025)03. 
C33®gq38230. 253S)253 ©@©33® ©<JC32S? §©025)03 253® 025) 
©025*©25* 2531331. 0Z5);25)!* obSorf 0;025*C? 25)625*25) 
0025303. q;25* ®©32S?05 ®2S)@25)2S? §C3g03® 85® 025? 
®25)®25)25? ©25*25)03 ©02^00 @25)3®25)3® female ©2S)©253 
25? ©25*25)03. 25)60 @2S>®25)25? ©25*25)03. 025) training

Mr. Kurukulasuriya:

No, we didn't include fashion pages in our survey

Audience:

How can you say that you can differentiate between ©§2825? 025) qiQ®& §©8253*253 ©253;, §§0 025) qiQ®d
sources ©;025*0 25)6253*253. ©osgQo §003®, 06®
©0300 ©25)@25)2S)©©25*® ©25*25)03q, 8@©C? 88 ©25)©253 
25)©©253°, ©©68.8.8. @25)@25)25?©©25* ©25*25)03<J §03253
025) 0;§ 0 25)36€S325? 025)25) 0003 25)®8 ©® analysis 
025) 25)603 §©025*@25*.

women’s news and men’s news?

Mr. Kurukulasuriya:

©@®33®8 <*8 25)603 §©025*©25*. €£0 25)603 §@025*®25* 
News00 Features 00, Fashion pages qQ ©®2S)0 
e*6©©253 25);©;. ©25)3006 ©® ®©3^©03 SOUrCeS 03c30 Audience:
03000 25)603 §©025)03<J, ®© ®©3(^®03 ©;25) ©25)3006
25)03 §®02530q, 25)325?25)30 ©^253 §c303 025) 25)®8 ana- Any source for your analysis? 
lyze 25)603 §®0253*®25?. ©@25)^253^ quantity 02S) BaaQ 
l 25)025? 003 <?§ §03 quality 025)0 analyze 025)25? 25)®^
2531©;. ©®325)^, 003 8c3O30 1 025? qQ 20C33. C3@©600 
®025®3©CS? @25)030 €2e33©30-€£>C32S? ©025303 $;§.

Mr. Kurukulasuriya:

®@®8 @03 q§6;<£®<f 25)603 §©025*@25*. 0 8030025?® 
©®©25? §©025303. CS6©8 025) O000 25)603 §©025)*©25?
Referring to Fluman Rights in Sri Lanka and 
Handbook for Media Professionals

3C33G)36-€2>0325? 25);§ 2S)6253*253 25)®8 C»8 6 0®G*

Interruption:-
Audience:

253;©;. 03® ®00®2S? 03o30 ©25?2533® 0©©® ©025*25)# , , „ ^ ^ May I continue from my earlier question. I find it is
aeazn. <n=>aO© owdQe zMateDSsJ ata problematic - If I am a journalist and my case has
25)625303. C3@©6 o25?25)600 ©;© 25)625)*®25? 253;©;. 253§25? gone t0 the PCC, and I would be hesitant if I think the 
©® ©003©0 0o25)3©0 §©0253 o25?25)6 g®3-sSc325? 025)25? aggrieved complainant would then also adopt to legal 
0©2S)25? §c3®0253*®253* 253;©;. 025) 025) 0253*25)600 procedure, because my stand in the PCC might differ

from my legal stand, and if I expose my defence it 
might compromise me, in my legal defence. So, have 
you got such cases? Do the courts kind of use your 

§03253 025). ©25)3006 <§>©253© §©025303^ §c3253 025). ©® proceedings? Can the courts summon the PCC pro- 
C3®g6«s 3825)6 ©®©2s? §©025303. ceedings before you and see what kind of statement

the journalist gave in front of you?

©@©©@8 §0303. ©25)*$? 025)8 025);253 §©025) 25)25?Z5)*0O3. 
®©®2S)25}25? qB 0003 §@025*@25* 06;03 ®25)3@©3®$

Mr. Kurululasuriya:-

<s>© §C325*©25* €33®32S)33@C325* yOU knOW War neWS 025)25?
©25?25)3®, 0©2s? §@025*@25* C3;©©25^253 men or women. In On very, very rare cases this has happened- [not clear]

Mr.Toumiin:
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Audience:Question:

When you clearly see unethical things are taking place I would like to ask whether in Norway and in UK if 
in media, do you still wait for complaints to come to there is a finding against a particular newspaper, 
you or how will you react? whether the newspaper can choose to ignore it or

whether they are compelled to act on it. I ask the 
question because in Sri Lanka it happens quite often 
that the editors take no action at all.

Mr. Toumlin:

Do you mean the PCC, do they take action on it? In 
the UK we say the person affected has to complain.
However, if a third party points something out which 
looks like there is a case to answer, then we will This is an issue in some parts of the world. We are 
approach the person who has been referred to in the lucky it is not the case for us. I mean the industry is
papers and say do you want to complain? Because oth- at the highest level, the owners, the managers and so
erwise the self-regulation body can collapse under the on the editors have all voluntarily submitted them- 
weight of third party complaints and have no credibil- selves to our jurisdiction. That is how it works and
ity in the industry because it was seen as a vehicle by they hang together. They would publish them. Once
various pressure groups and interested parties to make or twice we had problems like when they don’t pub-
hundreds of frivolous and sometimes malicious com- lish our orders the way we have ordered them. In such
plaints against particular newspapers. So that does not instances, we take up the issue with the editors again, 
actually work and become productive. But occasional- and the publisher and resolve it. 
ly we will-for instance, if a group of people or an indi
vidual is being harassed, for instance, by photogra
phers, we are very big on that. Since Princess Diana 
died the whole approach to following people and you 
know harassing, the public mood has changed quite 
rightly and if we see that sort of situation developing 
then we will correct it, we will go to them and say do Audience: 
you need our help? But generally, as far as the UK
Press Complaints Commission is concerned people Do you allow a journalist to be represented by lawyers
have to bring complaints to us.

Mr. Toumlin:

Chairman:

One more question please because we have a very 
tight time schedule. We have to start the next session. 
So only one more question.

in front of the PCC?

Mr. Toumlin:Mr. Kurukulasuriya:

©o80©86c3o* 8.8.8. da> @$0o) ©e*® g<{Qc30e* Some newspapers do have their lawyers represented. 
<5>8e30 o025* ©25*0) dzs>zsf. c3*©©o) aoecasf 2S)0eo We don’t like it nor encourage it because the whole 
gizsfSd daws* 8@®o) 8.8.8. 0ts)zs*. e°a>3©0 8.8.8. point is the system is one of voluntary self-regulation. 
02S)O 0)0© qg0ig 8)25)025* 8o)(5 0o@2S)30 q8
€3®2O0 ©0(3300 ©$25) 25)©0ZS*®25* 003 0 Sc325*©25*
S.q30.S. 0©zs>sJ SS®2sf o© zsx5ote) ficso) 025) Thank you very much. Thank you to the 3 presenters
003 O© 23)00*33 C3®2D0 08008(33 2S)0O)03. 023) ^ alSO tQ those who aske(j the queStionS.
O© 2S)025*©25* ©23)3 ©25* 200 @0©25)25*©25* 25)($ q*25)
8g0». 0® Ox25*©23* <30 03©C5* 25)®8. 0©2O® 23)0253 (CONCLUSION OF SESSION 3)
08008(33°* $25*0303. 0 25*03 €?©0 25)® 8.8.8. 023)

€3323)003025* ©025)03. ©®3ZS)$, 25)08 030
23)®8©(^25*8 tO 30 <00*25)03$ 25)(<{$ fic325) 023) ©125).
@®323)$ q0 0^22*25)0 C325*25) 23)0® ©10 ©0(33 8©025)
2§*C33 ©®32S)$, ©®25) 25)0® q©803®0
$25*25) 25*€33. 23)0® 0C3C3 q§0lfi 200)08.

Chairman:

1;

;
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that. I got a telephone call four days ago and then I 
took off to do a workshop on domestic violence down 
in Habarana. I just had a little card which said ‘come 
for the opening ceremony’ - that invitation was mar
vellous. There was no problem. But then, suddenly 
somebody said ‘your name is on the agenda’ and I was 
horrified to find out, of all things, I am due to speak on 
the subject of contempt of court. I was promised -I 
will not tell you who promised it to me, that certain 
papers that were going to come by fax which did not 
come. There was a very young man whose promises 
are not written on water and I did get some form of 

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the material which showed me broadly what this discus- 
session on the subject of contempt of court. We have sion was about, 
a very distinguished panel to make their observations 
and comments on the subject which has been one that 
is very much in the public domain in Sri Lanka and 
one 1 think very closely associated with the wider 
issues of democratic rights, in particular, freedom of 
expression, speech and information. Indeed, it is the 
general perspective that the judiciary is one arm of the 
tate and the question as to how the public perceives it 
ind how it relates to the public at large, is an impor
tant question. The issue in the Sri Lankan context of 
course, is being hotly debated for a whole variety of 
reasons. The issues that have come up are directly 
pertinent to the issue of freedom of expression and we 
have had cases of people being convicted of contempt amused. I have no politics, whether here or in India or

in South-East Asia because I watch these politicians 
who fight for media freedom when they are out of

Chairman - Dr. P. Saravanamuttu:

I always play devil’s advocate, you know I am always 
in the opposition because I am sometimes very

of court. The concerns have been that in the absence
of any proper legislation with regard to this in Sri 
Lanka, such powers may be used with a chilling effect Power and then abandon their fight when they do

come into power. I am saying it very openly. I was 
told, ‘be careful what you say before the press because

with regard to freedom of speech, with regard to free
dom of expression. It inhibits access to justice. In 
fact, there might well be cases which are, in some way, l^ey say this or say that’, hut even that does not 
inhibited by the prospect of contempt charges. It is - matter to me. If you all have to say something, please 
on the whole, I think - an issue which goes to the heart say hut you know, I watch them come and talk of 
of fundamental rights in the Sri Lankan context and media freedom when they are in the opposing party, 
one then therefore cries out for greater clarification then like chameleons they change and they try to pro- 
with regard to the legal principles associated with it. I hibit freedom when they are in the government
would therefore like to invite our very first speaker because somehow, it does not go with freedom of
Justice Shirani Tilakawardane, Judge of the Supreme speech. This kind of criticism is something, I think,
Court of Sri Lanka, to make her observations and that has a familiar ring around the world and maybe

politicians are not too happy about it. But I just want 
to outline a few questions, some caution perhaps about 
these issues because I remember that when this subject 
was talked about, it was talked about largely from the 
perspective of the media and from a fairly subjective 

here totally under protest because you see they all vjew p0jnt where they were talking about certain peo-
have handouts and books and things. I did not get pie w^0 feit ^at they had been treated badly by the

comments on the issue of contempt of court.

Justice Shiranee Tilakawardane:

Distinguished invitees, ladies and gentlemen, I am

:

;
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tice. The media can easily do that. The media has a 
way of somehow hitting the pulse of the people. 
Some time ago, there were two judgments given and 
it was on the same facts and the same case but in one 
judgment, I exonerated the journalist concerned 
because I truly believe that you are the voice of the 
voiceless. You are not the voice of the powerful. 
Fortunately, I do not know how that plays out in real
ity because many a young journalist has come and 
told me, ‘I have written this wonderful story and it has 
been killed by my superior officer.’ So, I do not know 
how true all this is. But that is one point I would like 
to make.

court.

Now you heard the version of the media and I am not 
going to give you another version out here. However,
I would like to point to just one little example. I am 
not talking about the rights and wrongs of anything. I 
am just placing a few facts. I am just throwing out a 
few facts. In this case, one individual was warned not 
to talk against the courts and you know, the courts 
operate on a simple premise of dignity and respect and 
if we do not get respect in our courts and people start 
running the courts down, it is going to be difficult for 
us to enforce judgments. This is an unwritten maxim. 
What is respect is unwritten. So when somebody just 
runs the courts down, courts have to take little notice 
of it. It is so in the United Kingdom. I know judges 
in the UK, Lord Sedly and Justice May and similar 
people who are wonderful judges. Now, regarding 
this particular individual - the first time he was 
warned, the second time he showed even greater dis
respect for the courts - what he said, was that the 
judgment in issue was a judgment ‘delivered by dogs’. 
It was called lBalu Theenduwa', but in translation, it 
was said that this meant that the judgment was dis
graceful. That was not the actual translation. But you 
know that this happens, whenever we have interna
tional forums, the translated version is never the real
ity of the version. Anyway, to revert to this case, if 
was the second time that he had held the court in con
tempt and the court had to do something about it. It is 
a question of objectivity.

You know we cannot give the press privileges because 
you hold enormous power just because you are the 
press. So that is one point of view I want to empha
size - that when you report things, the fact that you 
can perhaps misrepresent the reality. I think that it was 
William Shakespeare who, when talking about love in 
one of the sonnets, he said how people die and other 
things die but the written word lives on. I think of this 
reminder sometimes when I read articles so grossly 
misrepresentative. So I am telling you out of sinceri
ty that, the press should not seek privileges through 
special legislation etc because in my opinion, there are 
so many Acts that are churned out to little effect. 
Inevitably the law that is existent is good enough, if it 
is appropriately fought for, if it is appropriately 
enforced and it is enforced through protest through the 
people. People must protest if there is, in fact, injus-

The second point that I would like to make is that, 
when you are drawing up this law, it must be viewed 
through the lens of human rights. The lens of human 
rights guarantees certain freedoms, but with it, are 
certain duties. The other point that we must remind 
ourselves is as to what that duty is. The duty is con
comitant to the rights and the freedoms. Sometimes, 
however, we focus only on the freedom and we do not 
remind ourselves about the duties that accompany that 
freedom. Why I am saying this is that sometimes I 
find that when the press reports something, it does 
not, to me, have the three most ingredient factors 
which I consider are important. When one reads an 
article, it must reflect the independent nature of the 
journalist. I mean, if you open newspapers today, you 
find that there is one extreme through one polarized 
newspaper and another extreme of the same facts 
reflected through another polarized newspaper. I 
think newspapers must be independent and if it is a 
law for that independence that you all are seeking, the 
Constitution assures it and I am not really sure 
whether you need a particular law. I know that some 
lawyers drafted this and lawyers love new Acts 
because it is great as they have more work. But I just 
want you to think about it because we do have a lot of 
work that is being done under the fundamental rights 
chapter and I think the kind of freedoms that you are 
looking for are already contained in that chapter - For 
instance, one journalist challenged us about some 
security issues. A Tamil girl was treated very badly 
when she tried to enter the BMICH premises and we 
upheld her cause. The matter was dealt with by the 
courts and she was satisfied that she has got relief, 
without any contempt or anything. She was satisfied 
that she has got the correct relief because she commu-
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nicated her plight to the courts. there was a child playing in the park and a dog. You 
must have heard this because you people download all

Now, what 1 wanted to say is the broader factor, not manner of things from the internet all the time. But to 
just the law. In journalism and in reporting, there must return to my stoiy - there was a young boy playing in 
be a vision, a lodestar, a goal that we should have. My the park and suddenly a dog came running to attack 

the child and a young man jumped out and killed the 
dog and the child was saved. A press person close by 
came and took a photograph. He said, “This is really 
great. You know you are a great hero.” Then he asked 
the young man who had intervened to save the child 
“Are you an American?” The young man said, “No, 
no. I am not an American.” Then he asked, “Then, 
you must be a Canadian?” all the time thinking to him
self, “Well, I had earlier thought of writing - ‘a brave

recommendation is, that everything has to be focused 
on a simple thing, a decent society where we have 
respect for everybody, respect for each other and 
respect especially for those who are disadvantaged.
Now this Contempt of Court Act that you are planning 
- is it going to be really for a very few people? I want 
you to think about it because to me, one of the most 
important things, if you are going ahead with this and 
if it is going to be emphatic in its force, is that you
have to make it very inclusive because sometimes American saves the life of a poor child’ but now I can 
such Acts tend to be exclusive and my suggestion is write -Canadians are even nicer people than 
that you make it inclusive. We are a plural nation and Americans.”
we must insist on recognizing that plurality.

But the young man replied, ‘No, I am not a Canadian. 
I am a Muslim. I am from the Islam world.” On the 
next day, the journalist’s story read, “The terrorist kills 
the innocent, harmless dog.” This is prejudice and I 
really want to ask you a question. How many of those 
stories that you report goes through the lens of preju
dice instead of the lens of human rights, of equality of 
all people?

1 remember, when I was watching the opening yester
day, I looked for women from Sri Lanka, the repre
sentatives from Sri Lanka up there who were women, 
but it was a jolly boys’ club. There were hardly any 
women there. Forgive me, I am very outspoken. So, 
as I have already said, it is about inclusivity, there 
must be no disparity and marginalization of the disad
vantaged classes, the poor young journalists. I am not 
only talking about the hierarchy of the structure. g0, another fact that I would like to remind you of is 
Where are the young journalists? I am talking about 
the social context and the stratification at every level; 
the different races, the different ethnicities, the young 
and the old, the women and the men. I think men also

the importance of credibility. Some papers in this 
country as in India-1 love India, I am all the time trav
elling up and down to India- do not have credibility. 
Some news stations do not have credibility. It seems, 
all you are doing is watching politicians do or not do 
something and I think, they are the last people we 
should be really focusing upon, because there are so 
many things happening, good things happening in our 
country. I will tell you that in my mind, one of the best 
media outlets that I am aware of in India is the NDTV.

have to be represented and it is very important that 
you remember that basic and fundamental concept of 
equality of all people. And when you draw up the Act 
or whatever that is ultimately going to be drafted, it 
should ultimately possess a certain objectivity, not to 
merely give privileges to the press because the three 
cornerstones of an independent press should be objec
tivity, equality and impartiality. It is also the same 
basic norm or the lodestar of us, of judges. I think, if 
I give you a little anecdote- how many minutes do I 
have? Five? Ten?

I know the difficulties they have. They have the same 
pressures as we all have in South Asia. But they are 
so good. They go all out on a story and you cannot 
answer back and the women are so powerful. The 
women interviewers are great and, really cross the 
lines of conservatism to get at their story.

;

Chairman:

Another five minutes.

Justice Tilakawardane:

Okay, lovely. One of those little stories, you know

So I just want to warn you that living in a decent world 
means not being prejudiced. To be prejudiced is to 
show bias and to be bigoted, especially when you 
react to issues that are generally unfamiliar to us like

!

I
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homosexuality or lesbianism. You know, we are in an not forgetting most importantly the fundamental 
inclusive society. We are wonderfully pluralistic like duties that are attached to rights and freedoms, are all 
the butterfly which is multi-coloured as opposed to a very important. Objectivity and impartiality, I think 
black and white butterfly. We are that multi-coloured are key questions, no doubt that we will return to 
butterfly. We are not like some of the western coun- when we come to a general discussion with regard to 
tries who have, you know, just black and white but- contempt of court, 
terflies. We are multi-coloured. This comment
should not be taken personally. You know, I am try- ^ur next sPea^er >s not someone who needs any intro- 
ing to make a point here that plurality is beautiful and Auction in the Sri Lankan context. She is Kishali 
this must mean that we should be inclusive. That is Pinto-Jay awardena, award-winning human rights 
important defender, human rights activist, columnist, and lawyer

and also a co-drafter of the current draft on Contempt 
I think that this sums up the basic things that I wanted of Court that was forwarded to the Cabinet some years 
to talk about and I think that what is also important is back, 
that many of us love our country. We love where we 
live. But we are under great hardship and I think it is 
so across the borders. I think, even the western world 
today, including countries to which we looked up to, 
to maintain certain standards ....well, the borders are 
getting less defined. I think we need to have an inclu
sive world. The geographical borders need to be min
imized.

But also there has to be something which I think, we 
professionals have not been taught to do. That is to 
show sacrificial love. This means, using the power Ms< Kishali Pinto-Jayewardena: 
that we have through the media, through whatever job
we hold, to empower those who are less, who are chal- Thank you Mr. Chairman, Justice Tilakawardane,
lenged either economically or some way. I think we Justice Saldanha, ladies and gentlemen and friends,
need to focus more on those people. To be the voice May I commence this presentation by pointing to two
of the voiceless, to focus more on them. That kind of examples which to my mind have always been very
feeling for them comes to me only through sacrificial illustrative examples of the proper application of this
love. awesome power that we refer to as contempt of court.

We live in a nation that deeply needs leadership and One instance, if I may refer to, is an instance as way 
leadership beyond party politics. When you are draft- back as 1968 in reference to the offence of scandaliz
ing this Act, please see that it is not an instrument ing the court. This is mainly an offence levelled 
where the press seeks privilege, but rather where you against very radical critics of the judicial establish- 
include its ambit to those who are less empowered and ment. This case arose in England and concerned an

article by a former British Member of Parliament who 
then later became Lord Chancellor which severely but 
inaccurately, and this is important, inaccurately criti
cized the Court of Appeal.

Now what happened thereafter was this article came 
before the Court of Appeal on contempt proceedings 
and Lord Justice Denning, who, I would say, is in my 
opinion, one of the fairest judges in this regard, made 
these observations. I will read them because 1 think

give them empowerment.

Thank you ladies and gentlemen.

Chairman:

Thank you, Justice Tilakawardane, you have pointed 
to, I think, a number of instances and a number of 
issues that, in the context of contempt of court are par
ticularly pertinent and constructive. Concerns such as 
objectivity, impartiality, a human rights perspective,
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these observations are extremely important for our 
discussions and I quote:

V

“This is the first time as far as I know where this court 
has been called upon to consider an allegation of con
tempt against itself. It is a jurisdiction which undoubt
edly belongs to us but which we more sparingly exer
cise more particularly as we ourselves have an interest 
in the matter. Let me say at once that we will never 
use this jurisdiction as a means to uphold our own dig
nity. That much rests on surer foundation nor will we 
use it to suppress those who speak against us. We do 
not fear criticism nor do we resent it for there is some
thing far more important at stake; this is no less than 
the freedom of speech itself.”

So in this observation, you have the competing inter
ests detailed very clearly. On the one hand, you have 
the freedom of speech and the public interest in the 
administration of justice and on the other hand, as 
Justice Tilakawardane pointed out, you have the dig
nity and the authority of the judiciary. Now I will 
return to this balance of competing interests later on in 
my presentation, but the second instance that I refer to 
is perhaps, a far more hilarious incident. This was 
again before Lord Justice Denning when a lay litigant 
who lost her case before the Judges of the Court of 
Appeal in England, also lost her temper and she threw 
her book at the judges, narrowly missing the head of 
Justice Denning himself. Justice Denning ordered that 
she be taken out of the court room and when she was 
being taken out of the court room, she said ‘I am sur
prised that your lordships remain so calm under fire.’ 
The Court did not do anything more to her except to 
order that she be taken out of the court room.

would find a different reality. You would find a dif
ferent ethos, for example, in Singapore where minor 
inaccuracies made in reporting the proceedings of a 
particular court case against an opposition politician 
was ruled to be contempt. Surprisingly in Australia, 
allegations that trade union demonstrations that influ
enced a particular judgment, was ruled to be contempt. 
These are somewhat problematic instances.

Now we come to Sri Lanka. For me, it is cause for 
regret that indeed some of our most liberal judges in 
the country have been uncommonly conservative in 
dealing with contempt. Obviously, as all of us know, 
we do not have a Contempt of Court Act in Sri Lanka. 
Subordinate courts have powers of contempt governed 
by particular provisions in particular statutes, but con
tempt powers of the Court of Appeal and the Supreme 
Court emanate from the Constitution and these courts 
have virtually unlimited powers in respect of their 
authority and jurisdiction. They have unlimited pow
ers not only in what they determine to be contempt but 
also in terms of determining their own procedures in 
contempt hearings. Unlike in India for example, there 
is no limitation of procedures in proceedings relating 
to contempt before a superior court, either the 
Supreme Court or the Court of Appeal. This particu
lar reality has been fairly troubling for us in the past so 
many years.

Now if you look at the substantive basis of contempt 
in Sri Lanka, you would find that there are four cate
gories in which contempt has emerged as a matter of 
concern. I must stress that this concern has affected 
not only the media which is a point relevant to what 
Justice Tilakawardane said, but also ordinary citizens 
in Sri Lanka. So, it is clear that Contempt of Court is 
relevant not merely to the press but also to the public 
in a wider sense which is reflected in what we will dis
cuss.

To my mind, these two instances exhibit judicial com
passion and true judicial temperament. More than that, 
they exhibit to my mind, the actual fundamental prin
ciple that contempt should be found only where there 
is substantial interference with the administration of 
justice. I think that this is the principle that judges all 
over the world and particularly in Sri Lanka really 
need to keep in mind when looking at the issue of con
tempt of court. Now, if you look at this question in 
the United Kingdom, you would find that the offence 
of scandalizing the court has not been used against any 
person for the last 50 years, but if you look at the other 
courts in the Commonwealth including Sri Lanka, you

!

Now if I may reflect on what the categories are, the 
first instance relates to the category of criticism of 
judgments, judicial decisions and judicial conduct. 
The second category is what we refer to as a sub- 
judice rule which is comment on pending cases before 
court. That particular category applies to journalists 
but also impacts in regard to parliamentarians in a 
manner that prohibits robust debates in the public 
interest. We have seen many instances where discus-
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sion of a particular case on the floor of the House is 
sought to be prohibited on the purported basis of the 
sub-judice rule which itself is very imprecise. There is 
no acknowledgment of the fact that, in developed 
jurisdictions such as the UK, the sub-judice rule only 
applies in a limited sense and only where there is a 
substantial risk of prejudice to the administration of 
justice. But here, it is applied as a blanket rule.

The third category applies particularly to journalists. 
This relates to disclosure of sources - in other words, 
where there is judicial compulsion to disclose sources. 
And the fourth category which applies across the 
board is what we referred to earlier as scandalizing the 
court, that is behaviour or conduct before a court of 
law, that is supposed to affront or insult the dignity 
and authority of the court.

I will now briefly comment on the cases in each of the 
four categories and I will comment first of all in 
regard to criticism of judges and judicial conduct. 
Now basically in this particular instance, we have had 
problematic cases throughout decades in Sri Lanka 
and I have outlined some of those cases in my paper 
for these deliberations. One particular incident was in 
relation to the ’70’s where a Deputy Editor of the 
Daily News was sentenced to 6 months rigorous 
imprisonment for making the comment that an order 
of the Criminal Justice (Exchange Control) 
Commission was not in keeping with the new legal 
trends of the day. This was, mind you in the ’70’s. 
Now that particular order of the Criminal Justice 
Commission was that a particular witness who had 
attended hearings attired in a bush shirt, was improp
erly attired and therefore he should go back home and 
come properly attired before the Commission the next 
day. Now this unfortunate Deputy Editor merely 
commented on this order in the newspaper and said 
that it was not in keeping with the judicial trends of 
the day. Yet he was sentenced summarily for contempt 
and ordered to serve 6 months rigorous imprisonment 
and he, in fact, became very ill in jail when serving the 
sentence.

sion’. So this disposes of any possible argument that 
our existing Constitutional rights are sufficient to 
ensure that we are not terrorized by the power of con
tempt. In this case and in a rather very unfortunate ref
erence, the Supreme Court sought to distinguish 
between standards that should prevail in the United 
Kingdom and what should prevail ‘in its colonies....'. 
The Court went on to say that liberal standards preva
lent elsewhere should not automatically apply here. 
This was an unfortunate reference.

In more recent times, we have continued to witness 
such problematic use of contempt powers. Its chilling 
impact on the media cannot be denied. There is an 
instance in 2003, I believe, where newspapers and 
publishing stations which merely reported on a dis
pute between the Chief Justice and subordinate judges 
of the Judicial Services Association were sent letters 
by the Registrar of the Supreme Court stating that 
mere reportage of the particular dispute amounts to 
contempt. Luckily, the newspaper Editors and the sta
tion heads took the position that this would not 
amount to contempt and they did not back down. The 
dispute then fizzled out but this was a clear example 
of how in a sense, intimidation can occur not directly 
but indirectly as well. That example is relevant to the 
first category of criticism of judgments and judicial 
conduct.

The second category concerns the sub-judice rule and 
here extreme conservatism has held sway, as I com
mented on earlier. We had a very famous case, the 
Divaina case where a provincial correspondent had 
sent a report to his Editor in Colombo regarding a 
speech made by an Opposition Parliamentarian at that 
time when the Presidential election petition by the 
Leader of the Opposition was pending and the partic
ular Opposition politician at that point had said that, if 
the petition is determined against the Leader of the 
Opposition, this will be the end of justice in Sri Lanka. 
This was held to be contempt by a Supreme Court 
Bench which unfortunately included two of our most 
liberal judges, namely Justices Mark Fernando and 
Dr. A.R.B. Amarasinghe. They held that the publica
tion of this statement amounted to contempt.

Now, commenting on that particular ruling of con
tempt, one of our eminent lawyers, the former 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, the late Lakshman

The second instance is the rather popular and fairly 
well known case of Hewamanne vs. Manik de Silva 
where the Supreme Court declared that the contempt 
of court powers of courts in Sri Lanka operate 
‘untrammelled by the freedoms of speech and expres-
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information since the circumstances did not warrant 
such a disclosure. Ultimately in that particular 
instance on another ground, the Editor of the Lakbima 
was, in fact, acquitted while the Editor of the Times 
was convicted! So we have two contrasting decisions 
on the disclosure of sources and the unfortunate thing 
is that these decisions came up to the appellate courts 
but there was no final determination on the matter 
because criminal defamation law itself, in one of the 
rare milestones in Sri Lankan media reform history, 
was repealed. So at the moment, we have these two 
conflicting decisions. Journalists do not know as to 
what principle of law will actually apply to them 
which is an unhappy state of affairs.

The fourth category of cases to which belongs the 
offence of scandalizing the court, again invokes ques
tions in regard to the fair use of contempt powers. I 
have no hesitation in making that assertion. We had 
one incident in 2003 where a lay litigant who spoke 
too loudly in court and who filed various motions 
objecting to the Chief Justice’s sitting on the Bench 
hearing his matter, as the Chief Justice himself was 
cited as a respondent in a particular application, was 
summarily sentenced to one year’s rigorous imprison
ment. He was sent to prison immediately thereafter 
and he served 8 months in prison. This case was taken 
up before the UN Human Rights Committee in 
Geneva under the Protocol to the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the 
Committee ruled that the detention violated the 
Covenant and said further that the Court should use 
contempt of court powers in a manner which is fair 
and not excessive. The detention was stated to be 
offensive to the right to be free against arbitrariness. 
Now in that particular communication, the Committee 
called upon Sri Lanka to enact a Contempt of Court 
Act which, of course, has not been done.

In regard to lobbying for a contempt law, it must be 
said that there has been considerable activism in Sri 
Lanka for the past many years. In 2000, The Editors 
Guild submitted proposals to the government and a 
Parliamentary Committee was appointed, which went 
into the question of codifying and defining the law in 
regard to contempt issues for six months or so, but 
Parliament was dissolved and the Committee lapsed 
thereafter. It was not revised subsequently. In 2006, 
the Bar Association of Sri Lanka, during the

Kadirgamar had this criticism to make - and I quote 
“ Is this exclusive judicial function of the court to 
determine cases really usurped by unbalanced and 
patently political opinion expressed by some politi
cian? I cannot believe that this is so. Is such an 
expression, such an opinion, really a prejudgment of 
the pending case? If that is so, then in every home and 
in every' street comer every day, thousands of con
tempts will be committed.”

This was one example of the sub-judice rule being 
used to chill freedom of expression and we all know 
how petrified journalists are to even report on pending. 
cases in a particular way that may bring in an element 
of comment into the discussion.

Now the third category that I would like to refer to is 
in regard to disclosure of sources. Here again we have 
uncertainty of the law in Sri Lanka. Some years back, 
two criminal defamation indictments were filed 
against the Editor of The Sunday Times newspaper 
and the Editor and Publisher of the Lakbima 
Newspapers concerning the publication of an incor
rect news item stating that the then President 
Chandrika Kumaratunga had entered through the 
backdoor of a hotel to attend a party of an Opposition 
Parliamentarian. In The Sunday Times case, the then 
High Court Judge Upali de Z. Gunawardene, in fact, 
arrived at an adverse inference in regard to the refusal 
of the Editor of The Sunday Times to divulge the 
source as to who gave that particular incorrect infor
mation to the newspaper. He refused to divulge it and 
Judge Gunawardene at that point of time, took this 
inference against the Editor to infer that he, in fact, 
had actually written the offending news article and the 
gossip item in question. The fact that this kind of 
adverse inference should be drawn was astounding for 
us at that point of time as it is an acknowledged prin
ciple that a journalist should not betray his or her 
sources and should not be punished for doing so, 
unless very grave concerns are in issue such as nation
al security. This is the principle prevalent in modem 
laws as well.

Meanwhile, in parallel proceedings against the 
Lakbima
Tilakawardane, as she then was, took a contrary view 
to Justice Gunawardene and said that a journalist 
should not be compelled to disclose the source of

!
High Court Judgenewspaper,
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Presidency of Mr. Desmond Fernando, President’s 
Counsel, appointed a special committee to look into 
the drafting of a Contempt of Court Act. This com
mittee was chaired by Dr. J. de Almeida Guneratne, 
President’s Counsel, who I believe is in the audience; 
the members were myself and Mr. J.C. Weliamuna, 
Attorney at Law. We sat during various sessions to 
draft the particular Act and thereafter it was approved 
by the Bar Council and sent to the Government, but 
again there has been no progress. This process should 
be reactivated.

Chairman:

Thank you for that comprehensive view of the issue in 
Sri Lankan context, the efforts made to come up with 
legislatives and the challenges faced. Our next speak
er is Justice Saldanha from India.

In conclusion, if I may just reflect on what I said 
before and try to tie up some of the issues that have 
emerged in the discussion, it is obvious that having a 
law is not a panacea or an automatic cure for all the 
ills that beset the Sri Lankan legal framework in 
regard to contempt. Obviously, even the best of laws 
or the most ideal of laws could be made redundant in 
the hands of a biased judge. If judges themselves real
ize that the public interest and the freedom of speech 
should be balanced equally along with the need to 
protect the administration of justice, then we have 
won half the battle. And the question here is whether 
the public interest is synonymous with the interest of 
those involved in the judicial process? With respect, 
my answer to that is a resounding no.

Justice Michael Francis Saldanha:

Mr. Chairman, my distinguished colleague from the 
Sri Lankan judiciary, my learned fellow panelist, my 
friends, I remember one occasion when, in order to 
conserve time in regard to these introductions - when 
my turn came I decided to abbreviate and so what I 
said, was “Friends, learned and otherwise....’ I got 
into serious trouble for using the latter expression, but 
on a slightly more serious note, my friends, what I 
want to focus on this afternoon is the fact that there is 
absolutely no doubt about one area, namely the views 
expressed before you by the previous speakers, name
ly that contempt laws are necessary, they are neces
sary in certain circumstances in order to uphold the 
dignity of the court, in order to. ensure that the institu
tions are not scandalized in order to ensure that frivo
lous and scurrilous attacks do not take place et cetera, 
et cetera. There is no doubt about that. What I want 
to point out to you is something else.

So the task before us I think, is immense as a media 
community. The media in fact took a fairly strong, 
bold stand in this particular process some years back 
but during the last 5/6 years, that pressure has 
decreased. It is my hope that these deliberations 
would lead to new vigour among the journalistic com
munity because journalists in a sense are indeed in the 
frontline of the arbitrary use of contempt of court 
powers. Yet my presentation was designed to show 
that contempt is not aimed purely at journalists - 
some of the cases that I referred to, in fact, did not
affect only journalists. Contempt of court is undoubt- ^jy friend, the previous speaker, referred to two of 
edly a matter that is of interest and of immediate and Lord justjce Denning’s judgments. I want to refer to 
imperative concern to the entire citizenry in Sri Lanka a third one in order t0 nlustrate the point that I am 
and I would hope, I would wish and I would expect making. What had happened was that the then Lord 
that these conference discussions would lead to some Chief Justice in the United Kingdom, I understand 

that in that country, unlike in India and Sri Lanka, 
Lanka Press Institute, by the other media industry there js no retirement age prescribed and it is left to
bodies in Sri Lanka and by us all to remedy the status ^ g0od sense 0f the judicial officer to retire when
quo. Thank you very much. they feel that their faculty is failing and so on and so

very concrete efforts by The Editors' Guild, by the Sri
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forth, did not retire but carried on into his ’80s and it High Court judge, that this constitutes contempt of 
is said that for a variety of reasons some of the judg- court and he ordered contempt proceedings, 
ments which he delivered were utter rubbish. I mean 
there is no other way that you can look at it. On one 
such occasion, the Editor of, l think it was the London 
Times, wrote a scathing editorial virtually tearing this 
judgment to pieces. That was not enough. He also 
ended this celebrated editorial of his with the sentence

The lawyer contested the case and after five years, it 
was transferred to the Karnataka High Court and the 
proceedings came up before me and after a detailed 
hearing, my friends, we cleared him because what we 
pointed out was that - if I can use an expression which 
originated in the UK where the Judicial Reforms 
Committee once said that the time has come to police 
the police- the time has come to judge the judges also. 
If the statements made by the lawyer in a communica
tion to the Chief Justice were true, if they were per
fectly legitimate and if they were done for a construc-

which read something like this, ‘that in my respectful 
conclusion the honourable gentleman requires to have 
his head examined.’ Undoubtedly this last sentence 
invited a contempt notice. It is one of the very cele
brated cases, my friends. Had it been in India or Sri
Lanka, there would have been no question irrespective 
of what he did, even if he tended an apology, he would *'ve PurPose> pen it does not constitute contempt.
have been sent to jail. But do you know that in a very 
celebrated judgment, Lord Justice Denning laid down 
that undoubtedly the Editor should have been more 
temperate in his language, et cetera, et cetera, but he 
laid down a principle, a very important principle.
What he said was that it is high time that the judges 
stopped living in ivory towers, it is high time they

Now that decision went up to the Supreme Court, the 
Supreme Court confirmed it happily. But what I want
ed to point out to you is that there may be instances 
and there are several - now take for instance as far as 
the media is concerned there are several instances 
when unpleasant situations arise - not only a question 
of criticizing a judgment - but there are many, many 
situations in which the requirements are that you have 
to criticize and you have to come out very strongly. I 
remember the late Martin Luther King once saying 
that half the evil that society faces and half the prob
lems that we encounter are not traceable so much to 
the evil deeds of wicked human beings but they are 
traceable to one other factor, which many of us have 
overlooked and that factor is the silence of the good 
people. It is not a question of the right to criticize my 
friends, very often, it is the duty to protest and it is a 
very fine distinction but I have found that invariably 
the contempt laws are misused and in situations like 
this I would not rest by saying that balance is needed.

I listened very carefully to my colleagues and they are 
also right when they pointed out that these powers 
have got to be used with a very high degree of discre
tion, with a degree of balance, et cetera, et cetera. No 
doubt about it, absolutely correct. But what I would 
like to see is, I would like to see these laws re-written 

ity of the decisions that emerged were so very faulty because in t00 many of the instances, the discretion is 
that the Bar and the litigants were suffering very seri
ously. So all that he requested the Chief Justice to do 
was to change the assignments. The Chief Justice We had an important case which came up before the 
flared up and he dictated an order in which he said that Indian Supreme Court. All of you know that there is 
a member of the Bar cannot sit in judgment over the a veiy big mega hydro-electric project or irrigation 
abilities or the professional capabilities of a sitting

come down to reality and it is very important also that 
if the judiciary goes wrong, that fair criticism will 
have to be tolerated and accepted. And he went on to 
specify that if a law teacher, if a newspaper Editor or 
even if a member of the public criticizes a judgment 
which is absolutely wrong, perverse or incorrect, then 
you cannot hit back at him by using the powers under 
the Contempt of Court Act.

Now this was a very important principle and I remem
ber an interesting case which came up before me in the 
Karnataka High Court. We had a senior lawyer by the 
name of Mr. Vasudevan. Now what happened was 
that Mr. Vasudevan addressed a complaint to the Chief 
Justice and all he said was that in respect of a very 
important assignment, you have entrusted these cases 
to Mr. Justice so and so. Now what he pointed out 
was, in fact, true. He said that the learned judge has 
not had any exposure whatsoever in this field of the 
law. As a result of which, for no fault of his, the qual-i

wrongly exercised.iii
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project that is being constructed in India. There is lot 
of criticism with regard to this Narmada dam project 
and there are a lot of people who were agitating, par
ticularly with regard to the fact that something like 3 
million poor villagers have not been rehabilitated et 
cetera, et cetera. Now this issue came up before the 
Supreme Court and one of the lady activists, she is a 
celebrated writer, all that she said was, she said that 
issues like these deep seated questions which involves 
lot of technical problems are not issues which should 
be placed before the courts and having regard to the 
views of the Supreme Court, on the earlier occasion 
when this case had come up, she had said that in her 
considered view, the courts are not competent to 
decide this particular problem. Now I personally did 
not see anything disrespectful. Yet, on the basis of 
that statement, she was hauled up for contempt and as 
always happens, the judges asked her whether she is 
willing to apologize. She stood her ground and she 
was sentenced and sent to jail.

In a previous session, there was a reference made by 
my friend from Norway to the fact that when the Press 
Council censors somebody, it is an affront, it is a mat
ter of shame and that generally this is considered suf
ficient. There was an Editor friend of mine, my 
friends, who edited a paper called the Blitz. It was a 
weekly in Bombay and I once met Mr. Karanjaya in 
the High Courts and I asked him what he was doing 
there. And he told me that not a week passes without 
his receiving a contempt notice from the High Court. 
So I asked ‘what do you do?’ He said ‘I join my hands 
and I apologize and make the usual statement saying 
that I am very sorry and they let me off and the next 
week again I get another notice.’ This particular gen
tleman, believe me or not, is listed in the Guinesss 
Book of World Records for having tendered 396 
apologies to the Bombay High Court. Well, so much 
as far as the apologies go!

What I also want to point out is that we had a particu
lar gentleman who was appointed the Chief Justice of 
one of our states and he came across a peculiar prob
lem. There was a long standing grievance of the Bar 
of that State, which related to something very simple. 
Originally, the State had a High Court and then 
because of the exigencies of the situation, the govern
ment decided to set up another Bench. So there were 
two Benches - they were virtually the main seat of the

High Court and there was another Bench. Now it so 
happened that the second Bench had the bulk of work 
and it was a more important city and the Bar started 
agitating that, that area should be treated as the main 
seat of the High Court. This was an ongoing dispute 
and none of the Chief Justices were able to sort it out. 
This gentleman however had the wisdom of Solomon. 
He called the Bar and he told them ‘Look, you need 
not have any grievance, I am the Chief Justice and 
hereafter I will treat both the centres as seats of the 
High Court, none of them will be treated as the main 
seat and what I will do is from the 1st to the 15^, I 
will hold session in centre A and for the second half of 
the month I would hold session in centre B. There is 
nothing wrong with that.’ Subsequently it was dis
covered, my friends, that the honourable gentleman 
was claiming allowances for the first half of the 
month on the grounds that he was out of centre A and 
he was claiming allowances for the second half of the 
month on the grounds that he was out of centre B. 
Now this was downright mischievous - it was quite 
dishonest if you ask me. One of the lawyers chal
lenged the action. He filed a writ petition. As often 
happens, the gentleman had by then reached the 
Supreme Court and he met with a very hostile hearing 
in the court room. The petition was dismissed. He 
appealed to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court 
confirmed the order.

A Professor of Law wrote a scathing article with 
regard to this case. Two aspects - first was the earli
er misconduct. The second aspect which he criticized 
was the manner in which the litigation, the challenge 
had been beaten down. The Supreme Court immedi
ately issued a contempt notice on him. He was 
advised to apologize, which he did. That was one of 
the cases in which the Supreme Court said that the 
contempt was very gross, the Court was not willing to 
accept the apology and he was sentenced to jail for 
one year. Now the bottom line, my friends, is only 
this - that in order to ensure that the contempt powers 
are not arbitrarily used and in order to ensure that the 
contempt powers are not misused, I would suggest 
that we will have to redraft all the contempt laws that 
we have in existence now. In order to very carefully 
build in the safeguards, let us not leave it to discretion. 
That is too risky. In order to build in the safeguards 
so that it will be very clearly indicated as to what are 
the cases in which these powers can be used and what
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are the cases in which they cannot be used.

I would like to also tell you that in the old days - when 
I was a very junior lawyer in the Bombay High Court, 
a very funny incident took place. We had a particu
larly ill- tempered judge in the High Court who used 
to make the life of every lawyer very difficult. He 
shouted at a particular senior lawyer once and there 
was an altercation, he dismissed his appeal. The 
lawyer filed an appeal to the higher court and in the 
grounds of appeal, 1 agree he should not have done it, 
he described instead of saying ‘the learned judge’, he 
mentioned something to the effect that the learned 
judge was a black sheep. This was the expression 
used. The Chief Justice took serious exception to this 
and it resulted in a contempt notice.

When the case came up for hearing, the Bench sug
gested to him that he should tender an apology, 
express regret and treat the matter as closed. The 
lawyer sought to justify what had happened because 
he maintained, he said that ‘if you have somebody 
who is virtually like a black sheep, then is it not my 
duty to point it out?’ He said, ‘I mentioned in detail as 
to what exactly happened as a result of the conduct of 
this learned gentleman has resulted in total miscar
riage of justice and in this background what is wrong 
with regard to what I did?” The judges pointed out to 
him, they said that in justifying a contempt, you com
mit further contempt and that they will have to take 
further action against him. At that stage, this gentle
man said something very interesting, which I still 
remember after all these years. What he told the 
bench was, ‘for how long is the judiciary going to take 
cover under the Contempt of Court Act, because what 
does a lawyer do and what does a member of the pub
lic do in instances when it is very necessary to criticize 
the conduct of the system or a particular judge?’ One 
of the suggestions he put forward was never accepted. 
He said; ‘With due respect, my lords, if the provisions 
of the contempt laws were to be suspended for six 
months, perhaps it should do a lot of good to the sys
tem.”

is issued does not have any chance of defending one
self. And I would like that to be corrected because in 
numerous instances there is a lot to be said and it is not 
fair for the court to turn round and say ‘You have 
committed contempt, I will send you to jail or are you 
going to withdraw and apologize?’

The other area which I think requires to be seriously 
looked into by the Press Council - it is not covered in 
the Contempt of Court Act but in numerous instances, 
the Legislature misuses the power of contempt. It has 
happened in India on quite a few occasions. By and 
large, the courts have taken the view that if the 
Legislature call up somebody for contempt of the 
House, that we will not interfere because it is within 
the internal jurisdiction of the House. In the case of 
the Editor of Hindu which happened just 2/3 years 
ago, the Supreme Court decided that it was very nec
essary; ‘they said even though normally we will not 
entertain a challenge, it was very necessary in this 
case.’ This was because that was a clear case - the 
Editor had written an article criticizing the then Chief 
Minister of that State and the House straight away 
issued a notice on him and passed a sentence. And he 
was required to run to New Delhi and move the 
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court admitted the 
application. And this is another area which requires to 
be looked into because it is akin to analysis to the 
Contempt of Court Act and perhaps we should give 
serious thought to what exactly are the remedies 
because invariably, as far as the contempt of the House 
is concerned, you will find that it is the journalists and 
the members of the media who get hauled up. Ladies 
and gentlemen, I am deeply grateful for the opportu
nity to share a few of my thoughts with you. Thank 
you very much.

Chairman:
:• ; - * Dr! Thank you Justice Saldanha. We are now into, I think, 

20 minutes of the remaining allotted time and Justice 
Tilakawardane has to leave us. But I think we can per
suade her to respond to at least to two questions or 
comments from the audience with regard to the gener
al discussion.

SiIII!

*
! Well, ladies and gentlemen, there are two little areas 

that I want to point out. One is with regard to the pro
cedure adopted in contempt cases. What invariably 
happens is that even if there is justification, even if 
there is an explanation, the party to whom the notice

i
111 Justice Tilakewardane:

I will tell you one little incident in short. When I was 
first appointed as the first woman High Court judge -i! i
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you know I was given a lot of publicity and one jour
nalist wrote an article that began, ‘The lights were dim 
and the music was playing and the drums were beat
ing..” and he explained in this article where l have 
danced with him as a little girl at a party, 15 years 
before... This article was written because I was a 
woman, because I was young and just appointed to the 
Bench. I never thought of contempt but wrote a letter 
to the Editor. I was really hurt by what was done 
which had vilified me. Of course, the Editor wrote a 
letter of apology. But the damage had been done. So, 
this is what I mean when I talk of responsible journal
ism.

Justice Tilakawardane:

Anyway, the correct judgment for the moment is 
Justice Mark Fernando’s judgment. There is a 
Supreme Court judgment which says that you do not 
have to divulge sources. That is the law at the 
moment.

Audience:

What about truth as a defence?

Ms. Pinto-Jayawardena:

Yes, this is a contested issue. This question came up 
when we were putting the draft together and we were 
wondering whether, like India, to include truth as a 
specific defence to a charge of contempt. However, 
the problem then arises regarding inaccurate state
ments. Are we then automatically saying that inaccu
rate statements should immediately constitute con
tempt? I talked of one case in the UK where, despite 
the article being inaccurate in its substance, the Court 
of Appeal still did not rule it to amount to contempt. 
The fear is that if we put in truth as a defence, this 
would make it stronger to argue that untruthful state
ments will amount to contempt purely as a result of 
being proved to have been untruthful. This issue is not 
resolved as yet.

Audience:

It was said that there are two conflicting decisions in 
regard to the sub-judice rule. So what rule do we have 
to follow?

Justice Tilakawardane:

My thinking was liberal and inclined towards the pro
tection of the confidentiality of sources. What hap
pened was that the other judge made an error of law. 
So what happened was - we make errors of judgment 
and it is rectified by the higher court. That happens all 
the time. But what happened when this case came up 
was that Parliament repealed the law itself. The two 
conflicting judgments remained without being decid
ed upon by a higher court. But I say that my thinking 
is right. You do not have to divulge your sources. To 
me, you should not divulge your sources because you 
are the voices of the poor people and if they come and 
tell you something today you have to protect whoever 
is telling you. If I was a journalist, I will go to jail. I 
will say, I am not going to divulge. You have to fight 
these things. I mean, life is about fighting for what is 
right.

Ms. Pinto-Jayawardena:

I must point out that there is also a later judgment by 
the Supreme Court where Justice Mark Fernando has 
stated that journalists should not be generally com
pelled to disclose sources. But this is a judicial com
ment that he made and this is always liable to be over
ruled by a later Bench of judges. This is why we need 
certainty in our law and the law needs to clearly define 
these principles.

Audience:

Has there been any case where truth has been put for
ward as a defence?

Ms. Pinto-Jayawardena:

Actually, more than one journalist in Sri Lanka has 
been convicted and sentenced for contempt and in one 
case for example, where an inaccurate article was 
published about how judges went on a holiday, this 
was ruled to be contempt.

Chairman:

Well it is left to me to thank all the speakers. May I 
comment with regard to this issue? Some remaining 
questions as to whether we are going to get a 
Contempt of Court Act and what is it that needs to be 
done in order to persuade the legislators that this is 
important? I don’t know whether you want to make
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any comment on that in terms of what the prospects 
for such legislation are in the Sri Lankan context?

Ms Pinto-Jayawardena:

Well, the prospects are very slim at the moment. We 
are regressing even on the limited freedoms that we 
won to some extent in the last ten/nine years. I do not 
know whether we will ever have a law on contempt. If 
judges act fairly, such laws are redundant. The judicial 
culture, to my mind, needs to be reformed. That 
should be the cumulative result of our efforts and we 
should not stop at the mere enactment of a law.

Chairman:

Well, thank you everyone and thank you in particular, 
to the panelists.

(CONCLUSION OF SESSION 4)
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spective to the discussion. On my right is Asanka 
Welikala, as we know, I used to call him a young 
researcher -1 am not quite sure that I can say that now 
and use that adjective - who is a researcher in the legal 
division of the Centre for Policy Alternatives. He will 
bring to bear on the proceedings for discussion an aca
demic and also the civil society perspective of the 
theme. So may I invite Mr. De Silva to - would you 
like to go first - and the time is 15 minutes for both.

Chairperson - Dr. Deepika Udagama:

Good morning to you all. First of all I want to say it 
is really a pleasure to be associated with this event. I 
do recall ten years ago like it was just yesterday when 
this Declaration was adopted at a time when things 
were not very rosy for freedom of expression. Ten 
years hence I am afraid the verdicts may not be all that 
very' different either. So I think it is very important for 
us to go through these processes of having anniver- Mr. C.R. De Silva:
saries and so on not just for the purpose of commem
orating an event but to renew commitments, to take Madam Chair, Mr. Welikala, ladies and gentlemen,
stock of the progress, to see how civil society initia- Deepika at the very outset said that Emergency has
tives have fared, how we are faring. So I think this is 
a very important event and I am very pleased to be 
here today.

been probably plaguing us for a long period of time. 
Now, there is some truth in what Deepika says, but of 
course, as a person who has been associated with the 
official Bar for more than 33 years, there is another 

The theme for discussion today is “Freedom of aspect or another perspective that I wish to impress 
Expression in Periods under Emergency Regulations”, upon this audience. Before we go into Emergency reg- 
In that respect I think Sri Lanka has a lot of experience ulations we have to examine how these Emergency 
unfortunately. We are nearing nearly 40 years of regulations are promulgated. We all know the Public 
Emergency rule. It was in 1971 that Emergency was Security Ordinance. Now, in terms of Section 2 of the 
declared, then Emergency continued - previously too Public Security Ordinance the President is empowered 
there were periods of Emergency, but shorter periods 
of Emergency. So between 1971 and now we have bring into operation para 2 of the Act for the purpose 
been governed more under Emergency than not and of of the preservation of public order, public security and 
course it has thrown a lot of challenges to the enjoy- for the maintenance of supplies essential to the com
ment of rights, especially freedom of expression. And munity. The President can only bring part 2 into oper- 
to speak about that we have two very qualified speak- ation. Part 2 provides for the promulgation of 
ers. On my left is Mr. C.R. De Silva as was introduced, Emergency regulations. It can be brought in only in a 
the former Attorney General of the country with many state of Emergency or if a state of Emergency is immi- 
years of experience in the Attorney General’s nent, and also for the maintenance of public order, 
Department, in the official Bar. I am sure Mr. Silva public security and the maintenance of supply servic- 
was closely associated with drafting of Emergency es essential for the community, 
regulations at times, appearing in court and that was
his job, in appearing in court with regard to, you know Now, Section 5 of the Public Security Ordinance 
the enforcement of Emergency regulations, in the empowers the President to make regulations for the 

of prosecution and so on, so he brings that per- detention of persons, taking over on behalf of the

in a state of Emergency or imminent Emergency to
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state, possession and control of property or other 
commercial undertakings, authorize search of premis
es, provided by regulation, to amend or suspend the 
operation of any existing law, make provisions for the 
apprehension and punishment of offenders in accor
dance with procedures that may be provided in the 
regulations. You could make regulations in respect of 
these matters as long as these regulations are made for 
the purpose of maintaining public security, public 
order or for the purpose of maintaining essential sup
plies and searches to the community. So they cannot 
go outside Section 5. That is Section 5. Section 5 is 
the section which empowers the President to make 
regulations. Then we have Section 6 of the 
Emergency regulations which says that the 
Emergency regulations shall prevail over any other 
law.

ty with the Constitution. The President has the power 
to curtail certain fundamental rights for the purpose, 
of public order, public security or maintenance of 
essential supplies, but that must be only for that pur
pose. If it goes outside Article 57 then that curtail
ment of these fundamental rights could be in infringe
ment of the provisions of the Constitution.

Now this matter was gone into on a number of occa
sions. In the case of Karunatilake vs. Dayananda 
Dissanayake, it is reported in 991 SLR, page 157 that 
is the case where there was a postponement of the 
Provincial Council election in respect of 5 provinces, 
by way of an Emergency regulation. They challenged 
the Emergency regulation. What happened was, the 
petitioner complained that the first respondent who 
was the Commissioner General of Elections, although 
he postponed the elections in terms of the Emergency 
regulations, he failed thereafter to appoint another 
date for the Provincial Council election. They raised 
this question as to whether the President’s powers 
could be, or rather they raised the question whether in 
terms of Article 35 which says no suit or proceedings 
could be brought against the President when he is 
President for any official or private act. Of course that 
is when he serves as a President. They questioned the 
President's powers and Justice Mark Fernando, exam
ining the provision said Article 35 is only a shield for 
the President but anybody acting under an order of the 
President does not get that immunity. For example if 
there is a case where there is Emergency regulation 
which empowers a person to be arrested, and it is not 
for the purpose of protecting public security, public 
order or maintenance of essential supplies, anybody 
acting under that provision cannot claim immunity.

This question was also gone into in the case of 
Attorney General vs. Brutan Perera or Brutan Perera 
vs. Attorney General. This was in relation to a provi
sion where no pamphlets or any other handbill could 
have been distributed without the permission of the 
Police. Now Brutan Perera and others who were 
members of a particular Marxist party, had arranged a 
meeting somewhere in Chilaw and there was informa
tion that they wanted to blow up a particular school, 
but of course that was only information. Then the 
Police went there and arrested a group of persons, 
including the petitioner. And in addition they found 
certain pamphlets which were being distributed. Now

Then we have Section 8 which states, “no Emergency 
regulations could be called in question in any court”. 
Now it is very serious situation where in terms of 
Section 8 the court cannot examine the validity of a 
regulation. Could the court go into the question of 
whether a particular regulation is for the purpose of 
public security, public order or maintenance of essen
tial supplies and services? These are the matters I 
wish to discuss in the course of my presentation.

We also have to examine the provisions of the 
Constitution where there is a separate chapter recog
nizing the fundamental freedom or fundamental rights 
of the people. Then of course, we have Article 57 of 
the Constitution which says that there can be a cur
tailment of the fundamental rights guaranteed in the 
Constitution in Article 12, 13(1), 32 and 14 subject to 
the interest of national security, public order and the 
protection and public order. Then we have also Article 
155(2) which identifies the powers that can be regu
lated by the Public Security Ordinance for the time 
being in force in relation to public security and that it 
shall include the power to make regulations over-rid
ing existing laws, suspending operation for the provi
sions of any law except the provisions of the 
Constitution. So, the President does not have the 
power, the unfettered power or absolute power to 
make laws or make regulations, suspending the oper
ation of any provisions of the Constitution or a regu
lation which is in conflict with any provisions of the 
Constitution. All the regulations must be in conformi-
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there was no evidence - it transpired that there was no 
evidence that this particular school was to be blown 
up, but there was evidence that they were distributing 
pamphlets.

They went to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court 
went into this question and said that there was no way 
that you could have a general provision prohibiting the 
distribution of pamphlets. The distribution of that 
pamphlet certainly is not for the purpose of protecting 
the Public Security Ordinance. So they said we can go 
into this question and there were a number of cases 
where the Supreme Court held that they can examine 
the validity of Emergency regulations and they also 
went into the question of Article 155 (2) which I 
referred to earlier.

period of one year and then he must be produced 
before a Magistrate and the Magistrate cannot refer 
him to Fiscal custody. At the end of one year the 
Secretary could detain him for a further period of six 
months. So the maximum period for detention would 
be one and a half years. But of course after the expiry 
of one year he has to be produced before a Magistrate 
and once again he is sent back to custody in terms of 
the detention order. Sorry, there is a lot I want to dis
cuss especially about the sealing of printing presses 
and newspapers, but time does not permit me to do 
that.

Chairperson:

Thank you, Mr. De Silva for your comments. I know 
time is always against us, because these are serious 
issues. So many issues to discuss. But I would think 
that during the question and answer session I would 
like to retain about 25 minutes for that - about 25 to 
30 minutes, a lot of these issues can be raised and you 
can expand on that. Now may I ask Asanga to make 
his presentation.

Mr. Asanga Welikala:

Thank you very much, Madam Chairperson. I would 
just like to, given the fact that the entire conference is 
to bring the old Colombo Declaration up to date, point 
out some of those things that we must put into the new 
Declaration. My background is Constitutional law 
and we have some very serious problems in our 
Constitutional framework with regard to the freedom 
of expression. And because this session this morning 
is focusing primarily on these issues from the per
spective of the existence of a state of Emergency, I 
would just like to begin my presentation with that 
observation that Madam Chairperson made at the very 
beginning. She said that what we do have is a situa
tion in which the last nearly 40 years or so we have the 
state of exception, the state of Emergency which has 
been the norm rather than the exception. What it does 
in other countries also in which states of Emergency 
had been in existence for protracted periods of time, is 
that the entire framework both with regard to the exer
cise of fundamental rights of which freedom of 
expression is one, and with regard to how the chal
lenges to those curtailment of those rights that Mr. De 
Silva spoke about operate, have to be taken into

So what I want to impress on you is that the President 
does not have an unfettered power insofar as the 
promulgation of Emergency regulation is concerned. 
It examines some of the Emergency regulations that 
have been promulgated. We will examine some of the 
Emergency regulations that are in force today. First I 
would refer to the regulation regarding arrest and 
detention. In terms of the regulations regarding to 
detention that was operative prior to the 5^ of August 
2008, a person could be detained in terms of an order 
made by the Secretary of Defence for a maximum 
period of one year. When there was a provision that 
said that a person had to be produced before a court 
within 30 days and that at the end of 90 days he would 
be returned back to the Police to be detained in accor
dance with the Emergency regulations because 
Emergency regulations will specify the place of deten
tion and thereafter once again within 90 days he has to 
be produced before a Magistrate and the Magistrate 
has no alternative, has no discretion in the matter, the 
Magistrate will have to remand the suspect, and send 
him to Fiscal Custody. In terms of that detention 
order, the suspect could be kept in remand for a max
imum period of one year. So it was 90 days in a place 
of detention nominated by the Secretary, thereafter the 
balance period in remand.

Then of course in 2008 there was a departure, but this 
Emergency regulation is now challenged before the 
Supreme Court. There, in terms of this new regula
tion, a person who has been detained in terms of an 
order made by the Secretary could be detained for a:

i
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taken place particularly in the way that new 
Constitutions establish this right that go, you know, 
beyond the standard of protection that is given by the 
ICCPR. But nonetheless it remains the basic standard
at international law and that is a useful point of depar
ture, and my argument would be that in several 
respects our framework both for the expression, artic
ulation of the right in our Constitution just as much as 
the provisions for its restriction are inconsistent with 
the standard of that ICCPR. First and foremost, if you 
just take a look at the way that right is articulated in

account in a very different way as to how otherwise Article 14 (1) (a) of the Constitution, it just says that
you would take into account the way that those rights every citizen is entitled to the freedom of speech and
are in practice exercised by individuals as well as oth- expression including publication. In the ICCPR by 
ers like journalists and so on who have a special inter
est in the exercise of this particular fundamental right, right - we should have it as everyone shall have the

right to hold opinion without interference. Then it 
goes on to say everyone shall have the right to free-

contrast you have a much broader articulation of the

The starting point, the premise indeed that we must 
have in conducting a discussion on the freedom of dom of expression, this right shall include freedom to 
expression including the special rights for the media seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all 
etc must be done in the context of a situation in which kind regardless of frontiers either orally, in writing or 
the exception, clearly the exception, the state of jn print, in the form of art or through any other media 
Emergency and additional power that Mr. De Silva 0f his or her choice. Now very evidently that is a 
spoke about, which are available to the Executive to much broader scope that is contemplated by the 
curtail the exercise of fundamental rights is the nor- ICCPR than the very simplistic articulation of the 
mal state of affairs. So that analytical perspective same right that we find in the Constitution. Certainly,
gives you the space therefore to appreciate the fact ^ Mr. De Silva points out and Madam Chairperson
that the way that sometimes, in particular, the several times has done elsewhere, the Supreme Court
Supreme Court in interpreting this right in the face of has certainly displayed, particularly during the 1990s
challenges to Executive action which have acted to a fairly liberal attitude, let me say, to the expansion -
restrict the exercise of the right have also to be taken to the interpretation and expansion of the text of the
into account, and that the fact that the government, the Constitution with regard to recognizing that what is
state is dealing with a crisis. That, of course, is not inherent in Article 14 is not merely the textual mean-
objectionable as long as that exception, the state of jng but also other forms of expressions, for example,
exception is existent only for limited period of time, voting rights like Mr. De Silva said in Waruna
It becomes a huge problem when it has been there for Karunatilake’s case number one, the creation of noise, 
about 40 years. banging drums in streets as a form of political protest 

were held to be a form of expression within the mean
ing of Article 14 and so on. But nonetheless my argu
ment would be that much laudable and as welcome as

Mr. De Silva very briefly touched on some of the 
issues that I wanted to say and I just want to do this by 
way of a comparison with the type of international 
standards that we should be assessing our framework 
against and the primary example there I will use is the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights - 
that’s a pretty old covenant, it is part of the 
International Bill of Rights. Many Constitutional 
lawyers would argue that - the thinking being the 
ICCPR is pretty dated now because there are other 
developments obviously since the 1960s that have

the Supreme Court's attitude with regard to the expan
sion by way of interpretation of the rights, that it does 
not nonetheless ameliorate the need for a more robust 
texture of formulation of the right in the Constitution 
itself. And indeed we have seen particularly with 
regard to the way that the freedom of information is 
part of the freedom of expression, the to and fro that 
has gone on in the case law of the Supreme Court, that

•V
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the absence of the freedom of information in the 
Constitution itself creates problems even by way of 
judicial interpretation when you try to introduce cer
tain rights. And in the absence of a Freedom of 
Information Act in this country some of us - you may 
be familiar with some of the initiatives that some of us 
have taken with regard to this. Unfortunately, there is 
no prospect of reviving the attempt to enact a FOI law 
in this country for some time particularly in the con
text of war. But certainly the absence of a law plus the 
absence of the freedom of information in the 
Constitution itself is a major inconsistency with inter
national standards.

of curtailment as permissible under the Constitution 
includes national security, public order, the protection 
of public health and morality - so far non-controver- 
sial because those restrictions are legitimate in other 
instruments as well and certainly under international 
law, but there is also, or for the purpose of due recog
nition, in respect for the rights of freedoms - there is 
this unique ground of restriction of meeting the just 
requirements of the general welfare of a democratic 
society, that is the ground for restriction. You can 
imagine giving the Executive the power, particularly 
in a situation as I said of fundamental crisis that the 
country is in, perpetually to be under that-this is the 
type of thing that is very, very prone to abuse.

First and foremost, the observation that I would like to 
make given the fact that I have another 6 minutes or so 
is that unlike in many, many comparative modem 
Constitutions and certainly at international law, the Sri 
Lankan Constitution, one of the major areas that is 
problematic is the fact that in terms of the abridgement 
of rights that we contemplate under the Constitution, 
we don’t make a difference between limitations and 
derogations and I will tell you why that is important. 
Limitations are - limits, restrictions that can be 
imposed on the exercise of a right - for example, you 
provide for the freedom of expression and then you 
limit the scope of the exercise of that right by saying 
you can't do it because it carries special responsibili
ties not to defame others, for example. Now that is a 
limitation and that is legitimate. A derogation is under 
where at a time of grave crisis under a state of 
Emergency which must itself be regulated in a partic
ular way - the ICCPR has a major section on it - Part 
II, in the way those special powers are brought into 
operation etc and then Parliamentary control over the 
Executive during this period etc which are very prob
lematic in our case. Derogations nonetheless are per
mitted - derogations are suspensions - complete sus
pensions of all rights - limitations and derogations.

The reason why these two things are as a legal propo
sition separated is that sometimes you may have to 
limit rights, at other times you may have to suspend 
rights. But when you do allow suspensions which is a 
complete extinguishing of a right for a particular peri
od you have certain substantive and procedural con
trols in the way that those suspensions can be 
imposed. In fact, you have to take a look at the

The reason why the textual articulation as detailed as 
possible within the Constitution itself is very impor
tant, for example the way you find in the ICCPR, is 
that it reduces the scope both for officials as well as 
for courts to substitute their own, particularly where 
sensitive issues like morality is concerned, their own 
perspectives with regard to the standard of right that 
is protected here. I have a good example last year was 
with regard to the Public Performance Board’s deci
sion with regard to, on grounds of obscenity to with
hold permission for this Sinhala language movie 
called ‘Aksharaya’ in which there were signs of 
female nudity etc and it was perfectly possible for it to 
be classified appropriately for adult audiences, but 
what we saw in the Supreme Court nonetheless was 
that very clearly the Chief Justice substituted his own 
moral perspective on this matter, went on to talk 
about, you know, relativist notions of culture and so 
on and without addressing the issue of the appropriate 
classification in a way that balanced the freedom of 
expression with the other competing objective, for 
example of protecting children from inappropriate 
material, decided to ban the film. So the absence of 
textual, you know very solid standard in the 
Constitution itself therefore allows this type of inter
pretation to happen and that is in my view is wholly 
inimical to freedom of expression and international 
standards with regard to that.

Mr. De Silva in fact mentioned Article 15(7), I will 
come back to it in some detail. But there is another 
provision Article 15(1) also which allows restriction - 
15 (1) allows restriction in the interest of national 
security. 15(7) which is what I call an omnibus clause, 
you know which seems to sort of cover huge number
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Constitution and then work out by which rights are assess case law of the Supreme Court of India or of
not susceptible to restrictions - for example torture is, the United States, Germany and so on - South Africa,
but you know that is a problem and that certainly does all of those courts. The result is that notwithstanding
not conform to international best practice which cer- the fact that sometimes the court had been liberal par-
tainly makes as a matter of the design of the Bill of ticularly with regard to locus standi and some of the 
Rights, the distinctions between derogations what cases that I discussed at the beginning and Mr. De 
rights are derogations and correspondingly may I add Silva also made reference to, is that there is an ebb
that you have a list of rights that are absolutely non- and flow and it just depends on the individual atti-
derogable under any circumstances, however great the tudes of judges coupled with the deficiencies in the
Emergency, including the right to life, torture and so constitutional framework I just mentioned. I would
on. And certainly freedom of expression is something like to just point out to you that this remains a prob-
that may be under circumstances of Emergency limit- lem and a good example of this is the case of Sunil
ed and perhaps even restricted, perhaps even suspend- Abeysekera and Arya Rubesinghe in 1990 in a context
ed, but it does not mean that those restrictions can take of escalating conflict, the government tried to by 
place without the control, both procedural as I said Emergency regulations, impose censorship. The 
like Parliamentary approval and so on as well as sub- Supreme Court in a fantastic judgment read in all of 
stantive. For example, ICCPR Article 19, which the case law of European Court of Human Rights, of
contemplates restrictions for respecting the rights and the Indian Supreme Court, or of the US Supreme
reputations and others and certainly national security Court into the law, made a very progressive judgment
and public order. But the thing is that when the on the law and then on the facts decided that censor-
Executive takes it upon itself the powers and special ship was fine, So that is the type of danger that we
powers under state of Emergency it is required to jus- have with the type of Constitutional framework that
tify those things at a very high substantive level, for we have and I would very strongly recommend that in
example the concept of necessity in a democratic soci- your drafting of the Declaration at the end of this con-
ety. Now that type of substantive control is nowhere to ference that you also do have regard to some of these
be found either in the Constitution or the law of this things. Thank you very much,
country and that is a major lacuna.

Chairperson:

Thank you to both speakers and thank you very much 
for cooperating with the Chair, where time manage
ment is concerned, excellent! So we have 25 minutes 
or shall we borrow 10 more minutes because we start
ed late - about 30 - 35 minutes for question and 
answer. I don’t want to summarize because I think 
that will take additional time. The two speakers were 
extremely clear. So let me open the floor now for any 
questions and comments. Please keep your questions 
and comments very short so that you can permit oth
ers too also to raise their questions and issues.

Audience:

The final point that I would like to make, Madam 
Chairperson, conscious of the time, is that in Sri 
Lanka, freedom of expression is only available to cit
izens and not to persons. Okay, there is a very big dis
tinction there. Under international best practices cer
tainly under the ICCPR, the freedom of expression is
available to everyone within the jurisdiction. It must 
be and certainly does not make any sense particularly 
with the advent of new media and blogging and so on 
that this distinction is any more something that is 
maintainable. Madam Chairperson disagrees with me 
on this. I have taken a very strong view that particu
larly because the Supreme Court in this countiy acts 
as a court of first instance, that is to say that it is not a 
Constitutional court that enunciates general principles I think Mr. De Silva began with an account that there 
with regard to the Bill of Rights. It also tests facts and is no unfettered power given to the President with

respect to making amendments to the Constitution and 
at the same time what you have shown us is that the 
state of exception is the norm. I am interested in what 
this means for an understanding in the South Asian

so on.

The result is that there is no veiy coherent precedent 
base, you know trend with regard to a particular right 
that you can do. For example in the way that you can
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Then, of course, you raised this question about the 
detention of journalist Tissanayagam. I think in my 
view there was no violation of the fundamental rights 
of Tissanayagam and the normal procedures regarding 
detention have been followed. But, of course, there are 
certain aspects as far as detention is concerned which 
is under review at the moment. Now the question of 
bail - the Magistrate cannot without the sanction of the 
Attorney General grant bail. This is a matter that is 

I thought I would pose a question having been here ten viewed with disfavour or this concept is viewed with 
years ago when it all started.
Constitutional reform was going to happen in Sri confer judicial power on the Attorney General. So the
Lanka. Which Constitution are we working at the question of sanctioning bail is viewed with disfavour
moment. 1978? Ten years ago when I was here for the although there is no pronouncement that this matter is
Colombo Declaration, there was discussion about challenged, but of course earlier, the Chief Justice
Constitutional reform, has that never happened? Is it went into this question of the Attorney General’s sane- 
going to happen? Is there a move to take it forward tion and held that the Attorney General’s sanction was 
that will be actively pursued?

Audience:

I have a question for Mr. De Silva in regard to the \ wjH just also comment on that by way of the two 
detention of journalist Tissanayagam. I want to know questions. I mean, true enough, the President does not 
whether there was any infringement of fundamental have an unfettered power with regard to the promul- 
rights there and were all the procedures of the gation of Emergency regulations. The first point of 
Emergency regulations and detention orders followed, departure, however, is that his decision in fact, to

declare a state of Emergency is totally unreviewable 
and that is an absolute Executive discretion which is 
inconsistent again with international standards.

The other point, of course, is this, that is that as I said, 
the requirements of justification that are, you know in 
modem international Constitutional practice as well as 

The question about the President’s powers are not under international law that is required of the 
unfettered - as I explained earlier I said that the Executive when it is arrogating to itself this special 
President has the right to make Emergency regulations powers including the power to make Emergency regu- 
in terms of Part II of the Public Security Ordinance as lations, law. Remember, these are laws which override 
long as those regulations are for the purpose of main- every other law except the provisions of the 
taining public order, public security and maintenance Constitution. That is a massive power. There are huge 
of essential supplies. In addition, the regulation can- numbers of requirements that other Executives are 
not in any way be in conflict with the Constitution, under a duty to discharge before they are able to exer- 
And our courts have repeatedly, especially during the cise this power - the principle of exceptional threats 
last ten years, examined the Emergency regulations they have to justify that, the officially proclaimed, the 
and held in certain cases that it was ultra vires or it principle of legality which means that this can only be 
was in conflict with the Constitution. And some of the made by law, generally, you know under 
cases that I referred to really established the principle Parliamentary supervision that the principle of non- 
that the courts in this country have the power to go derogation - that there are certain rights from which 
into the question whether the President has exercised you can never derogate. The principle of proportion- 
his powers within certain Constitutional grounds.

context.

Chairperson:

Thank you very much. Shall we take a few questions 
or how would the speakers like to respond. Would 
you like to go one by one? Yes?

Audience:

I thought a disfavour by the Supreme Court because you cannot

violating the Constitution.

Mr. Welikala:

Thank you.

Chairperson:

Mr. De Silva it is all yours and then -
j!: Mr. De Silva:

\U
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ality, the principle of necessity in a democratic socie-
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ty, the principle of non-discrimination - all of these are know ... 
things that apart from the requirement that these 
things are done by law there is no other requirement, 
certainly under the Sri Lankan Constitution and that is 
why it is hugely problematic.

Mr. De Silva was absolutely right, I mean for exam
ple, in certain cases - Joseph Perera’s case, Lucian
Perera’s case, the requirement of a rational nexus That’s very difficult to answer within such a short
between the measures, the restricting measure and the time. I don’t think I can give an answer to that ques-
purpose etc, those things have to be gone into. All of tion within such a short time because probably
the excellent requirements of justification required by Madam Chairperson would be frowning at me, saying
Article 15 of the European Convention on Human well, if you are... I don’t think I can in a discussion
Rights must be read into Sri Lankan Law by the like this I don’t think I could give a detailed answer to

that question.

Audience:

Audience:

What are the Emergency regulations currently in 
force?

Mr. De Silva:

Supreme Court.

Mr. De Silva:

I expressed a very strong opinion especially in the Would you like to briefly., 
case of Mr. Lasantha Wickrematunga when he was to 
be arrested, that there was no basis to arrest him and I 
must say there was absolutely no pressure exerted on

Mr. De Silva:

There are certain curtailments, right now, for example 
even the question of where a Press could be closed 
down, where the Competent Authority has the power 
to close down a Press. It may be argued that it is a cur- 

Were you a hated figure during the Emergency when tailment of the freedom of expression, but the whole 
you were prosecuting these cases generally, I am just question is, "has that right or that power been exer- 
talking

me.

Audience:

cised under certain circumstances for the purpose of 
preserving public order, public security, preserving 
essential supplies". You see because then Article 15 
(7) comes in immediately. So nothing goes outside 
15 - (7 )even if there is a curtailment that has to be 
within the ambit of Article 15 - (7).

Mr. de Silva:

Well I don’t know. That is left to you all.

Audience:

What was your perception?

Mr. Welikala:Audience:

It is very difficult frankly to answer that question 
because there are a huge number of Emergency regu
lations that are in force, but I would very specifically 
want to point out to one particular regulation. This is 
regulation 8 of the regulation made on the 6^ of 
December, 2006. Once again this is all dependent on, 
like Mr. De Silva said, that they have to fall within the 
four comers of Article 15 of the Constitution. But I 
would argue very strongly that this one, the transac
tion clause it is called - they say that no person shall 
engage in any transaction in any manner whatsoever

Can I ask a supplementary question- were you pres
surized ....

Mr. De Silva:

No, there was no pressure. There are a number of 
instances where I have even preferred prosecutions 
against Government supporters, including Members 
of Parliament.

Chairperson:

My role as a Chair prevents me from .... It is good to
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It: including contributing, providing donating, selling, I would certainly say so. I would certainly say that the
buying, hiring, leasing, receiving, making available, Sri Lankan Constitution is a Constitutional dictator
funding, distributing or lending materially or other- ship. Definitely, I understand that is an academic view 
wise to any person or group of person etc known as a point and you know, you can argue this way in an aca-
terrorist organization. One of the problems with this demic debate, but I have argued very strongly, cer-
is, for example, people who are landlords even if they tainly yes. 
did not know their tenant had anything to do with it 
could be brought within the ambit of this and certain
ly in depending entirely on the way that a court will 
interpret the term transact - it fundamentally impacts 
on the freedom of expression because journalists can
not do their job when this type of thing is hanging over 
their heads.

Mr. De Silva:

I am, of course, not sure.

Audience:

No?

Mr. De Silva:Mr. De Silva:

I believe the proviso to Regulation 14 says, "provid- No, I don’t think this is a Constitutional dictatorship, 
ed however no such person or a body of persons shall Certainly the President has certain powers under the 
be deemed to be guilty of an offence if he proves that Constitution, but there are checks and balances. So I 
such offence was committed without his knowledge or wouldn’t classify this as a Constitutional dictatorship, 
that he exercises good faith or due diligence to prevent 
the commission of such offence". So if he can estab
lish the fact that he did not know, he did not have 
knowledge, he did not have the requisite knowledge, 
then of course that is a complete defence. You know 
that is a fact which is especially within his knowledge.
The fact that he did not know is a matter within his

Even the courts have - the courts are in the process of 
going into some of the decisions made by the 
President. So I wouldn’t call it a Constitutional dicta
torship because within the framework of the 
Constitution, there are checks and balances.

Audience:
knowledge. For an example if he has rented his house
to a person who is involved as a suicide bomber. Then What is the reality? You can have a theoretical argu-
subsequently it transpires this person has blown her- ment, as soon as you have a friendly Supreme Court it
self and caused some deaths. Then there is an investi- is definitely a dictatorship, 
gation launched and it is found that this suicide 
bomber was living in the house of this particular per
son. Then of course it is a complete defence if he 
establishes the fact that he was unaware that this per
son was a suicide bomber.

iii1.

i f

Mr. De Silva:
';

The Supreme Court, not only this particular Supreme 
Court even earlier, there have been a number of cases 
where the Supreme Court has gone into the validity of 
certain acts done by the President. It does not mean 
the court cannot examine the legality of some of these

m
:

Audience:

Is it accurate to characterize the Sri Lankan experience acts of the President, 
then of being a political, you know of not being a 
political dictatorship but a Constitutional dictatorship 
regime? So it may be you know Wickremesinghe yes
terday, it can be you know Rajapaksa today, but it is a 
Constitutional dictatorship as a result of the, you know 
permanent war as it were. Would that be an accurate 
characterization?

J

11 Audience:

One issue that struck me, and that is why I asked you 
what Constitution you are working on, to me it is the 
procedure to oust a President in this country under the 
present Constitution. So there is a danger that you can 
never get rid of a person in power that has this sort of 
enormous power.

I

.
Mr. Welikala:

I
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Mr. Welikala: rights. To strike that correct balance is a very difficult 
one undoubtedly, but we have to strive. The question 
is, are we striving towards that reasonable, reasonably 
acceptable balance or not. Are the scales weighted, 
you know, on one side and not the other, especially on 
the side of right because that is what governance after 
all is all about, protecting rights of the people. Mr. De 
Silva pointed to the legal framework, the Public 
Security Ordinance, the Constitutional provisions and 
the main thrust of Mr. De Silva, was the position that 
yes, Emergency has been going on for a long period of 
time but nonetheless there are Constitutional con
straints, fetters and so therefore, you know excesses 
cannot take place. But, of course, Mr. Welikala took 
the extreme, the opposite viewpoint into the fact that 
yes, there are laws but they are extremely flawed. He 
pointed two flaws, especially the Constitutional 
framework, the 1978 Constitutional framework and 
also the practice pointed to the fact that the exception 
has become the law over so many years and that has 
created a certain kind of an environment. Then he 
also pointed to various technical points in the 
Constitution, pointed to the fact that denegation and 
derogation have not been distinguished so that tempo
rary derogations have become sort of permanent 
denegation and so on, points that I think one has to 
take quite well. But my own position is that the dis
cussion was more or less devoted to the black letter of 
the law and I think this sort of a situation cannot real
ly be discussed in full purely through a critique of the 
law and demanding law reform. Of course that is the 
first step that is absolutely essential. We have the 
Constitutional provisions flawed as they are, we have 
our international obligation, then we have soft law, 
you know— the principles etc which are called 
statutes and then go into the jurisprudence of our 
Supreme Court. In 1978, when we first got the justi
fiable Bill of Rights, you do find, I mean in that sense 
I agree with both speakers that you know it has been 
a sort of the good and bad, both. Mr. De Silva point
ed to the good, the positive and Mr. Welikala pointed 

I don’t know whether others would have had any other to some of the weaker judgments. I think that both 
comment or questions, but I think within one hour we positions are correct because we have had some 
had quite, you know, a wide ranging discussion on a jurisprudence which is really excellent, but together 
very, very difficult subject which really had defined with some very questionable jurisprudence with 
the life of Sri Lankans. Then perhaps you know poli- regard to the issue of Emergency. There also have 
tics around the world, how do you balance Emergency been efforts at Constitutional reform which I also con- 
rule and indeed rule under special law with human tributed to earlier but I think what we have to focus

The first point that I would make is there has 
been a successful impeachment and certainly legally 
whilst it is very difficult to do, it is also politically 
impossible because of the legal sort of difficulty of the 
procedure for that. We saw the occasion in which it 
was attempted, how many people who had signed the 
initial petition for example withdrew under induce
ments and threats. Mr. De Silva looks at the legal 
instrument, the Constitution and says that it is there
fore not a dictatorship, but I think it is impossible as 
public lawyers to ignore the public political practices 
under which the institutions are operated within the 
Constitution.

never

To dispute Mr. De Silva even further, take for exam
ple Chapter 18 of the Constitution, Article 157 which 
deals with Emergency regulations. It ousts judicial 
review so while you may contest Emergency regula
tions, as I said earlier also, the declaration itself can 
never be contested and there is no requirement of jus
tification that the Executive must demonstrate before 
acquiring that power and certainly under that chapter 
the principal mechanism of oversight and control of 
the Executive and the exercise of Emergency power is 
Parliament. And we know in the nearly 30 years there 
has never been a situation apart from one occasion in 
which for absolutely different party political reasons 
the Emergency lapsed in this country when the then 
President Mrs. Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga 
lost the majority in Parliament and Emergency lapsed. 
Under no circumstances has the Parliament which has 
the power to withhold approval for a state of 
Emergency every month ever exercised that power 
and it is because of the fact that our Parliament is dys
functional. So clearly the Constitutional framework 
for oversight of the Executive and the control of the 
Executive during a state of Emergency does not work.

Chairperson:
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here on is that what the Emergencies do to political versity for an example, in academia we should be
life, what does it do to political culture because we more bold, bolder than you know the other citizens,
speak of legal reform also in the context of a political there is so much of self-censorship and I think this is 
backdrop. We cannot just say yes, there is violence in merely due to the sort of political culture and culture 
the country but there are beautiful, Constitutional Bills of violence that we live in. So eventually it comes 
of Right in a charter. In fact every single attempt at back to our civil society to be vigilant, to ask for solu-
Constitutional reform had been in that sort of environ- tions to these problems, to ask for law reforms, to ask
ment. I do believe the positive jurisprudence of the for an end to impunity.
Supreme Court perhaps put an end to the adoption of 
the very draconian Emergency regulations because 
gradually you do see Emergency regulations especial
ly with regard to freedom of expression which are a 
little bit more cautious than before. You don’t have 
that very cavalier attitude towards official censorship.

:>
:

And so on this occasion when we celebrate a very 
important, I think civil society initiative, the Colombo 
Declaration, I really would think that might be the 
way in which we might succeed. That is how I would 
like to conclude saying power of the people, sover
eignty lies in us, but how do we exercise it. Right, I am 

But I think when you look at the situation today why I the dictator and I have the last word, 
say we cannot confine our discussion and debate to the 
law and legal reform is that censorship today does not 
come officially. It is not about direct censorship today.
In many countries of the world it is about indirect cen
sorship. Many countries have Constitutional provi
sions, many countries have international obligations, 
so you do have a lot of indirect methods of censorship 
and one of primary methods I would say is violence 
and we in Sri Lanka have had violence on the part of 
the state, we have had violence on the part of the non 
state armed groups as well. We seem very, very intol
erant of different points of view. How wonderful if we 
can always have people of different points of view 
expressed
not happen. I am wondering whether even if we have 
law reforms even if we do have a Constitutional Bill

Thank you very much to the two speakers and thank 
you to all of you.

(CONCLUSION OF SESSION 5)

but of course we know that really doesi!
I
i; of Rights, with international obligations with all the 

sort of standards which we idealize. And I think per
haps the enduring failure on the part of all in Sri Lanka 
is that we have not been able to find a solution to this 
violence, to put an end to violence on the part of 
everybody, all concerned.

t
;
:

So I think you know law reform also should be 
viewed from that perspective because more than any 
other country, I think in Sri Lanka, we have paid a lot 
of attention to law reform. You know with the type of 
laws we have in any other type of polity we may have 
done quite well. So I think we do constantly, you now 
when we discuss Emergency we really got to look at 
the sort of political culture, the Emergency rule, rule 
under Prevention of Terrorism Act- legitimization of 
certain types of and also self censorship. I see in uni-
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career in the Daily News and he was headhunted by 
the AFP to become their Chief of Bureau in Colombo 
with relatively little journalistic experience at that 
point of time. It was a brave decision on Amal’s part 
to accept the job and on AFP’s part to appoint him, but 
it has worked out well for both of them and Amal is 
one of the most experienced and most respected for
eign correspondents based here in Sri Lanka. He has 
also been covering other conflicts abroad like - he is 
just back from Iraq, and he has been to Afghanistan for 
AFP, so that would be an index of how the parent 
agency views his capabilities as a reporter. Mr. Herath 
here is an academic at the University of Peradeniya. 
I believe he lectures on Philosophy, and he is also a 
consultant to the Media Minister. Mr. Iqbal Athas is 
perhaps one of the best known conflict reporters in Sri 
Lanka who is a Consultant Editor of The Sunday 
Times and he writes weekly defence columns which 
have often attracted military fire if not other fire, and 
there was a time when he needed armed security 
escorts to move around this city. So without taking up 
any more of your time, I would ask Mr. Jayasinghe to 
open by speaking to you a little bit about conflict 
reporting. I am sure he will concentrate on the Sri 
Lankan situation, but he is being trained in conflict 
reporting by AFP in Hongkong.

s ■
-

Chairman - Mr. Manik de Silva:

Welcome ladies and gentlemen. It is good to see all 
of you here and I am sure the topic would be some
thing that would interest everybody because we have 
had this long drawn conflict in this country and cer
tainly the practising journalists from Sri Lanka who 
are present here have had experience covering it, or 
not covering it, because of conditions. One of the 
things that is very apparent in covering this conflict 
here in Sri Lanka is that direct coverage is very, very 
difficult. If you go into an Army controlled area as 
most journalists here would know, you are structured 
by the military, you are supervised. So it is hard to 
function independently. It is worse in the LTTE con
trolled areas where they keep a very, very close eye, I 
mean very few reporters have gone into those areas 
and have been able to independently cover what is 
happening or even talk to people there because the 
LTTE is always looking over your shoulders. So that 
is the problem that we have had to live with and par
ticularly the local newspapers who do have reporters, 
whom we call correspondents out there - they are 
totally captives of the LTTE and if they are in the mil
itary controlled areas, of the Army. Whatever they 
write has to be friendly to whichever side is in control 
of those areas and unfortunately a lot of provincial 
correspondents - the ground reporters in those areas, 
have lost their lives during this conflict and these are 
in the dossiers of unsolved crimes. I can’t think of 
anybody who is being brought to book for killing a 
journalist either in the war zone or elsewhere in the 
country.

Well, let me introduce the panelists - Mr. Amal 
Jayasinghe is the Chief of Bureau of the Agence 
France Presse in Sri Lanka. He started his journalism

i P
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1 •: Mr. Amal Jayasinghe:

Thank you very much. I was Mr. Manik de Silva’s 
junior cub reporter when I joined AFP in 1987. So I 
think I learnt more on the Daily News working for five 
years under him than at any other time. I was not quite 
sure how we should be doing this and my experience 
is not very much in terms of, I mean as an agency jour
nalist you are covering a conflict but you are also 
doing a lot of other things. My actual title is Chief of 
Bureau which really means, you are the driver, the 
cleaner, the sweeper and a lot of other things and a lit-
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tie bit of reporting as well. So it is basically a big title here after I came into the government to work as an
adviser.to compensate for a small salary.

What l would like to do is, perhaps share with you a I am an academic and I am still teaching at the 
little bit of my experience in Afghanistan and Iraq and University. At the same time I was invited to do some 
if you want to sort of get an idea of how different it is political advising to the Media Minister and the 
working in a place like Iraq and also in India and Ministry in this very critical and very important time. 
Pakistan where I have covered the Kashmir conflict, I am not sure, if all my advice is taken or all our 
both from the Pakistan side as well as from the Indian efforts were used to organize the media activities 
side, so we can talk about that. But I think it will be under the government, but we are trying to convince 
more useful if you have questions that you want to ask and trying to develop some understanding between 
and I always prefer to listen to academics like internal partners and also between other partners and 
Charitha, who are far more interesting than reporters, the government. I just would like to bring a couple of

discussion points, then we could develop a kind of 
In Sri Lanka there may be a tendency to control the discussion to find answers for those types of ques- 
flow of information and there is some sort of censor- tions.
ship, not only in the news that they give but also cen
sorship of journalists whereas what we see in the rest The first point I want to bring here is the question, 
of the world is a rapid movement towards news man- what is the role of media in conflict related context 
agement and that is what the Americans are doing like in Sri Lanka? What is the main role of media? 
very successfully both in Iraq and Afghanistan where Whether it is a partner of the conflict or whether the 
they actually give you more information that you can media is an outside entity which develops positivistic 
handle instead of actually censoring you. type reporting on the conflict. Actually there are two 

positions which we could bring into this discussion. 
One position is that as many media theorists point out, 

mation we get in Iraq. I still get mail from the t^at me(jja \s media organizations, reporting activities 
American Military even though I am here now and ancj ajj ^g outside work to the conflict. What media
you don’t start your day until you kill about 20 to j0 personnel would do is to report with a very positivis-
emails from the American Military. But before you tic mind set. In that sense you have objective state- 
trash that kind of email you actually have to read it. ments, objective reports on the conflict. This is one 
So it takes up a lot of time. I am sorry if I don’t have position. The other position is called, the engaged
a presentation as such but I think it will be more use- position, or critical position, where the media person
ful if you have any questions and I will be happy to nel or media entities, companies, papers, would take 
answer that. That is the way I would like to do it.

So it is a bit difficult to handle the volume of infor-

partnership of the conflict bringing their positions and 
develop critical engagement to the conflict through 
their media practices.

My question to this audience is that what is the way 
that we could recognize and understand the Sri 
Lankan media practices related to this conflict, or the 
context of this kind of conflict in Sri Lanka. Then the 
second point that I want to bring is, what is the end 
product that we expect from doing this exercise. 
There may be a lot of answers to this question; the end 
product of media, end product of reporting. Here too, 
I would like to bring two important points. One is to 
understand the situation, understand the conflict or 

Thank you Mr. Manik de Silva for giving a nice intro- give more knowledge or develop more knowledge 
duction, remembering my academic life as well in about the conflict for secondary bodies to the govern-

Mr. Charitha Herath:
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ment, to the political parties, to the masses or whoev
er, just developing some intelligence, some knowl
edge on the conflict, analyzing the conflict, critically 
evaluate the situation and bring it into a secondary 
body. That is one.

The second position is very normative. I think you 
know the word normative in the philosophical sense. 
What I mean is to generate some sort of answers from 
their point of view to the conflict and to campaign for 
that particular normative end by doing your reporting. 
To just develop the knowledge on the conflict for the 
secondary group or the other sources, and the second 
position is to get a position that you remain or you 
hold and to campaign that position to the people by 
doing your reporting. This is the second end. And 
what is the way that we think in the Sri Lankan con
text. Then the third point, I would like to bring is 
whether we could develop value pre-judgement in 
reporting. Here, value means giving political bias and 
giving kind of you know, extra exaggerated meaning 
to points, to the events and all kind of situations. I 
mean, can we develop some value free reporting when 
we are dealing with this kind of conflict. That is the 
third point that I want to bring here. I mean, there are 
two different sections of media entities. One is called 
public media, governed by the government. The other 
one is called private media governed by respective 
companies. Can we have from either side value free 
reporting on any given conflict in the political, social 
and economic fields? That is another very important 
question that we need to address. Thank you.

ago most of you are aware media-military relations 
were forcefully defined by the incidents only a few 
metres away from where we are gathered today. Let 
me make it clear that l am no expert on the subject, but 
am only a keen student. In my 43-year-old journalistic 
career, I have had the opportunity of reporting the 
ongoing conflict in Sri Lanka from its infancy. In 
doing so, I have also been in the centre of different 
forms of conflicts. This is for doing my job.

Three decades ago, a Colombo resident wishing to 
speak to someone, say in Panadura or Moratuwa, 
leave alone distant areas, had to book a trunk call. 
There was no direct dial or mobile telephone. It was 
then argued that the Central Telephone Exchange 
where bookings were accepted was ordered to shut 
down the quick flow of information to curtail the flow 
of information. Yet, people travelled, and the news 
spread.

A revolution in communication technology has 
changed all this. Today, even before the media breaks 
a news story, word travels fast to far comers of the 
country and the outside world. It is not only because 
of domestic and international direct dial telephones, 
but there are the internet and the email and other inno
vations that have contributed - they include the mobile 
phone, mobile TV satellite stations, direct satellite 
telephones, telecommunication hook-ups, video 
footage from cameras, and detailed photographs from 
satellites. The availability of technology and the com
petitive nature of the media have ensured the public 
gets what it wants.

During the Gulf War in 1990/91, an American soldier 
was sent to the hospital ship Mercy which lay 
anchored in the Persian Gulf. His wife walking 
through a shopping mall in Texas saw a TV store 
which had CNN on its TV screens. On the 15 to 20 
television sets she saw her husband on the hospital 
ship. She complained to the authorities for not 
informing her. A live broadcast via satellite had been 
quicker to get the news out. In the separatist war in Sri 
Lanka examples are replete. Troops advancing into 
enemy territory are equipped with field telephones. 
Officers and even other ranks use it during off peak 
periods to keep in touch with families. Some even use 
mobile phones in areas where signals are available. 
The frequency of such calls increased during military
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The Chairman, dear colleagues, ladies and gentlemen. 
My task today, I have been told is to speak about 
reporting conflict from a global context. Given the 
circumstances I am most thankful for this. Not so long
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reversals. They would ring to speak about an incident 
and to assure they were safe although some colleagues 
had died. The message would soon reach newsrooms 
in Colombo. Enhancing this situation further is the 
short messaging service or the SMS. This revolution 
in communication technology no doubt has confined 
the word censorship to the dictionary. I would like to 
quote from a study carried out by five senior United 
States Air Force officers on how the media and the 
military have interacted since World War II. The 
study also examined how reporting wars or conflicts 
evolved in the light of technological advances. How 
the military' managed information and the impact of 
that management or the lack of it on enemy effective
ness. Permit me to refer to the different phases of 
media-military relations examined by this study.

World War II is characterized as an era where the 
media cooperated with the military to deny informa
tion and decrease enemy effectiveness. At that time 
television was just beginning to develop and global 
news networks were non-existent. Most war corre
spondents in the field wired their stories to state side 
news services for print publication or broadcast. Press 
conferences, news reels and some live radio reporting 
were produced as well but the printed word was the 
primary avenue of dissemination. In nearly all 
instances however, the military and the media cooper
ated to voluntarily censor sensitive information. This 
voluntary cooperation was a hallmark of the era.

The Korean War and television came at the same time. 
This was the first war covered by television. During 
the first six months of the war, correspondents operat
ed with few restrictions. Based on its previous posi
tive experience with the press during World War II, 
General Douglas MacArthur, United Nations 
Commander in Korea instituted a policy of voluntary 
censorship. Correspondents were told to police them
selves and be held personally responsible for any 
information they reported. One correspondent 
described the policy, as “You write what you like and 
we will shoot you if we don’t like it.” By the end of 
the Korean conflict the military and the press rela
tionship became adversarial. Formal press censorship 
existed until the end of the war with breaches of secu
rity continuing to plague the military. As a result the 
enemy’s ability to believe militarily useful informa
tion from the public news sources grew during the

Korean War. This war was also the first where a live 
correspondent reported from the enemy camp.

Technology influenced how the war is reported during 
the Vietnam War. Cameras could not capture the air 
war, but they could present it afterwards. The most 
dramatic media events of the Vietnam conflict were 
images of carnage, resulting from bombing raids on 
principal cities in the north. Colour televisions made 
these reports see more inhuman than any earlier black 
and white newsreel footage of previous war could 
ever do. Correspondences were not censored. 
However, they could not publish information in 15 
pre-identified categories without specific authoriza
tion. Media coverage of the Vietnam conflict resulted 
in increased information being available to the enemy 
which in turn increased their effectiveness. Better 
technology enabled correspondents to report war 
news more quickly despite military controlled mecha
nisms. Their continued and expanded coverage of the 
war provided the enemy with feedback for their objec
tive of removing Americans from Vietnam.

Contingencies operations in Grenada and Panama 
during the 1980s demonstrate the military still try to 
decrease enemy effectiveness by denying information 
to the media. Despite the short duration of Operation 
Urgent Fury in Grenada and Operation Just Cause in 
Panama, information continued to be available to the 
enemy through media channels. Because of public 
and Congressional criticism of the handling of the 
correspondents, the Chairman of the Joint Chief of 
Staff formed a national media pool of major news 
organizations. Operation Just Cause was the first test 
of this concept.

The Gulf War operations Desert Shield and Desert 
Storm saw a war fought in real time 24 hours of the 
day. The public demand for on-the-spot reporting was 
insatiable as ever, arousing competition among the 
media and compelling them to do almost anything to 
deliver the story. A key, yet distinguishing feature of 
the Gulf War media coverage was the numerous cor
respondents reporting from enemy territory, and host 
of military analysts providing opinions on possible 
coalition actions. For the first time in history the 
media reported directly from the battlefield, from the 
frontlines to the living rooms. Thus, the study by the 
US Air Force team concluded, I quote “In the future,
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the media will be able to circumvent military attempts 
to control coverage from the battlefield. Furthermore, 
the enemy will have unencumbered access to news 
reporting, commentary and analysts. Therefore the US 
military' must recast its relationship with the media 
and pursue a strategy of information overload to 
decrease enemy effectiveness. Only in this way can 
military leadership cope with the inevitability of news 
broadcast emanating from the theatre.” In fact, Mr. 
Amal Jayasinghe just made this point about the infor
mation overload which was his experience even in 
Iraq.

During the early stages of the US war in Iraq a new 
experiment - the embedded journalists, came into 
being. They followed a dialogue between news organ
izations and the Department of Defence. Before join
ing their battalions, the embedded journalists were 
required to sign a contract. They could describe mili- 
taiy action only in general terms and agree not to write 
on future missions, classify weapons and information 
they might find. The commander of an embedded 
journalist unit also had the power to veto a story filed 
via a satellite, for security reasons. It was pointed out 
that the enemy could intercept it. Then US Defence 
Secretary Donald Rumsfield declared that embedding 
journalists as "historic", but conceded that, I quote 
“close-up picture is not always complete”. He added 
“what we are seeing is not the war in Iraq. What we 
are seeing are slices of the war.” Some US journalism 
professors were sceptical. It has also been criticized as 
part of a propaganda campaign. Some said that it was 
an attempt to keep the media away from the civilian 
population and remain sympathetic to the American 
side of the war. Notwithstanding embedded journal
ists, the media is presently in the battle zones in Iraq 
to shoot images of the war and report on the day to day 
incidents of bombing and battles. Of course, the haz
ards of getting caught up in the cross fire or explosions 
have prompted them to seek heavy security protection.

In Sri Lanka, however, the media both foreign and 
local, are very largely dependent on the military for 
reporting on the conflict. That too is from Colombo. 
They are allowed little access to the battle zone except 
on conducted tours. This is not all. The revolution in 
technology that has influenced conflict reporting since 
World War II has not brought about a corresponding 
change in the environment. Sadly, officialdom often

cites conditions that prevailed during World War II to 
justify their actions against the media in Sri Lanka. In 
addition in addressing some of the developments dur
ing the past two and a half decades of fighting, they 
have put the clock back. Earlier, the government 
Department of Information, a civilian apparatus car
ried out dissemination of information. Now, in addi
tion to fighting the war, the task is performed by the 
military. That too is through different arms, all func
tioning under the Ministry of Defence. Local media 
institutions and the defence authorities have not been 
successful so far in concluding any arrangement to 
chalk out mutually agreeable parameters for 
reportage. That is to ensure accuracy of facts, balance 
and fairness in keeping the public who are funding this 
war, informed. Hence, almost the entirety of the infor
mation disseminated remains those released through 
official channels. To say the least for the media, inde
pendent verification of some of these official claims 
has remained difficult. If this is reporting conflict for 
the media in Sri Lanka, the task will be even more dif
ficult for military historians. The next generation will 
know much less of what really happened.

Chairman:

Thank you very much Mr. Iqbal Athas. Now we open 
the floor for questions, comments.

Audience:

I want to ask Mr. Iqbal Athas, as a neighbour in India, 
I sometimes feel as you yourself stated, information 
is largely derived from what the Defence Ministry or 
the Sri Lankan Army provides you. How do you kind 
of weigh that information and how particularly do you 
weigh the information on deaths, because there is a 
kind of propaganda that they understate their casual
ties and overstate the LTTE casualties. Could you 
kindly trace the history of that a bit?

Mr. Athas:

You know there have been different phases of the sep
aratist war and if you are referring to the current rate 
which is euphemistically called the Eelam War IV, the 
release of casualty statistics comes in the backdrop of 
pressures on private media reportage. That is, there is 
no censorship. But if the private media were to talk of 
casualty figures which don’t fall in line with the offi-
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cial figure, what follows? I don’t need to describe 
them. You know I have myself been a victim of that 
situation. So as a result one of the jokes that has been 
doing the rounds in Colombo is that throughout the 
history of this separatist war, if one were to add up all 
the casualties from the beginning of the separatist war 
until now that we would have wiped out the popula
tion of the North twice over.

rate figures, but we have a fairly good idea of the 
overall numbers which for the moment is a little under 
1100 for the first 9 months of the year. So this tells us 
the - it may even sometimes tell us the trend - if you 
look at the fighting in recent months we have seen that 
in September and August, there is a slide in the num
ber of casualties. So we get an idea of where the fight
ing is going on. Obviously, the two sides are going 
to come out with widely conflicting figures. But it is 
not too much of a problem for the reporters.

Audience:

Chairman:

Well if I may add a little bit to that, for instance if mil
itary suffers losses, they start by understating the fig
ures.
Emergency is renewed every month, the Prime 
Minister gives a set of figures of military and police 
losses - that by and large is correct. So what reporters 
here do is, they attribute the figures to whoever claims 
it. They say the Tamilnet which is the LTTE website 
says this. They say the Defence Ministry or the Media 
Centre for National Security says that, so that the 
reporting organization itself doesn’t take responsibili
ty - they say A says this B says that and they say 
nothing. That is how it is done by and large.

Mr. Jayasinghe:

I am not particularly disturbed by the different num
bers we get from people, because in a way that itself 
is an interesting story, you know to look the numbers 
they have given over a period of time and right now 
the situation in Colombo is that if you add up the num
ber of casualties given in the Defence Ministry state
ment, which we have done, it comes to something like 
750 soldiers killed for this year and during the same 
period we have about 7500 Tigers killed. So it is 
almost 1 to 10. This is what the Government has 
given. But if you go back at the beginning of the year 
according to the same military statistics there were 
only 3000 Tigers. So we had now killed 4500 more 
than we had at the beginning. Of course, you can 
always argue that they have a very efficient way of 
recruiting. But as Mr. Manik de Silva pointed out 
there are ways of getting more reliable figures, that is 
the figures that are tabled in Parliament and also the 
military at the end of the day has some sort of 
accounting system and they have to pay compensa
tion. So we may not get the casualties on a daily basis 
from one battle to another and we may not get accu-

How is the missing in action handled here? [distorted] 

Mr. Jayasinghe:

I can answer that, but I am sure Iqbal probably will be 
able to give you a better answer. Our experience is 
that in the Sri Lanka context neither side is really seri
ous about taking prisoners. So we don’t have a - Iqbal 
will correct me on this - we don’t have a very big 
number missing in action. The more recent case we 
had was on Sunday what the media reported - 3 sol
diers were missing in action. But by Tuesday they 
have said that they found the bodies of those soldiers. 
So that was settled and by and large we don’t have a 
very big number of soldiers missing in action, except 
in cases like if you take the 1996 Mullaitivu incident 
where the Tigers overran an Army camp and in a mat
ter of hours about 1200 soldiers were killed. But I 
think the number of soldiers killed in that attack was 
probably a couple of dozens because most of the bod
ies were not found, they were declared missing. I 
don’t know, Iqbal, whether they have now been 
declared dead. This sort of thing happens, but then 
most people would know that although they have been 
declared missing in action, they had in feet been 
killed.

The only true test would be when the

Mr. Athas:

In this particular phase of the war, which is Eelam War 
IV, the difference is that any journalist who gets these 
facts from independent sources about the number 
killed, about the number injured and about the number 
that is missing cannot report them as against the offi
cial figures, so in the process the number missing gets 
left out, because in addition to those who are killed 
and injured, the missing are reported to the authori-
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i ties, and then the Army's the legal division gets it alive there were very few selected journalists, one was 
because compensation has to be paid or the families somebody who contributes to, writes a very important 
have to be informed. So this is available at a number column on Tamil affairs to a Colombo newspaper 
of points. The question is keeping the public informed from Canada. He got better information on what is

happening in those areas via the telephone than most 
of us in Colombo. Except for him, a man called David 
Jeyaraj, I think as Amal said, very few journalists in 
Colombo Sinhalese or Tamil could claim LTTE 
sources except possibly Taraki who was editing the 
TamilNet. He certainly talks to our people regularly.

Audience:

*
!
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of it.

I! Audience:
:B- My question is for Mr. Amal Jayasinghe. I want to 

know whether Sinhala journalists have managed to 
build bridges with the LTTE leadership in terms of 
getting interviews and I am not talking specifically 
now, but during the course of say Eelam I, to Eelam 
IV. Are they worried at all about the public perception How do foreign correspondents get the conflict into 
in Colombo or do they not think there is the need to the attention of the world media?

■ *

drag the Sinhalese journalists at all into this?
Mr. Jayasinghe:

Mr. Athas:
This is really a big challenge now because the conflict 

I would say that during the period 2001 until about last has been dragging on for so long and there isn’t really
year, particularly at the beginning of the ceasefire anything dramatic that is taking place that could real-
agreement they did maintain a dialogue with a number ly change the course of events here. It is basically the
of Sinhalese journalists. These journalists had access same story, and therefore it is veiy difficult to attract
to travel to Kilinochchi, talk - I don’t say they talked the attention of the outside world but there is a fairly
to the leadership but at a certain level, not the LTTE vocal Sri Lankan community living outside who are
leader. But since of late they have not spoken to any interested in seeing what’s happening in Sri Lanka so
media in Colombo other than that trying to sort of get there may be some papers which would be still be

publishing one or two features about Sri Lanka, but 
essentially what is happening is that whenever there is 
a spectacular attack or dramatic event like the inter
national airport bombed or some suicide assassination 
we would have some sort of interest on Sri Lanka but

their side of the story across.

Mr. Jayasinghe::l:
:

i. I don’t think my colleagues, most of them - I don’t 
think anyone of us can really claim that we have LTTE 
contacts because the organization is such, the way it is 
structured you know, in the military you may have one 
or two friends who will tell you something off the 
record and ultimately you will really get the essence of 
what is going on even though officially the military 
will not come out with it. But on the LTTE side, I

otherwise it just goes down. If we had at least one 
American injured here perhaps you will get more 
attention. But unfortunately, when Sri Lankans get 
killed by the dozen, the rest of the world does not pay 
that much attention.

ii
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i) Audience:
don’t think there are any journalists who can say that
they have LTTE sources. I mean if anyone tells that If there was greater interest would this conflict be over 
they have a LTTE source who told you something sooner? 
quite different from their official line of thinking then 
that is really stretching a point. But they have very 
good international media. I think they realize the 
value of it and they kind of thrive like on the publici-
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Mr. Jayasinghe:

Certainly, but I think people are not as interested in the 
story as they were 20 years ago.

Mr. Athas:
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Audience:
That is one side of it, that it does not attract that much

I know there was a time when Anton Balasingham was; i:i
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media attention. Nevertheless, it has made a very sig
nificant change if it comes to military academies and 
also think-tanks worldwide. And you know in most of 
the academies including in the US and even in the UK 
the role of the LTTE has become a subject not only 
because of their guerrilla capability but also the fact 
that over a period of 24 years they have on certain 
occasions sort of crossed the threshold from being a 
guerilla group to assume a conventional posture, and 
suicide terrorism and then innovation of various types 
of improvised explosive devices and also they are the 
only militant or rather a guerrilla group in the world 
that runs a shipping service of its own, as against a 
number of other organizations which don’t have them. 
So there is considerable attention among the militaries 
around the world. I do end up getting up a lot of 
queries from people in such places.

Chairman:

Of course, lots of journalists have been killed in Sri 
Lanka probably more than a dozen in the last 15 years 
or so, but in Iraq you are looking at 236 at the last 
count, the number of journalists killed in the last 5 
years. Then in terms of number of people killed, doc
umented, you know the number in Iraq is about 
98,000 for the last 5 years. In Sri Lanka we are talk
ing about 60 to 70,000 in the last 3 decades. So you 
get the sense of you know, in terms of numbers, why 
there is less interest in Sri Lanka.

Audience:

I am from the Swiss Embassy. I just would like to say 
that the reading of your pages is really a highlight of 
everyday for me - and thank you very much for that. 
Today I have a completely different question. We have 
to emphasize on lot of, you know, direct casualties of 
the war. I was wondering why there is a relative low 
interest in other consequences of this conflict. I mean 
the indirect cost or I mean you have the direct casual
ties and also there are indirect casualties of the con
flict. For example, it will be very interesting to see 
what is the cost in human sufferings of the IDPs 
(Internally Displaced Persons) and for example, the 
human sufferings of the Sinhalese families who have 
lost quite a lot. I have not seen much coverage on 
these issues. From a conflict angle, I would imagine 
that more reporting on this and it should be very fac
tual, could have actually quite an impact as well.

Mr. Athas:

I would like to add a little bit to that. In the early six
ties most of the foreign agencies that were represent
ed here had stringers. Very few had full fledged 
bureaus, except the Press Trust of India and the United 
News of India because India had a specific interest. 
But as this conflict developed there were full fledged 
bureaus of many news agencies coming in here 
because this was one of the longest running stories in 
Asia and also another factor is that although the 
instant battle stories of what happened yesterday and 
today may not attract all that attention, for instance, 
the Indian interest in the continuance of the military 
offensive by the government and what that has done to 
Indo - Lanka relations and that kind of analytical 
story still had regional play, not only in India but else
where in South Asia, and may be even in South East 
Asia.

It is not because of any paucity on the part of the 
media that reportage on refugees, either the Sinhalese 
families or the Tamil families is not reflecting itself 
very largely in the columns of newspapers. This again 
is another problem which is related very much to 
reporting conflict. Why I say this is the lack of access, 
complete access to the Wanni for example. Now there 
is already a debate on the number of IDPs. The UN 
has recorded it as 250,000 families, while the 
President is challenging the UN figures and he said 
yesterday that it is 150,000. So that is a big differ
ence, and except for reports that are originating from 
Colombo that again is on the basis of what is put out 
by various officials like the tonnage of food that is 
being moved and neither the government nor the UN 
has thought it fit at least to invite -1 am not too sure

Mr. Jayasinghe:

To give a perspective of what happens in Sri Lanka 
and we were talking about other areas, during the 
month of Ramazan in Baghdad there were an average 
of 4.2 car bombs a day and in Sri Lanka we probably 
have one suicide bomb every month. The Americans 
are spending 2.5 billion dollars a week for the upkeep 
of the US Militaiy. The Sri Lankan military which is 
probably twice that size spends 1.5 billion dollars a 
year. That gives you an idea of the size of the conflict.
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that the media would have responded, but at least to 
invite say even a pool of reporters to accompany the 
food distribution so that they could have come and 
reported back and that would have been very benefi
cial to the diplomatic missions and also the Sri Lankan 
public at large, and here one thing is the distinction 
between fighting LTTE terrorism and also the civil
ians who have got caught up in that. So as far as the 
civilians are concerned there is no dispute. There is 
acknowledgement all round that their welfare will 
have to be looked into. So in that respect I would 
think even the media organizations did not make an 
appeal to the UN or any other agencies for - whoever 
is willing to go to accompany one of the food convoys, 
perhaps report on that aspect if not the war.

this, that we were trying to get people into those areas 
and trying to report on the IDPs, but they were turned 
back. So the question here is the East is relatively you 
know calmer than the North. It has always been like 
that barring a few military offensives on and off. But 
here again the problem was that this was an area 
where easy access could have been allowed to the 
media and that access was not allowed and so here the 
case is that the media had to report on what has been 
given to them. As for the other things I am fully in 
agreement with what he said.

Chairman:

I also would like to know - we have been wanting this 
Freedom of Information Act for a long time; for 
instance today I don’t think anybody in this room will 
know what the economic cost of the war is in terms of 
looking after the families of the dead and wounded. 1 
don’t know whether it is commonly known that if a 
soldier is killed in action he is posthumously promot
ed one rank, his salary continues until he reaches the 
age of 55. Thereafter his pension continues to his 
family. So each dead soldier costs the economy huge
ly, but I don’t think there is anybody in this room who 
would know what the exact cost is. Asking that from 
the army is absolutely useless. They will not give a 
reply. One place where you may be able to get infor
mation like that is in Parliament. But if an Opposition 
MP should ask a question like that he would be abused 
from the Government side saying that he is trying to 
undermine the war and the soldiers who have lost their 
life and so forth. So certain aspects of this war I cer
tainly admit as an Editor that we don’t probe hard 
enough. Also where there is probing, the information 
is also not readily forthcoming.

Audience:

Mr. Herath:

Can I just add one little thing to what Mr. Iqbal Athas 
said. Regarding the focusing on other areas of the 
war, actually the government’s story is a kind of a dif
ferent one to what some of the leading media person
nel are carrying in their newspapers. I mean, taking as 
an example the Eastern Province, once we had a large 
number of IDPs and some activities and the govern
ment settled some of these issues in the Eastern 
Province. Then the government feels that those stories 
were not carried in the non-govemmental media. That 
issue is also there. I think Sri Lankan journalists 
should be more familiar with the Eastern Province re
settlements, the Muttur incidents and some incidents 
in Sampur etc. I mean those things are very important 
in that sense. The other one is whether we focus on 
the Sinhala soldiers in the same way as the Tamil 
fighters. I mean there is a readymade answer in 
Colombo media that these people are fighting for the 
wrong war. The other people are fighting for a good 
cause. I mean this particular mindset also gets some 
space in the media in Colombo. I think that is also one 
point that we need to take into consideration.

'

You were talking about technology in war reporting. 
How has technology made your life miserable when it 
comes to sources writing an email?

Mr. Athas;

Well that is a very good question. Technology has not 
been very friendly towards me. If I may share a 
secret, certainly not in as far as it relates to my tele
phone conversations or even my mobility to a large 
extent, but I must make one point very clear before I

Mr. Athas:
s :

Let me just add one point to what Mr. Herath said-1 
have no quarrel over the remarks he made, but I 
would like to point out one distinct area where there 
was a problem - indeed there was a problem which 
related to the IDPs in the East, but it is my experience, 
having dealt with a few people who were involved in
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even talk about this. The very fact that I have been 
covering this separatist insurgency from day one, 
when I joined the now defunct Sun newspaper, at the 
age of 19,1 was assigned to cover Tamil political par
ties. So I had a ringside view of the transition from 
moderation to militarism. The only asset I consider I 
have - well the others I can tell you categorically have 
been checked out by the government and from that I 
don’t have any other tangible assets, is the fact that I 
have been able to relate to quite a number in the very 
security Establishment that I report about.

Audience:

Mr. Athas:

But these are more individual counselling rather than 
study on the effects of the war itself. And where your 
question is concerned there undoubtedly is a degree of 
what I might call a professional fatigue, but as against 
that we have also seen a cycle in the Sri Lankan con
text of various phases when the war comes to a halt 
and then it shifts to peace whenever there is a cease
fire. So, we have seen that sort of alternative. To some 
extent that reduces the effect.

Mr. Jayasinghe:

Because this war is going on for so long, one thing is 
that it is no longer news and even if it is news it does 
not shock anybody, I mean when you say 10/15 peo
ple killed it is no longer news, because it is so com
mon. I think that is what happened to the Sri Lankan 
conflict and the longer it drags on unless there is 
something very dramatic, I think we are losing the 
interest of the outside world. Certainly there is, the 
war has anesthetized lots of people in the country 
itself. So, leave alone people outside, even within the 
country. And if you ask somebody when was the air
port attacked, people will not remember. It is so com
mon that people have forgotten.

Chairman:

I want to pick up one or two points from what Mr. 
Iqbal has said but really the much larger general ques
tion is when we speak about reporters in conflict, it is 
normally the journalists and the reporters and there 
isn’t you know in a sense, a deeper understanding of 
the kind of subjectivity or the experience of that par
ticular journalist itself. What we see as one of the 
transformations of what was once a case where truth 
was a casualty war to information warfare itself, 
which make the journalist an integral part of the war. 
So now you have the journalist-soldier. So this kind 
of proximity where your own craft and your own skill 
is no longer divorced from the act of producing war. 
That is one level. The second is the temporary dimen
sion. War was news earlier because war was the 
exception. It was the crisis but if a war goes on for 
twenty years and war is a constant state of crisis what 
happens to your relationship to the idea of being a 
reporter of crisis? As practitioners in this kind of long 
war, what happens to the subjectivity of the journal
ists, you know to get to the good old fashioned report
ing, what it means to be human, what does it means to 
understand human conditions?

This is something that happens quite a bit - I mean if 
I can relate a personal anecdote, there was a name that 
most Sri Lankans here will be very familiar with, 
Tarzie Vittachi - he and his son were guests at dinner 
at a time of the second JVP insurrection in 1988/89 
and I was also a guest on that occasion and Tarzie 
across the dinner table asked me, “Manik, was there 
anything that happened today that was important or 
interesting”, and I told him about a particularly mur
der where somebody’s head was in one place and the 
trunk was in another place and then Tarzie’s son, who 
was a teenager like 16 or 17 years old, excused him
self and left the room and since he did not come back 
for more than 10 minutes, the hostess went to find out 
what was wrong and found him hiding in the bath
room and she came back and told this to Tarzie and 
Tarzie said “look now”. This was Tarzie’s son by his 
French wife, he said “you know this kind of decapi
tated heads and so forth which can be dinner table 
conversation for us is not the same for him”. So you

Audience:

Due to trauma that the families have gone through, 
has the government done any kind of study, assess
ment study of the psychological trauma of the family 
of the soldier?

Mr. Jayasinghe:

No, I don’t know. May be the Ranaviru Seva 
Adikariya they are having some psychological - those 
people may be doing some programmes ....
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see you get benumbed and immune to it, which for anywhere in the world 
somebody else may not be the same.

Audience:
Audience:

I think Iqbal, you probably have more to add on this.
I think part of the motivation for asking this question 
is that precisely because of the information overload 
era, war does not move one any longer, and there is a 
particularly ethical and moral problem out there. 
When one speaks about how after World War I the best 
writing that has moved the world has not come out of 
journalism as much as in a sense, from much more 
personal writings where the journalist does not sepa
rate himself from the condition of war that he or she is 
in, where you are constantly reflecting on your being 
in the world as you write about war, and I am curious 
about whether there is any form of that kind of writing 
that happened in the context of Sri Lanka.

Chairman:

Mr. Athas:

Well, this is not the first time that pronouncements 
have been made that the war has been won.
Successive governments, both politicians and military 
leaders have been making pronouncements, but there 
is a distinct difference in this phase of the war and 
these assertions are coming in the backdrop of dissent 
being, you know, suppressed. You know dissenting 
comment is being suppressed, dissenting analysis is 
being suppressed. There is, however a widespread 
feeling that sooner than later the LTTE would be fin
ished. I think essentially the authorities feel that the 
media is hostile towards them. That is the reason why 
they feel that the media is hostile and whatever we

Well I would say that there is a little, but not as much report goes against their interests. I think this is true 
as we would like, I mean we don’t get the kind of not only on the military leadership but even on the 
reporting that you saw in the 2nc^ World War or some- political establishment because what we see since 
thing like that, but there are times when I think there 1993 with President Kumaratunga coming to power - 
are journalists still who have sufficient humanity left she had this feeling that she came to power - that she 
in them, despite seeing all this blood and who do write was a creation of the media. So most of the people 
fairly moving stories of the human condition as a who feel that they are the creation of the media, they 
result of the war. But not as much as it might have fear that the media can bring them down. So what's 
been. happening is the military think that media is more

powerful than it actually is, and that media is able to 
somehow mould public opinion and change the course 
of the conflict. They feel that they are on the right 
track. But they feel that a particular journalist will 
somehow scuttle the good work that they are doing 
and they don’t want the journalist anywhere there, and 
they don’t want any sort of questioning of the kind of 
campaign that they are doing because they feel they 
are right and the media must support them and if you 
don’t support us then you are with the enemy. So, 

You say the war is won, I think it is for the nth time it there is sort of - nothing in between, I mean this is 
is being won. So there again you know it is not... we 
have been down this road before.

Audience:

Just a comment, really. As far as I am aware this war 
is on the way to being won. If this war is being won, 
why won’t the government allow the press the cover
age. You think they would be happy and delighted to 
put there side of the story out.

Audience:

exactly what we are facing today. From our side we 
have tried to tell them, look it is perhaps in your inter
est to allow journalists access to go and actually see 
what is going on, but that has for some reason not got 
through to them.

Audience:

(Not clear) Frankly from another side it looks pretty 
strange. You know there is something really wrong 
going on. If they are not prepared to allow anybody to 
enter the war zone -at all - that is always unheard of Foreign journalists are (Not clear)

i

Audience:
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Chairman:

Not unless they get permission from the Ministry and 
almost inevitably their visit is structured and I mean I 
can give you one example. I represent ‘Kyodo News’ 
and I made an arrangement for a Japanese correspon
dent to go to Jaffna, made the hotel booking for him 
and made certain arrangements so that he could have 
an interpreter. What happened? The Army was very 
welcoming - they said we can look after him much 
better in our own hotel than where he would go and 
our interpreter would be able to do better that the guy 
you have arranged. So at the end of it, it was a total
ly structured visit.

Mr. Athas:

But in fairness, I must say that there are journalists 
reporting from the frontline right now. I think the 
state media has some people, there are TV crews there 
and also some journalists from the print media who 
have gone and taken some pictures. But what I fear is 
that we are also seeing reports, also in the state media, 
saying that some of the journalists who are going 
there and reporting from the frontline even though 
they are from the state media are apparently in the pay 
of such and such an undesirable foreign journalist and 
selling pictures to him. That sort of scurrilous stuff 
also has emerged.

Audience:

They are undermining the whole journalistic effort?

Chairman:

I thank the panelists very much and all of you ladies 
and gentlemen for being here today. Thank you very 
much.

(CONCLUSION OF SESSION 6)
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dous impact in the social aspects of the life that we 
lead, economics of it. So by this I think I will just 
spell out what generally is called new media-internet, 
mobile phones, websites, screening audio, the chat 
rooms, email, online communications, blogs, most 
importantly blogs, DVD, internet telephoning, virtual 
reality environments and so on. So there is a huge 
range, massive range which constitutes new media. 
With that broad sketch of what new media is, even if 
it means I am hemming in the speakers today to stay 
with that territory, let me introduce to you the first 
speaker, Prof. Rohan Samarajeewa, the Executive 
Director, LIRNasia. and former Director General of the 
Telecommunication Regulatory Commission. I have 
great pleasure in inviting Prof. Samarajeewa.

;

Chairman - Dr. D.B. Nihalsingha:

Good afternoon. It gives me great pleasure to chair 
this session on New Media and its challenges and we 
are going to have 2 distinguished resource persons 
who would be making short addresses of about 15 
minutes duration and thereafter we will open the floor 
for discussion.

Before we start off I thought I will just define the 
parameters of the discussion. I think you know what 
media is and then what new media means. New media
is generally understood in terms of digital technology 
and what the consequences that emanated from digi
talization of media technology and the rapid spread 
thereof as a result of globalization. The interesting 
part of this is new media also means old media, that is 
the other interesting part and how old media has
become new media in the process or the old media is 1998j , was mnning the Regulatory Commission so I 
straddling the two. That is also an interesting aspect of had some numbers from that time , imag;ned what 
new media. So the defining factors of new media is its 
rapid spread, its increase in volume of communica-
ti°n. massive volumes are involved and instead of the challenges stili ahead. I was asked to see what possi- 
old definition of media that has been one to many, it is ble appiications there could be to the Colombo 
many to many. It has enabled the communication of Declaration, 
many to many. That is I think, a good way of summa
rizing what new media and its effects could be. The Just to give you context because I always like to see 
other part is its accessibility, it is enormously accessi- telecommunications in context of other things - this is 
ble to all manner of people. It does not respect bor- the period 1981 to 2002. We are using the same sur- 
ders. It crosses borders instantly and it has spelt what vey, same methodology, the Central Bank consumer 
some scholars have called that depth of distance and finance survey. The top line in blue or light blue is 
these attributes have led to inter-activity which is the radio and right next to that in kind of pink is electric

ity-just below that is television and then there is rela
tively safe sources of drinking water below that and 

Now taken together, new media has posed extensive rjght at the bottom or not right at the bottom but close 
challenges to life as we knew it, know it, and will be bottom, the brown line which has got a little bit
in the future because it has had, it will have tremen-

Prof. Rohan Samarajeewa:

Thank you. Basically I am asking what new media is 
in Sri Lanka. I had some fim with it because back in

lii:iihr
this talk could have been if I gave it in 1998 and I con
trast this with today. I have also identified some of theI
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kind of telephone in the house. You don’t get extra 
points if you got more than one telephone, but some 
kind of telephone in the house. That shows that about 
20 per cent of the households had some kind of tele
phone in the house in 2001/2002. In 1996/97, which 
is closer to our 1998 marker, it was way below 10. So 
there is a big change in that particular indicator. If 
you take the 7 or 8 years before 1998, the lower line 
is mobile and the upper line is fixed phones and you 
can see there was some kind of growth that happened 
those last few years, but it was pretty pathetic for a 
country of approximately 20 million people to have 
this few phones. Now when you think about phones 
- so we had about 500,000 fixed phones pretty much 
all wire line, that is the copper wire coming into the 
house and about 200,000 mobile phones, rather big 
objects compared to today’s ones - no ADSL, no 
WIMAX, no HSPA, little use of SMS or no use of 
SMS one could even say. Some information services 
using cell broadcasting. You could still get the crick
et scores and a few things. Even ISDN came in 1999. 
A few websites existed at that time, but very, very stat
ic. A media website started in around 1998. I don’t 
think they were making money at that point. But they 
started making money shortly thereafter. It was a 
business oriented, pure online publication - Lanka 
Business Online. Obviously no blogs and no blog 
aggregators. In telecom we like to talk about some
thing called calling opportunities. Even if you don’t 
want to call all these people, you had the possibility of 
calling only about 700,000 people within the country.

Now, 2001/2007 - there is a little break in the middle, 
but I tried to take the same time period. Our starting 
point is somewhere around a million and we move to 
8 million mobile phones and to 3 million so-called 
fixed phones. I will tell you why I say so-called. Our 
projection is that over 70 percent of households will 
have phones. This is now LIRNEay/a data from a sur
vey done in 2006. We conduct the survey throughout 
Asia, bottom of the pyramid (socio economic groups 
D and E) and in Sri Lanka we are representing about 
4 million people living outside North and East who 
are in socio economic groups D and E. Some of these 
numbers, say for example the columns are absolute 
numbers which is why Sri Lanka looks puny. The 
unbroken grey line is how many households at that 
point had some kind of telephone in their homes, at 
the bottom of the pyramid, 41 per cent which means

that the country as a whole had more. We are project
ing that by this year it should be 72 per cent and we 
are doing the survey now, the field work teams are on 
the ground at this moment, so we should be able to 
either say that we were right or we should come and 
apologize.

What is the situation with regard to new media? We 
have about 3 million fixed phones but the majority of 
these are richer in features. They have screens, they 
can do SMS. They can receive information in text 
form, including calling numbers. The majority of 
these phones are mobile phones dressed up to look 
like fixed phones for regulatory reasons. Eight mil
lion mobile phones at end 2007, actually the number 
is about 10 million now. At the end of 2007, there 
were about 100,000 fixed broadband users—that is 
people who don’t do dial up using whatever methods 
and several thousand mobile broadband users ADSL 
which we have had since 2003.

I don’t need to go through that very heavy use of 
SMS. The tipping point I believe for SMS was New 
Year’s Day 2003 I think, when suddenly the network 
got congested and people caught on a thing called 
SMS. Information services using cell broadcasting 
channels are available though not as many as I would 
expect. Mobile voting is very popular in this country, 
Sirasa Super Star is the best example. Mobile pay
ments are available, cameras are on many hand sets, 
MMS is available and used but again not everybody 
does it.

Most newspapers are accessible. About a 1000 blogs 
exist, I am told. There are blogs in all three languages, 
three blog aggregators, which is sort of an easy way of 
getting at Sri Lanka-related blogs. Lots of social net
working, I refuse to get into this, there has got to be a 
distinction between my children and I, so let them do 
that. Twittering, which is a kind of information serv
ice, is also going on but very little. E-commerce is 
available. Basic e-gov services are emerging. When 
I say basic e-gov, I don’t mean only on the web, where 
you can download your passport forms and stuff like 
that, but you are able to get useful information using 
the 1919 government information service, which is I 
think profound improvement on what existed before. 
Compared to 700,000 calling opportunities we got 11 
million more or less today.
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I am going to focus on mobiles because the territory 
that Mr. Nihalsinghe laid out is a very large territory 
and I would do no justice to it in 15 minutes. I am 
going to focus on mobiles because in all countries it 
has got a role in news gathering even if penetration is 
very low, because of the camera functions and various 
taping functions and so on, it can contribute to main
stream media as well as to citizen journalism. It is a 
major dissemination medium in countries with signif
icant penetration. It is the fastest growing technology 
of communication that we have seen. People used to 
be impressed by radio and TV but this has beaten them 
hollow. Many of our people will experience the 
Internet not through a computer on a desk but through 
a fancy mobile handset.

Right, so let us look at newsgathering. This is a little 
quote from Burma, Myanmar. You can see how they 
use the Internet, email, blogging, etc. These are kind 
of pictures that would be generated from people like 
that, that the government would not want to see. I did 
not use pictures of dead bodies, but those pictures 
exist on the web.

But in the other form, they really want to get on the 
street against the President. That is smart. The former 
is not exactly dumb but sort of, just a mob. It is very 
intrusive.

I would really be annoyed by spam SMS because the 
mobile is increasingly being thought of as an exten
sion of one’s persona according to some psychological 
studies that have been done. People have psychologi
cal trauma when they lose their mobiles. It is like you 
took my personality away, you know. So you have to 
understand that this is not like losing a radio on a win
dow shelf. This is like somebody taking off part of 
your body and in many cases taking off part of our 
memories, because the only phone number that I can 
remember is that of my wife. I cannot remember any 
of the phone numbers any more because they are all in 
my mobile and the day I lose my mobile I am stuck. 
So people who use access to the mobile wrongly take 
a very large risk because they are intruding on some
body’s personal space. It is like I don’t want to talk to 
you but you are talking to me. I got other things to do 
but you are talking to me. I am going to take this big 
chair and I’m going to hit you on the head. So, it is I 
think a very risky thing to do, this spam SMS and I can 
tell you in Sri Lanka, the phone companies have been 
generally resistant to people who try to do spam SMS 
for the elections and so on.

Issues. Dr. Nihalsinghe talked about many-to-many 
communication. I have a bit of a problem with that 
concept. It think it’s better to think in terms of one-to- 
many and one-to-one. I think you have some grada
tion from the classic one-to-many which is one to 20 
million, you have one to 10,000 and one to 1000 and 
so on. They are not equal but I will just look at it 
again, narrowing it to two kinds of SMS: the broadcast 
SMS and the customer requested SMS which is, in 
technical terms, a one-to-one that fakes the look of a 
one-to-many and cell broadcasting which is a true 
one-to-many technology. We can technically do cell 
broadcasting to 10 million people if you want, but that 
kind of defeats the purpose.

Let us look at customer requested versus broadcast. 
Now broadcast SMS, some people call it spam, that is 
where you get these messages that you did not ask for. 
They just take numbers from various sources or they 
randomly generate numbers and they just spam you. 
And it can be used technically to assemble mobs. 
Now these are not very smart mobs, because they did 
not ask to be communicated with and if they are real
ly outraged against the President they might take to 
the street if they know which street to go to, I suppose.

Customer-requested SMS is a different story altogeth
er. Here you register; you say you want to be com
municated with. The classic case involved the 
NARAL Pro-choice America. Abortion rights people. 
You register - I want to know about new events that 
are happening in my area and I get messages because 
I have registered. That is customer-requested.

Now if we try to put these things into the broadcast 
rationale and we look at the basic logic of broadcast 
regulation, part of it is spectrum scarcity and you say 
this thing does not use extra spectrum, this does not 
even use a voice channel, all it uses are the signalling 
channels on the mobile frequencies that are already in 
place. So don’t worry about it. Then of course there 
is the power of idea, which is the sort of the big ele
phant that nobody talks about. We regulate these 
things because we are scared of the ideas not because 
of spectrum scarcity that is just the clothing that we 
wear around the nakedness of our fear of ideas.
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In the SMS mechanism, it is one to one really because example, for disaster, this is a perfect technology 
they go sequentially. Even if you use it to communi- because we can just go down the coast and give one 
cate to a million people, in actual fact it goes one after message on the base stations that are on the coast and 
the other and the basic mechanism is store and for- then we can give a different message to people who 
ward, deliver if possible. So, so many people have are like two miles away saying 'be ready to receive 
come and bothered me telling me that I should use it refugees and do not go to the coast' and we can tell the 
for disaster warning and I told them to go away people in Kandy to get the supplies ready. It is 
because it will reach them, you know four hours later addressable. A very important technology that unfor- 
if I am trying to reach about a million people. So an tunately has not been used much. It is immune to con- 
unlimited number of speakers can use SMS as long as gestion. Therefore it is ideal for public warning. We 
the mobile operators (or common carriers in our ter- can do millions if you want, because it is just one way, 
minology) will allow non-discriminatory use. There it goes and partly because it goes one way it can actu- 
are some rules, so in the NARAL case they said this is ally reach much further than a normal mobile signal 
controversial. So they said hell, so what is the prob- because for a mobile signal to work you got to get a 
lem. signal back from the little phone and your little 

phones are not very powerful. So there is a limit to 
the power of your little phone. In cell broadcast your 
phone is just the receiving instrument so you can get 

late what goes through the pipe. That is not our busi- k even two kilometres beyond where you would have 
ness. We just look after the pipes. You can send any 
kind of thing through the pipes, you know and quite a 
lot what goes through the pipes is bad stuff, but that is The really fascinating thing is that there are 65,000
not our business. So if people do ask for information separate channels in cell broadcasting, 65,000 unused

channels. These are logical channels - they don’t use 
spectrum and it will be crazy if somebody were to get 

However we have situations which I think Sanjana 65j000 messages on all the channels at the same time, 
will talk about more where SMS has been shut down because each message, the new one pushes out the old
in this country, February 4th to celebrate one So it would be a compiete madness to get too
Independence, we shut down SMS, see the profundity many, but 65,000 can be managed. You can do so by
of that. In order to the celebrate Independence we disaggregating society into different groups, you
close the roads and shut down SMS and also you get some very interesting things going, not disaster
know if you happen to live in the North and East wamjng which is my favourite application, but also
we’ll shut down phone service altogether. And as I other things. Between zero to 999 it has to be activat-
have said in a couple of occasions, somehow the ed hy the terminal user, after 1000 they have to be
Israelis and the Palestinians and lately even the swjtched on by the operator. Short messages. Not
Indians have figured out that it is better to have the very long Not getting into too much detail but
phone systems running when there are terrorists enough to communicate key messages. Anyway it is
around than to have the phone systems shut because getting a lot of momentum in 2008 - no need to talk
the terrorist have never used the phone system any- about that,
way. In my times they were using INMARSAT-B.
Now they use Thuraya. So you are not going to shut What are the possible revisions to the Colombo 
down Thuraya, are you?

In the telecom space there is a basic principle that I 
have always hung onto which is that we do not regu-

got a phone call.

to be registered, no problem.

can

Declaration? I generally believe that we should not be 
technology specific because if we are technology spe- 

Cell broadcasting, very quickly. A very interesting cjfic we ^ definitely setting ourselves up to be obso- 
technology, an extraordinarily interesting technology jete j i00ked at the Colombo Declaration and did not 
that we have not paid attention to. This is a true one- see very big changes that are required. You know 
to-many service. But it can be localized. Its real there is one section on radio and one on TV or some-
value is not in hitting 10 million people at once but in thing like that. perhaps a statement against the shut
connecting to people who are in a locality. So for ting down of telecom networks and or functionalities
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can be added. Perhaps some kind of safeguards on 
violation of privacy through unsolicited broadcast 
SMSs or abuse of cell broadcasting. Thank you.

details because this is not the time and I assume that 
this audience more than others is acutely aware of 
those challenges and needs no introduction certainly 
from me. But I do wish to just very briefly highlight 
some of the problems and issues that are pertinent to 
new media and ICT- information communications 
technology.

Earlier this year you had the incredible declaration 
from the Inspector General of Police that the use of 
mobile phones by victims of rape can actually help 
identify the victim and bring the rapist to justice. The 
idea being that the victim can record the act of rape 
and then use that as evidence in a court of law. We 
have a regime that believes that to protect children 
from pornography the best way to set about doing that 
is to create paid account which are then only accessed 
by parents so that you then protect the children from 
pornography on the web. We have a regime that 
believes that sharing mobile phones is illegal and also 
gives rise to terrorist activities. We have as Rohan 
said a lot of CDMA phones which are technically 
mobile phones parading as fixed phones. But earlier 
this year the regime also said that you cannot shift the 
locations of these phones. So you can only have what 
is essentially a mobile phone in the premises for which 
it was registered to. You had a regime that said that 
the environment and global warming can actually be 
addressed by taxing mobile phone usage. So the more 
you actually use the phone the more you were taxed 
and this was to protect the environment.

I have just come back from India in the morning and 
I was very surprised to see that NOKIA in India is 
introducing a range of mobile phones which will never 
ever be brought to Sri Lanka because they have GPS. 
In Delhi now, for example, you can buy a NOKIA 
model which has built-in maps and you can actually 
navigate roads in that city quite easily. It is a service 
that is encouraged by the Federal Government. 
Unfortunately the Ministry of Defence in Sri Lanka 
thinks that all GPS devices also give rise to terrorist 
activities and indeed helps suicide bombers. Our 
Executive does not understand, very possibly does not 
use and has arguably extremely little experience with

Chairman:

Thank you very much Professor. I think the Professor 
dwelt on the extensiveness of the development of new 
media and its spread specifically in Sri Lanka. The 
spread is in geometrical progression and massive and 
he gave us some very interesting and telling statistics 
about the spread. Perhaps during the question time we 
can discuss some aspects of the challenges which are 
posed by this spread of this new media as well as the 
impact they have on old media which have had to turn 
a new phase.

Now coming on to the next speaker, he is Mr. Sanjana 
Hattotuwa, who is a senior researcher in the Media 
Unit of the Centre for Policy Alternatives. I have great 
pleasure in inviting Mr. Hattotuwa to address us.

Mr. Sanjana Hattotuwa:

Good afternoon. In a very brief presentation I wish to 
lay out some issues that I think are pertinent if we are 
going to revisit the 1998 Colombo Declaration. By 
integrating some of that which Prof. Samarajeewa also 
spoke about I think our two presentations complement 
each other quite nicely, and with that foundation in 
mind I just want to leave some thoughts with you that 
the drafters of the new revised Declaration can per
haps keep in mind when they are making the final doc
ument. But of course we need to ground this in the 
current context and citizen journalism and new media 
are terms that might be applicable in other countries, 
but in Sri Lanka they have specific meaning and new med,a- 1 am Just g°ine t0 leave y°u with that 
indeed because of the particular context we are living because that 1 think is a real challenge that we
in. a specific importance. I won’t go into too much need t0 thlnk about when we are talking about the pro-

K motion and development of new media in the country.
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I want to leave you with 4 key points.

There is an increase in awareness and need for citizens 
who report to be protected for what they say, what 
they do.

There is also the need for mainstream media ethics to 
recognize what is called user generated content UGC 
which is blog, SMS, mobile videos, a whole range of 
content that is being produced by citizens, to treat 
them as sources in the same manner as mainstream 
media would treat other sources. We need to be acute
ly aware that unlike in 1998 the new gate keepers, the 
new censors are internet service providers, businesses 
- businesses have now have the potential to censor 
information in as much as in the same way as in 1998.

New media today is not going to be new media forev
er and will possibly be incorporated into what I under
stand and conceived to be media, so the distinctions of 
new and old will disappear. I also believe and quite 
strongly that there will always be a role for journalism 
and journalists and I make the distinction between 
those who would say, blog casually on a particular 
issue that moves them as opposed to those who treat 
that as a profession and approach it as such. What I 
suggest, however, is that citizens are increasingly tak
ing upon themselves to bear witness to events and 
processes around them. They are not waiting for jour
nalists to report on them. Very often and this is the 
case certainly internationally as well, they are the first 
eyes on a particular incident or scene or process and 
they will capture these events, processes and incidents 
on the ground using the mobile phone, which is actu
ally now a mini computer. Many mobile phones such 
as Blackberry’s and the high end Nokia N series have 
a computing power equivalent to the first computer 
that I started to use in the mid 1990’s. So you are 
going to have citizens who are going to use these 
devices to capture processes and incidents without 
waiting for mainstream media at all. And what is 
important here to recognize is if you thought about 
mainstream media as a channel through which these 
incidents and processes were communicated to the 
body politic and society, you are now going to have 
citizens talking among themselves with the content 
that they created. So it is going to be a citizen to citi
zen discussion increasingly in parallel to that which 
the media will report on.

But because of this, particularly in a country like Sri 
Lanka where the Government and other armed actors 
don’t want you to bear witness to certain incidents and 
processes such as human rights violations, those who 
do and report on it will be increasingly at risk in a 
number of ways.

Earlier this year you had the first English newspaper 
actually encourage citizens to capture events on the 
ground and send it to them for subsequent publication. 
This was the Daily Mirror, for those of you who are 
outside the country, an English Daily. They ran up a 
scheme or a project called “Informant” where they ran 
a full page ad asking citizens to use their mobile 
phones to capture events. The first time it happened.

What I don’t see and would like to see in the revised 
Declaration is the understanding that citizen journal
ism and citizen journalism also needs to get the same 
kind of protection that professional journalists get. 
This is an important point because as I said you are 
going to move forward into a future where they are 
going to be the eyes on the ground much more than 
journalists.

We also need legal protection. As Editor of 
Groundviews, a citizen journalism initiative, I wrote 
to the Editor of the Island in 2007 over the publication 
of an article that appeared on the site without attribu
tion and with significant edits. I took this up with the 
Editor and got the article published again in full, with 
attribution. This is the only case that I know of really 
where a blogger has taken a complaint to the PCC, 
written to the Editor, and subsequently got the full 
article published.

I strongly believe that the PCC needs to wake up, 
because the PCC does not understand new media. I 
have repeatedly along with other bloggers written to 
the PCC asking for a progressive, constructive dia
logue, to move forward on getting bloggers and 
mainstream media and editors and journalists togeth
er to talk about this issue. The PCC did not respond. 
This is very unfortunate because I think there is a huge 
space, an opportunity for collaboration and talking 
about these issues which I think affect both bloggers 
and the mainstream media community.

I want to focus on ISPs. What we have today is, 
almost all our ISPs, Internet Service Providers, the
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ones who provide internet communications to all of 
you who are in Sri Lanka. They do not question the 
Rajapaksa administration and certainly do not ques
tion the Ministry of Defence and I use the word 
supinely subservient because that is what they are. 
What I want to leave you with is this. It is quite sim
ple that freedom of expression on and new media on 
the web and the internet is as important as freedom of 
expression in print and electronic media. ISPs need to 
be accountable and open about what they do and how 
they do it to their customers and indeed citizens of Sri 
Lanka. They must catalogue requests made by the 
government and the MOD to curtail communication, 
to monitor communications, to restrict communica
tions. You cannot say that there is no paper trail. You 
need a well defined legal process for the government 
to ask ISPs to do things in such a manner and I don’t 
know, I mean perhaps possibly you need agencies and 
think-tanks to take up public interest litigations and 
may be the creation of an independent watchdog.

The last point that I want to leave you with is fighting 
against the rise of a nanny state. Now the government 
wants us to protect our children - I am a parent as 
well. I certainly agree with the fact that we need to 
protect our children from pornography, but it does not 
really tell us how it is going to do this. It is an incred
ible technical challenge to do this. It could also be 
pornography today but the same technology can be 
used to create what is called the Great Firewall of 
China.

paternalist Executive saying that he has all the 
answers and that he feels the need that children should 
be protected and therefore all ISPs then agree to filter 
the net in a manner that is completely opaque to the 
customer and the citizen. And, in a manner using 
technologies that we may have a reason to believe, 
could be used for other purposes in the future given 
the nature of the regime.

So there are a number of ways I mean that, in the 
scope of the limited time that I have available, both for 
parents at the level of their PC at home, and at the 
level of the ISP and indeed, at the level of some of the 
websites that, say Google, that you might visit, there 
are ways in which you can restrict the content, it is 
called moderate, you know, safe-searches. So if you 
put safe-searches on, you would not possibly get the 
content that is pornographic in nature. So it is a com
bination with parent education, and New Zealand has 
gone further. They have programmes in pre-schools 
and schools that actually teach the children, how to 
surf the web safely. New Zealand has taken a very dif
ferent approach to Australia. So I would say that all 
three are needed, parent, children and may be some 
filtering, transparent filtering, by ISPs and the State.

Audience:

-

jUji.- Inaudiblelit!Iii Mr. Samarajeewa:

That is because you are not using the filters that you 
can instal in your computer because it is your respon
sibility to put the virus guards and the filters which are 
available, which are commercially available. One 
suggestion that came in this debate, not from our
selves, but from another blogger is that the govern
ment could get a site licence for the screening soft
ware and distribute to people so that it is not even a 
cost to them and they can set it at whatever level they 
want. The basic principle is that do you do it at the 
level of the home computer access device and allow 
people the right to calibrate it, put it on a moderate 
search, safe-search, etc or do you do it at the centre 
and you decide what the criteria is for everybody. That 
is a very simple architecture of search and of software 
design and everywhere else in the world it has been 
taught that the most effective would be to do it at the 
terminal and the whole thing is actually driven by

i1 :
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3 ) Audience:
miii Inaudible

i
Mr. Samarajeewa:

Well, the Australian government just last week initiat
ed a regime that all its citizens cannot anymore opt out 
of - what is a combination of state level filtering of 
pornography plus parent education. There has been a 
very lively debate that I encourage anybody interested 
in the issue of filtering pornography in Australia over 
the past two - three years where the Federal 
Government has suggested that there needs to be some 
form of filtering necessary to protect families and chil
dren. But unlike in Sri Lanka, the manner in which 
they have gone about it is deeply contested but has 
been open to public debate. It is not as if you had
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schoolnet about government supplying computers and 
doing it and going into schools. When we were 
designing in Sri Lanka we clearly had the idea that we 
would be putting the filters at the school level not for 
the whole country.

Just two points. RSF and the OSCE in 2005 came out 
with a recommendation for regulating new media and 
on the web and this is actually my presentation includ
ing the links so you can read it in full - point No. 2 of 
the RSF and OSCE recommendations were in a dem
ocratic and open society it is up to citizens to decide 
what they wish to access on the internet. Filtering of 
content by governments is unacceptable. Filters 
should only be installed by internet users themselves. 
Any policy of filtering at national or local level con
flicts with the principle of the free flow of informa
tion. This is RSF.

nity, but there seems to be for some reason a lack of 
any interest in doing that despite repeated overtures 
made to, personally speaking, and I know other blog
gers who have as well some of whom are in this audi
ence, to the PCC to get this discussion going. That is 
why I said I think it is because they don’t see the need 
to do this that they don’t understand, they don’t get it. 
I am not going to comment on the independence, the 
constitution of the PCC because that is beside the 
point. May be it is a factor, may be it is not. Frankly 
I am not interested. But the challenge is can we get 
this discussion going because I certainly am interest
ed, the bloggers are interested, what is keeping you?

Audience:

Depending on whether you see the internet either as a 
technology, a medium or a space, the kind of legal 
regulatory regime, you know what you create, 
depends on that. So if we see it as a medium or a tech
nology then you end up with this kind of hyper regu
latory, you know the entire language, scarcity etc, but 
if you see that as a space which is to be actually 
understand, then you have the possibility of even 
thinking about the language which we have seen yes
terday which is of self-regulation. Is there a way in 
which, you know in Sri Lanka, if you are thinking 
about the possibilities of self-regulating communities 
which actually take us, you know seriously.

On the question of pornography which is related, I 
mean should we not be reframing the question 
because on the one hand as people who have been 
arguing consistently, fighting for freedom of speech 
and expression in a way one could draw the line 
between old and new media as the difference between 
paternalistic access and defiant access, so we always 
said that the state should not regulate what we hear, 
listen or watch and we fought towards that end, but 
the moment it comes to new media, the anxiety of 
pornography and children automatically puts us with
in this kind of imagination of paternalism - I think 
there is a serious question to be asked also from our
selves as regulators and you know how do we engage 
with the question of pornography in children, yes, it is 
a concern but is it to be distinguished for example 
between sexuality and children. I mean, you know as 
much as I know for a fact that we access pornography 
rather early on in life and you are not yet completely

Audience:

I was interested to hear what you had to say in respect 
to the non-responsiveness of the Press Complaints 
Commission and I am just wondering if you can say a 
little more on that. Is there an issue relating to the 
independence of the Commission? Is it in relation to 
the institutional capacity or strength of the 
Commission or is there some other reasons for no 
remedies being available?

Mr. Hattotuwa:

I don’t know. You will have to ask the PCC yourself. 
All I am saying is that I am here and right now issu
ing a challenge to the PCC and there are bloggers in 
this audience who I know will share that challenge 
with. I can along with the other bloggers bring to a 
table some of, if not the leading voices in the Sri 
Lankan bloggers sphere. They are renowned authors, 
they write on a range of issues, they write in English, 
Sinhala and Tamil. And they have been published in 
mainstream media. They are in a sense unchanged 
journalists who write possibly better content than 
most of what I read in mainstream media today. I 
think that the PCC is missing out on a wonderful 
opportunity to embrace some of these policies, get 
them to meet mainstream media journalists and get a 
discussion going. That was the suggestion, that is 
actually the interest also of bloggers and it saddens us 
as a community and I include myself in that commu-
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deranged and how do we deal with the question of the 
image. Is the problem sexual explicitness? You can 
have extremely sexually offensive speech which is 
you know everyone is dressed, for example all the TV 
serials in India, everyone is dressed very decently, but 
they are sexually offensive and you can have sexually 
explicit speech which is not offensive. So let us deal 
with the politics of the image in a slightly different 
way rather than getting into the problem with the 
image of explicitness being the problem alone. I 
would just want to know your position on this one.

Mr. Samarajeewa:

I have been in the university and I talk like that. I am 
in the policy world and I talk differently. When I was 
in the university I had several published papers on 
electronic space looking at spatiality, looking at what 
space means, is it to construct, what does time mean, 
what does the space mean, etc, even went and looked 
at the Roman Agora and the fact that it was originally 
a marketplace before it became a forum for public 
expression. These things are very good, but in my 
world, dealing with policy makers, I deal with regula
tors, I deal with I don’t know what, but I deal with 
people in the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka. So in this 
world people work with sort of standard categories 
and they work with things like media and even when 
they, for example, if you take that famous case which 
held the Press Council Bill to be unconstitutional, 
Justice Ranganathan’s case 1997, the whole thing was 
belt out, for god sake red lion of 1956 or something, 

- the US case right, this is how these things are done on 
this scarcity arguments and so on.

So you do have to work with construction which they 
are comfortable with and I don’t think we will get very 
far by telling them that it is space and it is not a medi
um while for our purpose of analysis I think it will be 
useful to think in very academic abstract terms. I 
don’t think that the way the internet will get regulated 
or not is not going to depend on whether one treats it 
as a space or as a technology, but it will basically be 
on what they will get away with because this is not a 
conceptual game, this is about people trying to do, try
ing to exercise power in every which way they can. 
Luckily they are not very good and we will get away 
with a lot of stuff before that. So I will be happy to 
talk about it for two hours on this subject but at this

point I will say that the medium language is what we 
will have to work with.

Mr. Hattotuwa:

Listen, this is a difficult question and it is very emo
tive which is why it is difficult to address. I am of the 
opinion for example, if you take child pornography 
Google has created fairly sophisticated programmes 
for the equivalent of the National Child Protection 
Authority - NCPA which is the Sri Lankan equivalent, 
I forget what the equivalent in the US is, but they have 
created fairly sophisticated programmes to actually 
identify that type of content on the web and to identi
fy and to block it and to prevent it from being 
accessed. Let me rephrase it, my issue is quite sim
ply this and it is that you have a state in Sri Lanka 
which takes it upon itself to determine what is right 
and what is wrong.

Now frankly even the definition of pornography can 
be contested. When the issue was flagged on Prof. 
Samarajeewa’s organization’s blog, ‘Lenaja’ blog, the 
image was quite an interesting one which was of the 
Sigiriya frescoes that had over the breast of the 
women a black box suggesting that this is also content 
that could by someone somewhere be interpreted as 
pornographic and yet these are images that we have 
grown with and never thought twice about it because 
it is part of our cultural heritage. The issue is quite 
simple, that you have an Executive, you have a regime 
and you have the willing acquiescence of ISPs in this 
country, no questions asked whatsoever to accommo
date whatever definition of the Executive and the 
regime and to create architectures of censorship and 
blocking this kind of content with absolutely no pub
lic debate.

The issue and I speak as a parent is also this: Where is 
my agency to bring up the child in the manner that I 
want to bring up she or he and the agency quite cor
rectly as Rohan said also lies with individual user in 
the family and the PC and the device that they access 
the internet from. There are technologies. In Australia 
they have subsidized this so that it is available free of 
cost to all households in Australia and there needs to 
be user education at that level as well because I can 
tell you quite frankly I mean I come from a pretty con
servative family myself but I had access to pom, of
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course, not electronically, at a very young age and as 
you said we did not end up deranged. So I am not 
entirely sure where a paternalistic Executive imposing 
his own definition of what is pornographic and not - 
coupled with the fact that ISPs don’t seem to be able 
or willing to question that it is going to get us and the 
very real fear there is pornography today but the same 
technology, the real danger is that it could be used to 
curtail inconvenient truths to this regime or any other 
regime in the future if you go down this path given the 
nature of the regime and the (inaudible) of democracy 
that we have in Sri Lanka, the repercussions I fear can 
be quite dangerous.

Dr. Nihalsingha:

I am afraid that we have come to the end of our time. 
I am sorry that the time allocated to us does not per
mit any further discussion on a subject which does 
deserve extensive discussion. I think the two speak
ers addressed particular aspects of Sri Lankan New 
Media and its spread and identified some areas where 
there are certain challenges. As I said, I sincerely 
hope we should have had more time at our disposal 
but we have to give up this auditorium for the next 
session. So let me thank Prof. Samarajeewa and Mr. 
Hattotuwa for the very interesting and in-depth pre
sentations they made on two different aspects of New 
Media in Sri Lanka.

Thank you very much.

( CONCLUSION OF SESSION 7)
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Wijevvardene to speak to you on business ethics and 
the print media.

Chairman - Mr. Dion Schoorman:

Welcome everyone for the second session in the after
noon on what is a very interesting topic which I 
believe will generate some lively discussions. I am 
joined today at the head table by some very appropri
ate people to address this topic for you. I am going to 
introduce them to you. On my right is Mrs. Neela 
Marikkar who really needs no introduction because 
she is a household name in advertising and public rela
tions. She is the chairperson and managing director of 
McCann Erickson USA.

Mr. Sujan Wijewardene:

I believe the subject of business ethics which has been 
included as a subject on the Colombo Declaration 
agenda is more in connection with the newspaper’s 
social responsibility with regard to advertising content 
as well as its bearing on the overall credibility of the 
newspaper. As far as I know, two issues of recent ori
gin have brought the matter of advertising content into 
focus. The first is the ongoing inquiry instituted by 
the Police Division functioning under the Prevention 
of Domestic Violence Act 34 of 2005. This centres 
mainly around the graphic content of advertisements 
to the extent of how provocative they are in inciting 
domestic violence including abuse of women and chil
dren. I believe the terms of the Act are quite wide. 
The second issue arose out of a recent scam where a 
financial institution ran a campaign of advertisements 
offering extravagant rates of interest and then ran 
away with the depositors’ money. What is immediate
ly worrying is the difficulty of ascertaining claims 
made in advertisements especially with regard to 
financial institutions. On the first issue what is, or is 
not provocative? I am afraid I am not the hands-on 
director on advertising matters in my company but 
they are here in the audience, including our general 
manager who could be better able to enlighten this dis
cussion as we proceed on the practical difficulties that 
newspaper companies face. I personally feel, we as an 
industry meet this issue and make our reading public 
aware that we are alive to their concerns. That is all I 
have at the moment.

I have Mr. Sujan 
Wijewardene, Director, Wijeya Newspapers Ltd., and 
on my left is Mr. Mangala Yapa, the CEO and 
Managing Director of Colombo Dockyard, and he is 
also a representative of the Chamber of Commerce.

So, business ethics, the topic is now a buzz word again 
I think, following recent incidents in the local scene 
and I guess it keeps coming up from time to time so it 
is a very appropriate topic. I just thought that I will jot 
down a few things of what I felt was business ethics 
before I ask our panel for their views. What really is 
business ethics? To me it can be defined as a written 
or unwritten code of principles and values that govern 
decisions and actions within a company. In the busi
ness world the organization’s culture sets standards to 
determine the difference between good and bad deci
sion-making and behaviour. Really, in the most basic 
terms, a definition for business ethics boils down to 
knowing the difference between right and wrong and 
choosing to do what is right. The phrase business 
ethics can be used to describe actions of individuals 
within an organization as well as the organization as a 
whole. Now I am going to ask our panelists to give us 
some of their views on business ethics from different 
perspectives. It is my pleasure to invite first Mr. Sujan

Chairman:

I would like to invite Mrs. Neela Marikkar to talk tor •
••
; .v\
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us and she is going to touch on business ethics and 
communication.

People might have questions about it but the fact of 
the matter is the way you create that message depends 
on the agency and the client. Now, the job of the 
media is that they carry those messages, but finally it 
is the consumer who makes that decision and I think 
we cannot blame all other parties and say the con
sumer. is not innocent. The fact is that the choice is 
before the consumer. Every single day there are ads 
offering interest rates, offering depositors all kinds of 
incentives to deposit their money and the facts are laid 
there for the consumer to decide and it is finally the 
consumer who makes the decision. It is not a forced 
decision, it is a free decision. Now, in this particular 
company the interest rates that they were offering 
were extremely high and that is perhaps the motivat
ing factor. Now, when you buy a car, when you buy a 
refrigerator, when you buy a house, the amount of 
investigation that a consumer does, you know, you 
check the warranty, you check the quality of the 
equipment, you check the after sales service, the cred
ibility of the company you buy from, I mean all those 
factors are taken into consideration. So there is insuf
ficient due diligence by the consumer when he 
decides to deposit his money in a financial institution. 
We have to say the consumer is very much part of that 
decision and if they choose to go with it, the question, 
of course, is if it is advertised in a manner that looks 
credible they might get misled. I am not denying the 
messages can be put in a way that might mislead. 
That may happen, but finally if it is something so 
important to you and if you are investing your hard- 
earned money, I think the onus is on you to check into 
everything before you actually deposit. It does not 
absolve all of the blame there is from you, there needs 
to be some framework in place that does safeguard 
consumers.

Mrs. Neela Marikkar:

Well, it is a very, very wide area and I think when they 
said can you talk about business ethics, I said hey, you 
know, that is too broad for me but I can look at it in 
the context of business ethics and communication. 
Just touching on the issues that Sujan talked about, I 
would like to add something more to it. I think this 
whole issue of the financial company that has been 
advertising - now there is a lot of argument saying 
that advertising agencies - and I represent that indus
try- I mean that we should be more responsible, do we 
regulate, do we just accept these advertising messages 
and do we just run it, do we not do our own checks. I 
think there are some flaws in this system and what 
happens to the advertising industry is, when a client 
comes to us we naturally assume that they are 
licensed, especially financial institutions, a telecom 
company you would assume that they would be 
licensed, I mean the key areas you would imagine that 
they would fall within the regulatory framework and 
that there are sufficient safeguards that govern the 
way that they operate. Now we don’t ask a client, you 
know, we need to see your licence, we need to see the 
agreement between you and the Central Bank. No, we 
don’t do that, and possibly this is an area that we 
might consider for future protection, but I think it is an 
awkward thing. I mean people come to us you know 
to ask us to give them ideas on how to sell their prod
ucts and services and for us to turn around and say we 
need to see your licence.

So I think to a large extent the job of the advertising 
agencies is to present the story, the facts, about a 
brand and a service and that is what we do and I think 
that yes, we present it in different creative ways.

In the case of the pyramid scam, the Central Bank 
went all out, they have so much of information, they 
had so much of publicity about the downside of pyra
mid scams and in the case of a financial company 
advertising, if there is doubt about certain products 
and services that are being offered and if these are 
companies that are not licensed to operate, then I cer
tainly think that the regulatory authority needs to step 
in and educate the consumer as well. !

!
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On the issue of advertising that might be provocative, 
it depends whose eye is provocative. As a woman, you
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know, it is a question that is always put to me - as a ic not static. We are not what we were 50 years back, 
woman do you advocate how women are used? I It is a different ball game today altogether. It is not just 
would put it this way, I cannot deny that our industry one man selling something to a client. It is a public 
does not use women in different ways and personally corporate trying to gain market share, trying to sell 
I cannot sit in judgement for that. I can only talk of something to the larger population in the country. But 
myself and my company and I think that if women are on the other hand, you also see that the sole proprietor 
used in a sexually overt manner it is offensive and I who was trying to do a business now gradually chang- 
don’t subscribe to that view. But there are situations ing into a professionally managed entity, and profes- 
where women are used for a particular message and I sionalism coming into business, which is a very inter
think that given that it is reasonably tasteful, it is esting and I think, a very good development, because 
acceptable. So I think the question is how far you professionalism talks a lot about ethics and codes of 
push that image and in my own capacity I would say conduct and ways of doing - certain parameters are 
that I would not encourage the overtly sexual and drawn, how the business is run. Obviously, the profes- 
sometimes where it is totally irrelevant to the product sional managers are also the agents of the investors 
and services you are selling. If it is relevant, yes. But who put the initial money into the company and obvi- 
if it is irrelevant, and it is just a means of getting peo- ously governed by their directives as to which way the 
pies’ attention and eye, I would object to that person- company should go. But at the same time certain bal

ances can be brought into business. I think today it is 
more timely and more relevant to talk about this. Not 
only do we have the problem of a financial company 
in Sri Lanka, the entire western economy is falling 
down and people are talking about it as the end of cap
italism. And yesterday, I was abroad and I was watch
ing in the airport lounge CNN and they were also talk
ing about what Karl Marx said, the collapse of capi
talism because governments are now buying all the 
financial institutions, basically nationalizing. Business 
creates a product or service and they sell it. That is 
their business. That is their job.

Like Neela said, it is the consumer who buys it. No 
matter what we serve, if the consumer does not like 
they will not buy it. Now what does the consumer 
buy? Is it a product or service? I would say it is a 
value proposition that the consumer buys. You don’t 
just^uy soap or shampoo or a car. Economists have 
identified two different things, one is the needs and the 
other is the wants. So if I manufacture something to 
be the need, I think advertising in the media creates 
the perception, perhaps delivering the message what is 
behind this entire product. The wants are met by 
advertising to create the perceived value in the minds 
of the consumer. So the level of social development 
and the freedom of the press will determine the extent 
of ethics that will influence the business. At a very 
primitive stage of social development I don’t think we 
can talk much about - I am sure we have done 
research, we have seen some of the advertisements 
that were used in the past which will talk very bluntly

ally. Thank you.

Chairman:

Thanks Neela, for that perspective. I now will ask Mr. 
Mangala Yapa to speak to us on the business commu
nity and how business ethics apply within the commu
nity.

Mr. Mangala Yapa:

Thank you. Let me go a little bit further on what 
Neela and Sujan spoke about from a business commu
nity perspective. The primary purpose of a business is 
profit maximization.1* Ladies and gentlemen in the 
audience you may not be very happy with this, but that 
is what businesses are for. Now Milton Freedman, a 
Nobel Prize winning economist in New York said in 
1970 that even from a social responsibility point of 
view, that is what businesses are for. Not to do any
thing else. So businesses are there to maximize prof
it. Of course, the development of business is dynam-
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on the product qualities but today you will use the stopped. What happens is that they blame the media,
message in a circular, you will try to present it in a The fact is at the end of the day these decisions to go
very attractive way to the consumer. But finally, like and put your money into a company are done with the
Neela said, it is the consumer who makes the decision freedom of choice by the consumer. The facts are pre-
to buy the product or the service. In my personal view sented and as I said there may be opportunities for
I think the business community has a responsibility to them to distort it to some extent, but people have to
proactively work within certain standards, certain finally decide whether they want that product or serv- 
codes of ethics and certain norms. In the long run, ice. So that does not absolve us of blame. No. But I
they will achieve their primary objective of profit think to a large extent I think the consumer is very
maximization but with sustainability in a sustainable much part of that,
manner. Otherwise, it will be a short run issue like in 
the case of the finance company. You can do it, you 
can fool most of the people most of the time but not 
all the people all the time. So businesses have to also 
realize this fundamental standing on this.

Chairman:

Audience:

Inaudible

Ms. Marikkar:

No, it is not allowed. I said when you create messages 
there is what is called creative licence. You know it is 
how you message that particular ad. So it is creativi
ty. That is what creativity is about. I think lying is 
wrong. I do not ever advocate that you can be dis
honest.

Thank you very much Mangala. The House is now 
open for questions.

Audience:

Distorted
Audience:

Mr. Yapa:
How do you explain an advertisement where a youth 

It is not the position. What I said was as the busi- uses a body spray of perfume, then he is being sur- 
nesses cannot passively wait till the consumer makes rounded by a dozen of women, 
a decision and things are improved in the long run, but 
that they have to act responsibly, act with certain 
ethics and certain standards. That is what I said. But

Ms. Marikkar:

There are two bodies who actually look at these areas. 
The Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation has its own 
codes for advertising on television and generally 
when you produce a commercial because it always 
runs on the Rupavahini it always falls within that 
purview. So it basically meets the needs for any other 
channel because you tend to run them on all channels. 
So in that respect especially culturally, the Rupavahini 
code is very sensitive to that. In terms of self regula
tion, there are certain guidelines that we have but it is 

I was talking specifically about this finance company, not mandatory, there is no punitive action if you don’t 
There has to be framework and safeguards and that is do it. We leave it for companies to act responsibly and
why I said that there has to be a framework and one if they don’t then people can complain and we can
has to assume that financial institutions are licensed to take it up. 
operate, telecom companies are licensed to operate, I 
mean that is something that in our industry we would 
take it as an assumption. If it is not, then there needs 
to be something in place because people can come in 
and you know, do scams like that, then they need to be

at the same time we cannot forget that businesses 
alone cannot be blamed for everything that is happen
ing in the whole world. It is the consumer who makes 
the decision. He is also educated. Advertising and the 
media give him the option to have various points of 
view and then of course he must make an intelligent 
decision.

Ms. Marikkar:

Audience:

Does it mean if somebody writes a complaint, will it 
be removed?
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Ms. Marikkar: genuine business and we would, I think, many compa
nies would - but there may be a lot of small agencies 
- may be a one man show who will not think about 
those things and who will just go out and do it without 
thinking. So I hope that answers your question. If 
they came through reputable agencies I doubt very 
much there would have been checks.

Unfortunately, we don’t have and never had standards 
boards and maybe these are the things that we can take 
up. Yes, there have been instances where advertising 
has been withdrawn because it is offensive and it just 
requires one complaint actually if it is a justified 
claim, and especially in Sri Lanka, clients are very 
sensitive, if they find that something is offensive they 
are very quick to take it off. It might go through some 
changes and is you know re-introduced. That does 
happen.

Audience:

Audience:

Until the very last moment nobody knew about its 
activities. Only after he left the country that the entire 
country knew about it and the Central Bank says they 
were warning the people about these bogus finance 
companies, but until the last moment, after thousands 
of people came to the Police and lodged their com
plaints that the country got to know about it. Do you 
have a mechanism to monitor this kind of activities in 
the business sector and do you think we need more 
legislation to monitor or catch these people ?

On what you spoke about the finance companies tak
ing the same example, is there any agency also to 
check whether they have a particular licence, because 
- after the Pramuka Bank fall, the Central Bank pub
lishes what are licensed finance companies - and what 
are not. I am not saying that the advertising company 
is to be blamed because as much as the ad company, 
advertisements are to blame for not making the right 
choice but then it is the way it is presented like you 
said. Most of us are gullible, most of the people who 
have invested in banks like Pramuka were retirees and 
I am not sure about Sakvithi because there are a lot of 
allegations saying it is black money, but that apart, is 
it not your responsibility to check on whether they 
have valid licence?

Panelist:

Well I think there had been so many incidents and I 
certainly think that the government should be regulat
ing much more carefully and if there are ways you 
know companies can work round it, I think those loop
holes should be shut, certainly.

Audience:

{Inaudible) I think that is something that the govern
ment should look into. The Central Bank looks only 
into finance companies. For example right now today 
there are many international schools who don’t come 
under the purview of the Ministry of Education. They 
are registered as private companies under BOI or just 
as a private limited company.

Panelist:

Ms. Marikkar:

Well let me put it this way. It depends. I don’t even 
know who the advertising agency was in this case and 
I don’t even know whether they were a 4A or IAA 
advertising agency. They may not have been. For all 
I know, he may have done his own ads. I am not even 
sure, and I wish I had that information with me. It is 
certainly not one of the reputable advertising agencies, 
because companies that belong to 4As, I would think 
they would be careful. So first and foremost you 
would do a check on the company that you take on as 
a client because you give them credit and you sign up 
for them in the media as well. You stand sort of as a 
guarantor for their credit as well. So you don’t nor
mally just take any client who walks through the door. 
I mean that would be foolish. You would do a check 
to make sure who they are, what is their reputation, 
you know what is the state of their business and if it a

I

They certainly carry a fair amount of the blame 
because it is motivated by greed - if somebody offered 
you 60 per cent return today - 72 per cent in some 
cases - I mean you think they were nuts.

Audience:

Would you think that the newspapers that publish 
these adverts were also nuts knowing that you cannot 
pay so much.
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Audience: very unfortunate. I do not think personally that the 
majority of the persons who have invested in these 
finance companies have invested because they have 
seen an advertisement. That is my personal view. 
Perhaps they were motivated by various other factors. 
Particularly the poor people who got caught, I don’t 
think they read advertisements in the newspapers and 
deposited their money, because they would not make 
that kind of a judgment.

Ms. Marikkar:

What we are talking about here I think, Mangala also 
mentioned this, all companies exist here to maximize 
their profits. What we are deciding right now is, okay 
what is the ethical profit line and what is the ethical 
way of doing things so that you are not taking people 
for rides and face it, every single advertisement is 
saying a little more than what you want it to say. I 
mean just driving down to this meeting today on my 
car radio I suddenly got the impression that if you sub
scribe to a particular telecom company you learn to 
speak three different languages, because that is why 
their ad - they are speaking in different languages.

Audience:

From my perspective, what I would say is that all this 
is a two-way street. You know there are news releas
es that are always given by companies because they 
feel they have a story to tell and basically they would 
use their public relations company to get their story 
set. You have a press conference or it might just be a 
news release. But really it is at the discretion of the 
newspaper whether they want to publish that, whether 
they want to publish it verbatim or whether they want 
to investigate it, see whether it is a newsworthy story 
and publish it. I am sorry, you know, I am amazed 
myself sometimes to see newspapers publish press 
releases verbatim and you see the same release in 
every newspaper, and I see it repeated in the same 
paper three weeks later. As a public relations compa
ny I say I will send you a story that I feel my client 
would like to have put in the public domain. But it is 
your decision, if you feel it is a rubbish story, it is not 
worth publishing it or I am going to edit it down or 
better still call up and investigate it further, I think 
that would be the way forward and that rarely hap
pens. I have been at so many press conferences and I 
find journalists very rarely ask questions but you find 
that the news release has been published word for 
word in the papers. They don’t investigate some of 
the things, and one of the other things is that in a way, 
you publish a story without investigating it, you are 
actually accepting that it is accurate. So people can 
make any claim in these articles and they pass it to 
you for publishing, make any claim and by the fact 
that you don’t question, and you just publish it, it is as 
good as it being the truth. So 1 think I would challenge 
the editor’s department. My head of PR probably 
should...

i

Definitely there is responsibility on everyone. I 
would not say it is only one-sided responsibility. But 
another aspect that I would like to highlight is that all 
this advertising is for the benefit of the consumer - 
the consumer ultimately pays for it. No business is 
advertising at a loss. So please bear that in mind, 
because it is to promote the product and to sell it, 
bring it to the consumer, that people advertise. One of 
the arguments that was put forward is all the licensed 
enterprises in the financial system have spent some 
400 million Sri Lankan rupees on advertisements 
within the last 10 months or so. That is a colossal 
amount of money that has gone in to bring these mes
sages to the public. Even if you try to prevent it that 
also costs consumers’ money. If the government tries 
to do something, bring some investigation, that also is 
the common man’s money. We are talking only about 
media. Most of the pyramid schemes and other things 
are promoted by individual touts, brokers and they get 
commissions if they promote it. So there is a cost to 
this thing and again that is recovered through whatev
er the monies that come through. The whole issue is I 
think, where we cannot segregate where the responsi
bility lies. Everyone is responsible. But if business 
moves towards professionalism, definitely these will 
be limited, and if all of us work to an ethical standard 
and certain guidelines and norms then things definite
ly will be much better. Perhaps if we go to regulate, it 
will give a totally negative connotation, more negative 
than in most situations. What we need is 
responsibility taken by each party to prevent it hap
pening. This is one of those cases that happened. It is

i

more
Audience:

Inaudible - journalists are paid for it. Why is it that
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no longer do you have press conferences in this coun- Audience: 
try without drinks and dinner? How many people get 
envelopes from ad agencies and PR firms?

Ms. Marikkar:

Does the advertising industry have a self-regulatory 
mechanism; a Code of Practice?

Ms. Marikkar:
: Well 1 don’t know about money passing hands. I am 

sorry, I cannot say because that would never work for 
us. I am sorry if I have done anything like that, I will 
be the first to look into it. As, far as we are concerned, 
we do have press conferences and we do have drinks, 
absolutely. We have dinner, we might have a function.
That is the way it is done, not only here. It is done 
world over. I am sorry there are times people who 
want transport to the venue as well. The issue is that Ms. Marikkar: 
when you are inviting somebody for a press confer
ence, I mean hopefully, I will have a cup of tea and I think some of it rests with the Fair Trade

Commission itself - who looks into some of these acts 
which - I think there has been a couple of ads which 
had been pulled out - which have been claiming 
things which just cannot happen. I am not talking 
about the recent ones. Every company racks its brains 
to try and find out something new to say - we have 29 
per cent fat in our full cream milk when somebody 
else has only 27 per cent. It’s things like that they 
highlight. I know in full cream milk, the fat content 
ranges from 24 right up to 32.

We do. We already have a self-regulatory system in 
place. But then that is not enough in a situation like 
this. I think obviously it is not a sufficient safeguard.

;; Audience:. .
There are so many milk powder - [Not clear]

5
:If some cake when I leave here.

Audience:

Now you know why journalists go for these press con
ferences.

Ms.Marikkar:

I am sony, Waruna there is one thing I want to say to 
you. We have situations when publications tell us if 
your guys don’t give advertisements we are not going Audience: 
to run the stoiy.

So which is good for you, more fat or less fat?
i;: Chairman:

Ms. Marikkar:b
We are running out of time. I will just take two more 
questions - so long as Waruna is in the room, he can
not ask any more questions, (Laughter) okay.

Audience:

i
In Sri Lanka fat kids are considered cute. Skinny kids 
are considered-you know I was a skinny kid and my 
sister was not skinny and everyone used to look and 
say how sweet she was and they look at me and say 
"what happened to her". So that is a cultural thing.

Now take the Daduwan Mudalali’s case, he would When you say more fat, parents think that they are 
have taken more than the Sakvithi Group, the collec- doin8 a great thing by giving that milk which has more 
tion, but that is only through word of mouth. So fat because they think the kid would be plump and 
where do you draw the line? He did not advertise a 
single column. He got more money, collected more

l
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Chairman:
money.

Waruna, you are still cute.

Thank you very much, Ladies and Gentlemen. It has 
been a very interesting session. Thank you to our pan
elists over here for their time and effort also. Thank 
you.

Ms. Marikkar:\ ; j

That is what I said finally it is the person, the con
sumer who makes the decision and word of mouth, 
your neighbour, your friend, your person in office tells 
you about this and you get influenced by all that.

!i !
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Information Acts which have come from anywhere 
else in the world. For one it is a grassroots movement. 
There was no support from the media, scholars, intel
lectuals or academy, or anybody else. And secondly, 
this is, I think, the only country in the world where we 
don’t call it a Freedom of Information Act. We call 
this a Right to Information Act and I will go into that 
a little later during the course of my talk. This move
ment was started in a little village in Rajasthan 
strangely enough by an Indian Administrative Service 
Officer - bureaucrat. She was posted there and during 
the course of her tenure she came across a lot of com-Chairman- Prof. Arjuna Parakrama:
plaints by labourers and fanners who were not getting 
their due, their daily wages. These were daily wageAs you notice, the Right to Information is a little

tricky. What I am going to do is, I am going to reserve 
my position here to do a summary at the end because made to sign on fake muster rolls where their names 
that is the most useful function I can perform. We

labourers who were not getting their due. They were

were not there. They had to sign on somebody else’s 
have an illustrious and eminent panel here. So what behalf. The daily wage allocated was 77 rupees but 
we have decided is to have Ms. Sahai talk first and she they were getting something like 30 rupees. The rest 
is going to present the Indian perspective and also 0f the money was being siphoned off by the contrac- 
show a film as well as a powerpoint presentation.
Then we are going to have Ms. Wijayatilake talk to us her job and start this organization called MKSS — it 
and then Rohan Edrisinha and then we are going to stands for MASDUUR KE SAN SHAKTHI SAN- 
open up to the house for questions. So without much GAKAN - in short it means Labourer Farmer United 
ado let me hand over the mike to Ms. Sahai.

tor in the middle. That’s when she decided to give up

Front, and this movement started from there and 
became a national movement in the course of about 
ten years. But it took that long, because for once the 
media never supported us.

I came into the picture because this lady came to the 
Press Institute of India in 1995 to seek the support of 
the media. I was at the Press Institute at that time and 
she came with her band of activists and actually asked 
for our support. I remember at that time we tried to 
organize advocacy workshops to tell the media what 
the whole thing was about and nobody was interested. 
They just thought that this was some activist move- 

Dear friends, first of all, let me thank the Sri Lanka ment which will die a natural death. How can the gov- 
Press Institute and UNESCO for inviting me to the 
10th Anniversary of the Colombo Declaration. I am 
deeply honoured to be here to talk about the Right to what seeped into the psyche of all of us so much that
Information movement that happened in India. I have we never expected the government to give us any
been very lucky to#have been associated with this information. So the media never took it seriously, I
movement right from -1 would not say the inception, mean, after all, they said -information is power and
because they started in something like 1992/93 and I why should the government part with any kind of
got involved with it in 1995.

There are two very unique aspects to this movement, So it was a long battle and I would like to show you a
which are different from any other Freedom of little documentary - please bear with me because it is

Ms. Nandini Sahai:

emment give information? The environment of not 
getting information from the government had some-
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about 19 minutes long, but it will tell you the genesis 
of the RTI in our country how it was a grassroots 
movement. Totally a grassroots movement. It started 
with the people - it was actually a fight for life and 
livelihood. Not for getting, you know, asking the gov
ernment about the nuclear deal, and what is happening 
not that kind of a level. This was actually on the level 
of why am I not getting my ration from the ration 
shop, why are the roads not being made in front of my 
house or why is the road broken in front of my house, 
why is the street light not working, why is the garbage 
not being collected. So it was as simple as these kinds 
of matters.

movement which was started by the people at a grass 
root level.

(Film screened)

So we just saw the initial activists’ movement that 
took place in Rajasthan in 1993/94 and following 
which many of the states started having their own 
Right to Information Act. Goa was one which had the 
Act, Madhya Pradesh - and all these Acts came to be 
only because of the question of life and livelihood. 
We presented the draft for a National Act in 
Parliament back in 1996 for the first time and we were 
very hopeful that it will come through because the 
government of the day was quite enlightened we 
thought, but it just happened that the government fell 
and the bill was not approved. This happened for the 
next 3 sessions of Parliament. We kept tabling the bill 
and it was never passed. Finally they passed it in 
2002 calling it the Freedom of Information Act and 
we pulled it back saying ‘no, we don’t want a 
Freedom of Information Act.’ Freedom as we know it, 
is already enshrined in our Constitution in Article 19. 
1 (a) where we have the freedom of speech and 
expression. We want to call this the right, this is actu
ally a right, and in fact the logo of the MKSS was also 
a closed fist with the documents sticking out, saying 
this is a right. A right to get accounts from the gov
ernment. A right to have the government accountable 
to us, and transparent, and we don’t want freedom of 
information, we want the right to get information 
from them and the government actually then took it 
back and deliberated and finally passed the bill in 
2005 in May, and did not notify it. I mean, if you 
don’t notify a bill it is not valid. You know it does not 
mean anything. But if the government does not noti
fy there is a thing in the Constitution which says with
in 120 days of the bill being passed, it automatically 
becomes an Act. So when it was passed in May, final-

It started with that and then of course it has now taken 
off and is being used by others for other reasons. But 
it was started with that level and I want to show you 
how there was rampant corruption at that level in the 
villages where the village head - he used to get the 
money for utilizing it for making schools, roads etc in 
his village and he would use it to just make his own 
house or expand his house by putting a room. Once 
we went to inspect something like that and he showed 
us that there was a veterinary hospital and it was on 
the third floor. We actually asked him how do you 
expect the buffaloes to go there - to climb up - he had 
no answer because he had just quickly put up that 
board- he knew the media was coming, these activists, 
so he just quickly put up this board saying veterinary 
hospital.

You know, the whole movement took over with what 
is called a public hearing. I have attended many of 
them where we actually had women from the villages 
coming and it was first like a public hearing when the 
government ministers will sit on the dais and the pub
lic would come and question them and these women 
would actually come there and question the govern
ment saying ‘you promised me a school in the village 
and where has the money gone? They just build walls 
and there are no windows and there is no roof, what 
happened to the money.’ They will actually question 
the head of the village on these issues. And there are 
no answers. There is a little village called Janawad in 
Rajasthan where the head of the village was so heck
led by these people and he was actually stoned by 
them and he had to return close to about 40 lakhs 
rupees because he had siphoned off that money for his 
own use without using it for the village. So it is

ly after 120 days without the government taking any 
action it became an Act on 12th October, 2005.

I will tell you what the Act all about. What do we 
have in the Act, because for one, it is a very unique 
Act as I said - the name. The government gave this 
after a lot of struggle and I think this is one of the most 
powerful of tools which has been given to the com
mon man for seeking information from the govern
ment. As I said earlier, why was there a need for an
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RTI? There was an Official Secrets Act and this was a 
very draconian Act -especially Section 5 of the 
Official Secrets Act which said the disclosure of any 
information that is likely to affect the sovereignty and 
integrity of India, the security of the state of friendly 
relations with foreign states is punishable by this Act. 
Thus, in the name of sovereignty, information was 
kept in secrecy.

Act 2005? The Right to Information Act 2005 
empowers every citizen to ask any questions from the 
government or seek any information, take copies of 
any government document, inspect any government 
document, inspect any government work, take sam
ples of material of any government work. Now what 
does this mean - take samples of material - it means 
that if you find a road in front of our house has been 
repaired continuously, it is repaired every six months, 
we are entitled to collect material and send it for 
inspection to find out what material has been used in 
making the road and if we find some substandard 
material has been used then the contractor can be 
taken to task. Anything - you can take material not 
only from the road but also from government build
ings which you think are crumbling or falling apart, 
and you feel your money has been siphoned off over 
that. So it entitles the citizen to take any kind of infor
mation from the government on any work which is 
being done under them. It covers the entire India, 
except Jammu and Kashmir where again the fight is 
on. In my organization we have been fighting for 
Jammu and Kashmir also to be included in the Act. 
People over there also want their state to be included 
in this. But they have their own Freedom of 
Information Act but it is not a very comprehensive 
Act. The coverage of this Act of course as I said cov
ers all offices owned, established or financed by the 
centre or state government and the union territories, 
any public authority owned, controlled or substantial
ly financed by the government directly or indirectly 
and non governmental organizations substantially 
financed with funds. Even NGOs come under this, if 
they have taken any money from the government indi
rectly or directly. Now what is information? 
Information - records, documents, memos, emails, 
opinions, advice, press releases, circulars, order - any
thing which the government has passed. And of 
course log books, contracts, reports, papers, samples, 
models.

When the RTI came into being, the first thing we 
wanted was to remove Section 5 of the Official 
Secrets Act. But unfortunately, I think it still exists 
even now but the national RTI overrides this Official 
Secrets Act but they have not removed it as yet. This 
has not been removed as yet. Now what we were 
looking at I think even in Sri Lanka, the government 
was not transparent, it wasn’t accountable and to have 
a good democracy of course, you need participation 
and responsibility. So this is one of the key attributes 
and the key reason why we were fighting for this in 
India. It is necessary for people’s participation at all 
stages of planning, implementation and monitoring, 
effective policy and procedural reform and this is only 
possible when information is available as a matter of 
right to the citizens.

So what is right to information? Asking for and being 
given information as a matter of right. It establishes a 
process for accessing information held by public 
authorities; an obligation on them to give information, 
it provides a grievance redressal mechanism for citi
zens who have been denied information in an unrea
sonable manner.

There is another fight on. This is not over. Once we 
got the Act it does not mean that the fight is over. We 
are fighting for the public - for the private sector to be 
also included in this. At the moment this Act is only 
restricted to getting information from the government. 
The private sector is not included in the Right to 
Information Act at the moment. This was started by 
Arundhati Roy. She left her job to get herself involved 
in this totally in 1990. As I just told you, this is a 
grassroots level movement and the only country to call 
it a right and not freedom, and to fight for life and 
livelihood and not for any intellectual activities that 
the other countries have it for.

So what are the rights that are available under the RTI

li

There is another thing in this Act which says that the 
government should give most of the information sua 
moto. Sua moto means voluntarily. It should not be 
necessary for every man to keep filing applications to 
get simple information like when will this school 
building be completed, or when will I get water. This 
kind of information should be given voluntarily by the

:
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government. Now what exactly do we mean by pub
lic authority- it is any authority or body constituted 
under the constitution or law made by Parliament, 
state legislature - any authority or body constituted by 
notification issued by the central or state government, 
any other body owned or controlled by the central or 
state government. The issue I was talking about proac
tive disclosure - that means voluntary disclosure. 
Every public authority must publish these on a regular 
basis. Of course, we are still fighting for it - most of 
the government offices still don’t have computers 
which work properly. If you go into their websites 
you will see they have not been updated for the last six 
months or probably even a year. So the fight, as I say, 
is still on. Particulars of organization, duties and 
functions - powers and duties of the officers and 
employees - these are proactive disclosures. 
Procedure to be followed in decision-making process
es, including channels of supervision and accountabil
ity; Norms set out by for discharge of functions; Now 
this is again information which should be on their 
websites. Information about rules, regulations, 
instructions, manuals and records used by employees 
for discharging of its functions; Statement of the cat
egories of documents held by or under its control; 
Details of any arrangement for consultation or repre
sentation by members of public in relation to policy 
formulation and implementation; List of employees, 
monthly remuneration including system of compensa
tion and budget allocated each of the agencies, indi
cating particulars for altering.

things the people have to be educated on.

Most of the offices don’t have PIOs - Public 
Information Officers and sometimes there is one 
Public Information Officer working for 5 other 
departments. He has no clue what the other depart
ment is doing. So there was lot of confusion. But I 
think now in the last 3 years there has been a slight 
change, at least in big cities I would say, like in Delhi, 
Bombay and other places. Most of the departmerlts 
have got their own public information officers but in 
small towns, small districts they still don’t have this in 
place and as I said, the fight is still on.

Now their duty is to accept requests - another very 
ironical fact about this is that the PIOs who have been 
designated are all retired bureaucrats, most of them 
are retired bureaucrats or they are still serving and it 
is not in their mandate. They are not used to imparting 
information. In fact they are used to hiding informa
tion from the public. So it is a big fight for them as 
well, that is not to give information. That is slowly 
changing now. Information should be available to 
whoever files it within 30 days. Otherwise the request 
goes into first appeal within 30 days of the date of 
refusal- and the penalty clause is very strong.

Now that is something which I feel Sri Lanka is going 
to come up with this Right to Information Act. I feel it 
is useless if we don’t have the penalty clause in it, 
because if you don’t have a stick behind these, nobody 
is going to give information because they feel they are 
not going to be penalized. They will keep sitting on 
that information. That is what we realized and we got 
this very strict penalty clause included which says that 
after 30 days if the man does not give the information 
he is penalized 250 Indian rupees every day and up to 
Rs.25,000 and then it goes into his ACR. His promo
tion is stopped and he can even be suspended, and it 
has happened. There have been cases where PIOs 
have been suspended. They have been penalized and 
now there is actually a fear psychosis among them and 
they don’t even sometimes take the application. They 
just ask you before taking the application, what is that 
you want to know, because if he can give the infor
mation without taking the application they are very 
happy to give the information. Supposing it is from 
their file or something, because you can check any 
record, they are very happy to give it - they say please

Now who are information disseminators? These are 
public information officers. After this Act came into 
being, the government was responsible for designat
ing - every department has to have a public informa
tion officer to impart information and we realized that 
this was not happening. In fact this Act is only 3 years 
old and most of the people in our country are still not 
aware about this Act. So my organization has been 
taking it as a mission - we have taken this around the 
country and wherever we go, we sort of form a forum 
which continues to work on - most of the people do 
not know how to file applications, what to write in an 
application. Now if you don’t file an application 
properly, none of these people are going to give you 
information. So there is a method on how to file an 
application. Just to ask relevant questions. These are
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don’t give us the application, you want to check the 
records, you want any information to check - we will 
check, and give it without the application. I will help 
you out on that. It happened with me also. It hap
pened to a lot of people who we know. So there is a 
fear psychosis which has been built up. If he does not 
give information after all, then it goes to first appeal as 
I showed you earlier and then it goes to second appeal 
where it is taken up by the Central -State Information 
Commission within 90 days of the date of the decision 
of the first appellate authority but delay may be con
doned if sufficient cause is shown.

people below the poverty line do not have to pay any
thing.

These are some of the success stories of the RTI. 
Illegal water extraction was taking place in New 
Delhi. People were putting water pumps into wells, 
and taking out water. We got the RTI application filed 
by some people and got it stopped. The hawkers used 
the RTI to fight harassment by the Co-operatives in 
Delhi because the Supreme Court had come up with 
this and there would be no hawkers. They took the 
RTI route. Misuse of Chief Minister's relief fund - this 
was exposed in Mumbai. A man called Kaniram got 
his ration within 3 days of filing a RTI application. In 
Karnataka grants used by MLAs without submitting 
bills came under scrutiny. These are headlines actual
ly of a newspaper. (Shows newspapers) "Life convicts 
use RTI to prove innocence in Andhra Pradesh". 
"Rape victims use RTI to nail corrupt Cops in 
Gujarat".

Now there is no time limit for the Central Information 
Commission or the State Information Commission to 
decide on appeal. That is something again we are 
fighting on. The burden of proof lies with the PIO for 
justifying denial of information. Then an appeal 
against the Information Commission's decision can be 
filed - I as an applicant want to get some information 
and when I get the information and I feel that this is 
not the right information - I have not been given the 
right information, I have the right to go to high court 
or Supreme Court. There are many things which are 
not open to disclosure. Of course, everything cannot 
be disclosed. There is information and disclosure 
which of course prejudicially affects the sovereignty 
and integrity of the country, information included 
from the Act. All exemptions subject to the public 
interest override must be allowed if public interest 
outweighs harm to the protected interest. That should 
be decided by the PIO appellate body.

The number of applications in central government 
ministries has increased to almost one lakh. 16 per 
cent of the applications were rejected. 68 per cent of 
applicants were satisfied. According to a survey, the 
30-day deadline for providing information was not 
adhered to. There are landmark orders which came, 
like when students were allowed to seek information 
like the formula for admission on the basis of public 
examination under the RTI. They can also get the 
marks which they have scored by those who cleared 
the examination but cannot seek the copy of their 
answer sheet. Now they are allowed to see their 
answer sheet as well. An application recently forced a 
hospital - a private hospital in Delhi, to provide free 
treatment to a 23-year-old poor woman who could not 
afford a hip replacement surgery. In Gujarat, a poor 
man got a government job denied to him for 15 years 
after an RTI application revealed that he was eligible 
for the job. So there have been success stories, but 
there are also a lot of hiccups because as I say the gov
ernment - the people who are there as PIOs are not 
used to imparting any information. Their mindset has 
to be changed. The Chief Information Commissioner 
has been removed now. He was an ex bureaucrat - a 
former bureaucrat and people were agitated about that. 
Now an activist has come in his place, a man who has 
been fighting for RTI in Maharashtra for many years. 
He has now been made Chief Information

: if

There is also a clause that any information, even clas
sified information which is 20 years old has to be 
given voluntarily, proactively. All information about 
any event or occurrence or matter must be given after 
20 years proactively except information relating to 
sovereignty, security and integrity.

Now, the application process - any person can apply, 
but he or she has to go there personally. Bu.t we fought 
and also got it - that it can be done electronically. It 
can be in any language of the country - and there are 
22 languages in the countiy. The time limit for giving 
information is 30 days.

I will now tell you the present position of the RTI Act 
after 3 years. Of course the fee is only Rs. 10 but
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Commissioner. So there have been these landmark 
decisions that have taken place and I would just like 
to conclude now by saying that no government is 
going to give information voluntarily. Because infor
mation is power and they are not going to impart with 
it. As you have seen here, it was a very strong civil 
society movement which took place in our country 
and I think it can be done here in Sri Lanka also 
because I have seen that you have a bill which is very 
similar to ours. You have already tabled that and in 
fact I have gone through it and maybe your country 
would have been the first country to have got the Act 
even before us. I think you drafted it in 2004 and we 
got it in 2005. So I think you should not give up the 
fight because you already have everything in place. 
You have the media behind you. You have academia 
and lot of other people behind you. We did not have 
anybody at that moment except for the grassroots peo
ple. I think if you continue with this, and continue to 
keep tabling the bill, because they will keep rejecting 
it for some reason or the other. But don’t give up the 
fight doing it. There is no reason why you should not 
get this Act. I mean I don’t see any reason why you 
should not get it because for you it is a joint effort 
with a lot of intellectuals and others behind you.

Ms. Dhara Wijayatilake:

I will be brief because we have to hear Rohan and we 
have to have a long discussion. Let me start by saying 
that I think I was invited here because I am a member 
of the Law Commission and because I have been 
involved with Rohan and others in the preparation of 
the draft that he is going to talk about and not because 
I am the Secretary to the Ministry of Plan 
Implementation which has nothing to do with freedom 
or access to information. We prepared the bill in 
2003. Rohan will talk about that. So I will not. What 
I will talk about is the new bill that has been prepared 
in 2005/2006 by the Law Commission which we did 
by revisiting the 2003 draft. Basically I would talk 
about the aspect, the rationale and the motivation for 
the preparation of this bill, the key features and the 
environment, that have been provided for in the bill, 
but in the interest of time I will just talk about few of 
the key features so that if anyone wants any more 
detail you can ask, and I can respond.

Basically, this bill proceeds on the basis that there is 
hereby created a right, a right which is vested in citi
zens. Now citizens is defined to include a citizen or a 
body of persons whether corporate or incorporated, 
registered in Sri Lanka. It is an extension of the nor
mal definition of citizen, and what is this right that is 
recognized, it is a right to access official information 
which is in the possession, custody or control of a 
public authority. What is a public authority? A public 
authority is not the Parliament or the Cabinet, but is a 
Ministry, a Ministry of the government, anybody or 
any office established under the Constitution, any 
government department, public corporation, any high
er education institution that covers universities, a 
company incorporated under the Companies Act in 
which the state or public corporation or the state and

For India it was a different fight. I had the good for
tune of going to Kandy the other day and the roads 
over there -1 was told by Sukumar who took me, that 
a bridge on the road has been under construction for 3 
years. The road itself is being redone for 6 years. 
These are some of the things which are happening in 
our country too. But now under RTI every contractor 
is supposed to put up a notice before he starts any 
work indicating such as - this is the tender, this is the 
commencing date and this is the date of completion. 
If he does not end as stated he could be taken to task. 
So these are some things that have started moving in 
the right direction. I feel this is one of the most 
important tools, or weapons a common man can have 
in his hands, to take the government to task and get 
them accountable to us. So thank you very much and 
I wish you all a very successful fight for this 
Information Act. Thank you very much.

■
,

Chairman:

Thank you very much. Now I call on Ms. 
Wijayatilake to deliver her presentation.

■
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public corporation together hold a majority of the 
shares, the local authority and department or other 
authority or institutions, established or created by a 
provincial council.

which are over 5 million rupees, which is very little 
really, you need to give publicity to certain informa
tion.

Now what I think I will confine the rest of my time is 
to the grounds on which you can refuse to provide 
information. That I think is the essence of the Act. 
Once the right is created, on what grounds can you 
refuse? Here the bill says “subject to certain excep
tions no access can be granted or a request shall be 
refused where the disclosure of the information would 
constitute an invasion of privacy of any person unless 
of course that person has consented in writing to the 
disclosure” - “where the disclosure of the information 
would cause serious harm to the defence of the state or 
territorial integrity or national security or its relation 
with any other states, would cause serious danger to 
life or safety of any person would be considered priv
ileged communication” and those communications 
that come within that, you cannot divulge or where the 
information is required to be kept confidential because 
of the existence of a fiduciary relationship or in the 
interest of, you know, in the criminal regime, if it 
would cause prejudice to the prevention or detection 
of a crime or the apprehension or prosecution of 
offenders. Those actually are the major exceptions 
and where access to information is denied on those 
grounds, the person who applied for it can appeal 
directly to the Information Commission. Otherwise, 
when an Information Officer refuses to divulge infor
mation he can do so only on these specific grounds, 
and he has to cite the grounds on which he refuses dis
closure and there can be an appeal to another public 
officer in that institution. Now what is very important 
also is this bill requires mandatorily that every public 
authority giving a decision shall on application made 
in that behalf by a person affected by that decision dis
close to that person in writing not what the decision is, 
but the reasons for the decision. Sometimes, we in 
government take decisions but don’t record the rea
sons. So now here we are going to be compelled not 
only to record the reasons but if somebody who is 
affected by that decision applies and asks to be 
advised or to be informed of the reason for the deci
sion, then there is a statutory obligation to do that.

Mr. Chairperson, I am not going to take more time. I 
am going to leave it to the audience to ask questions in 
the interest of time.

There is a process which is provided for to apply for 
information - there is an information officer, there is 
an Information Commission which is basically an 
appellate body, but also vested with powers in respect 
of monitoring the implementation of this Act, setting 
guidelines and advising on what is expected under this 
Act. There is an important role to be played by the 
Information Officers. As was said by Nandini, we 
don’t have a culture where we really give things. Not 
only do we not have that in government, we do not 
have it in our private life either. We don’t talk too 
much about what we want to do or not to do. So that 
is the culture here. And there is a certain amount of, 
you know, reluctance to part with information even if 
it is harmless, because they think that a lot of mischief 
can be created if you give information. So that is the 
culture that has to be handled.

I don’t know whether it can be handled through legis
lation or through change of attitude. The Act itself has 
this safeguard, that this Act will come into operation 
following the date of expiration of a period of 12 
months of the date of certification of this Act. In Sri 
Lanka, an Act comes into operation after it is passed 
by Parliament and the Speaker certifies it. In many 
Acts there is a date of operation and that is the date 
that is gazetted by the Minister as the date on which an 
Act comes into operation. Here, it automatically 
comes into operation after passing and the Speaker 
certifies it. I think that is something that you all also 
agitated for because after passing, if anyone has sec
ond thoughts the policy decision is not affected. Here 
it comes into operation automatically and the period of 
12 months gives government institutions the chance to 
get familiar with the Act - actually that should happen 
even before, but also to get the Act together, because 
there is a lot of information that has to be made avail
able to the public through a report that has to be pub
lished bi-annually which says what the government 
institution is doing, how it is done, what it has to do, 
who is responsible for what, what procedures are in 
place to provide for the functions. Even when it comes 
to large development projects — actually it is not even 
large development projects, but development projects

'
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Chairman: is to the disclosure of information. It reads like this;

I will now ask Mr. Rohan Edrisinha to give us a brief "No information even when confined to statement of 
overview and then we will open it to the House for fact should be given where its publication may embar

rass the government, as a whole or any government 
department, or officer. In cases of doubt the Minister 
concerned should be consulted."

questions.

So you can see how totally anti disclosure of informa
tion our existing legal system is. That is one point I 
would like to flag. Second is that we are living in a 
time in Sri Lanka where it is not just the legal factors 
that matter. There are plenty of extra legal factors 
which act as deterrent to right of information and I 
think it will be a little unreal if we were to sit down in 
Colombo at this particular point in time, and forget 
about the fact that there is a tremendous threat and 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I will speak a little bit about intimidation on media, on lawyers who appear in 
the context in Sri Lanka which I think is very impor- human rights cases - there is a lot of pressure and 
tant. I would suggest that, especially after listening to intimidation brought on the private TV and radio sta- 
Nandini’s presentation, that it is important to note that tions through the threat of the withdrawal of licensing 
the situation in Sri Lanka is probably worse in terms - the main TV station SIRASA MTV is at the present
of the context where there is the need for a Freedom moment experiencing a tremendous crisis with respect
of Information Bill. I will flag a couple of issues.

In Sri Lanka, unlike in India, we have a politicized So in a sense those are the challenges with regard to 
public service. We don’t have the notion of an inde- access to information and in response to Nandini, I 
pendent public service. In Sri Lanka, unlike in India, must say I am extremely pessimistic about the possi- 
we do not have the possibility of judicial review of bility of a Right to Information Bill which is in keep- 
legislation. So once a law is passed even if the law is ing with international standards being introduced at 
inconsistent with the Constitution it cannot be chal- this point in time and I think there is a huge challenge 
lenged in the courts. Because of our presidential sys- that we all have in Sri Lanka - a strategic decision, 
tern of government and the fact that the presidency is Do we push it for now when the political context is so 
now the locus standi of political power, I think we hostile or do we wait for an appropriate moment to ask 
have a devalued Parliament. Parliament is no longer for a Freedom of Information Bill. I have to tell you 
the place where important decisions are made, since Dhara thought it might be useful for me to share 
Fourthly, because of what I just said earlier, we have the previous initiative. Again I think it is very inter
act of laws in place that were passed in British colo- esting with respect to process. In 1996 the Law 
nial times in a completely different political context Commission of Sri Lanka came up with a draft 
which are very anti right to information and which Freedom of Information Bill which was extremely 
cannot be challenged because of the absence of judi- conservative and civil society groups did not approve 
cial review of legislation. So again, that’s another dif- of that draft and what happened was in the late 1990s, 
ference between Sri Lanka and India. And lastly, we a number of organizations, media groups and civil 
have something called an Establishment Code which society groups got together and there was a lot of dis- 
again was drafted many, many years back in a com
pletely different political context which is very Information bill should look like. And then in 2002, 
unfriendly to the granting of information and I like to there was some political space open and I think that 
read my favourite clause from the Establishment Code the space was open because we had a relatively weak 
to show you how sweeping and wide and unfriendly it government. We had an odd situation of co-habita-

Mr. Rohan Edrisinha:

to that.

i

cussions on what an ideal or appropriate Freedom of
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tion, where we had a President from one party and the 
Prime Minister from another party and I think there 
was a little bit of competition within that co-habitation 
arrangement to try and woo significant or influential 
sectors of Sri Lankan society. And so again what hap
pened was the government came up with a draft at that 
time which was rather conservative. The Editors 
Guild, the Free Media Movement, the organization 
that I am attached to, we all got together and we actu
ally prepared an alternative draft which we thought 
was better and then the Prime Minister at that time 
was willing to actually sit down with us and he invit
ed key people from government including Dhara and 
then he invited people, plenty of them in the room here 
from civil society, from the media groups and we kind 
of sat down and engaged in some dialogue and dis
cussion over a period of time. And I think that was 
very useful and interesting.

build up the willingness of the public service to be 
open to this new regime. Unfortunately, as you know, 
this draft was approved at the last Cabinet meeting 
before dissolution of Parliament in February, 2004.

The last point that I would like to make is, since we 
are discussing all this in the context of the 101*1 
anniversary of the Colombo Declaration, Mr. 
Chairman, is to say that 2008 is very, very different to 
1998 and I think those of us who are going to be 
involved in drafting this revised Declaration would 
have to bear this in mind. Remember 1998, it was just 
4 years after a change in government, the media 
groups were very active and influential at that time. 
The new government had come into power on a plat
form of media freedom, media reform. 2008- 1 mean, 
we are operating with a government that is not com
mitted at all, to media reform, it is not a priority, to 
promote a culture of openness and I think we’ve got to 
be mindful of this. We have a political environment in 
which there is a kind of obsession with national secu
rity. We have a kind of populist authoritarianism in 
our present government which is even going to the 
extent of saying that if you are not with us you are 
against us. Defeating terrorism, protecting the territo
rial integrity of the country is priority number one. 
We have a Ministry of Religious Affairs and Moral 
Upliftment and there are all sorts of restrictions 
imposed on the private media. If you want to watch a 
film in the night on MTV, our private TV station, I 
would advise you not to do so because if it so happens 
that someone is holding a glass with a little bit of alco
hol in it, the entire screen is blacked out. We are 
operating in a context where there is serious consider
ation of actually telling private TV channels that they 
cannot telecast teledramas on 5 days of the week, the 
working days because it might affect people.

So in a political environment it is entirely different, 
the kind of paternalistic populist authoritarian mode 
where there is a lot of censorship, a lot of telling peo
ple what to do, levies being imposed on private TV 
stations which are making it almost impossible for 
them to function and in such a context I really think 
that it would be unwise to engage in serious discus
sions with such a government to introduce the 
Freedom of Information bill, because my position is, it 
is better not to have a Freedom of Information Bill 
rather than have a bad one with huge exemptions and

I will never forget, on one occasion the Prime Minister 
said that he would not want a Freedom of Information 
Bill to in any way act as a deterrent on people within 
government coming up with interesting ideas in terms 
of policy formulation and he said sometimes people 
might want to come up with slightly out of the box 
ideas and if they felt that at some point in the future, 
someone would be able to get copies of that draft and 
pin it to the particular individual that it might act as a 
deterrent on creative thinking and he wanted us to 
consider whether there could be some sort of protec
tion at the policy formulation stage.

There was a lot of discussion about the sort of things 
that Dhara and Nandani spoke about. And from what 
I heard from Dhara’s presentation, I have a feeling that 
the draft that actually came out in 2003/2004 was a lit
tle tighter with respect to exemptions. There was a lit
tle bit more responsibility and obligations placed on 
the Freedom of Information Commission not to just 
function as an appellate body, but to be proactive in 
actually promoting a culture of openness in the public 
sector. There was a clause on whistle blowers, which 
was a bit controversial at the time, but it was there in 
the final draft and also there was lot of thinking at that 
time about preparing the public sector who might feel 
threatened by the introduction of this new regime and 
there was discussion with the World Bank, with the 
donor community and it was agreed that if this was 
passed there would be lot of facilitation, preparation to
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which actually will then enable the government to say to be invoked in every single case to refuse every pos- 
we introduced the Freedom oflnformation Bill when sible interesting issue, every possible point where we 
the culture is totally anti empowerment of the people need information. Every case of interest, of impor- 
and anti access to information. tance of significance is going to be refused on the 

grounds of national security, on the grounds of the 
interest of the state, the interest of the regime actual
ly, the interest of individuals in the regime. I think 
that is the case in India as well. I mean, you can fight 
it in terms of minor despots and small leaders but you 
can’t fight in terms of big corruptions and so on 
because it is much more difficult. That is where you 
are coming against the real power bloc and that is the 
challenge. So I would like to put it to the House now, 
questions to the three speakers. The question of - do 
we engage with the kind of issues that we have now in 
terms of - is this an opportune moment to engage with 
a Right to Information Bill, or is this a time where we 
feel the dice is loaded against us. Please, questions,

Chairman:

I thank Rohan. I think in order to facilitate the dis
cussion I will use my position as Chair to begin. We 
have Nandini talking about the position in India, the 
sort of broadbased grassroot movements, which 
looked at right to information in terms of transparen
cy, accountability and the right to life and livelihood.
Then we moved to looking at issues in Sri Lanka and 
here I think Rohan’s point is important. We have to 
look at the current context where we see not only and 
I think I want to take that point, not only a context in 
which extra legal deterrent to the right to information 
is crucial, I think we will be naive and I think even 
unfair if we imagine that this rare atmosphere and this 
discussion is symptomatic of the situation that we 
have here. So we have a strong extra legal deterrent 
to the right to information which we need to take cog- Nandini’s point that the strength of the RTI would

emerge from a social movement, and in the same kind 
« of history of the social movement demands for it, 

But I take objection to Rohan’s position that therefore, there is a possibility that the right can be a bureau- 
the required position should be one of caution, one of cratjc right. In the morning when Iqbal spoke about 
additional caution, because we are facing additional the information inundation as it were, and the infor- 
threats, because there is a government or a regime mation overload, one of the problems that I was dis
now which is intransigent, which is intolerant, which CUssing with Nikel from the MKSS is the fact that you 
is hostile. Should we then fall back, should we retire,

comments.

Audience:

nizance of or we need to be aware of.

can be given a lot of information which is absolutely 
should we engage in the ways we have done before. I useless. So, in the absence of a similar kind of a social 
think this is the question that those of us should real
ly look at. It seems to me, should we not look at is the pushing for this, what you can end up with - as a 
strategic decision? One of to lick our wounds as it bureaucratic right which is absolutely meaningless in 
were, or is it something that requires looking back at terms 0f what you actually want to achieve, 
a situation where we have had - and I think the media

contact where you don’t have a social movement

has engaged with regimes as bad as this and worked, I think again, the distinction between the Sri Lankan
and Indian context might well be, in the Indian con
text you started with the entire issue of governance as 

I think the danger is that we have been at this a little your platform. Now the governance speaks to the
bit too long, the challenge is not only the extra legal state vis-a-vis its representative mechanism of the
deterrent, but also the ideological deterrent, and I Official Secrets Act. But when you are looking at the
think we are facing an ideological coming together of articulation of the military state you are really now
various forces and I don’t want to name names, but talking about an unofficial secrets act, it is not the
ideological coming together which I think is a bit like, Official Secrets Act but actually all the unofficial
Dhara’s grounds for refusal. I think the question is not secrets of the state, which are not even within the lan-
the right to information but the grounds for refusal, guage of governance.
We know that the national security argument is going

I would hesitate to add.
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Audience: Question:

I am coming from Norway and I will not answer the 
question you put forward but I will just tell you a lit
tle about our law. We have had it for about 20 years 
and now we have got a better one. It is a law where 
everyone can come and get information. But what has 
happened to the educational journalist in Norway is 
that I think all the educational faculties that teach jour
nalism have started to educate their students on how to 
use the law and as that means you have got a lot of 
journalists who go into these lectures in the local 
parishes in the different governments and dig out very 
many different cases and we call it a gold mine. This 
Act, and the Press, was in the beginning, I don’t think 
they understood what the kind of gold mine it was - 
all small and lots of new stories that are in it and all 
journalists like me, we did not have it, but the young 
journalists coming into this profession, they used the 
law and it is very important.

What do you think the mood is?

Ms. Wijayatilake:

Okay, let me answer that not as the member of the 
Law Commission. But I think we are doing pretty 
well in a lot of quarters without access to information 
law. Even if you do take time to get your information, 
the Supreme Court says it is okay even if you file a 
fundamental rights application beyond time. Even that 
objection about being outside the time limit was 
upheld because one of the petitioners took a long time 
to collect documents. I am not saying that there is no 
need for a law. I am saying we are doing pretty well 
in certain quarters. So don’t misunderstand me.

With regard to development projects, we in the 
Ministry of Plan Implementation have a website in 
which all the information about development projects 
are there in a database for any public person to access 
and get information and if anything is not moving, to 
see how much has been spent, how much has been 
pledged, how much has been committed, who has got 
what. That kind of infonnation is there. Capital 
expenditure, development projects over 50 million Sri 
Lanka rupees, all the details are there in our website. 
So go have a look.

Audience:

My question is to the Secretary, Plan Implementation. 
We have so many FOI drafts in Sri Lanka - Where 
does it lead to?

Ms. Wijayatilake:

I will tell you what happened to all the drafts. We are 
the Law Commission. These are submitted to the 
Ministry of Justice and if there are other agencies or 
Ministries that are responsible for taking it forward, 
then to those Ministries. That is what we have done. 
And now it is up to the Line Ministry to take further 
steps to get Cabinet approval if they so desire or to tell 
us, no we don’t like your law, we don’t want to pro
ceed with it. One way or the other, to take a decision, 
to refine it if they think it fit, to make changes, have 
public consultations, whatever. But finally it should 
end up with a firm policy.

There are lots of areas where information is hidden 
and we do need to have a right recognized to access 
them. But what I fear is that even after we have enact
ed a law the challenge is in the proper implementation. 
If our government officers are not going to get used to 
taking decisions about applications made and taking 
them quickly and issuing that information then we are 
going to have a lot of problems. We had a plan of 
action to educate the public officers to train the public 
officers actually. We had a plan to cultivate capacity 
within the public service to hand these kinds of statu
tory obligations and so if we don’t have that it is of no 
value.Audience:

The Line Ministries in this case would be? What is the mood? Difficult for me to say. But I think 
if we find ways - in Sri Lanka we always find ways 
and means of getting the kind of information you 
need. But that is not the same as saying that you need 
an Act, your need to have a statutory recognition of it,

-
1
! Ms. Wijetmeke:

We sent it to the Ministry of Justice plus the Ministry 
of Media.

•1
it
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and what 1 did not refer to for want of time was that in It is not just a question of getting information. It is not 
the Supreme Court, in the Environmental Foundation as simple as that. Information I think also means the 
Limited vs. UDA and Others case, that was decided in government being accountable and transparent. That 
November 2005, it said this. “The freedom of speech is the whole genesis of RTI. It is not just getting the 
and expression including publication guaranteed by information from them, it is also making them 
Article 14A of the Constitution, to be meaningful and accountable, 
effective should carry within its scope an implicit 
right of a person to secure relevant information from Chairman: 
a public authority in respect of a matter that should be 
in the public domain, and that it should necessarily be 
so where the public interest in the matter outweighs 
the confidentiality that attaches to the affairs of the 
state and official communication.” So that is the 
mood of the courts.

I must claim a certain scepticism about this. I mean I 
come from a very different tradition and to me infor
mation is just one part of it, I mean a small part of it,
I mean this requires empowerment and I think if you 
are not changing caste for an example, caste hierarchy 
information is not going to make any difference at all 
and I think that is one of the issues we have. Now I 
mean to respond to your question, if people in the 

I think I am going to take on the freedom of informa- North and East who are displaced are unable to find 
tion principle because that is the one that was adopted out where their neighbours are, or anything at all how 
by the General Assembly of the UN, the official are they going to get information? It seems to me we 
approach, which is why we consider it a human right, as a community, as a country, we are willing to swal- 
If not just a question of title. I think to answer the low rubbish about how many people get killed, how 
question of the Chair, I mean its proposal, I think we many soldiers are injured and you know all that kind 
have to see the introduction of a Freedom of of stuff and we on a daily basis take a load of bull 
Information Act whatever the form it takes within the everyday and we are perfectly happy with this, ideo- 
context of the governance and the possible introduc- logically we are completely happy with this. We have 
tion of a government. We have been confronted with now accepted this in the name of national security or 
precisely the problem of training public officials to something else or whatever it is and we chum it out. 
gather, process and distribute information. And this is In fact I can demonstrate for y.ou at least going back 
one of the difficult processes that you can imagine not to 15 years where the same writer writing in two dif- 
only because of the lack of willingness to learn but ferent languages gave different figures for casualties, 
also by social practices that have been established by You know I have done some work on this. , 
years of bureaucracy. Taking into consideration what 
Ms. Nandini Sahai said about the grassroots move-

that brought off this right to information in ly very cynical about this - right to information, what 
India, I agree it has to be a participatory process and kind of information is this. It requires empowerment 
that process has to be led by institutions in civil soci- demand certain kinds of things, certain
ety who are aware of these processes. But it has to be accountability, transparency and all of that kind of 

in a holistic way because providing information things. In that context we are not going to get a move- 
alone is not sufficient. The process has to take into ment for information. What kind of information 
consideration a change in attitude, a change in profes- because then national security, all kinds of other argu- 
sional approach by the government to the distribution ments are going to be invoked to prevent access to the 
of information. And I think that if there is a move- real information and you are going to get different 
ment in Sri Lanka as it was in India, to create this kinds of information. So that is, to me, the difficulty 

those elements, in this holistic approach here, we are going to get some cosmetic kinds of
things which will require a social movement which 
makes accountability, transparency, accuracy, you 
know that kinds of stuff on which you can build infor
mation. Not the other way around.

Audience:

So what I am trying to suggest is and we are natural-
ment

seen

awareness, 
should not be forgotten.

Audience:
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Ms. Sahai: ing news - when the Ministry of Plan Implementation 
talked about these databases - the other day we 
launched a database in which we collect data with 
regard to all the money inflow, aid inflow into the 
country to NGOs - lots of reporters came, nobody 
wrote anything. I was complaining to Sinha. They are 
not interested. So we have told as much as we can tell. 
That is all we can do.

I would just say, let us make a beginning, like now, 
you know even we have this problem. What you are 
going through now is what we went through I think 
about 10-15 years ago. The same mood was there, 
again the media was saying exactly what you were 
saying that the government was not going to give 
information, what difference does that make, why 
should we fight for that, they are not going to give it. 
But finally they gave in and now we see the differ
ence. Three years later there has been a vast differ
ence, there is psychosis of fear in the government 
departments. We also have these things where infor
mation is denied to us on armed forces - involving any 
kind of military action.

Audience:

What can you do with this information?

Ms. Wijayatilake:

There are lots of things that a person with that infor
mation can do. He can agitate that a project be imple
mented properly. He can try to find out why it is not 
being implemented - reasons for delays are given on 
that. The EPMS, electronic project monitoring system 
- reasons are given. He can talk to the Project 
Director, the Line Ministry,

I would say that even a weak Bill is acceptable than 
having no Bill. That is what I would say. Because at 
least that is some way of getting information.

Audience:

Audience:Inaudible

Does that happen?Ms. Wijayatilake:

Ms. Wijayatilake:The database I was referring to of my Ministry is a 
collection of data which assists in informed decision 
making, whether it be the government in power, or 
NGOs that want to come in and give aid in the devel
opment sector or the citizen of the country. But some
thing else - when you are talking of corruption, there 
are lots of other tools the citizens can use. We have 
something called the Declaration of Assets and 
Liabilities Act. That requires every public officer who 
is drawing a staff officer’s salary to declare his or her 
assets every year and the public have access to these 
declarations. That is the right the public have - that is 
the right to access that declaration and failure to fur
nish that declaration is an offence.

It never happens. We are not responsible for it not hap
pening. We provide the data. Let somebody who wants 
to use it.

Audience:

Professor Chairperson, just a small suggestion. I have 
very carefully listened to everything Rohan has point
ed out and also the other two learned speakers. We are 
very conscious of the deterrents. We are also con
scious of what you call the negative factor. But it is 
my considered suggestion that I think you should very, 
very carefully consider what Nandini has pointed out, 
namely this. It is far better since you have put in so 
much of groundwork and reached a point where you 
have everything drafted out - Dhara was very right 
when she said that - look, one of the problems may be 
that having regard to some of the other provisions you 
may get very little out of this Act. That is not the point. 
The real point is that all these problems would arise at 
the macro levels.

_

1 .
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1 Question:
t; !

Does the public know this?: I
Ms. Wijetilleke:

We have told as much as we can tell at press confer
ences, the problem is and I am just telling - this is bor-

ft.
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It is something like a confrontation at a higher level — You don’t take my suggestions, you take only the 
that is the government, but Nandani’s point was suggestions of the Indian colleagues seriously, 
entirely different. It started in India - started at the {Laughter). So on that note - thank you very much for 
subordinate level and the same applies to your coun- a very interesting discussion. I declare the session 
try, you see at the subordinate level, I mean corruption closed. Thank you. 
is not a very pleasant word, but let us say non-imple
mentation, leakages, whatever these things are. Now (CONCLUSION OF SESSION 9) 
if you push through the Act, even if it is not a strong 
Act, you reach stage one. Now, at an opportune time 
Rohan was very right, he said we are all optimistic 
and we are hopeful that the climate could change 
sometime in the future. At that time you could always 
amend it and strengthen it and improve on it. So, my 
suggestion is that why not go forward - you see 
Rohan’s point was, the whole purpose of the Right to 
Information Act is that it should be very effective.
But if there are some problems there, let it start work
ing in a small way and may be you could strengthen it 
later on. That is my suggestion.

Chairman:

Okay Rohan, your response.

Mr. Edrisinha:

Well let me just say, I think we have to take seriously 
the advice of our colleagues from India. But I cannot 
help but feel a little bit pessimistic because of the con
text and perhaps the compromise would be to try and 
build up, to continue to talk about the need for it, its 
importance, to try and build up a wider coalition of 
forces in favour of the concept of Freedom of 
Information Bill and hopefully then there will be 
greater pressure on the government to come up with a 
good one. But just one brief point, we are living in a 
context where we have this government actually vio
lating an entire chapter in the Constitution which is 
designed to promote good governance. If that is the 
context, that is the government we are dealing with, 
expecting that government, that same government to 
actually shepherd through Parliament the Freedom of 
Information Bill, that is really going to be meaningful, 
I think is very difficult to believe and that is why I am 
just trying to explain my pessimism but I think we 
have got to take all the suggestions from my Indian 
colleagues.

;

:

Chairman:
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Thank you very much, Prof. Kariyawasam. I think the 
presentation itself gave us a very good lesson about 
the history of media education in Sri Lanka and its sta
tus today, how complex the subject is and what dimen
sions we must think of when we design new curricu
lum -1 quite agree with Prof. Kariyawasam when he 
talked about media education in schools. In fact, the 
National Institute of Education is in touch with the 
Press Institute to find ways and means to get them out 
of this entire soup. In fact, if I go through that question 
for the Ordinary Level students, I think that question 
itself is wrong and it is a national examination, and the 
National Institute of Education embedded the subject 
of the Press Complaints Commission without our 
active participation and we raised this issue because 
there was a lot of misconception about the Press 
Complaints Commission in the education system. So 
now they have invited us to join them for teacher 
training, to train the teachers and hopefully we will be 
starting the process in about two months time, to train 
the teachers. But they are now too late, already the 
mistake has been made. So we can discuss this when
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we come to the question and answer session. 25)825)300*8 0255 008. ©2032J 0255®3Q)3 gg^)08
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Can I invite Mr. Sundara Nihathamani de Mel, the 
Editor-in-Chief of Sunday Lakbima published by 
Sumathi Publications. Mr. de Mel has about 40 years 
of experience in journalism and long years as an 030©e8 QQ®Qqo, 3o*0S$;>53e©o8 ©025525* £03808 
Editor of a leading Sinhala weekly paper which is c*0@co253 0255 ©2S)@2552^0 0£fo 0*9 ©025508 
published on Sunday. Mr. de Mel.
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Mr. de Mel:

Mr. Chairman, l also wish to speak in Sinhala.

Chairman:

Please. So, please use the headsets and he will deliv
er his speech in Sinhala.
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Thank you Mr. de Mel. Before inviting Annelie, I 
have an obligation to respond to some of the com
ments that were made by Mr. de Mel. Since he spoke 
in Sinhala, let me respond to him in Sinhala and then 
I will try to say that in English as well.
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Chairman:

Europe, and some 15 years ago we also started 
Sweden’s only full fledged academic training pro

gramme focusing on broadcast and digital media. And 
that is now integrated in the University. So this is a 
little background of the Fojo Media Institute. We are 
national and we are also international because we have 
a lot of international partnership programmes and I 
must say, the one I am most proud of, is this one with 
the SLPI. I am here in the new house for the first time 
and I can tell everyone how happy I am, seeing what 
the SLPI has become in this short time, because we 
have had a partnership in institution building over the 
years. In this -a challenging environment, this is the 
one partnership that has actually produced results and 
become something which is really to be admired. In a 
very short time this is what now 4 years, 5 years? 4 
years, it is something to be very proud of.

We are living in challenging times, Sri Lanka of 
course, but, the fact is that we are living in challeng

ing times for the media, for journalism - actually for 
the profession, because the profession is challenged - 
the whole concept of journalism is challenged. 20 
years ago there were no doubts about what journalism 
was. What was journalism and what was education. 
You know, it was quite simple. We are now in quite a 
different situation today. But I would say if we fully 
cooperate, the media and the training institutions, 
because we have to support one another, if we will get 
together we will able to think quality journalism, you 
know operating in a democratic society, because at the 
bottom of journalism training and at the bottom of all 
media activities - what are we here for? We are here 
for democracy.

When the Fojo Media Institute was started 35 years 
ago - it was started - I usually tell this story - it was 
started by a Swedish Minister of Finance. He is now

0®23 253* ©C330020

I think you got the simultaneous translation. So let me 
invite Annelie for her presentation.

Ms.Annelie Evers:

Thank you Ranga. Well first of all, I am very happy 
to be here and apologize for coming late to the con

ference. But there was nothing I could do about that.

I have been asked to talk a little about journalism 
training. It is one of my favourite subjects. I am a 
journalist, but I have, for the last 20 years, I have to 
confess, it is terrible, but it is true - been a trainer as 
the Director of the Fojo Media Institute in Sweden, 
and as such working with training and most of all, 
mid-career training of professional journalists. The 
Fojo Media Institute is a national endeavour, it is a 
national mid-career training institute operating for 35 
years. I think it was the first one to be started in
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dead, a legendary Swedish Minister of Finance who 
thought he was being asked very stupid questions on 
the economy by journalists. He thought such an insti
tute can be good because what is going out into the 
media on the economy, on other subjects of impor
tance to the society is not good enough. He had a 
point, and he got the media with him; he got the media 
owners, he got the union of journalists, he got a lot of 
publishers with him on this project. He set aside a 
small sum of money for this, and the institute is still 
running. The point he had was what media and jour
nalism is for in society. Fojo is still existing because 
it is about technical training, it is about an inter-media 
programme to do it for themselves. But there is 
always a very sound motivation from society because 
if you want to have democracy you have to have a 
qualified media and you have to have qualified jour
nalists and this is why the Fojo Media Institute exists, 
this is why a lot of institutes like this exist in Europe 
and this is why the SLPl is here now in Sri Lanka.

What is happening today is that technology is running 
wild, there is media competition such as user generat
ed contents - Sanjana talked about that yesterday - 
who is doing journalism and who is a journalist. 
Bloggers seem to be another way to get into the pro
fession, because there are a lot of young people out 
there. They are doing media well without having the 
training but I can tell you that I get phone calls and 
mails from bloggers asking the Fojo Media Institute to 
set up a training programme for bloggers, because 
they want to have some background and some inflow 
how do we do this. I think we should respond to that 
in a positive way. Journalism training institutions 
heed to think in a new way. We are talking about 
training trainers today. Fine, I think training of train
er is a very good thing, but I also think that training 
institutions must open up, and trying to create plat
forms where what we call now, at least in Sweden, we 
talk about the digital native and digital immigrant. 
The digital natives are those that are the ones below 
25, the rest of us are immigrants. This means the 
immigrants are in the newsroom, most of them. The 
natives are trying to get in. Most of the immigrants 
are quite afraid of the natives, because the natives 
know much more about technology, they know how to 
use media in 500 different ways. So there is a fear in 
the newsroom, there is a fear I think in the training 
institutions and what the training institutions can do is

to open up and let the natives meet the immigrants, if 
I can put it simply.

I will tell you in short about an experiment we did two 
months ago where we took 40 students from the jour
nalism programme and we put them for one week - 
we created a digital newsroom - and we took 10 
newsroom managers from 10 big media in Sweden. 
We put them with the natives and we asked them to 
produce digital media for the web. Do you know what 
happened afterwards? There were 30 students. At 
least 10 of them got employed by these editors who 
suddenly saw the potential and the possibilities that 
these young students possessed. I was talking to the 
newsroom managers afterwards. They said that this 
was by far the most productive learning experience 
that they have had in their whole life. This is a short 
summary. I think there are possibilities up there for 
the training institutions that are not being utilized at 
present.

What will make journalism survive is relevance. If the 
media can be relevant to the public, the possibility to 
make, to have good journalism and journalism sup
porting democratic development in society is to have 
a training institution and the media involved. There 
has to be a dialogue, there has to be support from the 
media for education because competence building is 
extremely important if the media wants to keep its rel
evance. 20 years ago Swedish media owners were not 
that interested in competence-building and human 
resources and they did not really see the potential. 
They were running their companies and they were 
running them quite successfully with not much chal
lenge but during the last ten years in Sweden, a 
marked change has taken place because now with the 
lean production that we have, with the competition 
that there is, with the need to understand what is hap
pening in the media world with the technology revo
lution and everything, you know the patterns of media 
consumers changing so rapidly, the Swedish media 
owners at least are going for competence serving very 
much and I think it is sound thinking. Competence 
building in the media - that is a survival case, which is 
needed. For this, I am very happy that the SLPI for 
instance, has that support and I hope that support will 
remain because otherwise you know media without 
training, training without media -- this has to go 
together. So I just wish that it will continue to do so
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and even more so. 40 years of journalism or media training in the 
University system, which has not been recognized by 
the laws of Sri Lanka, the systems of Sri Lanka. So 
we have a fundamental problem of identifying the pro
fession. Because of very low salary scales we find 
these scales are not adhered to.

You were commenting Ranga, on the fact that you 
would hope to see more representatives from the 
media here, so would I. I hope for the future this will 
change because the SLPI needs support and the SLPI 
is prepared to support. So you have a very good set
up here and from our side even regardless of Swedish 
funding or support to the SLPI because all kinds of 
support, funding always end, but from the Fojo Media 
Institute we will always be here and the partnership 
will always be here, and I am very happy about that.

Chairman:

But the other point I want to make is the socio-politi
cal environment in the country, which does not attract 
the youngsters to the profession especially in the 
Tamil media. I have an obligation to represent the 
Tamil media as well from the SLPI point of view. If 
you look into the newsrooms of Tamil media houses, 
it is an appalling situation. The brain inflow from the 
North-East has already been cut off. There is no 
inflow from an intellectual capacity point from North 
and East. So we are confined to Colombo and even 
Colombo youngsters are not brave enough to enter 
into mainstream journalism. There are a lot of mis
conceptions about young Tamil journalists—even 
when carrying media identity cards there is sceptism, 
suspicion. So there is a dilemma here.

At the College of Journalism we used to receive at 
least 600 applications per year for the new intakes. 
The numbers are going down because of various rea
sons. The parents don’t want their children to be jour
nalists, one of the dangerous professions in the world. 
So which parent would like their children to become 
journalists in this country? At least if they are getting 
a big salary it may attract them. The payment is low, 
low salary scales, low recognition. I have this special 
Gazette notification issued by the Government of Sri 
Lanka in 2006. The Wages Board particulars appear 
in this Gazette notification. If anybody needs copies I 
can give them. This is in all three languages. So this 
is the standard of journalism in Sri Lanka. Here we 
are trying to talk about professionalism, but where are 
we heading?

The last point I want to make is the love for the pro
fession. I must bow my head and pay tribute to those 
who are in the profession under these circumstances, 
who still want to be journalists, who still want to join 
the newsroom and be the voice of the voiceless in this 
country. The SLPI has a mandate and we are very 
committed to push this issue forward, but we cannot 
do it alone. We need the industry. That is why media 
owners are here. We need the owners who understand

Thank you very much Annelie. Before I open the 
floor, I know the chair is not entitled to make long 
speeches, but the printing press workers, according to 
the Labour Act, the labour laws in Sri Lanka, I just 
called for the document; I hope it will come to my 
hand, because SLPI is working on this matter. Mr. 
Sundara Nihathamani de Mel is a Chief Editor with 40 
years of experience but according to the labour law of 
Sri Lanka he is not entitled to even 250 dollars a 
month as a salary. If you see the salary scales of the 
Editor, a junior journalist is if I can remember well, let 
me - this document has now come to my hand, is 
around 100 dollars a month or 110 dollars a month. 
Sony 60 to 100 dollars a month. So these are the gov
ernment regulations; this is the government’s recogni
tion of the profession. So how can we think of a 
demand for the profession, from amongst the young
sters? You find a demand for lawyers from the young
sters, you find a demand for doctors, you find a 
demand for accountants, you find a demand for engi
neers. So we don’t find the same demand. Luckily we 
have this glamour- some kind of status that journalists 
would enjoy in the civil society. Without that I would 
not be surprised if you find empty newsrooms in the 
newspaper organizations under these labour regulation 
structures.

So we have a fundamental problem here. We need 
journalism to be recognized by the laws of Sri Lanka 
as a profession. Then we can create standards. So 
when we fight with these institutions which question 
the recognition of the profession, we have to meet 
standards that we address now. Where is the educa
tion? Who teaches them? We see there has been 30 or
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It is a very critical situation. Just see a journalist after 
40 years of service - it is very clear. They have 3 cat
egories, Grade 1, Grade 2 and Grade 3. After 15 years 
of service, a Grade 1 journalist is entitled to 110 dol
lars a month. I will not blame the publishers if they 
stick to this. So we have a fundamental problem, in 
the legal background, in the socio-political back
ground and also the motivation factor. We can moti
vate the youngsters, we can train them. I mean if you 
wait here this evening you can see young people
going around with cameras, going to the street know- Prof. Kariyawasam: 
ing the fact that if somebody sees a journalist, espe
cially a Tamil youngster carrying a camera in this 
junction he could be subjected to harassment or 
checks, or whatever. We know that, but still they take 
that risk. Why? To get this salary? Thank you. Now 
let me open the floor for questions.
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Audience:

First of all, I would like to thank the SLPI for organ
izing an event like this covering the most important 
issues of media. It is good to see that media people are 
aware about the importance of training and they are 
willing to improve it. So I think that is a good 
improvement we are having. That is because of the 
SLPI and the Fojo support we are having.

I agree with Prof. Kariyawasam. I am also a drama 
and theatre graduate from the Jaffna University. The 
same situation is there in drama theatre. Degrees are 
given which are now replaced by the journalism 
courses. There should be proper training for the train
ers. This is very important. We need good lecturers. 
Journalists alone cannot train the students. There 
should be a training college for journalism trainers. I 
heard the problem in Jaffna in MRTS is still prevail- 
ing.Lecturers from the Tamil department are lecturing 
in journalism. It is not correct. The same thing hap
pened to drama and theatre as well. So we have to 
correct this.

r

. I would like to put this to Annelie as well. There is a 
concept in Jaffna - when I was at the Jaffna 
University, one of the VCs said that anyone can learn 
and teach the Arts subjects. They will be starting new 
subjects in the University and when someone said 
there are no lecturers, the VC said he can learn from 
books and teach. It is not correct. There is no disci
pline in Arts Faculties. That is the main problem. So 
we should take care of journalism as we are having an 
institute like this.

;

•!
The attitude of the newspapers also should be consid
ered. Even though they are busy I heard some of the 
newspapers, particularly one newspaper -1 heard yes
terday, the Editor of that newspaper was not willing to 
send a journalist to cover this event. This is not for 
reporting. The journalists should participate in ses-
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sions like this - seminars, to improve their knowl
edge. The next thing is attendance of students. I did 
not see all the students from SLPI in this programme. 
So we should encourage them to participate in this 
event - it is the duty of the lecturers as well to ask 
them to participate in these sessions, because it is 
organized with a big effort.

The other main problem is the wages of journalists 
which Ranga already mentioned. So that also should 
be considered, to improve professionalism in journal
ism. Thank you.

Audience:

has been only a slight teaching of these subjects under 
social studies. So they don’t have a good knowledge 
of political history. Suppose some politician says that 
he was a member of the third Parliament, they don’t 
know the first Parliament was 1947, second 
Parliament in 1952 and the third Parliament was in 
1956, fourth Parliament was 1960 March, then 1960 
July, then it is 1970, then 1977, 1982, 1989 like that. 
So a bit of political knowledge, political history 
should also be added to your syllabus so that they 
could get a good background here, because when they 
write articles - I remember once in the Daily News 
somebody writing that Winston Churchill - Winston 
had been spelt as Vincent in the first place. He wrote 
that Winston Churchill was the war time President of 
USA not knowing the war time President of USA was 
Roosevelt. These are things that should be taught to 
them. I don’t think most of the journalists do much 
reading unless they are taught. Thank you very much.
I hope this will catch the eyes of Mr. Ranga. Thanks.

Chairman:

(Not clear) I will make some points. For instance the 
School of Journalism students are fairly good. They 
make good journalists. By experience I have found 
while working in the Daily News as well as presently 
in The Sunday Times, the students are amenable to 
what you call advice. They pick up faster than those 
without training. Therefore, the journalism school is 
doing a good job. Secondly, these trainees when they 
are sent as intems-one month is not enough. I request 
that we send them for at least 3 months, because on 
the job training is better than academic training. The 
choice should be given to the School of Journalism to 
attach them to various newspapers and not for the stu
dents to decide to which paper they will attach them
selves to.

Thank you Mr. Balasingham. I need to respond to his 
remarks. But before that let me say something about 
Mr. Balasingham. He is one of my teachers at Daily 
News and recently I can remember in our Board 
Meeting - we have about 2/3 publishers coming to our 
board meetings - we were discussing the same issues. 
The publishers were very concerned about the quality 
of newspapers, the standards of the newsroom and 
coordination - you know these little things he men
tioned. Then one of the publishers, I would not men
tion his name, said you need one simple solution. 
Then I asked what is that, Sir. You need a 
Balasingham in your newsroom. So that is Mr. 
Balasingham.
Balasinghams in our newsrooms.

With regard to internship, yes there is an argument -1 
don’t need to go into details because these are cur
riculum matters that relate to the College of 
Journalism. Since you asked me I would very briefly 
respond. There are some arguments that students 
should be sent for a one-year internship. The least is 
one month. So they are saddled in between - when 
we design in the next curriculum - but we cannot 
extend the programme for more than 12 months. But 
we are in the process of expanding to some kind of a

I find some students like to go to a selected few news
papers because they have better freedom so that they 
can loaf about. They don’t like to do serious training. 
This is our practical problem. So we would like your 
institution to demarcate, to assign the students to the 
newspapers concerned. As far as The Sunday Times 
is concerned, I am sure my Editor is prepared to take 
6 students at a time. The work is easy and we are very 
cooperative and the students who have come are 
excellent. Good discipline, they listen to us, they 
check with us. This is my experience. It has been my 
experience while I was working at the Daily News 
also. Some students were very good and they are 
made into good journalists.

Thirdly, the syllabus of the journalism school should 
be expanded to include subjects like political history, 
history, geography, because these subjects have not 
been taught for a number of years in schools. There

So we need to create more
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longer course. Maybe we can consider that. We have 
staggered the internship into 3 - 1 month in every 
three months. But the problem is, once we send the 
students to newsrooms, they will not come back or the 
Editor will call me or the radio station will call me, 
can we have this guy as a freelancer at least, which we 
don’t encourage. Once they are used to a by-line and 
salary, they then forget the diploma. So, as a rule here, 
we are not allowing students to get employment even 
as freelancers in the newsrooms, but they do it behind 
our back. So there is a love-hate relationship on this 
subject.

About political history, we are trying to address this 
issue by encouraging the students to read. We do have 
lectures on this, but mostly they are of a practical 
nature. So we are trying to strengthen our library and 
encourage the students to read and read, and read, 
because I mean, even my senior editor will agree with 
me there was a time you need to read the paper early 
in the morning - all the papers, when you come to the 
news desk and check what you have missed, and then 
do the follow up. We are supposed to read all the 
newspapers including the Tamil papers if you have a 
translator, and be aware of the stories. Later, it was 
confined to read only your language papers. Then it 
was confined only to your paper. Then it was confined 
only to your story. Check whether your by-line is 
there, then you read and now only your head line. Just 
check whether your story is published. So journalists 
at the news desk don’t read even their own paper. We 
are trying to change that culture to get these kids to 
read and read. They have to discuss the morning news 
at 8.00 o’clock with the lecturers for one hour. They 
have to get engaged in debates, political debates, news 
debates, or whatever. Tough game. The reading cul
ture - or the lack of it, is a common phenomenon 
everywhere in the world and also everywhere in the 
field. We have to try and make changes. Thank you 
very much for the comments.

Audience:

Three very quick points Ranga. But before I start, let 
me say my experience in trying to get the mike shows 

the amount of acceptance towards young journal
ists. The main point I want to make was in response 
to Mr. de Mel’s case about people who study journal
ism coming to news desks and not being proper jour

nalists and if he was there I would try to draw atten
tion to what Lindsay and Sanath Balasuriya were talk
ing about at the opening session, which is why people 
come into journalism and the background in terms of 
their education.

What Lindsay was saying was about complacency, 
about the lack of activism within journalists and Mr. 
Balasuriya was talking about the glamour factor 
attached, which came out a while back as well. I think 
a significant portion of young journalists at least peo
ple that I know are guilty as charged, because I know 
a lot of people and we are guilty in this at the college 
itself. We are in the process of doing, you know the 
TV people are doing a TV bulletins, and we are doing 
print and newspaper work at the end of the week. 
Radio people are doing radio bulletins. I don’t blame 
anybody for this, it is easier and it is more comfortable 
for us to sit down and write a feature - for example if 
I am doing print, over a bit of time and it is published, 
or it is easier to go into, say a press conference and get 
the story there, instead of finding it out, you know 
going out and finding a story and this brings me back 
to why you are in the field of journal ism and if you are 
in it for the wrong reason. I would call them the wrong 
reason, if you are not in it to be an activist, if you are 
not in there, to quote Ranga to give voice to the voice
less. If you are in there just as a job, if you are in there 
for the ‘lousy’ salary you get, then that level of report
ing, I would not call journalism. And the second point 
which I wanted to make' was with regard to Annelie 
who referred to New Media, and what Sanjana reiter
ated yesterday. My main point is about blogging.

I have been a blogger for the past four years, and I 
blog under my own name right now, on my own 
domain, but I write under pseudo names too, various 
initiatives, including Sanjana’s and he said, your exact 
words if I remember correctly was “ blogging for a lot 
of people is a means of entering journalism.” I would 
conditionally agree with that because for a lot of us 
and I know this through personal experiences and the 
experiences through my friends which is for a lot of us 
writing for newspapers or writing for mainstream 
media and I have experienced the second one. Taking 
photographs for a mainstream media paper and getting 
it published is extremely hard and this is not because 
the content is bad. Sometimes your content is just 
brilliant and you see the Sri Lankan blogs — the con
tent is there, the drama reviews, current events, politi
cal analysis - it is miles ahead of what is published in
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the mainstream media, the natives and the immigrant generated content is everything. They say that jour- 
factor what Annelie was talking about - it is that type nalism has ceased to exist. I think as long as we take 
of culture which is inbred in the journalism system the discussion and as long as we open the doors, I 
here and I don’t know how it is abroad, but it is that think journalism will exist. I believe strongly in jour- 
kmd of system here which hinders a person entering nalism. , don-t think journalism will die. We need to 
tie mainstream. talk about this because there is no use, you know to
If I go back to what I was saying earlier, if you go Put ~ 1 don,t know the expression in English, but in 
back and get one or two people who enter journalism Swedish I know it, there is no excuse to put your head 
because they want to ‘give a voice to the voiceless’ in the sun. I am not afraid that journalism will end. 
and you drop them in this kind of scenario where it is Good quality journalism will survive under any cir- 
extremely difficult to move up, they obviously would cumstances, but we need to talk to one another. Be 
move on to new media. So two things need to be quick, 
changed. One thing is, I would urge on behalf of all 
the bloggers, I know a couple of bloggers are here, I Chairman: 
would urge on behalf of the entire Sri Lankan blog
gers here and Sanjana who was there yesterday, new 
media should be recognised without conditions as a recognition of bloggers by the authorities, I see a par- 
form of journalism and not professional citizen jour- adox there, because journalism though it is not recog- 
nalism. Lindsay, I assume you would disagree with nized in Sri Lanka, as a profession, it is accepted by 
this following our chat yesterday. And the second one international norms, The Geneva Conventions, UN 
is, the culture and this is extremely difficult - the sec- convention - there are norms and regulations or some 
ond one is extremely difficult to do which is to change practices internationally accepted for journalism. So 
the culture within journalism institutions, to be able to the governments are bound by that, governments have 
warmly accept a new journalist who is coming there, regulations, governments are responsible for good

journalism. So there are lots of parameters that work 
around journalism, but not in this new phenomenon of 
blogging or citizen journalism. So we need more dis
cussions.

Let me add something. What was said about this

Thank you

Chairman:

Mr de Mel, would you like to respond?

I think UNESCO has this discussion for a long time,Mr. de Mel:
how blogging comes into the mainstream paradigm 

I did not criticize anybody. That was my point of and we discussed it in Copenhagen about two/three
weeks ago. I don’t think the blogging and the new 
media arrivals can come into this legal recognition so 
fast. We need to have more open discourse on that and 
how to bring international conventions and interna
tional recognition in place. Then we can think of it 
because it is too fast. It is emerging so rapidly, that 
regulations and conventions, and the streamlining 
cannot match that speed. It might come some time. So 
it needs some new dimensions. Any more questions?

view.

Question:

Inaudible 

Mr. de Mel:

Ther's no need to argue.

Ms. Evers:

I agree with you. I think that we have no option but to 
agree because the way communication is earned out when i was talking about acceptance, I am not talking 
in society it is changing where the old media and old about legal acceptance per se because I see that is a 
media - like me, whether we want it or not, there is no very long way to go. When I say acceptance what I 
option other than to, open the doors, for discussion — am saying is psychological acceptance by the joumal- 
don’t be afraid to communicate with bloggers or what- jsm industry and Sanjana pointed out a lot and some- 
ever. I mean there are extremists who argue that user thing he forgot to say was the photographs who

Audience:

were
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cropped out and The Nation, The Sunday Times, the Audience: 
Daily Mirror are three examples I can think of at the 
top of my head where my friends’ photos were just 
taken from the internet and published. Social accept
ance and respect towards new media activists is some
thing that we need to cultivate.

Audience:

Yes. They include the bloggers in the online publica
tion for the newspaper and they say we want you as 
part of our team. So, it is important to discuss with the 
editors. Each country has to have its own discussion. 
How to open up and how to preserve journalism with
in this new technology. You have to find your own 
wife. But, open it up. It is important.

r<

I think what we are talking about here right now is the 
old guard feeling threatened by the new guard. I Chairman: 
remember when I joined the profession about 20 years 
ago I was the coffee boy for about six months. I joined 
in as a cadet. Anyway the point I want to make is that 
I think we should be considering seriously about pro
jecting bloggers because if we look at a country 
which Sri Lanka really tries to emulate, that is 
Malaysia, within a span of a month or two months

This is a personal comment rather than an institution
al comment. One has to be careful about of making 
this an old guard vs. new guard issue in the sense that 
I don’t think it's.... {not clear)

Audience:

they had 3 bloggers charged under the Internal Can I pose a question to Lindsay and also Annelie? We
Security Act, which basically states that a person can are talking about this huge subject of new media com
be detained indefinitely without a trial - and Malaysia peting with this conventional print, television and 
is a role model for Sri Lanka. I think we’ve seriously 
got to try to protect these people.

radio, even media stations in Sri Lanka who are mov
ing into convergence, bringing television dimension, 
radio, blogging, it is filtering down to vernacular lan
guages very slowly. But as an institution that trains 
future journalists here if we want to produce a jour
nalist in the next five years who will take these chal
lenges, you know what I mean, a journalist in 5 years 
and we are producing him today, how futuristic should 
we be and what are our challenges? I hope I am clear 
enough to - because we are in a very transition period.

Chairman:

Thank you Sunny.

Audience:

In our country we have had discussions about this 
question - what to do about new media and I think 
both the editors union and the journalists union, 
should discuss this all the time. Journalism in our Ms. Ross::
country is not officially a profession in that you need 
a card from the government to become a journalist. It 
is a profession because you sign to the Code of Ethics, Well I think that is an inevitable problem every -
and you are within the control of editors and news body faces actually in our fields. I think one of the 
rooms and accepted as a journalist. But in our country things that has heartened me, hugely about the SLPI 
there is a difference. I am a teacher, the nurses need a has been part of the discussion from the very begin- 
certificate from the state, but our journalists don’t nin8"there is some forward thinking going on, you 
need that. For the online question I think the editors’ m trying - you know the whole field of media now is 
attitude to the new media is important. Online publi- vast and Setting bigger by the days, you know the 
cations are coming up, one of our biggest newspapers opportunity. My day was very simple; print, televi- 
have bloggers as part of that. They included the blog- sion> radio* 1 think it is almost impossible to know 
gers into them so there are different solutions coming how to arm them five years hence. But I will say - 
un I think this ls P°int Robert was also making, my concern

about citizen journalism, if you teach them fundamen
tal skills not issues, not ideology - skills, they need 
skills to be a good journalist. Teach them that, under-

How do you deal now before we talk of five years■

:

* i

f

Chairman:

Include the bloggers into the mainstream websites?
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standing the truth, understanding how to put a story 
across, then you are sort of creating something that 
could move with the times and try and adapt to the 
media as changes. I mean, we will have to do it.

When I started out as a cub reporter there was not a 
thing like computers, but we had to adapt to it and 
people can adapt if you have the basic skills, core 
skills. I mean it is obvious that you will have to pro
duce students that are skilled in all kinds of media pro
ductions because if you are not I mean you cannot 
even survive today. So that is obvious. But I think 
what is also obvious and extremely important is what 
you are saying about ethics. A knowledge and aware
ness about the possibilities and responsibilities of 
journalism is the core of everything because technol
ogy changes. A journalist should always know why 
he or she is a journalist and have a position - when it 
comes to why am I in this profession and for what, 
and if you have that you will be good in 5 years, and 
10 years and 15 years whatever technology comes.

Ms. Evers:

UK has now focused its work almost entirely on stan
dards and ethics. It is not something forgotten. It is 
the core of the whole business.

Audience:

Inaudible

Chairman:

We have these crazy readers who start reading the 
papers from the back, especially the countries watch
ing cricket. I mean we are proud to say that we are the 
first to launch these training programmes in sports 
journalism and we have conducted two so far. But we 
need more. I fully agree with you. But let me ask the 
perception of the owners.

Audience:

Inaudible

Mr. Nadesan:

Looking at journalism, we find there were several 
accusations if you heard them saying that they are 
underpaid - we mentioned it today, actually from our 
perspective we would like to drop this Wages Board 
categorising because it only infringes on what we can 
do, and on what we cannot do and it gives you a 
guideline that this is what you must pay and as Ranga 
has said it makes it an unskilled labour. It brings your 
profession down. Professions don’t have wages put 
out and we would like to see journalists being a pro
fession which is why we started this College.

The Institute is moving forward, is promoting excel
lence in journalism because we feel that in time to 
come human resources will drop. It will not increase, 
birth rates will come down and it is happening right 
across the world I think, except perhaps in some coun
tries and we will have to go into automation. When I 
say automation the latest machines, faster speed, we 
may even have to branch out into commercial print
ing, because we cannot sustain this, with advertising 
and purely newspapers. Newspaper business, is a 
business and we have to see how we can pay our 
shareholders, how we can pay dividends, how we can 
service the clients, how we can provide a platform for 
advertisers satisfying the consumer and provide news, 
information and balanced view points. So it is a lot of

I agree completely. That is why I was stressing also 
this point of the Editors that it has to be within what is 
journalism and what is not journalism and the Editor’s 
role in the whole development of the professions and 
to include the new technology but within ethics and 
responsibility of the publishers. I would add to that in 
our country Norway when we produce students - I 
was saying almost 50 per cent of them go into online 
journalism and more and more of them go on to online 
journalism and we have been stressing ethics very 
much in our education and now the journalists union 
made a request to the online journalists and the 
answer they got was that they were worried working 
in online production because they were not able to be- 
---- and we (not clear)

Ms. Ross:

Just to add, from the point of view of UK it is very 
interesting - in the UK in recent years the perception 
of journalism has dropped badly. What is interesting 
now, talking to my colleagues in the profession there, 
is this whole issue of ethics is coming back again as a 
major focus of most of the training which is offered by 
the newspaper institutions. It’s now firmly back in the 
agenda to the point that the society of editors in the
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things that a journalist has to do, a publishing compa
ny has to do and think of. We would like very much 
to give each journalist a laptop and say please go, 
write back to us. But now what is happening is, a 
journalist writes a story, then somebody rewrites it, 
then the sub-editor looks at it, the proof reader looks 
at it, then the Editor looks at it; can you see five peo
ple are involved in just one act. Am I right? And this 
is why one person's wage is getting lower, because if 
you could eliminate these 5 people you will be getting 
their pay. And this is a huge problem because we 
spoke about complacency - this is what it is, people 
are complacent. They just write a story and send it in. 
Am I right about this? Please correct me if I am 
wrong. And we have a huge problem.

There used to be a problem - somebody mentioned the 
old guard stopping, but it is not happening so much 
now. They see that both sides are benefitting. We 
need new people. I mean there is an age, when I look 
at it, there is an age. At 25 we are running around, at 
30 you are little serious, at 40 you are sitting in a chair, 
at 50 you don’t want to get out of the chair. And you 
need to recognize this and say ‘okay this is how we are 
going to place people. This is where they are going to 
be at this age because when their spirit is alive, they 
have ideologies, they don’t have philosophies, but 
they have ideologies. And we need to use this because 
we are looking at democracy, we are looking at free
dom, we are looking at ethics and this is a difficult 
subject sometimes’. So it depends on the training that 
you get. On the way you look at life and I personally 
feel that all of us must have a philosophy. If we don’t 
have a philosophy we cannot do it and whichever reli
gion it is, I think - whether it is the Quran or whether 
it is Bhagavadgita or it is the Bible, these are all train
ing manuals. There is no use just reading them. You 
have to actually practise it. And so, whatever you 
learn in school has to be practised, has to be under
stood.

trying to do in this school. We have a great philoso
phy, but we need your support. We need the support 
of the Editors.

Somebody mentioned they were hardly any people 
from the newsroom here. My own newsroom is not 
here. I cannot push my Editors because there are no 
people in the newsrooms. There are no staffers. We 
are losing them. So how do we turn up here and spend 
three days? I mean last night I was berating my Editor 
saying that you missed all these sessions we had. 
They were so interesting, the ones on reporting con
flict - am I right Ranga? Excellent sessions, and I 
think the past work sessions have been, what shall I 
say, world class. The new words that have been 
thrown at you, ethics, business ethics, have we dis
cussed this before? It is a new philosophy altogether. 
So there are so many new things coming out and I 
hope you will join us in making sure the school con
tinues to thrive and make democracy alive in Sri 
Lanka. Thank you.

Chairman:

That is why I like my Chairman. Any more questions, 
comments?

Audience:

The issue of recognition of journalism as a profession- 
how close are we to achieving that goal? Has a serious 
effort been made? I mean the owners and Editors, are 
they really addressing this issue at all?

Chairman:
!

Thank you very much for this question. The issue has 
been there for the last 15/20 years. The Working 
Journalists Association was having a solitary fight, 
struggle with the authorities, with the Wages Board 
etc. But with the establishment of the SLPI we took 
up this responsibility and we have had some kind of 
brainstorming sessions, including all the stakeholders 
and we came out with a strategy on how to lobby the 
authorities, to get on with this matter because the situ
ation is very much different to the Scandinavian expe
rience here. We need to change the mentality of the 
conventional mindset. So we have a roadmap that we 
can go through, but the problem here is very much 
highlighted in all these sessions, to bring people

So then, we get into Buddhism which talks of mean
ingfulness. That is a very deep word. It is to me as 
equal as Om in Hinduism, but you need to understand, 
you need to become aware of what you are doing. Not 
do it for a job, but do it because you understand why 
you are doing it. So here we make journalism into a 
dedication. It is not merely a profession, but there is 
something beyond, it is 5 service. This is what we are

I
i

n
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together to have one voice. I would not say it is a total people in the provinces get paid a higher rate. It is
failure, but we have been trying to achieve this, to appalling the rate they are getting in the provinces-
bring people together to have one voice and I am real- someone may get Rs 200 if he is lucky, if he or she is
ly grateful and I am really happy that the media own- lucky, 
ers are with us. They are with us and we have a 
roadmap. I know every journalist is dying for this day 
to get your profession recognized. Hopefully, we will 
achieve it during my life time.

Audience:

Chairman:

That is two dollars.

Ms.Evers:

Two dollars for a piece of news which is about one A4 
size page. So how do you expect the profession to 
thrive or how do you expect provincial journalists to

Inaudible

Chairman:
get motivated and mind you Sri Lanka is not

We had discussions with the Organisation of Colombo? 
Professional Associations (OPA) and the OPA itself 
has a committee to bring us into the fold, but there are 
some criteria that the media has to fulfil. One criteria

Audience:

osfejcJQeO cozsteaf 33®s$ :S©02»
q<2. <?Q® Z5)C5025$ ©® d253®3033C3 SqBaGOOZrf 05$ 
g§g-e§0zs> qa SScaO. 6 03@g$® gOzsJazsJ S®zs 
d*025$O <52533 cade Sd-eScazsG 025$S) g0025$, ©® 
£»3C325)25)©C325$ g2g-€§025$ (3®<33 0035$ ©203^25$ 0*0 ZS)d 
©053 <525$25303 53® 6 ©<£>3C$(325$© C3® &Q 233(3C325$ 2$© 
d3d zsdz5303 ©zoJ ca® 0*c}e>2sJ @©025)03 :Sc325). 0 
Sd-sScaO 0® cazogQ. ®® 3a$03ca zsxJz5303. q®d 
0*Z5$@Z5)25$ @©30325$ Cp§C33g S©0Z53 30.

is the College of Journalism that gives them practical, 
professional training. So that is why the College of 
Journalism is here, to bring some kind of academic 
qualification for the entry level. There are two prob
lems. Number one is about the entry level, number 
two is about the existing journalists, and how to rec
ognize them. So there are some criteria being dis
cussed like considering about ten years experience 
plus academic qualifications etc. So I am hopeful if 
we get together, if we are united - not only the jour- Audience: 
nalists, but the Editors, the owners, and activists plus
the political lobbying, then we can achieve this. Well, ®® zssdefica §Ss$ qQ <»*® <p®zs$ ca32s>©03

25)025) ©<JC32S$ @25$. 25)025)3 C3oC3^aZ5$ @® £*3(325)25)03 2$g 
<525325303. 25)§25$ 0 0*@0 @25)®d25$@25$ 253*20x8 Sc3253 
023. ®® 825)25)'® 25$ 25)0 CZ5)C3D2D 2S)d25$25) ©253*. ©®

we are hopeful.

Ms. Evers:
C3®325$0Z5)30 ©0330 253CD3 CD25$253. @25$^ do©?

Just one thing about the exciting thing that the SLPI 
going to do in the next years. As what Mr. Kumar Chairman:
Nadesan brought out that provincial journalists basi
cally when they file a story and send it on to Colombo ®® ®S^®3 Sca53 233d<55ca 8g©25$5)®3. 0s>® ©< ®® 
it just goes through the various people from the copy 28©25)®328 ®*c$ ®2oz5$®ca3 (0*253 So25$53 ©253*.
editor to sub-editor and proof reader, finally the story 0z^®3 ©® zswd-eSca ©203«j0 o*©*SJ@0 ©zs$d*® e?d©25$ 
ends up on the desk of the Editor - gets rewritten 28333 0z^®3@<o25$ e3*@co253 <j3c3Z3za*0c3Z5$ epoO e*©325303. 
numerous times, even the original writer of the story 0z^®3 qOszsJffl ®«6©e C33®30zs)©c3zs$. qOczsJ® ®-eJn0e 
cannot recognize his or her own story at the end of the ddS®0eQ 025303. qQ 025$25) jS©03® 025303. ©®32sxj, 
day. What SLPI is going to do in pattnership with my 0z$®3 <ja$25)03 cpo3 S@3253 §0®25)30® 28§d d*® 
organization is to go to the province, work directly e>®tsS^ 0z?®30z5$ S@35303. qgs$ ®30:o@©?25$ 
with the provincial correspondent to ensure that their ©2s$25) ©53*. 2S)§e$ cp@c$ (25325$*;) zS©03 03@a$ ®®
quality of journalism is good and there is a minimum 253*0253 Sea c^zs$zs)zs$ ©2533®©. cp®d £25)25$£0
amount of work by the copy editors here in Colombo, ©a3@203® ataaOcft** qed C5325jfi00
minimal amount of work by the sub editors so these gSOsd <j*2s$3® gQ8. 0 gefoca ®® ogSca ^0e$ 20253d
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writes a curriculum and somebody teaches it and they 
don’t know what they are teaching. But here we are 
hoping very much that we understand the process and 
we ultimately want to create journalists who can actu
ally live in the real world. Of course he may have to 
be a tea boy, at the start as somebody mentioned. That 
is part of the job. That is part of growing up. So he 
needs to know how to cope with it.

And of the things we are trying hard to do, we have 
not really got to it, but how to create a personality of 
the journalist. You see, we are putting our product, 
each one - that young man next to you is a product. So 
each one of them has to leave a mark in the newspa
per, a mark in journalism. So that each one has the 
individuality and these are some of the things we 
would like to address. Somebody mentioned, I think it 
was Prof. Kariyawasam, that we do not have trainers, 
appropriate trainers. I am not sure, was it Sundara? 
We don’t have appropriate trainers. So that is one of 
the greatest problems we have, because if we have the 
so- called old guard teaching, then they are going to 
teach what they know and there is a gap here. So we 
need to look at this training the trainers programme so 
that new concepts are introduced. Thank you.

Chairman:

o©sfa? e*©3
®© <3s) ^&3303. §£53$ CfQ C3t©3D33 £3)5333303? <;<53303. 
3)bs>30(5i3$<D ©©3) <?0©o)$Q sx5(33 ©q3$S3, qQ ©® 
S)<5 3$©S3* Cf333(£>5)O0 Cp3©0$d3303), dzS) 5)§3$333

S3*©C$030© 3)<533 C3S3©C3$00C33), C*S <?©d ^2^3)®

3X53303 ©d® ©S=D©3303®d 5333©0$G303? <?O0 ©^33*33 
2§O03. @® &3333*©S$ <Jl3$ C?3) 03)3) 0^Sgc5 <J^3$330 
01®SS303. 0©CQ53©O3$® CpGSsx5l03$©(d C3offl®©ci

®l$f333)0©3)* 0333). 33*£)lQ, <?8 e?3) 0©3D® 3)g gcgsf 
331201. CfQSs)(5l03$ 003 ®^3D3?S©3)0 003 ®© S©033 
<*009253)30 3)§33*0 ®3$(5l© 033*33 ©331- <?©3$ 53®g55-©3 
©©■0(500 @® g33*qc5 ©2D3)©O30 ©<J3303. <?8 ©© 3)03 
3)dS3©3$ 53©3)c5 £»13)I® 3)553330(5^3)’ 8gS?J0.

Audience:

How has commercialism in media been here in Sri 
Lanka? Given this kind of standard that you are teach
ing the journalists here, which we are also teaching in 
India about dedication going more than the profession 
and sincerity and all those -- the values of journalism, 
but when a journalist passes out of an institution like 
that, is he able to cope with the, you know the com
mercial atmosphere outside the newspaper which our 
journalists are unable to cope with. They find there is 
a vast difference in what they are taught in the jour
nalism school and the actual reality when they get into 
a newspaper where all this is forgotten and they have 
to deal with you know, what the Editor, sometimes 
not even the Editor, the page editor or whatever is 
dished out to them and whoever tells them to do this 
story, they are unable to do and the kind of stories they 
want to do and then they come and ask us, the people 
who teach them - you are teaching us to do this kind 
of stories on development and human rights - we 
don’t have space in the newspapers to do this kind of 
stories. Do you have this kind of a situation here also?

Mr. Nadesan:

We are trying to correct that. This is what existed. 
Ranga will bear me out when I say this is why we have 
The Editors’ Guild involved in this. This is why we 
have the owners involved in this so that we can have 
one alignment, so that it flows very smoothly and it is 
an industry established institution. It is not a universi
ty where as Professor Kariyawasam said, somebody

Let me bring this session to a close now. Let me thank 
Prof. Tissa Kariyawasam, a teacher to many of us in 
the audience, of myself as well, and I am still a student 
of his. My very senior Editor Mr. Sundara 
Nihathamani de Mel, one of the respected Editors in 
Sri Lanka, thank you very much. And Annelie, one of 
our partners, partners in progress, of SLPI, thank you 
very much for your contribution and let us give a 
round of applause to all our panelists, thank you very 
much and my personal thanks to Waruna 
Karunatilake, who gave me this opportunity, and some 
people here who were brave enough to come in the 
morning after this late night party by The Editors’ 
Guild. I enjoyed this session very much. My chair
manship was an accident, but I enjoyed it. I learnt a 
lot. Thank you very much. And this session takes us 
to the end of the entire conference so let me invite the 
Chairman of the SLPI, Mr. Kumar Nadesan to propose 
a vote of thanks to all participants.

Mr. Kumar Nadesan:

.
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Mr. Chairman, panelists, all of you who are here, Experts Committee to advise on revised draft of the 
especially our overseas delegates. Thank you very Colombo Declaration on Media Freedom and Social 
much for making this entire event a success, for talk- Responsibility 2008; 
ing about the Colombo Declaration on Media 
Freedom and Social Responsibility, that is where we 
began and we had some serious sessions on media Ms. Lindsay Ross (Commonwealth Press Union) 
freedom and then we went on to social responsibility
and there were new subjects, new topics and we learnt Ms. Nandini Sahai (Media Information and 
much on that. So thank you very much for being with Communication Centre of India) 
us. Democracy is what we are looking at, we need 
thriving countries, markets. Some spoke about com
mercialization, but we will not exist if there are no 
markets, no trade- if these things go down and so we Mr. Rohan Edrisinha (University of Colombo, Sri 
need to keep it going, we need to look at all this very Lanka) 
seriously.

The School itself as you can see, as you heard, we are 
trying very hard to do our best. We have our chal
lenges. The whole country is having a challenge, but 
we hope we can cope with this and we will survive it 
and we will go forward and become even better than 
we are today. So thank you very much for coming and 
I close this conference now.

Mr. Lawrence Liang (UNESCO - Consultant)

Ms. Kishali Pinto Jayawardene (Attorney-at-Law, 
Sri Lanka/Columnist)

Chairman:

A special thanks to UNESCO for joining us in this 
Conference. There was a special publication on 
media development and media indicators. We have
translated it into Sinhala and Tamil and we will be The revised Colombo Declaration on Media
sending it to all the media stations as a SLPI distribu- Freedom and Social Responsibility (see Annexure) 
tion. Thank you very much and if there were any mis- was ratified by the Newspaper Society of Sri 
takes on our part, from SLPI, we are extremely sorry.
I hope your stay was enjoyable. Lunch is arranged. Media Movement and the Sri Lanka Working 
Thank you very much again.

Lanka, The Editors’ Guild of Sri Lanka, the Free

Journalists Association and was signed by their
respective Presidents/ Convenors in the presence 

(CONCLUSION OF SESSION 10 AND END OF 0f the Chairman of the Sri Lanka Press Institute 
CONFERENCE) on December 31,2008.
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ssni—£B a£j5$rj-(!pLb &(ipa>u QurrpuqLb urbjfliu 

Qarr(LjiL£>qLi d)ijsu69ub
2008 9£&Ci_fTUCf

asiL® £&2>rB$!jLb iDrfjgiJii) sypau QurTrgjuq urbr^ltu Gl®rr(igii)HLJ i%abi_63T£d£l6!n (i51ija&i_65iix>) u^rr6Ugj 
r^l65)fD6i| r^la^p6i5l6\) g)$6n a£[£ snabQujauuu51@U6uij£b6naaSluj $mb: Q£6ifl6urr&
6T@^§jenrj®®uuL.@6fi6n (BabrnlurTgaOTT, stfl(i£i6liurEd®6Ti u5§]ii) 6ii£>uDrr60 Q^aL_aa&uuL(B6n6TT asm.® 6>51$*6ifl6i) 
^j^l0^£&rej<EB65)6n QiDfbQ®rT6Tf(6n>ii) QaFiu6ffi(ip65)fD®6Tf)63i uSgjijb 6tid§j 2_rQ]$uLiruli965)6&T u56tt 2_rru$ Qsuigj 
Q<5bn6fr£Sl6)n(SfDrTir).

i%ai_6&T£$eaji u5gj 90 uSOTiurTijsnGiJsmuff Qffgjj^§j6u^fb@ @aFffrB^,juu^65)63TLi uiu6?iu@^^l® Qaa6fr(6T5ii) 
nFjrub, <snu(3urTd£l6\5]0r5gii @LibQunbrpi6TT6TT ffrrajaSiuLDrrsjT upGnG>65Trr)rDrbJ®ej)6TT (yjenrDuuip 9uq®Q®rT6Tr«j$5rr)0ijb 
@6CTffl|(glD r^l65)fD61]Gl£FUjlULJULa^ r^SD6\)lijl6V) «51 LUUL t£0® @11) 0n5kl5l6l)®@®6TT U606WD63>fD
r^6in®n6ij2}j^^|l5bQaa6fi6ija5fD@ii) ^(S^(o6ii«D6n i51rr®L_6ffr$5$«n dlCTiongr Gi(ipr5§]6ir6TT qaQuj ®sijrr6V)a«n6TT
«Sul!_6U6Jj)6jnnuu@^^l® Q*a6fF6u^rf)0ii)5iaL- @6ij6uaiLJUi5l6W65iLJ uuj6ffiLJ@£$® QarTCTi^lenGfDrnb.

2£ni_abi£), ^Ii5l6i5l0^a5l, 6unQ]65)iDQiurrif>lLJH urbn5liu 2006^,ib ^erortpsn Qarr(ipii>nu i5)rr«L«ui> (iLjQsnOTbGarr i%- 
fibLsnib) iDrbgJlii) ff(ipa> r£$®0ib ^L5l6ti)0£j>££la@ii) ^ssiotsjt QaiTOTKerjib aajrFj^ijtipiD
U6OT6^lDg>fF>6OT«niX)lL|li) 5iLUa^63T(]P(ip6fr6n 2£aL<5&2>£y65)fD®nUJ (SlDlbu@^§J6lJ6!n^ 22_6fl6TTL_a^luJ l51jjai_OT^^9en 
afipasn <5&i_uurT(3<3&6fr Gl2>rn_rri5l6i) @60r&i6m® &\yfftuhi8>(ipib 90 SDaQujrruuaarTrjrr 6i63iu65>£mii) ®6U8JTg>$6V) 
QarTOTiaflsnGfDrTii).

1991<3^ii> ^,65511960 6i5l6ffiL.6i£D’,£b (gjjsnQenaiprsiD) ijlrjra&LsniDasn^j, aiurr^ejiiDrrsn ugj^rflsnasmu
Q®a633Ti90a&0ii) 2_rfl6niD i5lrraSlr£)$£gj6ii ggsurBrnua^anaj 6u§2j6it«&LiiJ£rT®@ii> ^j^ljusdl 2_fflsmi>QiiJ63i 
6U6^1iLjgu^u5l0rB^«n^iL|ib jBrni) (SiDguib r£]63>63i6i| ®i0aSl6!iiG>rDrni).

GuDQjjib 1998^,10 ^snnipsn i%®L6OT3>d£l6b 0f^l^§j£B®aLi_uuLL. £tra002>£f5J®«&sn ^J(ip6b Q<5FiLi6U£65r 
6iiL^lGujiqLb urr§j®rTULi a_2U^l Qffiuiuuu($ib r0SD6Oii5l6V) Qgjnrt$l6V) qjLSUipaenaaensn
G>LDrr)Q&rT6fT(6TT>lb ^|IJ^llL16065)LDLll51sil 2_rfl65)lD*6fr £6IIl_a6lSllLI6Oa6TTp,a(S5®0 2L-dj{jbfJ6Ufl$lb QffU!ilUUU@lX)
rSl«j)6\)u51gjjii) ldl@Gid ®£5j5$rj'(jpijb usfrsoirgj ^6jyi6mLDU_|i£> ®iua^en(y)(ip6fr6TT sin Las^sn situ Qufbgu,
^§p]u«5la® (ipi^iLjii) CTOTguib rsrrii) n&i£>qa9«fi(SrDmi>.
^r5^6U6)nau5l6b rgrrii) 1998<sy,ii) ^swn^sii i51ij®L.aji^^lsii u56TTrruj6ij Qffi£jiuuuL.L_ ®irr)rf)laD65T airjjuriluugjrb® 
@®ffrB^jLJLJ^^l6in65iLJ uuj6ffru®^§iii) ^GgjGeusDSTT, Q®rr(ipii)Lju i%®L_68T$5$)6ffF £_6Tr6niTjjf52> ^u5l60asn6i9aeD6Ti 
r£]£rr®63ii0nr®@ii) 6usn®u5)6\) l|£§|0Uu(5££ £-2U$ Q®rr6Tr(o6ijrni).

1

(ip«LJL|6»IJ-:
aSGip 9uui51@u6ijja6naaSluj rBrni), ®0£§J Q6U6rflu51@ii) a&r5$ijib, £®6U60 ®a&|5$9[jii> sisnuen ggentBrnij® 

@snrf)luj6ff)ix)UjrT£§i ctotusd^ihii) <si$&6OT opsn(o65TfbrD£$rD@iD r56Osiia(65«0U) irropib gsnsuuj 
LDsffl^6^rfl65)ii)a6fr, ^i9Uusm_iLirfl68)iDffi6fr 6i6ffiuan6iifb65)fD ^ig)jLJ6^SlLJU^rb(SU) ^6U^lujiDa65TQ^snu6io^iL|ib 
2_rri]$§lujrra j5ii)Lj^lsii(SfDmi>.

iDffi®6fr ^ld§] ^rr®araj®^^)6in rBL-^s&gju (Sua®0a65)6TT ®685i®a6!rtf)aaa ahi9UJ^aii30aa G6U6wi@iDau51g)iii), 
^p^iLisb 6^l6u®nrjr&j®sn6TT ^if51r5^6uj«6Tiaa ggsnrfifTUJ® ®(y)®Qu)a65irt51«fi Q®iurDurr(i)®6ifl6b yp(i563)iDiua®L] 
ur&iGffirb® G6U6wn@iDau5lg)jii) ^6ugr®6fr ^®6U6V)®65)6n Qurbgj ^sdl-^li) r0sn6ou5l6b ®0^5&6V) G6U6wi@tb 
6T65iu®n^iL|ii) ®0^^6V) Qaa6wi@6n(o6naib.

Cippr6?nnunr(5a6TT ^ejnsogiriaaiMsfren aasorejaerflsb usoGsugu ^u51ui51rjaiijrBja(gT5a@ib ®LiD6Tfluu^65i eu^Giu,

1
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:
^6Ufb65)rD^ $j££iaQ&rT6TI6U$rb(3jli> 5i^r5^1rr(ipib ®lUrT$63T(y>lDfT63T 2£IIl_®lb @(!5$5£6V) ^6U<fflLULD 6I65IU«nai 
2_rp]$iurT® rBibqaQGfDtfib.

1
(oiDfbSftfDUuilLSUfbsnrD aF(ipa^6v) (ip®a6)iu una^snsn 2fnLa.oJuj6V)rrcnfr f^l«»fD(S6iifb2ii^fDrTgr
6i65iu«D^ ^ruaSarflafiMGrDmi).

^afl rBujj&orflfgjib urrij®® <^$£l®rT[f)®6n, ^i6uij<sb6TT 6ua6)®(0jii> QunrrQjun®6TT anjasTiDn® ^aSlijiDnsji
6$ii)ijs'aite]s&6n6TTiLjii) QuagjjswmiLjLaT Qff6i51iD©^£66b 66ua5i©ii) 6i63i® ®(fF>§j££)63TGnr)rTib.

•i

Qurrgj aSlsucBnijitia&ofT Lfabrisn aSlajngjrbja&OTr £sm_®®L.t_ri)fD6i«6murT®6nii) ,s&®GijiT<yir)rT63T6in6uiLjrr®6^ii) 
@(5,uu§ji_65i @0 aajjB^fjiDnaT a5l6urT££$60 aF,6UfDnrsn ®irDngia®(6TT>ib Q6ii6ifluu©a£)aTn)63T. a5l6iirr£raj®6Ti
2_$j£!Gujrr®y>!j6iJ r5i_£65)£®63>6TT a51iDgr^luu6u^a&(6n,6b@ ffili_rf$ujrr63T unayarruiSlar 
,©irhja£®i{l®®Liu©5ij£63T ffui^lCBuj Qurray 6iSl6urc£rbJ®(6n>®®rT63T 6urcujLJn®®6Ti idl.©ulj©6U£ji_6si ^£fT)®rT65T 
fisna®r£l6S)60iL|ii) idiIlu) £5l.i_uul© 6i5)©££)rDgj. g)6UfT)6!nrD rsrrii) 2_gjj^linL65i rBLbi_jaSl«n(SrDnrLb.

;

Qffuj^ $&63rfl®63)®Li i%Giunrairnr63i§j ^snssflffsnffujnsn^jii) QrBnfl ^IroibiJiLigjii) Glunr^j id®®6tt £®6U60 Qugjii) 
Si_if6!DiDa)iiJ iDpuu^jii) ay6u&5>5&i ^fj^6orr63T ®0^gj Q6U6ifluuml© u5gu6U^jLDn@Lb
asiiuen^iqii) ^jr&iaSaiflafSKSfDnib.

22!L.®a5ku60rT6TTrt®(63®(§>ii> ^6urr®6TTgij QffrT£§j6Bfib(6TT>fi&@ii> £&rr®(gj£66®6Ti, <SJS®gij££6b®6Tr, u5)rrL-L_60®6ri 
aSI©®®uu©6U§j, @$$68>aiu £&rT®@£60®6n, ^#®npi££6v)®6Ti, u5lrjLL6b®6TT Q^nri_^i5l6b 61513^63)6331*611
jBL^uuLfT^^j u£$rfl65)®aF ®65r5££lrj£6S)£iL|ii> ®0£§j &$,%>{&!}{£>&?>b Giorra^n® urr^l^§j6fT6Ti§j 6T63iu63)£ 
®6U63)6\)IL|L.63I @p5lg>gd& QarT6nfl£IGrDfTlb.

^1^^163)60 @sm_6i51i_a§j Q$fu_($ib (®,ipr£l63)6V)ii5)60 U£$rfl63)®mii) fism_«(ipii) ®£r5$rru>rT® gjiur^j® (pi^iurTgj 
CT63iu^63)63i ,©j*j££arfla6£l63iGrDrTib.

Gg&^liu urrgjanuLj r56\)65i®63)6TT® &0£$6bQ®fT633i© ,£jyp60u©^£®3hi9UJ a^rs^lrjii) iDjogjib £®6U60
b w^nsn ®L.©uurT©a6Tfl63i idl.©uu©££uul.l_ OffiurburruL] Q£6ifl6urr® ntflr5£]Q®rr6TT6Truu©6U63)£ 

Gldii>u©£§]6U£63i ypsoib G^iu urr§jarTUL| ®rrrj633rr&j®6TT ®rT633id)£§j &&>&$!} \hi5>6n u5§j r£lujmiJiDrT)rD
aL©uurr©aB65)6n ^ijffrrr&]®ii> 6)51$®® (ip65>63T6U6S)££ 35©®® 6i5l0Lbna063iGpaii).

Qffiu{burr©«6Tfl6b 2_iujj5^ j£68)£ «^6S)i_£6b, ggaaQiu a_sraigr63)6u (Lp63rQ65T©££60, e£nL_®£$63Trfl63)i_Giu 
®0$Q$rr0i£)$£ 9^§ja)LpuL|, f568)L_(y>63)fD®6tf)6b 9(ip®aQr5n5) r£liuu)nij®63)6TT i5l63iuri)g)j^6V) 6T63iU6urbn5l6b £_L63T- 

^6^6331rg,^, QurrguuijlewaTinii) ®£r5$rjiDnrara>]ib ®Lurr^aiLDrT63i^]LDrT63T u£$rfl63)a£§]63)rDiL|ii) 26ni_®£g]6B)rDiLjii) 
(ip63r63)6uafiSlfD§j CTsnusn^LLjib ^r6ja5®rfl®a51snGprTii).

jj;

t5l6ffi6U0ii) i51Grtrr6B)6roia(65i_63i J2_L63iu©6ugjii) Qurr0^iDrrsn <©i6B)LDULja*6TT ugruq^6v)®6fi,
6jrDf9l®Q®rr6rr6TT6v)a6Tr, ,si(ip6bu©2j£6ba6rr 6i6STU63i6Ufi)6B)rD (ip63iQaT©uu^rb@ Qua0^iDrT63T j5i_6ui9a63)a®63)6TT 
61©®® G6U65ffr©QL069ipib aSl^rB§i65)rt®a9snGfDfTii>.

1998 - QSfT(!pU>L|LJ l3f7®L69T^65I L36JI69TfJTT63I ,9u5l6)3©£$®6Tr:

®L.j5^ $,ffnu$> anr60^6V) i5l6ffT6U0ii) aprr^aionrew ^u51aSl0^®6fr grbuLi90UU6TD^ urrrrfril©®a(65L_sir (3>n5)£§i® 
Q®rr6fraSlGfDmi).

^j) ^6wiL.sf)65i ®Li_aG®rr6W6Uu51g2jii) u&ftflsoau Gujsneu £FL.L^aiji^0r5§i 2002@6b @rb(D6i51iiJ6V) ^sugjTSU
l51rri0fr6B5IIBJ®6fr rg®ffiUULL63)Ii), gg6BTa^lu^l6B)lU ^6UlD^UM®@6fT6TTaa@6lJ63)^ r£l(5£6B>6ffi Q^ujinib (0fl51ULJ®6nrr6V)

.. ••

ill
.

:

:
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<©16060*51 61iaff£63)£fi&6T7a6b (ipiUrQiflgjfF, £56337L63)637ff *FLL*6G£ba63)6Uu5l63r 118^,611^1 dl(fl63)6lJ fj^gj QffUJ£63)6U. 
1953^},ib <$4,633719637 ufTfjtf(6TT>iD63TfD <£>l$&ayr5j*fc6fr rfl(7)LJLirp6imD ffL.L^^IrD®a65f 1978^j,ib <$4,633119637 
rj^gj Qffuj^63)iD. @gj i)fDumfl633iD u5fD6v)®63)6Ti U19 &6\j63fla&(0>ib <©i$*Eafj£63)$5 uaija(65iD63ip^§ia@
6iiiprbj@aSlfD^j.

■5>i) @60r5J63)*B U*5$lf)63)*b r^21i6U63Ilb, U*5*0[f)65)*6 (y)63)pUUaL© <$4,63)6337lLiaili), @60r5J63)& 22£DL666iSllU6V) fi660g)lTffl
6i63TU63T6urr)n5l63i 2_06iia<sb<E&ib.

(SiDfbui9 <ya^£BiDa63T ^>u5l6)5l0^^la(6Tj)db@ qfDibuaffi 1998<$4,ib <$4,633719637 i5)Grjy63)6337£B63)6T7 <©i(ip6b Q^iueii^rb® 
6T§J611lb IB6im_OufD6l5l6V)63)60 61651U 63) g, G6)Jg,63)63ILL|L_ejl @n5l#§l S> Qa6a6na£lG(Datb. 2SIL& ffLL
^!j^l0^r^j£&(ff5abaia63T i%£id &\6snD&&ij £63)6063)iD63)u5l60a637 @(ip6)5l63i a_06uaaaib, £&6U6b «£J5$[J
ffLL£63)£b <©)63)lD£F<JfJ63)61l ^ir&J^®rf)^63)lD, r^£0lD63IfD <©161llD$LJLl£ *Flll_6U63)IJ6l5l63)637 £5UJarfluU^rr)aa63T
uarra(6g,LD63ifD ffijeuabL^l Q^rfleii® (gttfrflsw r^liULD63iib Gua637[D ssnLa aFili_r&ja6fr Qg>ai_!jua63T
<$4,rjlbu*5*5l60 (Jp63lQ631@®®UUL.l_ r5l_6Ul9&63)fib<5&6a u5633I@lb (y)63lQ63T@®«UUlll_63T. <$4,ll5)g)Jlb Q^aLjjB^l
ugi6)5)a(0j 6ur5a& <©iy-gFar&j.5br£j«3&6f7 &,mb <©i$56iDa637 (Buff* ai*5[5*£!rj*565)aj ^esf) r5uija6(6T5a(§ib 2£Qi_ar&j*&(65&@ib 
6uipr^j(!BLj(Bua6u^aa& <©i6ifl*5*5 6iia&(gjrQi*£)<sb63)6a qfD®<9B633fl^§j, ^y$9(0j8j*5raj&63)6n icrorBay Gua63763)iD
§jrj^l619LlDa63I§J.

■

g,<5B6U6\) Gluayib 2_rfl63)LD Q*5ai_iji5l6b r^^l^§j63)fD 6)51rfl6urra&«EB^^IrD<3&rT6?yT 9(a><#)60 <SH9«6TT (y)63iQo3i@^§j 
63)6ua£buuLL ^iGg,(o6iJ63)6TT r£$£*5j63)fDu5l63rya6b Guff**, ®0^§j Q6U6rfluuaL@ «£[5$!J$$6S7 Gf5fraQa6063)60 
0^ai_jua63T <$4,aa&y,ij6uiDa637 6)51iuaab£fluja637rbjab67flgtfTL_aa QufDUULi90aa G6U6537191U <#160 <©U9UU63)L s_rfl63)iD- 
®6lf)63T r^L^l ^Ll_6Ua®a^ gJ63)fDll5l65Ilf65T <©ia®63)rDll5)63I63)lI) IXJfDgULD <$4,L$£ §J63)fDll5l63Trfl63r ^LOffQfflUeO
CSurT65TrD6urDn5l63irT60 gjLpaauuL® 6t5)ll§j.

;

6T63t(26ii, 75010 i5l6376U0ib &ij$ncr)8)&>\bia>6i\ Qg&ai_!ji5]6oa6S7 (2£6arflaa&63)aa663)6n 6U6\51iLi2ij^§i£063i(2fDaib.

l.^rj-^uj6063)LDLjq 6j(burr(B&6ir.

1:1. iff a^rb^lfjib Q£rri_rrurr63T <©iya63)iDUL| 2_££rj6iia£ib.

1:1:1. <©ifj#65)ii)LJijl63i 14 (1) (u) si_fQiUL|63)(ju5l63i 6jrr)uaili963r dlyaarjib 6uipr5]a6uu@ib ua§jaauL|L_63i *5ld§j 
Q*5ai£)6b.s&63)6n (2iDfbGl&tf6T76U£rr)(§j 2sn_a*5*5J63)fD ffa^rB^6uja6rr a$5[5$£lyib Qa>a633U90$5£6b G6U633T(Sib.
@n51ui5lL.L_ 22_gjJUL163)(]r @60n=d68)£6lLigr 906Ugr £5aG63ia <©16060§] (Beugjj ffL.L_(ip6B)rDlUa63I Q^5a^60«6tfl60, 2_llljj 
Ua36)51a6Tfl6b 6U6S5^fi6 [51—61119<3> 63) £6*667^60 <©1*5§JL.63T; <©16060*51 60635^1* (y)UJrb*fl<S6lf)60 ff@Ua@ Q&a633U_
6T6U0L63)Jlb @63)6337[5§J £637§J Qg> 01^63) 60 QfflU61i^fD(§ a2_ffl63)LDU^lb £_£#[!6Ua£(lplb <©16lfla«ULl(i)^lsiTJD§l.

1:1:2. *0*5*51 Q6ii6Tflu51(3ib 8»£5i5$!rrib Q£6aL.yua63i @60r£i63).s6u5)63i <©j[t#Iiu6063)idlil] 2_$5£ij6)]a$5r&]a6'rr r5ml.19.6ffi
ffijeuQ&ff ^LLflb ®L@uua@a(65L63i QurT0[5$u Guaeo^rraB <©i63)U)^6b GeoeBsi^ib. @a5luuaab, 1980@eb 
@6or&i63)a 9uuiblL(5 grbsiaQaaesiiiL- #16)5160 iDfbpib ^ij^luJ6b S2_rfl63)iD®(6Tj)aaa63i J2_i_63Tuail@
2_rrjjuL|63)y (ICCPR) 2_L_63i Qua0[5^lu Gua^eb G60633i@ib.

1:1:3. <©igriliu6063)iDL]i5l6b iff «£5[B^5Tix>, ^nSluiSIgraiiJib, ^a6U6b 6i63iU6ijrb«)[D 6bl6na@ib 1^*3= ilfT)r5^
Q£Fa6O6O63)L0LlLiaBa6f7 £_6T76T7637. (ICCPR) @631 £_2UUL163)y&6!T 19(1), 19(2) 6T65IU63I6Ufb63)JD iblflB [563IfDa® 
a&(Lp6)5llU63)61llljaab <©163)611 @(TF)£b <56)6370)637.

I

i
| II

:!

i

.
i;

(ICCPR) £_ailULJ63)y 19 @n5lLll51@6)Jg]:
^68)60u5@a6fr g§jibl63ifbl ^)ii5lui5lyaiuf5i«63)6a QaBa683ii90aB0ib s2_rfl63)tD 96iiQ6ua06U0«@ib a_633i@.

8,$)&$y§z>§)lB>B>n8n £_rf)6B)iDinib 96iiQ6ua06O0®@ib e_633i@. @^g)j6n ^a66U6b®6fr, ff«60 6063)a&
t

j
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ia
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1

«$J>(]>60ITff63)63ia6Tr 6T6SIU63I6Ufb65)fT}£ C>£©£6b, Qufbgjl® QflbrT6TT6TT60, 6Uy)r6J@£6b 6T63TU63)60 <91l_r6J@6U£Jl_63T
6i6065)60ab6fr ®i_r5§]ib, 607Tiu (ip60iDnra6nib 6i(ip£a9§2jii) ^ffai06i5lQjjib 96)51uj 6oi96iflg3jib ,ai6060£] 9(rr>60ij 
6iSl©ii)L|ii) gGSg&gyQiDrr© fisni_aib (ip60iDrr<s66nii) rSlsDroGsurop (y^iqib.

'

y\
12. «p^uu6b>l_ fi_jftau>&6fr u5^j ^fj-ffsmDULj aL@uurr@®6fT-

«g>r5£§lijib i£$&fT63i 9© urj££ ,sjrjff63)iDUL| grDUL-fTidlapjii) <si£63)63T<5& <sbL.@uu@^§jLb 22_rfl6?nLD
{S65)n)G6ijrb2ii ,si$arTiJ)&@ 6UiprBJ£buu@innru5l6ffr ,©iff«£r5$rjLb Qffiu60fT)rD£rTa6) 6T63tG6u i!i)63T6U(rijiDrT{T)j
i5Korjifla®uu(5a9fD§i.i

(gg) Gua^a a£T5$rni>, ®©££ja a££$!jib, £*6060 a££$ijib 6T6stu63t Q£rTi_iji5)6orT63T a_rfl63)iD u5gj 
Qa66nrj6uib, aPiD£gj60ii>, 6T63iu6ST6orb63)fD ^i9UU65)i_iurTdBfibClabrT6Wii_ 06U6Tfluusm_ujnr65T ^snfBnuj®
flF(y>a^^so abil@uurr@a6n f£liurTiuiDrT63T65)60iLirT<966i|ib aFif)Quj63T grr)gijabQarr6fr6nLJUL_ab 0hi9iLi63T6orT<5b6i|ii) 
G>£63)60UJ[T63T63)60lLirT£b61|li) @©££60 ©606337® ID. @£63)63T $jlDrT63fl*©lD (SurTgJ l5163760 ©60657 £_6TT6TflL.L.
QurT©££iD7T63T «arj63rfilfib6fT a©£$60 Q®rT6fr6nuui_6i) G>606B3T@ib.

(«©l) £_[fl63)lDli5)63I @UJ60LJ (^J,) QaiU60 6063)fJUJ63)rDu5)63I (o£fTaa&£$63T (Xp<EB<gSllU^»gJ6U LD

(@) 676063)60 6U63)fJlU65)fDujl637 U7JLJL|li> @ UJ 60 L| ID (ff) 676063)60 60 63) [JUJ 63) £<£© ID <2)1 £631
(Sr5aab®££iab(§i£l68)i_(BiiJiL|6fi6n arT6DuiJ@$ (s_) G£rr£b6£l63>63T 6uu£]60£rba&rT63T @68)rDr5£6TT6ij abL@uu@££rb 
«rrgr«iffla&6rr.

^6060rrn51637Grp60 iDrrjbg)j60L£liLirTab:-
(S3S8) ggfisnarfa 2_puLj6B)rt 19(3)@6ot a£y) *97@]iD£0&abULJL.i9©a@ib 6)5)$6)5)6Da>@flb(6TT>£b@ idl@u> 
6T6063)60UU©££UUllL £6L.(£ULI7T@a&6Tr:

^l) dlroj Q£Hl_jU[T63I a_rfl63)LDflb6n ^6060£] r5rbQlJUJ6S)rj- lD^lLJU£fT)Q®63T.

©£#liu urTgjarruLj ^6060gj 2-££f)r6n ^6060fj Qunrgj aarc^rjib ^i6060gj 9(Lp£ba&Qr5rf))
6T63IU63T60fT)63)fD UrT£]fibrTUU£rT)Qfl&63T.

1:3. Urrrj7T(65li)63ip #JDULJffl6B>lDa66fr:-
,9JljrfllU606S)lDLJlj)6D 6jrbu@££UUL@6TT6TT UfTrrfT(6T5LD63IfD #lfDUI_|rfl6»LDa&6fr Q£m_jurT68T £bll@UUrT(Sa&68)6TT 6)5)$&@ID 
6jrDurr@a&6rr r£a&abuui_60 (®606B3T@ib. gQ63T63lrl60 @§j urTrrrT(6T&iD63ifD 2_rruui5l63igra66Tr i£§j 6oy)r6jabuuil(B ^^rreoa- 

*11^11071631 ^lfDLILJffl63)lDLUrT£& £_6T76TT£]. ,©1££]L63T (Suffaff afi£T5$(JLb, ®©££] a£75^lrjli), £666060 3i£r5$!Jlb
6T63rU6BT6UfDglJaafT63I £611631 fi67T60££J £7F76Jfl665)6TT l51rj$U6\SluiJ6BT607ra66^lb @6063)60. 1953^10 ^633TL963I
unrgrr(65iD63ifD <9i$arrfjn£j®6Tr $rDUL|rf)68)LDa66TT aili_£§ifi6@ i5)6si6ST7r Qau!iujLiuL.L. $©££76J666Tr y&g)!#
QaflUUJUUL6b (o6U6BffI@li).

1:4. ^iOJffparra) i27ra&L6W£$sn<3ijrr$i ^i^ljuswl n_ifi6B>tD«6ifl6ir eo^®(§63)£Ljq:-
,9J6Uff[jabrT60 1^63)60U ljlgra&L68Tr5J®6Tfl63r(oUrr£I «©U9UU63)L_ 2_ffl63)LD£b6fT li)£fT63T ail@LJUfTI_rr63T£] @19106666677 
^|6060r7rDrT63T S2_rfl6B)lD®«L@UUa©®6fr Q£m_gri5l60 706O7Tpr653Tlb ©£19 rg^l LD63IJDli) Q^6060£fbaiT63T 676063)60
6063)Jli5l60r763T£rra @0££6O (o6ll6B37@li). <9l£rT60gJ gpSMfisff« 22_g)JULJ 63)TJ- 4 @60 £fJLJUL@6f76TT 6T6063) 60 
6063)IJu5l60rT63T£r7ab ^68)LDlL|lb. @6076163)36^ (fl^jpr063)6OS6(§T5®(g QU7T(£{5^HbLH^UJff36 lDafT)[51UJ68)LDa6@LDGLHT£|

L5163760(TF,LDrTglJ:}!l

M ,SI$®rr[ni!T61JU>tf® l51frfibL6BIUU@££LJUL.L 9© Qfbff&Bsit @©UL|rgl63)60 l£gj Qurr^l ^60ffgraa60 7063)60 
b arr60ULJ@£iuS6V> @63)eo QaFujilJuuLeomi).
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82o2- @>y?!£l®060u5)6ffT ^6O#)lU£#60IfT6b grbULaShl^LU fiBSOSTl^UUnrSH C>£6U)6OU5l60I 616060)60 6060)0115)60 ,£j£J6L|lb 
ffij6uQ&)ffiF <9FiIi_r&ja6ifl60F iSlro ai_uurr©a(gQ>L6oi (Lprr6wnui_rrfi& 6O60)*u5)6b ^i(jp6U Qaujiuuui_6orrib.
Sc8S8- <9J(ip6orra*ib @60iib, r£)roib, urT6b, urr6\5luj6b Q£fri_rri5l60)600T6)j, QiDfT$, iD£ib, ®(ip® (ip60tb
6T6ffIU65T6Urbn5l6ffT ^l9UU60)l_u5)6O Unr@UfT© arTL©60£fb(§ @Lli) Qa&rTLfTgJ.

ggg. (gf^laauuilL ^)60 ^IrDuunren 2_rfl60)iD*6Tr, <si£rr60§j 6onip6nrfl65)iD, rfl£$$rj6O60)£, QanQiyib, u)6iffl£rru- 
liDnosT @60)fT)6iirT® £rja(0j6O)rD6orr® r5L££uiJ©£6b, £6ooti_60)6ot 6T60iu60T6orbfbl6\5l(rf)r5gj 6)5l©uilt9(r5££6b,
^i96O)iD££6OT£$6\5)0r5£] «51@u@ib a_(fl60)ix), 97 9uur5£a ai_uurT© 960irbl60)60T r£l60)fD(26orr)rD (tpipujfTgj 
(Burr60T60)iD®arra 
£0a(aj6O)fD6^u©££uui_6OrTarT£j.

6T 9 @5 ip f£)60) 60ll51 gJJ lb^1 «n jd u u © £ £ u u l_ rr $ (0 fib (g> ib 2_rfl63)lD 6T60IU60T

1:5. ®ili_6urTa®£$6or ^i^ili6069)idlil| ®60)*6ijurr© ujbifliii j6$££|6»jDii5)6ir u56Tmuj6^:-

6ir5(SrBij^,^lgjJii) aL_L6onaa£60)£ n%£l££j60)rD i^6nruu6^ Q*uLi60£fb(Sjib ,sig)jiJD$£la(§jib 6O60)au5)6b 
r)lU6O60)lDUl5l6b

r^er)rD(S6UfDn3LJui_6i|6fT6TTSD6ULqLDrT65T ®Li_6orTa®rsja6Tr ^rr^liu6069)inuL|i_6in (y)rj6ooiu©60£] ib6nrruj6na(§ £_ilui_6b 
C>6O600T©ib. <©i££ji_6oi gfbasjiCSsu r063)fD(o6urbfDUULi_ ®L.i_6orTaafcJ*6Tr u5£fT6or [S$££]60)fD ib6TTmu6ija(63a(§ 
*060 616060)60 6)5k6laauiJi_6orrarT£j. @£60)6ot r£l60)rDG60fbgil60£rb(§ 60£F$iurTa ^rr<#)iu6063)ii)L]i5l60T a.guuqenp- 16
(1) r£a®UUL_6b C>60600T©lb.

(o 6ii 60or (3 ib. @uGurr§i6fr6n60)6uinib 6T$!j*fT60£$6b£§1 £5 £fill ® 6Tf QffUJUJLJUL_6b

2_£llULj60)IJ 16 (1) l5l60I6U®lDagll 2_6TI6TT£]. “6T(ip£LJUL.L-£]lb 6T(l££LJLJl_rr£(y)U)rr60T aFLl_r&J®6fr (§££ ,9|££011J- 
niu£$6b @sffl6U0ib grburT@a(6T5L6oi (ipij60onj©60£nr® @(g>r5£(BLirT£Sl6£iib Q^60g2Jui9iufT@ib £60i60)w 
60fTUjr5£60)60” @UU@^1 <9irr$lU6O60)lDUL]aF ®LL£$60I ,£119L11J60)1_£ £££)6Oaj*60)6TT u5rQ]60£rT6b rr££iff
QfflUlULlUL (o61i600Tl9lUgJ.

2 Q<5Ui^^rT6iT£66fr icpgjjib U£$[fl6n* aoli_n&j<5B6fr:

2:1 a_£$(2iijrr*iipr6U ©rj-a^iuraiaeiT ailLib:-

s>_£££l(Biunray,rr60 {^ija^iuredaeTT urbn51 Gl^56ifl6urbrD, QLDnul60)i_ujrr60T yp60)fDuS)6b 6U60)friu60)fD Q*ujiL|ib @aaili_ib
ij^^jaF QffiuiuLiUL.60 Geoeooigib. £a6o§2ja®fT60T so_rflemcap £Fili_ib gJiLirbfDUUL.© £*6060 Q606iflu5)i_uu©6060)£
@uj6burr6oi^rTfi66i|ib gjjarfliuib arTUU60)£ 6j5l$6)5l60aaanra6nib Q«rr6n6nuuL_6b (2606oor©ib.

2:2£a6O$H®*rT60T fi_lfl6DlI>®fflll_lb:-
Q6U6Tfluu60)i_^60T60)iDfiB Qarr6TT60)a Qair6oon_£rT*6iiib ^1(015^ ^rjfiFnr&j®QLDrT60in560)6oi Q606TflaarTL-©60£rr®6ijib
@(T5$5£6b (o6U600T©lb. @£61^60 £©££1 60)6O*aUUl_ (06O6OOTI9LLI £*6060*61^601 Ulll^lUgUlb ^©^§1 SJ)6UaaULll_ 
(06U6001191U arr60uu@^liL|ib @rbl£6£6LJU©^6b C60600I©ID. aujrr^60T ,9i60>ii)uQurT60irru (SiDsir(y)60)rDii5© Qapujgj 

^60)L.6ll^.rb@rfllU ffLL 6Jfburr©«6ir Q£FlUlULJUl_6b G60600I©lb. ^2>^60)®UJ fflll_lD[T60Tgl 6lSI^36l5l60a£6rT«I^1^60)601
6060)®£6(6|5ffi@ gfbunr©fiB60)6n® Q®rr6ooii9©^6b G6u«nn©ib. ^^fT60§) urrgj«rr^6b, 6U60oTl®ib Q^m_^ua6oi 
^r5a5[jr5J£b ^a606ba&6rr, £fl.l ^CiPeorraaeb @rj <s&#lujf&ia&6fr, <9iri>$fjr6Jaib 6u@U6o^rT60i ^U9UU60)i_uSl6b 
Qupuu©ib £*6060*60, (S^^liuLi urr£i®rruL| (Burr60[fD60)6oGiu ai60)6oiua@ib. 2004 ^ib 4^,6001© 
T&j6jmD*®[j60)6ou5l60irT6b ^irBiaSafflaauuLlL £®606b *£(5^(1^ aili_£^«i ^U9uusm_a6fr iSlsnuronpLiuil©

,©jtj£Frrr&j®£$i_ibaili_cip6O£^l60)60i £iurrrfl££6b (o60600T©QlD60I£*6OQjjaarT60T 22_rflsmo®6rr 
(SaL.©aQ®rr6naSl(SfDfnb.

£60i6jfflaFSDffUJ[r60i (Surraa06b £*6060)60 idsuuu£i Q£m_gfurr60i (y)60)fDUurr©a6W6n 6iSlafT!j60)600T Qauj60£fb@ 
<£j$arrrj(ip6fr6n aujfT^60iiDfT60i ^^larT[ri5i-ib ©sngu r0iLii6laaLJUL.6b G606ooi©ib. i51n> aili_r5ja6n Q£m_prLifT6*jt 
@rjra^luja arruq i51riijDrr6ooir&ja6fr £®606b a2_ffl60)io<y ®L.i-£$fb(gj ^i60)U)6orra @0££6b (o6O600i©ib.
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I
2:3 1973 ®6»r u£$ffla>ffiu Currsosuff ailLib--

@60rai63)a u$$rfl65)a (ipsmfDuuml© <s4,65)655iojag>$65T (ipeoiDna ®«nrpj ^(ip6U Qaojojuugib auj
9(i£r&](§)U(i)2j$56b (ip65i f§Ji_iD6rf)a(ajib 6065)au5l6b rj^gj QaiuoiLJLJi_6U G>60655i@ib.:

2:4 6T6U6UfTfDnuSlg)llb, <£165)lDffag65)60 5hLL $aif>6Ha6TT, ^65)LDa<jrj65)60LJ U£$rjfcJa6TT, g\JlDn66Uhia>6n 
6isiiu6urb65)fD Qauj$$$rT6Tra6Ti iSlijaiffluusn^ £65)l_ Qaojojib ^£65i 16 ^,6u§j L51rfl6V| £565i6rfla65)aujnr65T£jib, 
aiLguurTg 6iSl^uu^rT65T§]ib $ajrTiuuu(F}££LJLii_ (ipi90jrT£ayiDrr65T65rr£6\5l6U ij^j Qaojoiuui-6b G60655i@ib.1

2.5 ^(GffTT^CiiJibLL jfli^6rbGuuuj6TV) 9.*.u $G60rr65T (ANCL) $Q3J6065t$$65t a_ifl65)iDiiii_65)iD$ £6TT^$65)65r 
sfljJWuira^^sih-

iL|(2efli(B (£1jdul| grburrgaen) sfiIlld C>£<#liLiiDiuiDrTa(5j5j6b urbr^l ^651$ 2_ifl65)iD0i65)L65)ii)£5 &,6n9,06S)GS\ 
aSl|fl6iiu@^§j^60 ufbfSIGuj aj5G#a$$rb^i-ib)65ir!5)£ Q^rfl«51a£0«iifD§j. {§£651 (Sr5rraar&ja65)6TT ^snLLLjLi) 
6U6ff)abu5l60 £>$$id$i ^rrarnajar&jaen giuiDrB (TjprjenrB CT«nuu@ii) 6jrflaa65)rru ug&$rf) 65)a r£lrrj]6U65i0i$65i 
SL_ip6»U)iq6im_6imDe5)iiJ 6tf)ffl6nu(i)£§]6oQ£65T (S^p’^560 «5kg>ig>rTLJ65Tr&ja6Tfl6U 2_rTU$uj6Tfl£$®r5£65T. 1996^t,ib
^,655119651 ^uffrrraiaib $ujii>lgjg& @(ip $£U6065Tg)$65r 2_rf)65)iDai65)i_65)iDg> g,6TTg)$65)65T 6)5l!jl6iiu(3g>££]6og>rbafT65T 
Qurrn5LU65)U)uQurr65in5l65)65T i5IG>rj[f]£££)®r5£g]. ^uSIgyib (gailurTrflaaen ^(Lp60 Q<5fojojuul.6)516065)60. oiGasng
Q^rri_grurr65T @}ui%iDrr655T grr)LirT@a6n a_L65ii9Uuna ^(Lp6oQaujujLiui_ G6O6551190J65J Qpaa£lojrT65T65rr(gjib.

3. $65in_65)65ra aili_aCarT65)6iJii365nji9iurT65T @{bpDraia6TT:

3.1 19£&ib 5nrbfDrr655ii96V) @ujfDfDUULi_^rT65i ^grau usna Qa&ni_grurr65i 6)5l6oarrijr5ja65)6TT 65)aojrr(6Tj>ib 120<g&6oa>] 
LSIrflei) ibla ^a65in)^rT65i (BnjrTaQa6b65)6D Qarr655ii_§j. agr6uG^£F iDsfilgie^rJ^iDa 6Fili_rBja6tfl65T
^ji9UU65)i_a6fr Qarr655T(S GiDibug^^l ,£j65)iDaauug£(26orr rj^^ja QaujiLiLiU@^(o60rr G>60655i@ib.

4. j£$)u>6ffr{D$£)6B)6OT ,»6UlD$##6b:

Qurr0655i65)iDff ailLib, r5i_60i9a65)a (ip65)rDaaLLib 6T65iu65j Qa&m_^i5l60 Q^6rfl6iiug^§j6ua5fD(§ $$iD65ifb
,SJ6uld$ul|£ ailLib ®65ig] ^i6urflujinrr65i§j. ,si£a&65)aiu 9® ailLib, gga^oi g}rjrrrarfluj£$65i 198l4&ib 

655119 651 f£$lD65FfD ,£160lD$ULja aLL£$65Tg]lb 1971<S&lb ^,655119651 g5r5$UJ r£$lD65TfD 4>160lD$LJLia
aL.L£$65T§Ilb ^Jl9UU65)l_®6fr 60l£I(oIU Q^6Tfl6UrTa aill_65)U)aaLJ ULL65)6Uajrr65I rS$lD65TfD ^|6ULD^lLJLia aLLLD 
lorbpii) 6iSarTrj65)655T r£l65>60 6)Sl$a6n 6T65iU60fb$65r Cr5rTaQa6065)60®6fr urb$ §]6b6\51iuu)rra Qurr®6fr 6065)rjuj65)rD 
QaujiLjib. ailLib $juLjaa6n, $$yp65)fD f5L£65)£a6Tr, $$yp65)ro r5L-60i9a65)aa6n ^^§ii_65i g(Sa&65)jib r£$ 
$gr6onra$$fb@ @rB#aLDiTu5l6b60rr£ $65)60u5l60 Q^nriJrrBayib fB65)L_Qu{bgi]6u®i£) $$(ip65)ro r5t-6oi9a65)aa6n 
UfT)$LLjlX) $LUnriUlDrr65T 6>5)lDija65IfSia65)6TT ^lgyiD$^60 (2606551010. G 6^ (S60 65) 6TT g) a6060 yp60fBja6rfl65I 
^fB^reja^ ^65i65)io ufD$iu Qurr^j 6iSl$a(6T5aarr65T {565i@ 6065)rjLU65)fT) QaiuiuuuLrr^ 6i51$6i5l6oa@a6n
6T65FU6ori)65)fDiL|ix) ^i60LD$uqa @fi)fDaamlgaa65)6n $gr655iii5)uu£rbarr65i $iuauju)fT65T rB65)L(y)65)fDa65)6mLiii) 

arrLg60g]L65I £_655165)IDUjrr65T ^601D$UL1 965Ig)J a655U_$LUUUL.l9®a@lDrrii5l65I ^£5fT)Qa65I 2_<5Fa6TT61j 
^6550-65)651 60jprai@6U§J UfT)$lU @$^§J65)rrULjli) Qa[T655IL$rTa @®^60 G6O655I0li).

5. Q6U6iflli5(Ba6l)6TT $6Dl_Q0Uj$ri>:

if Q606tflll5@®65)6n ^65)LQaiU60gl UfT)$lLJli> ^CT^lliJ6065)L£>Lll5l6ffl l51fjafT9lb ^Jg)JLD$aaUUl_a 5h 19UJ65)6001ID a®£g] 
jtb, 5&®606b a^r5$grib 6i6nu6orb$fD(0 Qunr®^iDrr65i65)60oiib ^eiSljrb^ g65)65ioj Q606tflu5@a6ifl65i 

@fDa(§)i0$®sfr ii5gy, g,65)60o5ga65)6TT 06)51ja@ib 6^1^iDfT65r ar5jag>$65)65ia a6TT^$65r ^65)i_a6fr urb$ULiib
ailL_^$6W @65T65)fDUJ$65)60 UfD$ Q^6lfl611Ug^UUL-6b G6O655I01D.i

1
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6. ^rj$iu606inLDULjffi®rr«T 'S&jDirojgl $®##ii>:
«SI[J^luJ6U65)lDLiL5l65T ^J,fDrT6U§J $®£££$69T gfDUaQfBSTI, GUffa UDfOgULD a®#§J a^^fjrhl&GTJ u5g] 
^(Lp^rBjab®D6TT i51g[Gajafi9fib60snfD65T6iia eranusn^ 2_rrjj$ Qffiuqii) 6iSI##$60 ^63)6U u56TrniLJ6^ QffujiiJLJUL.6V) 
G6U6Wl(5li).

7. ^6UOTJ-®rT60 6^^®6fl:
7.1 <^6\JffljarT6\) 6)51^)<5B6T^l69T<S^Lp ^»69^1«5B69)<5BLL(Lb l51rD®L®UUa@®(6T5li).
7.1.1 a®g>ffij Q6U6Tfluuai_rr65T§j, ggasnsfiffaglannrsi) ®n51g>§jang’a®LJUili_ ailLsoiDuiflepiCTr 6u®usn6u gsaSlijgjfjj,
(Lp63T £6&tf]£b«n&fib@ 2_LU@^UUI_60a®a§J. ®®£gJff ff)6ti)&)5> £&L@UU@^ab5ftl9UJ ffL.L6til$a6n
6u^^^5LDnr6aflLL51so Q6Uffiflu51i_LiUL.6^ii) afliLfibu i51rfl6^£66fr luafljrbnJgjjijb ypsnrpj QiDrri$a6ifl§2jti> a-Lampiurra 
Q6U6Tf)u51i_uuL6ijix) ^^§jL65i @p5)^§jsnj£B£bLJu@Li) arr60uu®$Qim6OTn51g)]6TT urrgnrcsTjiiJGnrD^^en ^rejrfarrtjii) 
6i65iuu(Sii) a(£ii) QffiU6OT(y)snrDQujrr6iiin5)rb® 2_L.u@^uui_6nib G6U«rai(3ii).

7.1.2 ^,65^£b®nfib Q^rTL^urrsn QarTOTTenaiurTGjray G$#liiJ urrg]arruL|, ®®££]£ a^rB^lfjib, £®6U68)60 Qffennp] 
(1995 9*Gi_auij 01) 6T65ju®d6u urr)f£liu Qg3fT6jfl)6ffi6rv)Guja GarnlurTgaCTTrrsb 6m£larruuili_L6b

G6U633T(Slb.

7.1.3 1947 ^,ii) ^,6wii965T Quagj icaserr urrgjarTunff ffLL£$65)6in$ £(L£>6>5I @LUfbfDUULL <®ienen#§]
Q5l^fib(CTT)lX) G£«D6U. ^ff>£JL6CT, ^J6V)6V)§J a_®rB£r£l6W6\) ^6V)60§J fflflfflD 6Mg>(ip«ni_6a}lD
6i65iU6urbri51fT)aa65T r£)iu6Slff ffLLU urflGffrr£SD65Ta(6T$ffi(ff> s_L.u@$£Uu(5$6i) G6usnn@ib. ,si6UffrfafT60ff 
ffLi_Gi5)$®6Tflen fiftprrsn «na§ja6TT Ljn)r£)65)60 r^liunriu ^h^uusol Qan6WTi_60T6urr«6iiii) 9® Qg)6Tfl6urDrr)§]ib
ffJB G$)a> ^l9UU63)Lu5l6UrT63Tgl]lDrT63T«n61l ^6fflfr51 ^LL^^l65ia6V) r0UJfTUJLJU@^LJUI_a ffnl9UJ63T6UrTa61|lD @®£c56V)
G6U6wi(5ii). snagjaarcan afTfjeraireuabsn Qa3rfl6tilaauui_6V) G6U6roi@QuDeiiu§ii_65i snagj Q£fujujliul.l. r&u(jr u5la
^|®aSlgJJ6fl6TT r£$ll£>6OTrD£$6<b (y)65)fDUUl9 ^J,g8jU@^£6LiUL_611li) G6U6WI@li).

7.1.4 Q6U6Tflu5@a«j)6n g,«ni_ QffiuiL|ii> ^6Uffrr<56rT6v) ffili_6i5)$la6Tr iDfbrryii) 6urTiur5$5 (Si^arrrfluSIsJTrTffb
^rbJ£ffaffl®6Buui_aa5 uujrbj®fj6ua^ £63>LffffL-i_gj$6ffirr6i) @rbfDQiD65i arrewiuuQib 9® Offiueb upn/jluj 
Q6U6iflii5@a65)6n £6B)i_Qffuli£6b iDrorpiii) 6uen(y>6ff)rDa @rb{Dffffrril([) Q£5rTuji5l60 99 ,©iffffa$s§lrD@ ^sv> gdsu##6V> 
6T65iu6Ufbn51fb@ ^$&rrrriD6Tf)uLJ$5rT6ffT 1979 ^,ld ^eniiipan u\uihia>ij6un$> £GOL_ffffili_ib rrgjgjjff Qffu!jujuuL.G6urr 
^6X)6UgJ G^65)61J ^^gJL6CI ^|606\)§J 2_£brB^r06a)6\) ^^»gJL_65T <9J606tigJ fffJlfflD 6lSlrfl^(ip65)L_65)lDSI)liJ S2_gU^ 
Qff LLiU_|Ljb ,£!6&>LDffa ,S|$anrg#$0fD<g> £_LU@^§Jlb 6*5l££$60 $®££UUL-G6Urr ^l^glLSir ,©lffffa£SJ)£
(#60 65)6ua®ix) a(5ib rBLeuipasoaa® u$60fTa 22_rfloj £6otil.«069I @n5l2ig]69)fra«LJUi_G6i]fT G6U6wiQib.

8. ufaftflenm <®iffa#$&rr6ifl69r iL.iugTB^ q2sd60:
gHff8i$){£>i\6i\ {§}fDa@iDa9 i£§] @uQurr(ipgj 6i5l£9aauuL.i9®a®ii> i^lau Qu®id6it6ii «rcj®$5$§!j6!n6ij, 
QurT®CTia^agr^§96V) L51sn^r&j^liq6fr6TT i51fp6i5l65Trflsii ®606i51u51an§jii) gj<s66U6\) Qugjib 6uaujui5l65T§iib 6iSl6in60a6!n6n 
^^larf)^§16fr6n§j. ^piiuL «51r0GiurTaSlffiaLiu@6u^rb®ii) ufjruuuu@6U5fb@ib Qu®ib $5sni_ujrT&
@rD®®in^l^ £$60)611 ^j6«)iDrB§i6fr6ngj. @^6orrr60, ,sja«£$rT6fr @fDa®io^l®@ ^sn6u«6n 6i51^1aaLiui_6oaaa§i 
CTsfigjj (ip6ffiQiDrrifliLiLiu@£0fDgj.

Guff a a^rB^lijLb, a®^§! Q6U6Tflu51@ii) agjfB^lgub 6T65iuen ^68?rtl®69)a, fifliLa 6iSl^la6TTa6b ail(5uurr@a6U)6Tr 
6$\£$>$>6b Guaeffiro G1B919 afrfjrsriflaffrrrTsb icL@ib iDil@uu(5^uuL-6iSl606in60. Qffiu^l^^rr6fr aS63)6oa6fr, 
g}fDa(5>u)$ ^«j)6u®6fr GurrsirfD fi_L«ili.65)iDU4 fflSlcuanfir&jaenagjjib ioL@uu(B£$uu($£Q6infDgi srsirugi
gfbgjiaQarT6fr6TTLiu@^6i) G6U655i@ib. @aGamlunrLi965)6Bi @[B$ujfT6i5l6ffi si_ffffrg^liDOTfDib grbg)jaQafT65in(B6fr6ngi. 
^ffa^^rT6fr i^ircn i£la6iiujjr5^6n6ii s5pr«o«u 9® u^Jlsn® rfigU^snib @iun&i®ib ffa^^luj^sn^
@6v)6oaiDrb QffLU60fDgi. @[5^69)60 Guffff^ a®^g]ff a^rB^Irrib 6jsnusn u5fDUU@6u^60 cjpi^ts^gjiLb-
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!
@6or&i65)auSl65i Qaiu$u u$$rf)655* Q606iflu5iii96b Qido££® Q®6O6065i££06b 55-65(ip <£)®®®££06Ti
Q®6O6ti65iiDO£0{D§j. (3iO{b@ {5O0*6ifl6b @{5£ 6tf£ib 25-30(ip ^,®G6uiq6fi6n§j. ^a®££06Ti a_[bu££0635iu cipsirgu 
i0*uQuiJIuj ®ibu6rfl*(B6ii gjiog] ®L.0uuoili96b Qao655ii90*a065ia)65i. @655 60 2_6oa065i 70yp (3gj65560655iy
[06550)611 QfflLl £06510)651. 606556O*G)6TTO (3®Orf)®655a LDfTJOJJlb r^lrfLOUSO G>*OL.UO0*6lfl651O6b {09655Ul51®*LlUL_606b6556O. 
,9)®®$$06n ®Sl65)60LLJUJ96lSl65T (Bj59l9 60655 6TT 6110® @60r£l655® (oU065l0) tSu5)600££0UJ655l_{5gd 611(0,10 [500*60651 
Q6U6lflu5lll_06nj®6n U£$(f)655® l5l9$0*60651 60JDU655651 60 6556O*6556T1 ,£)$®(fl®® [09LJU[5$®a6LlU0fi065lO)O9®6Tl. 
@#651060 Q®uLl$*6TI, #*606060 10**60 LD#$u5)60 UpT61|61J^J UO^IULj£b@6T16nO£0rDgJ.

@{51065560115160, ${01U #00*60651 QfflU$##06TT Q6O60ll5lll_O6O9®6Tl 6I$9Q*06Tl(6TT,lb iSlfJ * $655 651® 655 6n
a®^^60Q®06fl(6g,lO0p ,S)®*##06iT 60[0(3lUO*##9a6556O @Ul%*L651lb (S*O0£0[D#J-:

9. ««rr® 9«S)urjijL{ (3*65560:
9.1 @60rbl655®u5l65I ^rj(#1651060 {0$ 6ULpr^l®UUL0 61i0li) 96^1u{JLlL| Ga655611®6Tl 10**65560 2_ffl655lOUJ06TTlj®6TT0® 
Q®0655ii9iuny@ib r0rp)6O65ir£i®6OO* ioorb{DUUL.0 <9)65560 ^rj® ®iL0uuoili96\5l0##j (iprijojo® 60060®auuL6b 
(3606551010.

9.2 QuO#| I0a®(65®®0651 960UrjUlSl65I UUJ65I®6T1, 96\5)urrLlL| ^l^aorj ®655U®60651 ®655U®606O
® lO [065560 (oU6555Hb 60655®li51g^Jlb ®UJ0^651100651 <9)l9UU655t_u5l6£]lb [0lUlO65irEij®6TI 6Ol£r&l®LlU06O#65I (Ip 6010 
U0§y®0®®UUL60 (3606551010.

10. @6O#j09S0UJ6O fiflTLaib:

10.1 *010^651 Q6\S)urjUL| ,S)60*O9 ®655U

® 010^651100651 90 96\5luiJLlH ^l^laorjr ®655U @0##6O <9)60$lUlb. ^#06UgJ ,©)9®OtoJ*#6065l(3#O ^rj®
®OgrU{D{D #9LH1*60600#(3#O 6I##6l51# <9)(l£#££$0)(2jlb 2_60600*0#J 2_655165510UJ0651 ®UJ0^651##Jl_65I 
@lUfai@6O#Oli5l0##6b (S6116551010. ,©)#) 960UIJUL1® Q®06fl655® ,£)(lp600® *#£0655 651 (BlOrr)U096556O Q®LU611§Jl_651, 
600Q65106\5) 2_rf]lOrBl®6TT, #60UJO9 100)01)10 <9)9® 96\5)U9LlL|L.65f®*l9lU Q#OL06b#JL.U 6l5l6U®Orjrbl®6fl 6I65lU6Ufbn5l655651 
6J(bnpj®Q*06O6O6b (3606551010. @#{T)®065I fflll_600®®lb ID®*(63*0 #*6060 GlUO)]60#0)@6060 2_[fl655lO UO){0U-|lb 
Quo#]id*®60 {56065i®6fr Q#oi_9U065i <9)i51uijl90Ujr&i®6Tr urbn51iLjii5 loorbgjja ®0^§ja®6fi Q#oi_9i5l60065i
® 10 [065560 (3U6551UUL (B611655119111^651 <9)6o£llUtb UO){0lLjlb 60(3®l_lDO* @n5)ui5)l_6b (3606551010. @#[0g)|6O651#$65I 
£>_OUUL51651^*65560 Q^rfl6X| Q®lLlll|li5 r5655l_(Lp655fDlU0651§J 6l##Q6OO0 ^rj#1lU60 @([£6^10 <S>),$*®lb 
QuO)OlO6lSl0UU655# £_O)J£0 Q®lU6O#Ou5)0##6b (o6116551010.

\ • !

3Mi:!
n

! 10.2 I0®«(65®a0651 600Q65I06\5I, Q#065560**0ll£l (B®65560*65560 600#£0 Q®lU60#0)6b0651 Q®060655® ®L_L(ip60lb 
9{DU0^LlUL6b (3606551010. @655{D##UL.®lb 50 ®#6lS#l0065I {0*U5®£I*6T1 1%®L651ULI0££L1IJL.L_ L0®®6fl
(3®65560ll5l65I (3{50®®fbl®6556n l5)lJ^U60®0lbul9UJO® 9(L£®10U0^^6O ^]^1®09 ®655U UOrr®,®J® Q®06fl(6T5^60 
(S6O655I0U5.

10.3 @65565901110:
®I_J5#
606n9®.^LLjlb 965TO)rr0lO. @655655HUlb S2flIL®^655^ ^651fBOUJ«lOLULJU0^li46fr6n§l. ^)^§]L65I lfiLl£UUr5®6Tt
61651@J10 601960^60
®®B^910065I, ^Lf5J®600)fD (oU®® lOfDSUlb g65I{50lU® asni_aib 6I65IU60fD655[D (BlOlOU0£§]6O655£ (SrBoafl0iu
ifii_lpuu{B®:6n@65igi uraia6iflua5u 
uo^l®®Liui_ffiaAi9UJ609®6no® itHpuLirB^fin £_6Ti6iTOij®6Tr 6i65iu655^ {bold ^)raia5aiflaa0GfDOib. '9i6orjr®6if)65i U6irti) 
lorrqeo^ ^ a* lorbaiib ^eiSlurpjLi s2sni_®ib 6i65ig)jib eoesiauSleb ^eonjo® uiii65iy0^uy06O655^LL|ib

^1,65510*61^60 grbuill90®@lb 10*61110 (ip*a0LUlOO651 «9)l5l600^$0a6rfl6b @6556551101^!^!651

c II l j U65lrfl®OgrO SML*6l51lU6006nfr*6l'rl651 (3^0{b{D^655^LL|lb 2J£H*06i5l^§J6fl6n§J.

{50 ib g{bo)j®Q®O6fia0(3fDoib. ^)^gji_65i ^19® «L0uuo0*6no6b
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^rBjafarflafiSlsnGrDrrib. @AAr5£fruD£$6b rsrnb Quaguuq 6orriDr5£ ifti_g>DDr5A6TTa@ib U)fbgjjib lj$id 2sni_a 
QdFiijfDuaL.L.a6nga5(6Tjia@ii) 6iu>$i £gr Qp69T6U([5aSI(BrDrTib. sn, 6ugiiiblaa§jib
auja^63Tir>rT65T^ji£)rT6!JT ®rfli_^^l6v) ^earfiKS^^ii) agn_a£$63)691 2_tnF)6orr A(g,g,6Y) (SrsnaaSliiJ $69)AuS6b 
^6Uija>(ffn,L63i gga^liDDDilQ D699fliDrrrT>rD 6i^ljurTj®fi£l63iGrDrrib.

10.4 @69)6391id£569)£5 a6\)|5£5rT(B6orr<5F63)691 ClffLuaSlrD gg63Tr5rruja$5$fbarr69T (ipabrfluj @69)i_Q606iflujrra ^r&jrfatflaa 
Q6U699i@ib 6I69T ,^ijsrrni]a£69)£ rsrrib @n5)DDrra (360699i(5fiQ(BrDrTib. <9i£§ji_69i, @69)699iiu£$6b ail@uurrLfDrD
(BDAAaarT69T @69)l_Q606frl69)lD «£J$arf)aAA QtflDlLJlb Q£brT6TT63)£6<5E>63)6TT (y)69I69)6U66@lDag)Jli) «^G^(fl61J69)6n rfliu- 
rTlULDrT69T <Sbarj699ir&Jfib6Tfl69rn51 @63)639TlDg)a36TTrEd<£669)6TT a&69)L. Q AID 2)60, @69)LlDn5!0^6O, £6gtfl®63)a QfflUfl560 
6I69TU69T6Urb69)n) £&6)5l!ja(S)lDrT2)Jlb ^|69)ipUL| 6)51(5fib<5069lCfDaii). @LiQufT(L5§J lDrjTLJ6Ul£llDrT69T 2flIL_«£5g£lfD(§jlI)
@69)699TlD£$rT)@ll5)63)l_UJ 9 691 $69)6931611 ®rT699IUU(5«sSlfD§J. @69)699TlDd5$6b ,9l(3r5«lDfr63T U£$rfl63)aa6TT
aa699ii51aauu(5<££l69TjT)69r. @r5$69)6\)uj]60 6ild^i @!B£u i%ai_69i£$6b GaagruuL.@6fr6n Ag2j63)aa6Tr,
DrTgjarnji_|aa6TT <f>i69)69T£§jib @69)639ruj££6TTLJ D£$rf)63)®a(6T$a@ib 6uy)r5jaDDL 66U699i@QiD69rgn i^a^ib
a_2U^l>ilL69i (BailQaQarreTr^KBrDrTib.

11. ffiEIILa Qp6\)£feJS6tf)6n UrT$l®rrLJL|:

asni_a (ip6or&ja6Tfl69i £69I69)id69)uj unr§j«auu0fb®rT69i aili_6urraaib ^n51(ipa&ii) QaFiDiuuui_6V)
(o6U 699T®Lb. $$lD69TrD <©|60lD$L]q AL.L£$69T D@$UJnra ^|69)in^6V) (S6li699r@ll). ^$60 22flll_«
(ip60rEI£b69)6TT Q6U6lfl<E6£&ml@ljb $Dr5£569)69ia6TT Q^6tfl6UrT£6 61169) (J ID 69) QaiDlDDDlL(B6Tr6TT69T.

12. Aili_6ijrraa#69)g> u56rrrriD6n Qauj^6V>:

ffyeuGg,# rf$u_irTa grr)2UaQ6brT6fr6TTLJULi_ au)®rr6\) $iDU>r&ja6Tfl69i dlijanrrrib ALLr&ja6Tr u56nrnD6ij QaiuiDDDLSijib 
Q^UJlDLJDL.6l]ljb Co6U699I0li). @n5lDDfT«, 1927^{,lb ,§>{,639119691 ^DfT® Q6U6lflu5@®6n ALLlb, 1912^J,li) 

^5>tj699ii969T DfSlrjrBd® $aipffi) QfiFiD60rrjb2ij69)aaF ailLib, 1958<§&ib ,§*1,699119691 DaQrjr&ja $ay>a#l r^^rDGeurbffU655®* 
A69)DA£FL.l_lb, Q$5lU6ll $$£569)691 Gl606lflll5(i)a6n ALLlb 6T69TU63T lb6TTfriD61J QaIDIDDDL. (o6U699I191D«I.

13. CflILA $2H61I6BTrEJa6lfl69T$|lb fiflH_A6lSlD60rT6TT!7a6rfl69T$llb QurT(I}]UqaW66fr^6CT69irnj'6U 9(l0aaQj5$« (2®rrSD6U 
- aid 9(i^rBJ@u@^22i®arT69i ,§&$5rr6ij:

13.1 ,£J69)63T$gJ SOIL.® r^2U6U69Tnij®(6TT)li) 2flIl_®6)5llD60rr6TT fjraiCT&lb f5LUl5)giJ6rr6ITg>]lb @60r6J69)® D$$ff)69)®
$2)161] 691 ID, @60rej69)® D$$lJ)69)a (ip63)fDLJDrnl@ ,§>1,63) 6391IDAlb, @60(^1®)® S2flII_«6)51lD6b ®6bg}[rrf), @60rbJ63)® 
QAiD$^rr6fr fF(ipaib, asil® @iuaaib, @60r5J69)a 2_69)tpa@ib D^$(fl69)®iDrr6nj ar&jaib, @6or^i69)®
£u5)ip asn_®6)5lLD6^fT6Tr2 ar&jaib, @60r6J69)® (y)6T06\51ib i£i9iDrr .‘.(BDrrrjib, fiffli-a szsn^liDj Q^a^lrbAiaj®
®ib(Sii)6TT69TLb iDrb2UlJD Q^69i69in<#luj ®^r5$ij 2snu®6iSliD66 ®r&]®ib - @60rai69)®u i51rfl6it 6isnueji6urb$69ia6b
^LdQ^69T grb2U®Q®rf6TT6nU ULLgJina69I @60r5J69)®U D^$rfl69)® ^^ffllDlj ®lpa^$69I U^$rfl69)®UJa6n^
{B69)L.(ip69)fD® (Barr 69) 6uujl69)691 9Li9QujrTcip(5U6uria6i] j. ^iaa sjfln_a $2U6U69Tr&j®6fi ^i65)69i^§]ib icropib 
aflii_a6)51uj6b§j69)rDii5l69r0ib @6\)rBJ69)a u^$rfl69)a (y)69)n)LJuail@ ,s&63)639iiDagi$69i 9^gj69)ipuLiL.sn, ^j,sn699iuja 
QaiD60a^$69r Q^nri_9DaL_6oa69)6mLtib ,sy,63)699UDa$5$an ^arrrTguaanerT^ 69)6iia@ib a6itsn^6^l69i
$jLDrT69Tr&ia63)6TiiL|ib (u^$[fl69)a ^,^lrPiD2 ®tpa0$69i (Barr69)60 i%ai_69i£g|L.69r @69)699raauuil(36fr6nay) grb2U^ 
QaiDfbu@609.

13.2 2sni_aiDrT69T§] Q6U2)1ud(o69t uj60 rf$iun69T ail@UDrT(Ba6tfl6^1([5i5§i u)il@ib 6T51(5uL.L^rru51(5^60iTaa§i
6i69iib $iDaiDiDrbfD 6069rfila^§i69)rD Qa6b6onra@a6fr, ail@UDn(5a6Tfl6^c[5!BSI 6iSl(BLiilL.^rm51(|5^6V) G60699i@ib 
6i69i2)iib rgrrib grb2U®®ffifT6^£®®IDrTl^- 32flH-«r&]®6n 6069iffla^§i69)rD 6iSl6niburjrbia6ifl6b $6fsjaQu3(r5ULi#65)69i
9unaQarT6fr(65ib ^iG^G606TT, 60699^1a $2U6U65If^,a6^ 60tpf^i@ib 6v5l6TTiburrr&ia69)6TT u56ttl]Qu2)J60^69I (ip60ib
£flii_araja(6TT,®@ ^(i9^r&ia6fr ijlgfGiDrTffluugi, ^,rflrpujj U(g$a(6T5®(§rfluj @i_reja69>6n 69)auurb$a QarT6tt6iigi
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i Colombo Declaration

on
- Media Freedom and Social Responsibility

October 2008

!
On the Occasion of the tenth anniversary of the Colombo Declaration on Media Freedom and Social 
Responsibility ("Declaration"), we, the undersigned:

Reaffirming our commitment to the principles and values articulated in the Declaration, and to the 
process of Reform of Media Laws that we set out on.

We take this opportunity to revisit the Declaration, to acknowledge the positive developments that 
have taken place since then, to remind ourselves of the many goals that remain unfulfilled, and to 
chart out new challenges that have arisen since the Declaration

We note that the Government of Sri Lanka was one of the signatories to the Colombo Declaration on 
Media, Development and Poverty Eradication, Colombo, 2006 ("UNESCO Declaration") and its 
commitments under this Declaration include the promotion of a free, pluralistic and independent 
media committed to social justice and development. We recall further that the Windhoek Declaration 
of 1991 asserted that the right to a free press is a fundamental right underpinning participatory 
democracy.

We believe that one of the ways of achieving a free, pluralistic and independent media is by imple
menting the reforms suggested in the Declaration of 1998 and by guaranteeing to journalists the con
stitutional right to practice their profession while ensuring their safety and security.

Towards that end, we take this opportunity to present a revised version of the 1998 Declaration, and 
we pledge to work towards translating the normative aspirations of the Colombo Declaration into 
lived reality.

Preamble

We, the undersigned,

Convinced that freedom of expression and freedom of information are vital to a democratic society 
and are essential for its progress and welfare and for the enjoyment of other human rights and fun
damental freedoms;

Bearing in mind that it is imperative if people are to be able to monitor the conduct of their govern
ment, be politically informed and to participate fully in a democratic society, that they have access to 
information;

Convinced that the existence of a free and independent media during times of conflict is indispensa
ble in the easing of conflict through the promotion of diversity of opinions

Recognizing that the journalist performs a critical role in society in facilitating the above;

Considering that public officials by nature of their office should tolerate more intense levels of criti-
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Are you a Journalist ? 

Strive for professionalism
• Check your facts
• Listen to all parties
• Respect private lives
• Protect minors
• Protect your sources
• Pay special care to social issues
• Do not seek information 

through intimidation
• Maintain the dignity of 

your profession
• Work towards the public interest

This is what your code 

of Practice says
The Code of Practice (Code of Ethics) of
The Editors’ Guild of Sri Lanka has been adopted by
The Press Complaints Commission of Sri Lanka

Members of the public can now complain against you to:

The Press Complaints Commission of Sri Lanka
96, Kirula Road, Colombo 05
Tel:5353635 fax : 5335500
Email: pccsl@pccsl.lk Web: www.pccsl.lk
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